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PREFACE

The interest of this doctoral dissertation can be traced to 2013 with my collaboration as part of the preparation
team for the Seminar Week Abroad element of the Master of Advanced Studies of Spatial Planning in Athens
(CODE Athens), focusing on where projects of national and European importance had conflicts with local
interests. While preparing for this programme, some collaboration took place among Swiss (ETH Zürich),
German (Albert Speer and Partners) and Greek (the Technical University of Athens and University of Patras,
as well as the Hellenic Railways) contributors. The comparative studies for Swiss and Greek experiences,
however, showed that, although surprises in planning coordination are common to different planning contexts,
some systems could deal with such unannounced changes with greater flexibility than others. Naturally,
when it comes to informal planning, financial resources play a key role; the irony, nevertheless, is that, in the
end, informal planning leads to enormous savings in financial, human and technological resources. Those
planning cultures that invest in the preparation and testing of plans prior to implementation are aware of the
long-term advantages and therefore are also planning for generations yet to come.
After the experience of CODE Athens, I started to pursue research into the problems of metropolitan areas.
In the process of preparation and as a result of discussions with my colleagues (Dr. Anita Grams and Florian
Stellmacher), I decided to focus on the case of small and mid-sized communities in Swiss agglomerations.
The main reasons were the good accessibility, fast transformation and large potentials existing in these
areas. Therefore, the collaborative project with SBB under the title of “Challenges and Chances for SBB
in Small and Mid-Sized Communities” was initiated. The project was funded by the SBB Research Fund in
2015-2016, and continued funding came from the Swiss National Science Foundation fund (SNSF) in 20162018. The insightful cooperation and many in-depth discussions with the officials and experts of the Federal
offices, SBB, Cantonal offices and especially presidents and experts of the small and mid-sized Communities
resulted in stoking my enthusiasm in this research field. In addition to these projects, I had the opportunity
to participate in the CAS (Certificate of Advanced Studies) of Spatial Planning (curriculum 2015-2017), as
well as the International Doctoral College (curriculum 2017-2020) to bridge the practical and academic
experiences with the latest theoretical discourses.
Applying the lessons learnt in the European planning context to my home country, Iran, I was supported
by Prof. em. Dr. Bernd Scholl and Dr. Anita Grams (student director of MAS at the time) to test the idea of
informal planning in Iran. For this reason, a symposium was held in Zurich in 2018 to gather together many
Swiss and Iranian colleagues, experts and officials to discuss the feasibility of informal strategic planning
for further development of the railways. The successful follow-ups to this symposium resulted in a Joint
Seminar Week Abroad for MAS in Isfahan in 2019.
Through all the experiences and exciting projects above, I had the chance to meet a large number of experts
from different areas of planning. The valuable lessons, remarks and inspirations gained from these events,
together with the support of my family - not-to-forget the friendly and hospitable people of Zürich - helped
strengthen my motivation to pursue my research goals.

Zürich, 20.05.2019
Mahdokht Soltaniehha
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ABSTRACT

Railway-Oriented Spatial Development
As a Principal Strategy for Integrated Spatial and Railway Development in Small and
Mid-Sized Communities of Swiss Agglomeration

The size of urban agglomerations is increasing in

densification in small and mid-sized communities,

most countries as a result of the strengthening of

where more than 60% of land reserves are available.

the integration of regional economies and urban-

Thus, considering the potentials for compact

rural

However,

development in the catchment area of railway

due to cost-efficiency, uncontrolled growth might

stations, this work addresses coordinated spatial

trigger low-density development at the expense

and transportation policy-making as an essential

of rural and natural land in case of uncoordinated

requirement for a principal strategy of “inward

land use management. There are land use tools

development before outward development”, and as

such as ‘Transit-Oriented Development’ to justify

preparation for a new strategy of “Railway-Oriented

densification with high quality land use development

Spatial Development” (ROSD).

coherent

spatial

development.

and good accessibility to public transport. However,
holistic regional scale perspectives and integrated

Implementation of ROSD is confronted with various

spatial and transportation concepts are often missing,

operational obstacles: fragmented local governance,

hence failing to stimulate compact settlement

general

developments. Furthermore, approaching the concept

governments and low planning competence of the

of ‘agglomeration’, defined as a functional region

small and mid-sized communities, along with others.

rather than as an administrative unit, is a complex

Identifying the complex planning tasks that ROSD

task of planning that requires additional supportive

should potentially tackle, this work evaluates the

instruments.

existing planning instruments, and proposes a new

obligations

of

national

and

regional

collaborative instrument of ‘corridor consilium’, which
Currently, 54% of the population and 65% of employees

identifies the transit corridors as functional regions

(80% of employees in the tertiary economic sector)

and clarifies the causes of the abovementioned

in Switzerland live or work within one kilometre of a

problems. Missing collective understanding of the

railway station. These figures demonstrate the high

problem, sectoral planning and diverging interests,

relevance of the railway network in the distribution

lack of planning cooperation beyond administrative

of population and workplaces. The main hypothesis

borders and planning for functional spaces, to

of this dissertation is that underdeveloped and

list but some of the aspects, can be the focus of a

empty land reserves in the catchment area of the

corridor conference. Therefore, a corridor conference

railway stations can potentially contribute as a key

facilitates the decision-making processes towards

drive for more compact forms of development in

achieving the minimum strategy of ROSD, especially

agglomerations. This is of paramount importance for

for small and mid-sized communities.
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KURZFASSUNG

Bahnorientierte Raumentwicklung
Grundlegende Strategie für eine integrierte Raum- und Eisenbahnentwicklung in
kleinen und mittelgrossen Gemeinden der Schweizer Agglomerationen

Die Grösse der urbanen Agglomerationen nimmt

In

in den meisten Ländern durch stärkere Integration

Entwicklungen im Einzugsbereich von Bahnhöfen

regionaler

zusammenhängende

benennt die vorliegende Arbeit koordinierte Raum-

Raumentwicklung von Stadt und Land zu. Eine

und Eisenbahnentwicklung als zentrale Grundlage

weitere

Wirtschaft

und

Ausdehnung

der

Anbetracht

der

Potenziale

für

kompakte

Siedlungsflächen

hin zu „Innenentwicklung vor Außenentwicklung“

kann jedoch bei unkoordinierter Planung und

und als Vorbereitung für eine neue Strategie

niedrigen Dichten nicht nachhaltige Entwicklungen

„bahnorientierter Raumentwicklung“ oder „Railway-

verursachen.

Oriented Spatial Development“ (ROSD).

Strategien

wie

’Transit-Oriented

Development’ rechtfertigen Verdichtung mit qualitativ
hochwertiger

Siedlungsentwicklung

gutem

Der Implementierung von ROSD stehen mehrere

Zugang zu öffentlichem Verkehr. Allerdings fehlen

operationelle Hindernisse im Weg, u. a. fragmentierte

häufig ganzheitliche regionale Betrachtungen sowie

lokale Verwaltungen, generelle Auflagen nationaler

integrierte Raum- und Transportkonzepte, um

und regionaler Regierungen sowie die geringere

kompakte Siedlungsentwicklungen zu verwirklichen.

Planungskompetenz in kleinen und mittelgroßen

Darüber

‘Agglomerationen’

Gemeinden. Um die komplexen Planungsaufgaben

unterstützende Instrumente, um ihre Rolle als

zu identifizieren, welche ROSD potenziell bewältigen

funktionale Regionen zu stärken.

muss, evaluiert die vorliegende Arbeit die bestehenden

hinaus

benötigen

und

Planungsinstrumente und schlägt ein „Korridor
Momentan leben oder arbeiten 54 % der Bevölkerung

Konsilium“

und 65 % der Beschäftigten der Schweiz (80 %

vor. Dieses identifiziert strategisch bedeutsame

der Beschäftigten im Tertiärsektor) im Umkreis

Transitkorridore als funktionale Regionen und klärt

eines Kilometers vom nächstgelegenen Bahnhof.

die Ursachen der erkannten Schwierigkeiten. Die

Diese Zahlen verdeutlichen die hohe Relevanz

Korridor-Konferenz soll beispielsweise fehlendes

des

Eisenbahnnetzes

kollektives

von

Wohngebieten

für

Erschliessung

Kooperationsinstrument

Problemverständnis,

sektorspezifische

Die

Planung und divergierende Interessen, mangelnde
planerische Kooperation über Verwaltungsgrenzen

unbebaute

hinweg sowie fehlende Planungsmaßnahmen für

Siedlungsflächen im Einzugsgebiet von Bahnhöfen

funktionale Regionen überwinden helfen. Speziell

als Hauptantrieb für kompaktere Siedlungen in

in kleinen und mittleren Gemeinden soll damit

Agglomerationen dienen können. Dies ist speziell

ein wichtiger Beitrag geleistet werden, um die

für Innenentwicklung in kleinen und mittelgroßen

Zusammenarbeit an einer für die nächsten Jahrzehnte

Gemeinden von höchster Wichtigkeit, da dort

zentralen und im gemeinsamen Interesse liegenden

mehr als 60 % der Siedlungsflächenreserven

Aufgabe zu stärken: der vom Gesetzgeber geforderten

der Schweizer Agglomerationen verfügbar sind.

Siedlungsentwicklung nach innen.

lautet,

Hypothese
dass

Arbeitsplätzen.

neues

Dissertation

zentrale

und

die

als

dieser

unterentwickelte

und
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION

As a result of an intensive and well-functioning railway network, Switzerland has extensively developed polycentric
regions with specialised roles. The Spatial Concept of Switzerland is highly dependent on this attractive, reliable and
predictable public transportation system as the ‘strategic backbone of settlement development’. However, recent
studies and practices have identified a great implementation gap in terms of the regional concepts in small and midsized communities, where a great deal of development potential is located.
Funded by the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF, 2016-2018), this dissertation reflects specifically on the
implementation barriers towards integrated spatial and railway development in these small and mid-sized communities.
This chapter contains an introduction to the main theme, the purpose of the study, and the research questions. As
Switzerland provides a perfect example of this subject, this chapter refers to Swiss case studies, reflecting on the
research problems that have arisen. However, the discussions about an integrated spatial and transportation planning
strategy can be used in any other context, especially bearing in mind the specific aims of this strategy, e.g. density
thresholds, sprawl restraint, polycentricity, bottom-up planning approaches, and regional and territorial coherence,
which are relevant to most countries despite different institutional and cultural contexts. Moreover, case studies from
a pioneering collaborative planning culture, with available and reliable data sources, and an efficient railway system,
such as that of Switzerland, provide a more realistic assessment of the methodology and results. Finally, this chapter
indicates the main debates and analyses to be discussed later in this dissertation.

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

greater than that in the metropolitan cores. As
a result, urban or town agglomerations either

As the economic dynamo of national economies

stretch the boundaries of metropolitan areas

that are responsible for the disproportionate

or grow discontinuously in more self-reliant

share of employment and services, metropolitan

regions that have good accessibility to one or

areas are the central focus of national policies

more

and governance (SCOTT and STORPER, 2003;

is a rather new concept in spatial planning

DURAND

discourses that is still rendered variously

and

NELLES,

2012).

However,

the increasing demands for housing and
infrastructure in such areas require larger land
surface acquisition and cause a spatial impact

metropolitan

cores.

‘Agglomeration’1

1
Agglomerations as specific integrated spatial units
in contrast to the conventional planning units within the
administrative boundaries
1

Railway-Oriented Spatial Development (ROSD)

depending on the context2. The term originated

countries with more centralised institutional

in regional economies, where the agglomeration

settings.

of economic activities in the realm of spatial
planning refers to a continued settlement.

As opposed to urban agglomerations, town

In the field of spatial planning, Fang and Yu

agglomerations often experience coordination

(2017) suggest two different types of urban

conflicts or suffer from unbalanced spatial,

agglomerations and town agglomerations, based

environmental and infrastructure development.

on their respective cluster structures, scales of

This is due to inadequate planning competencies,

development, total numbers of agglomerations,

a passive position towards the upper-scale

competitiveness,

plans and policies, and inadequate financial

interactions,

and

spatial

distributions. As the definition suggests, neither

independencies.

urban nor town agglomerations are delimited

pattern of settlements in town agglomerations

within

administrative

encourages extensive land surface consumption.

units, and therefore come under ‘functional

Consequently, the characteristics of town

spaces’ .

agglomerations most often suggest one or more

fixed
3

Like

boundaries
other

of

forms

of

functional

spaces, agglomerations require instruments

Moreover,

the

structural

forms of urban sprawl.

and types of governance different from formal
administrations and statutory bodies.

To tackle urban sprawl, politicians around the
world propose various actions and instruments.

The ‘town agglomeration’ refers to a new form

Urban sprawl should be perceived as much as

of urbanisation that consists of several small

a result of other causes as the cause of the

and mid-sized towns that are geographically

problems itself. Yet, the opposite is practiced

bounded, clustered around one or more centres

when dealing with sprawl, especially in sectoral

and have socio-economic interdependencies

systems. In fact, urban sprawl can be compared

(FANG and YU, 2017). While in industrial countries

to the tip of an iceberg whose externalities

urban agglomerations have been studied since

cause more evident daily inconveniences and

the mid-twentieth century, town agglomerations

are therefore more noticeable (Figure 1.1).

have not received much attention, especially in

However, factors such as urban sprawl, together

2
Studies on the spatial clustering of cities began as
early as the 1920s using terms such as megalopolis, urban
agglomeration, city group, and city cluster (FANG and
YU, 2017). However, great progress in the field of regional
economies has been made in understanding the geography
of “cores and peripheries” since the 1950s (FAROLE ET AL.,
2009). In Switzerland, as in many other countries, urban
agglomerations have been voluntarily forming informal,
regional organisations to harmonize local decisions only in
the past three decades (TAK, 2004; IRL, 2008). The UN defines
an urban agglomeration as a unit that comprises a city or
town, as well as the suburban fringe or thickly settled territory
lying outside, but adjacent to, its boundaries. Therefore the
urban agglomeration is not identical with the locality but is an
additional geographical unit, which may include more than
one locality. (UN, 2008; DIJKSTRA and POELMAN, 2014).

with sectoral governance, overvalued housing

3
Some literature may refer to the functional spaces
as ‘soft space’ (ALLMENDINGER and HAUGHTON, 2009).
Regardless of different wordings, both terms address the
same issue.

use of new informal and formal instruments in

2

and hourglass labour markets, resurgence of
mega-projects, waste of resources, and costly
infrastructure, to name but a few, are mainly the
fallouts of disregarding integrated governance
and planning approaches.
Due to its larger spatial origins, overcoming
urban sprawl is not merely the task for
administrative and statutory bodies, particularly
as its domain is more than a plurality of single
administrative units but rather planning for
functional spaces. This requires synchronous
addition to the existing ones. Several studies
and practices refer to densification and urban
infill planning, construction within the existing
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ICEBERG EFFECTS IN LACK OF INTEGRATED PLANNING APPROACHES

Urban Sprawl
& its externalities:
- overcrowded metropolitan centres
- polluted and congested roads
- go-through traffic from small towns
- long commutings
- centalised service areas
- dormitory towns

Mega- & Oversized Projects
Dispensable Infrastructure
Administrative Fragmentations
Costly-to-maintain Infrastructure
Unused Infrastructure
Waste of Resources
Hourglass Labour Market
Lack of Affordable Housing
...
Figure 1.1: The ‘sprawl
iceberg’, indicating a lack
of integrated governance
and planning approaches
Source: author

infrastructure, implementing energy-efficient

activities. Therefore, public transport has a higher

urban solutions4 and conserving unbuilt areas

share of the modal split in the core municipalities

as effective approaches towards a more compact

of metropolitan areas5. However, these problems

form of settlement development (NEBEL,

are still open questions in terms of town

2014; GRAMS, 2015; LAINE ET AL., 2018;

agglomerations; in particular, agglomerations of

HOLLENSTEIN, 2019). Some scholars illustrate

small and mid-sized communities are at higher

the implementation challenges and barriers for

risk of marginalisation6. Moreover, because

compact urban development (VALLANCE ET AL.

of larger land surface consumption7, longer

2005; GERUS and VAN WEE, 2006; MCCONNELL

distances and the travel behaviour of inhabitants of

and WILEY, 2010). These studies reveal two

small and mid-sized communities, urban sprawl

categories of implementation challenges for

occurs to a larger extent in small and mid-sized

densification in general: 1) how to coordinate

agglomerations. Due to incoherent and sectoral

with upper-scale planning visions, and 2) how to

local and regional governing systems in small and

implement densification in already constructed

mid-sized communities or the peripheral areas,

areas. The two categories are highly interrelated,

addressing specific planning problems with a large

highlighting a greater need for resource-based

regional impact (e.g. sprawl) is a great challenge.

and demand-based planning approaches.
5

Since the metropolitan areas are the concentration
points of development, with access to high
capacity public transportation, as well as other
infrastructure and resources, in these areas
densification problems are better addressed
through various integrated projects and formal
plans.

Being

financially

independent

and

technically competent, the metropolitan regions
benefit from higher densities of urban land uses and
4
A doctoral dissertation by Karin Hollenstein (2019)
at the Chair of Spatial Development at ETH Zurich shows
the greatest potential for saving energy lies in compact
development in small and mid-sized communities.

Canton Zurich reported 41% (Canton Zurich, 2015).

6
According to the principle of comparative advantage,
and the economic convergence (especially in postwar Europe and the United States), the “circular and
cumulative” geographical patterns reinforce the stronger
places,causing them to diverge from the less-developed
areas. Economic integration and globalisation unleash
forces that seem to be benefiting core regions, often to the
detriment of the periphery. While integration policies in
the EU to date could promote inter-national convergence
to some extent, inter-regional inequalities have tended to
increase. In fact, a half century of more sophisticated trade
and location models has not overturned this fundamental
geographical logic of development (FAROLE ET AL., 2009).
7
As well as lower “development degrees” (“Ausbaugrad”
in German; “degré de saturation” in French).
3
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An integrated spatial and public transportation

This new tool is often referred to as the ‘evil

approach

compact

twin’ or ‘evil brother’ of TOD (ARRINGTON, 2003;

polycentric pattern with the concentration in

HALBUR, 2007), the reason being the lack of

the vicinity of the railway station. Following the

integration between transport and settlement

‘Transit-Oriented Development’ or TOD concept

development. In fact, although the development

in large cities, many small and mid-sized

is located around the transit station, it has little

communities with good accessibility concentrate

or no orientation or interaction with the transit

the densification in the “pedestrian-shed” of the

system itself.

can

often

provide

a

station area (normally within a walking distance
of 5 to 10 minutes, equivalent to a buffer of

Studies show that a successful TOD is not a

400-600 metres, or 1⁄4-1⁄2 mile ). While TOD in

‘product’ with the right measures but rather a

larger cities is widely viewed as an economic

planning ‘procedure’ (RENNE, 2009). However,

benefit and is the key to justifying the high cost

a lack of regional and territorial perspective as

of building railway infrastructure (CERVERO and

well as missing collaborative decision-making

DUNCAN, 2002), as a land use and density tool

procedures, especially in functional regions

TOD is best implemented in the metropolitan

such as agglomerations, are amongst the

centres and large cities. Although, in recent

shortcomings of this tool.

8

approaches, TODs are conducted in corridors,
or with more attention paid to the transit lines,
there are still various barriers to this conductive

1.2 OVERVIEW OF THE SITUATION IN
SWITZERLAND

tool achieving its goals in agglomerations
and country areas (RENNE, 2009). The reason

The general strategy employed by the Swiss

varies from lack of resources in small and mid-

authorities to tackle the building zone expansion

sized towns to different types and tendencies

in metropolitan areas is to rely on public transport,

of densification and travel behaviour. In such

especially railway infrastructure, as the ‘strategic

cases, scholars and practitioners use the term

backbone of the spatial development’. The reason

“Transit-Adjacent Development” or TAD.

for this revision lies in the clear orientation of Swiss
spatial planning for the coming decades: ‘inward
development before outward development’, which

8
Initially, it is assumed that the radius of the
public transport station is 1/4 mile. In this area, the
development should be planned according to TOD
(CURTIS ET AL., 2009; DITTMAR and OHLAND, 2012).

was proposed as a principal strategy. This strategy
was officially established in the revision of the
Swiss Spatial Planning Act (RPG) of 2014.

PARADIGM SHIFT
Normative Planning based
on Local Authorities
Federal Constitution, RPG, RPV
National Sectoral Plans
Cantonal Directive Plans
Communal Land Use Plans

4

Cooperative Planning in
Functional Regions
Spatial Concept Switzerland
Agglomeration Programs
Model project (Modellvorhaben)
Metropolitan conferences

Figure 1.2: Paradigm shift
in planning approaches in
Switzerland
Source: ARE, 2017;
translated by the author
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According to the new RPG revision, all Cantons

Despite the spatial importance, the topic of

are obliged to revise the boundaries of their

mobility and transportation is a forgotten

building zone within a 5-year period (2014- 2019).

component in debates on inward development.

The challenge, however, is in the implementation

Only in terms of improving the quality of a compact

of the strategy. Since no general ‘recipe’ would

settlement is it mentioned that good accessibility

work in all places, Cantons and Communities

plays a key role. This indicator is often measured

have been confronted with different challenges,

by ‘Public Transport Accessibility Level’ or

and have consequently employed a variety

PTAL9. This approach has led to a tendency

of tools and measures to revise the building

towards large mobility nodes and centres, and

zone. Almost five years after the passing of

subsequently greater concentration of services

the law, the Federal Office for Spatial Planning

(land use and transportation) in these places.

(ARE) confirms the significant impact of the

For example, despite limited land resources and

law revision has had on preserving the natural

density thresholds, the metropolitan areas of

and cultural lands outside the built-up area

Zurich, Bern and Basel continue to be attractive

in settlements. However, while monitoring

places for inward development. At such time

and assessing the efforts of the Cantons and

as the metropolitan areas reach their density

Communities towards inward development, ARE

threshold, this will cause further growth of

has listed a number of challenges and barriers

agglomerations connected to the metropolitan

to implementation (ARE, 2017):

centres and emergence of more commuting
towns to accommodate the spillover population
followed by sprawl. In order to halt or even

» Sociocultural obstacles:
1. Social resistance against densification and

reverse this trend, a collaborative approach with
a regional perspective is essential. A paradigm

inward development

shift from normative planning approaches to

2. Negative perception of densification

more cooperative approaches is initiated by ARE
(Figure 1.2). In this new approach, the focus

» Legal obstacles:
3. Guarantee of private property

is on a concentration of small and mid-sized

4. Inadequacy of plans and regulations

communities as parts of functional spaces along

5. Complex or unadjusted spatial planning

with the metropolitan areas and large urban
cores.

regulations and procedures

Current investigations show that two-thirds of

» Technical obstacles:
6. Overlay and complexity of public policies

land reserves are available within the building

7. Unclear ideas, or lack thereof, concerning

zone (Bauzone) in communities with a population
below 10,000 inhabitants (GRAMS, 2018). Based

the desired spatial development
8. Lack of agreement between planning and

an additional population of 1.0 to 1.7 million

demand
9. Insufficient

on the statistics of 2012, there is potential for

competences,

habits

and

inhabitants in such communities (ARE, 2012).

resources of the community
However, due to the lack of local spatial
» Economic obstacles:
10. Complexity of financing infrastructure and
public facilities

planning in such communities, not only do
these land reserves often not receive proper
attention as future development potentials of

11. Low economic benefits for densification

regional importance, but in some cases they

12. Lack of investors in risky situations

9

ÖV-Güteklassen in German
5
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actually become re-zoned to the non-building

Considering railways are the major public

zone under the Swiss Federal Spatial Planning

transportation mode in Switzerland, it is evident

Act (Art.15, RPG). Since the revised Federal

that any changes in railway networks can drive

Spatial Planning Act of 1st May 2014, there is

(re-)development trends and transform the

an obligation for Cantonal planning offices to

spatial structure in different areas.

adapt the building zones of the entire Canton.
According to Article 1 of this Act, there is a strict

The main strategy for Swiss spatial development

requirement for a concrete separation between

is based on a frequent, attractive and efficient

the non-building zones and building zones.

rail system. This orientation enables the further

Moreover, in Article 15 of the same revision,

development of a Swiss city network, which

there is also a legal requirement for the building

both completes its remit and promotes inward

zone potential for the next 15 years for the

settlement development in the catchment area

entire Canton. The Cantons are obliged to adjust

of railway stations and other public transport

these new requirements within a 5-year period

stops. The aim of this strategy is to promote

(2014-2019). The Federal Spatial Planning

the economical use of resources and to protect

Office (ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung)

cultural landscapes from further urban sprawl.

or Federal Office for Statistics (BFS, Bundesamt

This simple strategy is by no means easy to

für Statistik) support the Swiss Cantons through

implement because it particularly aims to limit

providing a broader concept of the role and

the expansion of settlements that has prevailed

position of each Canton in the country, as well

since the advent of industrialisation.

as in relation to the neighbouring countries
and European network, in the form of regional

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

concepts e.g. Spatial Concept of Switzerland, or
Spatial Division of Switzerland.

Although the research problem is portrayed in
the Swiss planning system, to varying degrees the

While the policies and legal requirements at a

complexities and obstacles of implementation are

national level are general, and the supplementary

likely to be similar in other contexts. Nonetheless,

documents focus on metropolitan areas and

the case of Switzerland is the main focus of this

functional regions, the Cantonal planning offices

research due to the importance and priority of the

can show initiative and be creative. In this regard,

topic, availability of the data and first hand sources,

for example, for the first time in Switzerland,

familiarity, and financial and academic support

Canton Bern initiated a supra-communal

for the research. Therefore, not all problems and

planning measure for an integrated spatial and

obstacles are totally similar in other contexts10.

transportation development for the entire Canton
by introducing ‘Comprehensive Regional Traffic

In Switzerland, the land surface allocated for

and Settlement Concept’ or RGSK (Regionales

settlement increased by more than 23% from

Gesamtverkehrs- und Siedlungskonzept) under

1985 to 200911, at a rate equal to 0.9% per year

six regional conferences. RGSK helps the

(BFS, 2015). Most of this development was at the

Canton to identify the priorities with a bottom-

expense of agricultural land. For small countries

up process and strong cooperation between

such as Switzerland or the Netherlands, where

the communities through a regional decision-

10 The limitation of methodology and transferability of
the research results are exclusively discussed in section 3.6
and in the case study analyses of chapters 4 and 5.

making process (in the form of the regional
conferences, or directly by Canton if the region
is still missing a conference). RGSK is legally
binding under Cantonal law.
6

11 The increase of 584 km2 that exceeds the total area of
the Lake Geneva
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the land surface is a scarce resource and should

increase in the agglomerations of small and mid-

be preserved sustainably for all purposes,

sized communities with limited access to public

this trend of development is a more complex

transport and inadequate planning competencies

planning task than in larger countries. Yet, the

for complex projects at the communal level. Despite

externalities of urban sprawl are similar in

massive investment in operation and maintenance

different contexts and not specific to only one

of the railway infrastructure, many small and mid-

form of development or governance.

sized towns have limited control over land use in
the railway station district and quality of access.

This dissertation addresses the main barriers to

There are manifold reasons for this lack of land

densification around the railway infrastructure

management, ranging from the historic structure

in three categories, described below:

of the settlement area and distance of the railway
station from the historic centre, to the position of
the railway station at the edge of the communal

1.3.1 Sectoral Approaches and Lack
of Integrated Spatial and Public

border, and therefore having no jurisdiction over

Transportation in Small and Mid-Sized

the railway station district (SCHOLL ET AL., 2016).

Communities

However, most often the land in the immediate
To a large extent, public transport infrastructure

vicinity of a railway station belongs to the Real

development, especially of railways, requires

Estate section of Swiss Railways (SBB). The SBB

both public funds and cooperation of the local

Real Estate is obliged to use the land for inter-

government

(political

modal purposes such as the concept of Park and

construction

is

will).

favourable

An
for

integrated
both

local

Rail, bicycle parking, the station building, traffic

government and railway companies towards

circulation, taxi drop off area, access road to the

Figure 1.3: Density
of inhabitants and
employees based on PTAL
classification in the main
agglomeration areas of
canton Zurich

a more sustainable use of resources. With

Park and Rail area, and sometimes the bus stops

integrated planning, not only does financial

and bus circulation area, amongst other uses. In

support such as subsidisation or co-funding

cases where the amount of land exceeds the inter-

opportunities emerge, but also a merger of

modal requirements, the company can convert the

different competencies for a long-lasting, efficient

land use to other uses such as residential, retail

Source: adapted from
CANTON ZURICH, 2016

form of coordination. However, the complexities

or offices. The survey from the collaborative study

2010 and 2013 status and the prospect of 2030 for densities of inhabitants and employees per PTALs
(Einwohner / Beschäftigten nach ÖV-Güteklassen) according to Monitoring und Controlling Agglomerationen (MOCA)

Inhabitants per PTAL classes

Employees per PTAL classes

100%

100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%
60%

60%
50%

keine GK

50%

keine GK

40%

Güteklasse D

40%

Güteklasse D

AP Stadt
ZürichGlattal

AP Winterthur AP Zürcher
und
Oberland
Umgebung

Kanton
Zürich

AP Limmattal

AP Stadt
ZürichGlattal

AP Winterthur AP Zürcher
und
Oberland
Umgebung

Ziel

2012

2010

Ziel

2012

2010

Ziel

2012

2010

Ziel

Güteklasse A

2010

Ziel

2013

2010

Ziel

2013

2010

Ziel

2013

2010

Ziel

2013

2010

0%
Ziel

0%
2013

10%
2010

10%

AP Limmattal

Güteklasse B

20%

2012

Güteklasse A

2010

20%

Güteklasse C

Ziel

Güteklasse B

30%

2012

Güteklasse C

30%

Kanton
Zürich
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Challenges and Chance for SBB in Small and

ARE definition) based on the service quality12 of

Mid-Sized Communities (SCHOLL ET AL., 2016)

the station/stop and the distance from it. With

reveals that, in spite of the fact that the railway

this method, all types of public transportation

company possesses a considerable amount of

including all manner of trains, trams and buses

land reserves, it is not economically justifiable to

are considered.

activate such land parcels in small and mid-sized
communities.

Several Cantons, such as Canton Zurich, use
PTAL as the main measure to bridge the supply

Moreover, although SBB land reserves may

and demand aspect of public transport, including

constitute a small proportion when compared to

main elements such as density of inhabitants or

those owned by other stakeholders in the close

employees. Nevertheless, the measure of PTAL,

vicinity of railway stations, due to their strategic

which was initially developed by the Federal

locations they can effectively hinder or promote

Office to estimate the needs and regulate the

land reserve activations in such areas. Moreover,

parking requirements of the stations, is to a

communities are willing to make trade-offs

large degree insufficient as a measure for spatial

for such transformation, in order to increase

elements such as densification, and might be

the quality of the station as a place, as well as

misleading when setting planning objectives. For

a transportation node. However, since most

example, general strategies such as increasing

of the small and mid-sized communities lack

the density of population or workplaces in

permanent planning positions, and are mostly

class A or B (Figure 1.3), even though these

directed by the public service under the militia

might appear to be aligned with the minimum

system, they rarely get the chance to collaborate

strategy of ‘inward development before outward

with the SBB. In fact, the Cantons are the main

development’, might result in further sprawl,

link between communities and the SBB, and are

especially in the periphery of metropolitan areas.

the primary actor to ensure integrated spatial

Furthermore, since accessibility measures such

and railway development on all scales. Since

as PTAL do not reflect on the quality of a place

the complexity of the topic surpasses the formal

and local accessibility of the public transport

instruments, the Cantons take different initiatives

nodes, using them exclusively to balance the

to address integration between settlement and

land use and public transport supply would

public transport development.

seem to be a measure of incompetence, and
requires supplementary procedures to clarify

Unlike large communities, small and mid-

the problem and pursue solutions tailored to

sized settlements have sufficient land reserves

each case.

inside the legal building zone (GRAMS, 2015;

12 ‘Service quality’ here refers only to the course
intervals, which is the average distance between arrival
and departure (per line in the main load direction) between
6:00 to 20:00 (Monday to Friday). The reason for not
including any other factors involved in this is firstly it is
a transportation tool*, and secondly, as it is explained by
ARE, is to ensure that the methodology is nation-wide
comparable.

BAK BASEL ECONOMICS / FAHRLÄNDER
PARTNER, 2008). Nonetheless, not all of these
are located within the coverage areas of the
major infrastructure network, or to be precise
the public transportation network. Currently,
the single major tool in Switzerland frequently
referred to by spatial planners, and which
interlinks the settlement development with the
public transportation network, is PTAL, which
consists of different classes (four classes in

8

* (Accessibility in special planning has a wider
meaning than in transportation planning. In special -->
planning, the term `connectivity` is replaceable by the
`accessibility‘ term in transportation planning, while
accessibility might also refer to access to other sorts of
services and infrastructure, not only transportation)
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Railway Station a a Potential Focus for
Transboundary Planning Approaches
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1.3.2 Incoherent Regional Administration,

1.3.3 Technical Implementation Barriers in

Small-Scale Autonomies and

the Railway Station Districts

Insufficient Trans-boundary
Cooperation at a Supra-Communal

While in crucial cases the principal strategy

Level

of

‘inward

development

before

outward

development’ from ARE has had a positive
Communal authorities have significant local

impact on preventing the current dimension

autonomy

with

of building zones from growing, at the same

Regional and Cantonal planning and governance

time it does limit the densification or extension

levels. As part of a bottom-up approach, this is

towards railway stations, wherever the station is

considered a strength. However, this approach

at the edge or marginally outside of the building

can have its shortcomings in some places,

zone boundaries, especially in small and mid-

especially in small and mid-sized communities.

sized communities.

in

consistent

coordination

Evidently, in terms of resources, Cantonal
and Regional planning scales are not able to

On the basis of the discussions from the

contribute to all inter-communal collaboration.

previous section (Section 1.1 Background),

Therefore, with the exception of upper-scale

Switzerland‘s

conceptual and guiding plans, a supra-communal

the building zone expansion in metropolitan

planning level is lacking, especially in small

areas is to rely on public transport, especially

and mid-sized communities. Regional railway

railway infrastructure, as the backbone of

stations in agglomerations historically existed

spatial development. Due to the estimation of

to connect industries to the railway network,

a steady increase in the number of inhabitants

and were therefore constructed away from town

and employees in metropolitan areas such as

centres, often at the edges of the communal

Zurich, the limited land resources and density

administrative borders. As the railway station

thresholds are strongly under consideration

gained more centrality for various activities, a

for future settlement development. Current

planning concern was to connect the historic

investigations show that there are a significant

centres to the railway station district in order to

number of land reserves available in the

benefit from both centres. However, in many cases

building zone (Bauzone) in small and mid-sized

like Embrach or Uzwil (Figure 1.4), the railway

communities.

principal

strategy

to

tackle

station provides services and accessibilities for
over three communities, and therefore requires a

While the policies and legal requirements at

balanced development to connect all the historic

national level are general, and the supplementary

and local centres of these towns to the railway

documents focus on metropolitan areas and

station. In part, the Regional and Cantonal

fuzzy structures, the cantonal planning offices

guiding plans do provide measures for these

can be enterprising and creative. In this regard,

issues; in most cases, however, due to sectoral

for example, Canton Bern initiated a supra-

responsibilities, various stakeholders, and the

communal planning measure for an integrated

function of the railway station and tracks as a

spatial and transportation development for

physical barrier, these become complex planning

the entire canton, a first for Switzerland, by

tasks. In this respect, the cantonal and regional

introducing ‘Comprehensive Regional Traffic

scales are too large, and formal instruments are

and Settlement Concept’ or RGSK (Regionales

too general and limited to pursuing strategic and

Gesamtverkehrs-

action-oriented processes within a framework of

under six regional conferences. RGSK helps

trans-boundary collaborations.

the Canton to identify the priorities with a

10
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bottom-up process and a strong cooperation

the supply and demand balance, are the core

between the communities through a regional

fundamentals of most TOD projects. Different

decision making process (in form of the regional

researchers, varying from transportation fields

conferences, or directly by Canton, if the region

to spatial planners and geographers, have

is still missing a conference). RGSK is legally

conducted TOD research projects on one or

binding under cantonal law.

more of these features.

According to the results of the SNSF-funded

However, depending on the expertise and distinct

research project (SPIELRÄUME FÜR DICHTE,

backgrounds in diverse studies, different TOD

2011-2014), it is evident that a homogeneous and

features were stressed to a larger or smaller

problem-oriented spatial planning process is

extent or even excluded entirely. As with many

missing in the small and mid-sized communities

multi-disciplinary topics, TOD features also

in the Swiss Central Plateau (Mittelland). In other

have notable distinctions both in their nature

words, this research seeks to clarify the planning

and in specialised uses. Generally, the word

vision in the smaller communities, especially

‘accessibility’ refers to public transport, and

the ones in the Militia System (Milizsystem),

specifically considers the comfort of all users

where there is no full-time position for experts

with different needs, whereas ‘connectivity’

in planning affairs. Therefore, it is essential to

includes any mode of transport. Connectivity

examine a unified planning vision for a cluster

has been the centre of projects with focus

of small and mid-sized communities using the

on transportation infrastructure in general,

same railway connection, in order to stimulate

including private cars, non-motorised modes of

planning based on common TOD principles. In

transportation, and newer technology such as

addition to sectional governance in small and

autonomous cars and buses.

mid-sized communities, a segmental and partial
public transport system is also existent in such

The findings from these studies help to calculate

areas, especially at intervals between different

more accurately the need for parking spaces,

cantonal borders. The current hypothesis is that,

to identify the most appropriate locations for

in general, railway companies such as the Swiss

special services such as health centres, etc., to

Federal Railways (SBB) are capable of taking

understand the impacts of new plans on roads,

the leading role in these areas in terms of future

stations or routes in the spatial context, and

spatial development, and activating the existing

most importantly, to identify places that might

land reserves towards inward development.

need better connectivity. Evidently, the two terms

Examining this hypothesis is essential for both

have been used with great freedom: sometimes

transport planning and spatial development,

interchangeably,

as it not only specifies the potentials for

one from the other. In some studies, quality of

station redevelopment but also provides better

transport links is a key factor for connectivity

accessibility as well as catalysing the process

assessment, and mostly disregarded in the

of inward development of small and mid-

accessibility evaluations. In some other studies,

sized communities before creating sprawl in

accessibility indicates the quality of travel, and

metropolitan regions.

focuses on travel time, travel options, comfort,

sometimes

to

distinguish

flexibilities, and the access to various land uses.
Connectivity of different places and accessibility

Therefore, travel cost, timetable and access

to public transport, which includes typically

management are some of the most important

calculating either the travel time or distance

outcomes of this factor.

or even catchment area analysis to secure
11
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Formerly, the major concern of transit-oriented

(Bauzonenreserven) in the large communities are

development in planning projects was to ensure

limited. However, the biggest growth will occur not

good accessibility in less densely-populated

in the large cities but in small and mid-sized towns.

areas, providing alternative modes to private

Not preparing for a comprehensive regional plan,

cars. However, the demand for public transport

focusing on integrated spatial and infrastructure

alternatives to the car was too low to render

development, might result in urban sprawl, or

it viable. Oddly, these areas are normally the

confront regions with a ‘demand and supply

settlements far from the large urban centres

challenge‘ in housing and population distribution.

that experience above average aging for the

The initial aim of this dissertation is to evaluate the

region and might be in greater need of public

current supra-communal and regional planning

transport and accessibility to specific service

processes, identify best practices in this regard,

areas. Experiences show that the realisation

and ultimately highlight the transferable policies

of successful developments is not sustainably

and approaches for further implementation in

achievable if not tied to improving the social

other regions.

and economic conditions of residents and space
users.

For example, the third generation of agglomeration
programmes of Canton Zurich initiates a so-

The implementation of the TOD while involving

called ‘Roof Concept’ for all four Agglomeration

all the distinct stakeholders is already very

Programmes (APs), and defines an indicator for

complicated. Often there is a need for financial

the number of inhabitants and employees who

instruments and incentives that would open a

are in different PTAL classes. By defining this

universal dialogue encompassing all actors,

indicator, Canton Zurich and the Monitoring and

realtors,

legal

and

geographical

Controlling Agglomerations (MOCA) assess the

these

instruments,

progress of their goals and set future goals. Based

one can mention LVT (Land Value Tax), TIF

on this indicator, almost half of the population

(Tax Increment Financing), BID (Business-

of Canton Zurich lived in either class A (22%) or

Improvement District), etc.

class B (23%). In the agglomeration of Zurich-

economists.

parties

Amongst

Glattal, three quarters of the inhabitants lived in

1.4 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

very good or well-developed locations (class A
and B respectively), and only 2% were considered
not connected to the public transport. In much

Currently, 54% of inhabitants live within a catchment

Cantonal and Regional planning, the target is to

area of up to 1km-radius of a passenger railway

increase the number of space users (inhabitants

station, amongst which 49% and 26% respectively

employees) in class A and B of PTAL; however, this

live in mid-sized and large communities (Figure

begs two other major questions:

13

1.5). Studies show that, up to 2030, there will
be a significant rise in demand for housing in

a) Would they accomplish this goal by densification

large agglomeration regions in Switzerland

of the class A and B locations, or upgrade class C

(Prognosis 2030) (ARE, 2008a), despite the fact

and D (for Canton Zurich, also class E and F) to the

that land reserves inside the official building-zones

upper classes?

13 Communities with a population between 2,00013,000 are considered “mid-sized’ and communities with a
population between 13,000-50,000 are considered “large”.
According to the EC definitions, both these categories are
amongst “small and mid-sized towns” in European scale.

12

b) And in either case, would it result in expansion of
the building zones, and subsequently sprawl?

Chapter 1: Introduction

As a result of the current federal law and national

spatial planning measures to interlink the

concepts, different cantons have great flexibility

actions and improve the bottom-up processes

and freedom to choose one of the above-

as further support to the Cantons. Based on

mentioned strategies. The second aim of this

the outcomes of the previous studies, the main

dissertation is to investigate different cantonal

inference of the literature review on inward

approaches in implementing their plans based

development studies is that purposeful land

on PTAL; furthermore, to examine if PTAL, or

management can strengthen and ensure the

as known ÖV-Güteklassen in Switzerland, is

process of inward development, but only if all

an appropriate measure for spatial planners

the actors accept a common understanding

to prepare plans and processes for the future

of the concept. Reasonably, developing the

population and settlement distribution.

settlement potentials in the most economical
way requires a good level of cooperation unto

The revised version of Spatial Planning Act 2014

inward development, as well as an awareness

demands an implementation of the ‘inward

of, and harmonious agreement on, the needs

development ’

and demands of the settlement ahead of time

development

before

outward

14

strategy in all future planning-oriented decisions
(SCHWEIZERISCHE

(GRAMS, 2018).

EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT,

2014). However, there is no countrywide

According to the initial Raum+ findings,

homogenous approach to employ development

the existing land reserves in the legal

strategies toward consuming the existing

building zones are able to accommodate

land

area

the future population up to 2050, but,

(Innenentwicklung). Yet, several studies have

as previously mentioned, many of these

been conducted in order to ensure that the

reserves are located in smaller and mid-

principal strategy of “inward development

sized communities, which are not priorities

before outward development“ is implemented

for further development in the real estate

through the decision-making processes (ARE,

market. Moreover, these communities usually

2013; IRL, 2013; NEBEL, 2014). The major

face many problems regarding financing and

common argument in these studies includes

professional resources. On the other hand,

different interpretations of land management

it is not economically justifiable for the SBB

among different stakeholders, which cause

real estate to develop their properties in small

difficulties in identifying and assigning various

and mid-sized communities, even though they

roles to different actors.

are located very centrally and could trigger

reserves

inside

the

building

further development in the region.
Additionally, the “Ranges of Density” project
indicates that the scope of density is not fully

However, the new strategy of the Federal

exploited in the Central Plateau, especially in

Department of the Environment, Transport,

small and mid-sized communities. In fact, this

Energy and Communications (UVEK) obliges

study shows around 60% of the floor areas

SBB to coordinate with Cantonal and Communal

reserved in the housing zones are available in

authorities on the projects in and around the

small and mid-sized communities (GRAMS,

railway station districts, as well as to participate

2015). Yet another aim of this dissertation is

actively in (re)development of the railway areas

to identify spatial planning measures that can

to increase the value of lands and properties

involve the decisive actors and to find or develop

(STRATEGISCHE

14

FÜR DIE SBB, 2015–2018). Additionally, in the

Innenentwicklung vor Aussenentwicklung in German

ZIELE

DES

BUNDESRATES
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past few years, in some small and mid-sized
communities,

convenient

public

1.5 DISSERTATION OUTLINE

transport

access to the large business centres has helped

Starting with the theoretical background, the

these communities to exhibit considerable

research reviews the most important theories

growth. Regional railway connections have also

related to the topics of governance and planning

triggered these communities to accommodate

city-regions and agglomerations, as well as

new inhabitants.

urban-rural interrelations. While discussing
the planning theories of rational and strategic

Given

the

fact

that

current

planning

planners in regard to the integrated transport

instruments could not meet the requirements

and

for the activation of existing land reserves

background highlights the causes and effects of

in small and mid-sized communities in

urban sprawl from different perspectives. At the

Switzerland, a major gap is revealed between

end of the theoretical framework, the evolution

the theoretical strategies and the practical

of planning approaches, from strategic towards

solutions. In this situation, decisive actors

action-oriented approaches, bridges the theory

such as the SBB (as one of the foremost

section to the conceptual framework. As the

players in real estate) might take the initiative

foundation of the planning approaches used

to provoke or halt the spatial development

in this dissertation, the conceptual framework

in such communities. This research aims to

focuses on the importance of problems and

address this problem, and to bridge this gap.

tasks. Recognising the tasks and types of

The central question here is how to manage

planning shapes, in the form of a ‘problem-

avoiding sprawl in the large metropolitan

oriented’ approach, the core concept of the

regions by provoking activation of the various

research, solving the questions of integrated

land and density reserves in small and mid-

spatial and railway development in small

sized communities supported by convenient

and mid-sized communities.

regional railway connections. Considering the

theoretical foundation, two research projects

main purpose of this research, there are five

were conducted: Challenges and Chances for

major questions that this dissertation seeks to

SBB in Small and Mid-Sized Communities

answer, as listed in Table 1.1.

(2015-2016), and Railway Capacities and Density

Research question 1

spatial

development,

the

theoretical

Based on this
Table 1.1: Research
questions
Source: author

Why does ‘integrated spatial and railway development’ matter as a principal strategy? And
how can it support the strategy of ‘inward development before outward development’?

Research question 2

How can small and mid-sized communities contribute to
achieving the goals of the principal strategy?

Research question 3

What are the main planning measures and instruments in the existing planning systems
to achieve the requirements of an integrated spatial and railway development?

Research question 4

What are the planning barriers and complexities towards integrated spatial and
railway development? How can these be addressed in the planning systems?

Research question 5

Is this principal strategy transferable to similar complex tasks
in different institutional and cultural contexts?
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Thresholds (SNSF FUND, 2016) (2016-2018).

of ROSD methodology in Iran is discussed.

A significant result of the two collaborative

Lastly, a synthesis of all the discussions in this

projects is the authoring, with empirical

dissertation is provided, along with concluding

knowledge and experience, and development

remarks and further open research questions.

of the initial methodology for the Rail-Oriented
Spatial Development or ROSD model. Further

1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION

literature review supports the research with
theories regarding the examination and scenario

In addition to the current chapter, this manuscript

assessments, so as to examine the methodology

consists of six other chapters, as follows:

for ROSD (Figure 1.5).
Chapter 2 | Research Background

As a principal strategy, ROSD cannot provide
tailored solutions, but rather guides the actors

As the theoretical and conceptual foundation

within the existing formal and supportive

of this dissertation, Chapter 2 consists of a

instruments to arrive at the most appropriate

comprehensive literature review, covering a variety

solutions

the

of disciplines on the topic of regional and territorial

dissertation proposes a ‘Corridor Conference’ as

coherence, urban and rural interrelationship,

a collaborative setting to improve the decision-

sprawl, different perceptions of accessibility and

making processes in the influence area of the

the interrelation of accessibility to public transport

corridor, and support planning in the functional

and land use, as well as common literature on

region of agglomeration oriented towards the

Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) and urban

accessibility to the railway station. A literature-

intensifications. Beginning with the fundamental

based case study is conducted to identify similar

theories, an overview of the normative planning

research questions in other countries. In a

and urban geography concepts is provided,

comparative analysis, the research focuses on

with a focus on public transport in general and

Figure 1.5: Research
process

the possibility of transferring the policies and

railway development in particular. Following a

measures of this dissertation to other countries.

classic literature review, the current debates

Source: author

Subsequently, the feasibility of implementation

and approaches towards integrated spatial and

or

RESEARCH PROCESS
ACCUMULATE THE KNOWLEDGE

Empirical studies:
• SBB Challenges and Chances (20152016)
• Railway Capacity and Density
Thresholds (SNF Project, 2016-2018)

DISCOURSE
Theoretical analysis:
• Cooperative and collaborative planning
instruments
• Integrated railway and spatial planning:
» Case studies: Switzerland, the
Netherlands, Germany, England,
Austria, Iran

alternatives.

Therefore,

SYNTHESIS
SYSTEMATISE
THE KNOWLEDGE

Main outcomes:
• Railwayoriented spatial
development, ROSD
(a principal strategy
for orientation and
cooperation)
• Corridor
conference: a
problem-oriented
planning procedure

APPLICATION
OPERATION OF
THE KNOWLEDGE

Case studies in Switzerland:
• In-depth corridor
analyses:
» Pratteln-Sissach
» Winterthur-Buelach
» Brugg-Lenzburg
• Corridor Conference:
» Conceptual aspects
» Thematic aspects
» Organisational aspect:

GENERALISATION
TRANSFERRING
THE KNOWLEDGE

Case studies in Iran:
» Implementation of
ROSD in Iran
» Feasibilities
for cooperative
instrument
of corridor
conference

“Corridor Consilium”
» Application of corridor
consilium in case
studies
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transportation planning are discussed. After

qualitative methods are presented. Following a

reflection on the work of strategic or action-

description of the methodology, in the next section

oriented planning literature, the conceptual basis

the validity and reliability of data is discussed.

of the dissertation is presented. The conceptual

This is particularly important to the evaluation

framework is at the core of the empirical case

of the results of the research. Moreover, the

studies and analytical arguments found mainly

generalisability of the empirical methodology

in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Perceiving the relevant

examined in the case studies of this research

theories and practical experiences sheds light

is discussed to assess the transferability of the

on identifying the research gaps, and therefore

methodology to other cases and contexts. Finally,

elaborates the hypotheses on the basis of which

the limitations of the research methodology are

this dissertation is constructed and can be

explained to provide a more realistic perspective

followed in the next chapter.

on the methodology and outcomes. .

Chapter 3 | Starting Point

Chapter 4 | Railway-Oriented Spatial
Development as a Principal Strategy for

This chapter begins with the clarification of the

Regional Coherence

common terminologies used in this dissertation
based on the literature and legal documents. As

This chapter provides an overview on the Swiss

the main context for the empirical studies, the

planning system and the policies, initiations,

current situation of formal and informal planning

practices and future perspectives regarding

instruments for integrated spatial and railway

integrated railway and spatial development. The

development is discussed.

main purpose here is to examine whether the
current planning frameworks are efficient enough to

Following a general assessment of the situation,

fulfil the integrated railway and spatial development

research gaps are suggested and the key

objectives and, importantly, entitled to implement

objectives of the dissertation are presented;

and monitor them over a long-term timespan.

there then follows a presentation of the research

Following this background, different dimensions

hypotheses

and

of collaborative planning in the Swiss planning

conceptual backgrounds. Subsequently, the main

systems are reviewed and the further necessities

research approaches and methodologies are also

of strategic planning frameworks are discussed.

demonstrated. In this and following chapters, the

The core of this section is critical reflection on the

research objectives are the guiding principle for

subject through case study analysis. Analysing

defining the ways the research data should be

different frameworks in European case studies,

collected, analysed and applied, e.g. for choosing

major policy-making processes, actor networks,

the case studies or primary data collection

financial and political interactions between actors,

methods in Chapter 4, or type of quantitative

regional impacts and the planning approaches

analysis as well as the qualitative interpretation

towards them are reflected upon. The primary

presented in Chapter 5. Case studies are widely

outcome of this comparative analysis is that, to

used in this research to understand the problems

promote integrated planning approaches, new

and barriers, and to examine the research

strategic frameworks need to be established. The

hypotheses. Therefore, an introduction to the case

outcome is a proposal of such frameworks that

studies discussed in this dissertation is provided

particularly support integrated planning in the

in this chapter as the main research methodology.

functional urban regions, such as agglomeration

Since most of the experiments are based on data

areas. The establishment of a strategic framework,

analysis, explanations of different quantitative and

aiming at collective compliance amongst the

16

based

on

the

theoretical
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existing sectoral instruments at different formal

Chapter 6 | Relevance of Methodology

decision-making levels, is a foundation upon which
the effective support of problem-oriented tailored

As ROSD methodology is developed, tailored and

solutions is ensured..

examined in the case studies from Switzerland,
an initial assessment is provided on whether

Chapter 5 | Corridor Conference for a

or not the comparability, generalisability and

Railway-Oriented Spatial Development

replicability of the methods can be examined

(ROSD)

in cases outside of Switzerland. Based on
this assessment, a general discussion on

Founded on the outcomes of the contextual aspects

the prerequisites of the principal strategy of

of basic ‘Railway-Oriented Spatial Planning’

ROSD, and on broadening the impacts of the

strategy, this chapter analyses the thematic and

methodology, is given. This generalisation

operative aspects of ROSD. The results of an

of outcomes provides a perspective on the

initial overview show that the strategy of ROSD

implementation of ROSD methodology in a

is best implemented in very large communities

different planning context such as Iran. Investing

(with a population of over 50,000). Consequently,

in its railway infrastructure, Iran seeks to

most of the uncertainties in development visions,

improve the accessibility of various regions far

fragmentation of the laws and implementation

from the large metropolitan areas, as well as to

barriers occur in small and mid-sized communities.

take on competing international transit railway

Meanwhile, besides the existing infrastructure

corridors. The capital city, Tehran, faces serious

and connections, most of the potentials for future

health, environment, traffic, administrative and

inward development lie in small and mid-sized

demographic problems. In order for Tehran

communities. These initial results reveal a lack of

to benefit from the upcoming infrastructure

planning for functional regions. In this chapter, a

developments, this chapter provides an analysis

railway ‘corridor’ and its hinterland is considered as

of the situation, and the opportunities to apply a

the appropriate functional region for implementing

railway-oriented spatial development.

the minimum strategy of ROSD.
Chapter 7 | Concluding Remarks

Amongst the several open questions raised in this
chapter, the author recognises the complexity of

Last but not least, a roundup of meaningful

the problem, which is beyond routine solutions and

results and outcomes of this dissertation is

cannot be solved through project-based processes.

provided in Chapter 7. To conclude the findings,

Testing the concept of a railway corridor, as a

a final discussion is provided. In the roundup,

planning measure, and highlighting the importance

results and final discussion sections, the

of regional railway stations for small and mid-sized

findings and results are presented in simplified

towns, proves a need for comprehensive land use

form, to support an audience unfamiliar with

development beyond administrative boundaries

planning terminology, yet who can benefit

shared by all actors and stakeholders. The priorities

from the final outcomes of this dissertation.

and tendencies of different stakeholders vary in

Considering

a particular corridor, or even in different sections

discussed

of the same corridor. Land use management,

there are several general and specific open

together with an actor-network analysis, alongside

questions presented at the end of this chapter

regional railroads, is at the core of the concluding

for recommended future research in planning

discussion in this chapter.

or other areas.

the
in

various

this

fields

that

interdisciplinary

are
topic,
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Chapter 2: Research Background

2 RESEARCH BACKGROUND

While the core metropolitan areas have reached a steady population increase and a considerable number of rural areas are
experiencing shrinkage, town and urban agglomerations have experienced rapid population growths. As the main region dealing
with urban-rural interrelation, agglomerations are faced with conflicts in land management over a wide-range of uses and in
different quantities and qualities. In fact, the population growth in agglomerations has been, and will continue to be, partially
at the expense of natural and agricultural lands. Moreover, with low concerns about the costs of low-density constructions,
the main development risk in agglomerations lies in the likelihood of urban sprawl. On the other hand, as the vital arteries
of public transport in agglomerations, railway connections play a significant role. Scholars and practitioners have proposed
both theoretical and practical methods such as Transit-Oriented Development for the management of ‘agglomerations’1 for
integrated spatial and transportation development, or for the stimulation of a more compact settlement development in these
regions.
However, approaching the concept of ‘agglomeration’, in terms of a functional space rather than an administrative unit, is
a complex task of planning that requires further supportive instruments. Additionally, the interdisciplinary and transboundary nature of the topic necessitates greater collaboration, inviting various actors and stakeholders to form a collective
consensus on the subject. As the theoretical and conceptual foundation of the dissertation, this chapter forms the basis for
the identification of knowledge gaps and the formulation of the research hypotheses in the following chapter. In addition, the
conceptual framework of this chapter forms the core for the empirical analyses in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
1

Or as it is called in other countries ‘conurbations’ or ‘urban areas’

2.1 DEFINITION OF THE TERMS

documents, other relevant terminologies such
as corridor, building zone, built-up area, density,

The study aims to identify the different ways

etc. are also clarified, as follows:

that formal and informal planning systems
can address the integrated spatial and railway

‘Agglomeration’

development in agglomerations, especially
those with small and mid-sized communities. As

In the study of human settlements, an urban

the concept of agglomeration refers to functional

agglomeration is an extended city or town area

regions rather than regions determined by the

comprising the built-up area of a central place

administrative boundaries, it is important to

and any suburbs linked by a continuous urban

clarify the definition of this term. To follow the

area. INSEE, the French Statistical Institute,

common discussions in the literature or legal
19
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uses the term ‘unité urbaine’1, which means

a) Agglomerations are contiguous areas of

continuous urbanised area. However, because

several municipalities with a total of at least

of differences in definitions of what does and

20,000 inhabitants.

does not constitute an ‘agglomeration’, as well
as variations and limitations in statistical or

b) Each agglomeration has one core zone, the

geographical methodology, it can be problematic

bipolar ones have two core zones. The core zone

to compare different agglomerations around the

consists of the core community and, wherever

world. It may not be clear, for instance, whether

appropriate, further contiguous communities,

an area should be considered a satellite and

each providing at least 2000 jobs and at least

part of an agglomeration, or a distinct entity in

85 jobs per 100 employed inhabitant. These

itself. The term ‘agglomeration’ is also linked

communities must also either send at least

to ‘conurbation’, which is a more specific term

1/6 of their working population to the core

for large urban clusters where the built-up

community or be associated with it.

zones of influence of distinct cities or towns are
connected by continuous built-up development,

c) A non-core zone municipality is assigned to

even in different regions, states or countries.

an agglomeration if:

Each city or town in a conurbation may
nevertheless continue to act as an independent

• at least 1/6 of their working population

focus for a substantial part of the area.

works in the core zone

Furthermore, to get the most out of the

• at least three of the following five criteria are

discussions in this dissertation, the distinction

met, with either criterion 1 or 4 essential in

between two terms – ‘urban agglomeration’

any case:

and ‘town agglomeration’ – is a very important

1. Structural connection with the core

one to grasp. While ‘urban agglomeration’ has

community: building gaps through non-

been referring to clusters of very large cities or

settlement area (agricultural land, Forest)

metropolitan areas that form a conurbation of

may not exceed 200 metres.

over five million inhabitants since the late 20th

2. The combined population / employment

century, ‘town agglomeration’ is a new concept

density per hectare of populated area (total

referring to the continuation of urban areas to

area without forest, waters, Alpine pastures

the periphery, which functions as an important

and badlands) exceeds 10.

transition zone to create a balance in urbanrural interrelations.

3. The population growth in the past
decade is 10% above the Swiss average. (This
criterion applies only to communities that

In this dissertation, ‘agglomeration’ always

have not yet met agglomeration; for existing

implies town agglomerations, and to refer to

agglomeration communities, regardless of

urban agglomerations, the term ‘metropolitan

the achieved value, it is considered fulfilled.)

region’ is used to avoid probable misconceptions.

4. At least 1/3 those in employment work

A clearer definition of the town agglomeration,

in the core zone. Emerging communities

as used in this dissertation, is the following

joining two adjacent agglomerations meet

official definition given by the Swiss Federal

this criterion even if at least 40 percent of

Office:

the workforce works together in both core
zones, with at least 1/6 each.
5. The share of persons employed in the
first economic sector (residence principle)

1
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may not exceed double the total Swiss share.
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‘Small and Mid-sized Communities’

infrastructure (ETH ZÜRICH, PROFESSUR FÜR

The terms ‘small’ and ‘mid-sized’ communities

RAUMENTWICKLUNG, 20182; SCHWEIZERISCHE

are based on the population size of communities.

EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT, 20143).

In this dissertation, mid-sized communities
have a range of inhabitants between 2,000

‘Continuous built-up area’

and 13,000, while any community below 2,000

Continuous or largely built-up area (weitgehend

inhabitants falls into the category of ‘small

überbautes Gebiet, WÜG in German) essentially

communities’. According to ARE, mid-sized

comprises the closed settlement area and actual

communities with a population above 10,000 are

vacant lots within this area (SCHWEIZERISCHE

bordering on transformation into an urban form,

EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT, 20144)

meaning that the community is large enough to
require a specific level of services and planning

‘Land reserve’, ‘inward reserves’, ‘outward

considerations, but still needs to fill this gap with

reserves’

economic, industrial and other urban activities.

The land reserve is a term assigned to

Therefore, the threshold for this study is 13,000.

underdeveloped or undeveloped land. Land

Communities with a population of 13,000 to

reserves are the most important lever for

50,000 are considered ‘large communities’;

controlling inward settlement development.

however, based on EC definitions, the European

Land reserves can be divided into two categories:

towns of population below 50,000 are “small and

inward reserves lie within the largely built-up

medium towns”. Acknowledging the policies

settlement area and can have a construction

and strategies of upper scale definitions, this

potential (mainly man-made, vacant lots, or

dissertation sets the thresholds of 2,000, 13,000

underdeveloped zones), while outward reserves

and 50,000 respectively for small, mid-sized and

are located outside the largely built-up area, yet

large communities.

within the legal boundaries of the building zone,
and are mostly undeveloped (ARE, 2017).

‘Railway corridor’

A railway corridor is defined as the connection

‘Density’

of two large towns with intervening demand

It is important to differentiate between the

from smaller towns/villages, regardless of the

structural ‘building density’ advocated in the

number of tracks or types of gauges (IVT, ETH).

postulate and the density of use in the building

The two terminologies of ‘corridor’ and ‘axis’

zones (especially residents and employees)

refer to the same element in railway terminology

provided in the RPG. Thus, the density in the

and are used interchangeably. Both corridors

postulate is considered an increase in the

(Korridor) and axes (Achsen) can be dual or

constructed area (floor area) per unit area in

mixed-gauges. However, the term ‘axis’ is often

the building zone. This definition corresponds

used for larger scale railway connections, while

to the structural building density. The RPG, on

‘corridor’ contains a hidden reference to the

the other hand, defines population density as

use and activities of the land through which the

an increase in the number of inhabitants and

railway passes. Chapter 4 further elaborates the

employees per unit area in the construction zone

concepts of corridor and ‘corridor thinking’.

(approach to density of use) (SCHWEIZERISCHE
EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT, 2014; UVEK, 2014).

‘Building zone’

A zone (Bauzone in German) which is suitable
for development and mostly already or required

2
https://www.dictionary.raumentwicklung.ethz.ch/
Online access: 12.10.2018

to be developed within the next 15 years. A

3

RPG, Art. 15 SR 700, 2018

requirement for a building zone is provision of

4

RPG, Art. 15 SR 700, 2018
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Centre

Railway
connection

a)

b)

2.2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

two early examples of GCs, the outer rings are

It is noteworthy that Howard’s work was a reaction

Figure 2.1: a) The `three
magnets` diagram;
b) `ward and centre`
diagram of Graden City
concept.

By the early 20th century, Britain had over 20,000

to the unsustainable situation of London (and

Source: HOWARD, E., 1902

miles of railroad (COBB, 2003), concurrent

other industrialised cities) in the 19th century

with the emergence of the first garden cities.

caused by massive immigration from the small

Considering the key role of regional railway

towns and countryside to the large cities. The

connections between garden cities to the

significance of the Garden City concept relies

central town in the Garden City concept (GC),

not only on economic self-sufficiency, healthy

designed for agriculture and greenery .
7

2.2.1 Urban Structure and Transportation

Ebenezer Howard was one of the first to raise

lifestyle and good connections to the main city,

the idea of Transit-Oriented Development6.

but also on benefiting from both country and

In the initial diagram shown in Figure 2.1b,

town lifestyle. This issue, together with the

although the railway station is located at the

identity and functionality of the small and mid-

edge of the town, to ensure the fastest link

sized suburban and countryside towns, is still

to the main city, it still has great value to the

a controversial question in planning practices

system for the so-called ‘inter municipal’

and the literature in Switzerland, and indeed

railway. As is shown in the ‘Ward and City’

worldwide.

5

diagram in Figure 2.1a, this inter-municipal
railway, however, is the second most peripheral

It proposed the creation of new suburban towns

ring of the garden city after industries, factories

of limited size (around 30,000 inhabitants),

and warehouses. Yet in some examples, such

ringed by a permanent green belt, a self-

as the case of Letchworth (the first Garden City

sufficient entity that would not function as a

in the world) and Welwyn, the railway station is

dormitory suburb. The new towns were planned

even physically at the centre of the settlement,

to attract most of the unhappy inhabitants of the

and accessible from almost every zone in the

suffocating British industrial cities, and thus

town (Figure 2.2a and 2.2b). In both of these

resolve one of the biggest national problems of

5
With his book in 1898: To-morrow: A Peaceful Path to
Real Reform that was republished in 1902.

the time. Howard and his colleagues hoped to

6
At the same time, many large cities started to
integrate the railway system into their spatial development:
amongst many, Berlin’s “Ring-Bahn”.

Garden City diagram) so these new settlements

22

create the third magnet lifestyle (Figure 2.1a,
could combine the best of city and country life
7
Some scholars consider these cities the birthplace of
the modern interpretation of the ‘Green Belt’ concept
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Railway station

Railway station

a)

b)

Figure 2.2: a) Letchworth
Garden City and the
railway connection; b)
Welwyn Garden City and
the railway connection.

styles (HOWARD, 1903). Letchworth and Welwyn,

form of settlement development. He further

therefore, were the closest to Howard’s ideas.

predicted that this conurbation would be the

Although there might be many critics of the

dominant trend in urban development in future

garden cities, these new towns were progressive

(FANG and YU, 2017).In the meantime, the

Source: a) based on
MILLER, 1978; b) based on
Louis de Soissons’ designs
in 1920 (DE SOISSONS,
1988)

in providing healthy, decent, integrated housing

Finnish scholar Saarine (1918) proposed the

for all classes rather than just villa suburbs

theory of ‘organic decentralisation’ in his work

for the wealthy. One important criticism of the

“The City - Its Growth, Its Decay, Its Future” and

Garden City is its low-density residentiality,

he argued that the development of cities should

which makes it difficult to have good quality

be transformed from “chaotic concentration” to

public transport services. Unlike continental

“ordered decentralisation” through the study of

Europe, England and Scotland have historically

urban clusters (LIN and CHEN, 2003).

preferred low rise housing, and therefore Garden
Cities have continued, rather than initiated,

Following the work of Fawcett (1932), who

this trend. However, the density factor results

identified the contribution of rural areas

in insufficient demand for certain services,

as inseparable parts of conurbations, the

including public transport, and a spacious living

British Census Bureau officially coined the

area that makes it luxurious when compared to

expression “Aggregates of Local Authority

that of the majority of the population.

Area”, which formally defines agglomerations/
conurbations (FANG and YU, 2017). Against

In 1915, while many Garden Cities were the

similar backgrounds the concept developed in

subject of planning practices, the British

France as “population agglomérée” and in the

sociologist and humanist planner Patrick

US census as “metropolitan regions”. In terms

Geddes

correlation

of regions, the German geographer Walter

between the coexistence of urban sprawl

recognised

Christaller (1933), with his Central Place Theory

and the over-concentration of industrial and

(CPT), examined the importance of regional

economic activities (GEDDES, 1915). Based on

studies on a large network of cities of all sizes

this observation, Geddes argued that the over-

and rural areas. As with the Garden City concept,

concentration, meaning the accumulation of

Central Place Theory seeks to explain the size

resource advantages (for industrial purposes)

and number of cities and the different scales of

and

central localities.

transportation

a

positive

convenience

(such

as

intersections of railways, roads, and waterways),
results in concentration of urbanisation and

However, in CPT, there is a strong correlation

collective human activities and shapes a new

between the ranking of centres in the hierarchy
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Market Principle n=3

Traffic Principle n=4

„Cells“

1st rank
2nd rank
3rd rank

„Traffic Corridor“: k=4
(August Lösch)
Administrative Principle n=7

a)

b)

Supply Logic: n=3
(Walter Christaller)

and the distance from other centres. Consider

Christaller’s Central Place Theory and his

the factor of distance, which directly affects the

analysis for Southern Germany (including parts

service and mobility demands and prices. While

of Switzerland, Austria and Italy) cannot be seen

the Garden City concept focused on the main

as a general model, the numerous observations

city and its countryside (normally up to a 10-km

made in various areas of the world have shown

distance from the centre), Christaller offers a

how useful the theory is in the understanding

spatial distribution of services in a hierarchical

of the spatial organisation of most services to

system, represented by a hexagonal model

inhabitants, e.g. National Concept of Switzerland

whose centre is occupied by a central location

(2014) (see Chapter 6.1). Many scholars still

with centre functions. The model suggests

acknowledge the validity of the “spatial model

two boundary conditions: a homogeneous

deductive of centrality”, as formulated by Walter

distribution of the constituents of the space

Christaller and generalised by August Lösch

(e.g. shipping possibilities, population), and

(BLOTEVOGEL, 2002) while others strongly

equal access to market information and the

argue that the model is no longer appropriate

rational economic behaviour of consumers and

for current realities. Georges Nicolas (2009)

producers. For this dissertation, the “transport

suggests that, since the end of the 20th century,

principle” is of importance. This principle is

in Germany there have been two kinds of “non

supposed to reduce costs to a minimum between

central” settlements8:

“central places”. Walter Christaller suggests
aligning secondary “central places” between

1.

1.

Older

inhabited

places

in

rural

the main “central places” along the diagonals,

areas, which have remained exclusively

which connect the centres of the initial hexagons

agricultural or are in the process of

(Figure 2.3a and 2.3b).

depopulation, or settlements which are not
included in the central hierarchy as defined
by planners.

One of the main criticisms of Christaller’s CPT
concentrates on the regular hexagonal spatial

2.

New functional places: airports, high-speed

system that he suggests. The idea is invalid,

transport nodes9 large shopping centres

as its configuration relies on the fact that the

and specialist retail complexes10.

population distribution within these hexagonal

8

nicht zentrale Siedlungen

models is uniform. This hypothesis contradicts

9

Hochgeschwindigkeitsverkehr-Knoten

the notion of centres, which necessarily

10 Selbstbedingungen-Warenhaus und
Fachmarktzentern), or else “clusters” in “sprawling urban
regions” (Stadtregionen) in metropolitan areas

induce strong centre-periphery gradients in
terms of population density. Although Walter
24

Figure 2.3: a) Central
Place Theory (CPT)
principles (1993); b) CPT
revisited by Raymond
Woessner: La métrole
RhinRhône, 2008
Source: author based on:
a) CHRISTALLER, 1933; b)
Nicolas, 2009
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Thus, in Germany at the beginning of the 21st

activity shall be spatially concentrated, with

century, there are four kinds of spatial entities:

adequate infrastructure and central locations

ancient non-urban spaces devoid of hierarchy

with priority given to existing settlements12.

or whose hierarchical order has disappeared; 1)
regions in which the old central urban hierarchies

The

social

infrastructure

still function after adapting to new economic

concentrated

and political circumstances; 2) regions in which

accessibility and sustainability criteria of the

old urban central hierarchies do not function

‘Zentrale-Orte-Konzept’ shall be flexibly geared

satisfactorily; 3) new settlements integrated

to regional requirements13.

in

central

is

primarily

locations;

the

into the financial and economic globalisation
systems whose non-central hierarchies are

Basically, a larger urban density of residential

more or less independent of the old central

neighbourhoods favours the location of retail

hierarchies (NICOLAS, 2009).

and services that can be accessed nearby. It
also demands better infrastructure facilities,

Later on, Raymon Woessner (2008) includes an

including good public transport development.

upper-regional scale to the CPT, by introducing

Both have a positive effect on local mobility in

the concept of ‘global cities’. Woessner’s

the respective neighbourhoods and districts.

idea of ranking differs from those of Lösch

At the same time, a high potential of short-

and Christaller in the way that financial and

distance mobility is a prerequisite for a

economic

new

successful retail trade in an integrated situation.

separate hierarchy of “global cities” which

Urban density also has fiscal advantages for a

combine with the older hierarchy of central

community. On the one hand, the construction

places at all stages of spatial organisation. And

costs for any infrastructure are optimised and,

yet, in practice, this design of “regional system

on the other hand, the consequential costs (in

geometry”

integrates

particular, maintenance and operation of road

neither the empirical observations of northeast

and public transport development) −which

France’s urban network nor those of the

often exceed the construction costs many times

regions on the German and Swiss borders

over the period of use− are kept manageable.

(NICOLAS, 2009). Moreover, in contemporary

Although a plannable implementation ultimately

Germany, the spatial planning strives to

depends on the will of the landowner, there are

revisit Central Place Theory, but in terms of a

opportunities to work in the desired direction.

horizontal network of social places in addition

In

to the organised central places, in hierarchical

appropriate

fashion (BBSR, 2011 and 2017; FES, 2016). The

forward-looking, informal planning and the

(2008) refers

stipulations of urban land use planning, as well

globalisation

(WOESSNER,

generates

2008)

“Federal Spatial Planning Act”

11

a

to this concept, and introduces the Central

particular,

municipalities

framework

can

conditions

create
through

as to steer and influence the development.

Place Concept (Zentrale- Orte-Konzepot, ZOK)
as the main measure:
Short distances depend on multiple destinations
nearby. An essential precondition for commuter
mobility is therefore a compact settlement
structure with a functional mix of uses and
an appropriate urban density. The settlement
11

Raumordnungsgesetz (ROG)

12 ROG § 2: Die Siedlungstätigkeit ist räumlich zu
konzentrieren, sie ist vorrangig auf vorhandene Siedlungen
mit ausreichender Infrastruktur und auf Zentrale Orte
auszurichten.
13 ROG § 3: Die soziale Infrastruktur ist vorrangig in
Zentralen Orten zu bündeln; die Erreichbarkeits- und
Tragfähigkeitskriterien des Zentrale-Orte-Konzepts sind
flexibel an regionalen Erfordernissen auszurichten.
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In the new ZOK (Central Place Concept)

in different contexts and not specific to only one

appertaining to Germany, despite the exclusion

form of development or governance.

of the labour market/development function
and population density, the description of

The question of density and public transportation

the basic central location cluster is not the

is the typical ‘chicken and egg’ conundrum:

same as in the general central place term in

What comes first? Would better accessibility by

Christaller’s theory. The original term for the

public transport lead to denser settlements?

central place in Christaller’s theory defines it

Alternatively, would denser settlement demand

as a spatial cluster of household goods and

better

services for the final user. The main difference

services? As the economically competitive hubs

with ZOK is that the normative supply function

of the networked global economy, ‘global cities’

in ZOK also includes public and partly private

(or mega-regions) deal with balancing both of

infrastructure such as libraries and post offices

these measures to combat urban sprawl. As

(BLOTEVOGEL, 2002).

the major concern of the large cities worldwide,

public

transport

accessibility

and

sprawl is referred to as ‘uncoordinated growth’:
In this concept, there are three major principles:

the expansion of community that can be

1. Bundling principle: Central facilities are

towards outer edges of the compact body of

spatially concentrated (“clustered”). Reason:

the settlement14 or scattered in the peripheral

Use of agglomeration advantages

zones in the agglomerations. According to this
definition, ‘uncoordinated growth’ perceptibly

2. Range principle: Central locations have

increases land squandering in modern cities,

spatial delimitable areas of interdependence.

but it is not the only negative impact of sprawl.

Reason: division of labour between the centre

Although scholars use different definitions of

and surroundings

‘sprawl’, it is often associated with increased
consumption of land surface, air pollution, and

3. Hierarchy principle: Central places and their

energy consumption, resulting from increased

areas are functionally graded. Reason: they

vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and traffic

possess central functions, different ranges

congestion, as well as increased impervious

and capacities. Moreover, here the term

surfaces from roads and parking (SIEDENTOP

“Hierarchy” does not imply command structure

and FINA, 2010; LIU ET AL., 2018; EWING and

(BLOTEVOGEL, 2015).

HAMIDI, 2015).

2.2.2 Regional Coherence vs. Sprawl

The analysis of the social science and planning
literature suggests that there are four general

In Switzerland, the land surface allocated for

categories for the concept of sprawl:

settlement increased by more than 23% from
1985 to 2006, at a rate equal to 0.9% per year

1.

Sprawl as a cause of externalities, such

(BFS, 2015). Most of this development was at the

as “high dependence on the automobile,

expense of agricultural land. For small countries

isolation of the poor in the inner city,

such as Switzerland or the Netherlands, where

the spatial mismatch between jobs

the land surface is a scarce resource and

and housing, or loss of environmental

should be preserved in a sustainable way for all

qualities” (GALSTER ET AL., 2001).

purposes, this trend of development is a more
complex planning task than in larger countries.
Yet, the externalities of urban sprawl are similar
26

14 In this dissertation, I refer to the main compact
body of a settlement as the ‘built-up area’ (“Weitgehend
Überbautes Gebiet” in German)
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Scattered Development

Linear Strip Development

Compact Development
(mono or multi-functional)

Polynucleated Development Leapfrogging Development
Figure 2.4: Physical
pattern defining sprawl
Source: author adapted
from BATTY ET AL., 2003;
based on GALSTER ET AL.,
2001

2.

3.

Sprawl as the consequence or effect

those in the UK where settlements were built

of some independent variable, such as

around coalfields, new development occurs at

“fragmented local government,

the edges). A new population prefers to reside

poor planning, or exclusionary

in new single-family houses than in the crowded

zoning.” (GALSTER ET AL., 2001)

terraces that characterise the older part of a

Sprawl is defined as one or more

town. Hence, streets of older houses remain

existing patterns of development.

vacant while small estates appear on the edges

Those most frequently mentioned are

of such towns and villages (BATTY ET AL., 2003).

low-density, leapfrogging, distance

4.

to central facilities, dispersion of

Four major structural patterns of sprawl can

employment and residential development,

be concluded from Galster et al. (2001) (Figure

and continuous strip development.

2.4). It is important to note that different

Sprawl is defined as a process of

forms of sprawl might feature different levels

development that occurs over a period

of the externalities mentioned; for example,

of time as an urban area expands.

the provision of energy infrastructure for
linear forms of sprawl is not as challenging

There is growing global concern over cities,

as it is for the scattered or leapfrog patterns.

where

driving

In its extreme forms, sprawl can occur in

population growth, in addition to the demand for

a scattered pattern. Generally, along with

better living standards and larger living space.

important highways to the metropolitan

There are different varieties of sprawl, even in

regions, sprawl forms in a linear strip,

less economically competitive urban areas, for

connecting small towns via a main road,

various reasons, e.g. suburbanisation, scattered

normally heavily-congested by non-resident

new village pattern settlements at the edge of

commuters

cities, informal developments of the poor at the

decentralised nucleus patterns can cause

outer edges, among others.

sprawl if they are car-dependent and mono-

there

are

several

forces

in

the

region.

Comparably

functional settlements. The last form of sprawl
It might appear that sprawl is something that

is commonly known as the ‘leapfrog’ pattern,

can only exist in urban societies. Studies show

differing from scattered development by

that, although population growth is an important

either topographical constraints or building

factor in urban sprawl, in some cases sprawl

regulations. Along with this categorisation,

occurs even when the population is falling (e.g.,

Ewing and Hamidi (2015) describe ‘sprawl’

in industrial areas in Western Europe, such as

as a phenomenon that has at least one of
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the following characteristics (EWING, 1997;

Measures such as Moran’s I, based on land

GALSTER ET AL., 2001; EWING and HAMIDI,

cover classification maps, are also widely in use,

2015):

especially for GIS-based analyses (SCHNEIDER
and WOODCOCK, 2008; ALTIERI ET AL., 2014).

1. Commercial strip development
2. Low-density or single-use development

Recognising that sprawl is a multidimensional

3. Leapfrog or scattered development

phenomenon, researchers have developed and

4. Poor accessibility or lack of functional

applied multidimensional measures; however,

open space

these are typically more complicated, and
require a more complete and comprehensive

Galster et al. (2001) define eight dimensions for

set of data, which is not always available (EWING

sprawl, and suggest quantitative methods to

and HAMIDI, 2015).

measure them as sprawl indicators: (1) density,
(2) continuity, (3) concentration, (4) clustering,

Liu et al (2018) find that the characteristics of

(5) centrality, (6) nuclearity, (7) mixed uses, and

urban sprawl differ on different spatial scales,

(8) proximity. Accordingly, they suggest that

e.g. mega-region, prefecture city and county

sprawl is:

region, as well as through time. Contrary to
the concept of ‘sprawl’, researchers suggest
that

the concept of ‘compactness’. Amongst the

exhibits low levels of some combination of

measuring indicators for both of these topics,

eight distinct dimensions: density, continuity,

density (TSAI 2005; EWING and HAMIDI, 2015;

concentration,

centrality,

GRAMS, 2015) and clustering (sometimes

nuclearity, mixed uses, and proximity.”

also referred to as centrality) are the most

GALSTER ET AL., 2001

thoroughly examined, and considered the two

“[…] a pattern of land use in a UA

15

clustering,

most important dimensions of urban sprawl
Subsequently, they confront an increasing

(GALSTER ET AL., 2001; TSAI 2005; EWING and

demand for all types of land uses, especially

HAMIDI, 2015).

housing, and provision of infrastructure. As a
result, large cities often seek the support of

Researchers measure ‘density’ with different

agglomeration to expand their activities beyond

indicators, e.g. land consumption per capita (LIU

their boundaries and regulate the supply and

ET AL., 2018), and ‘centrality’ (or clustering) with

demand more flexibly. However, in the absence

other indicators such as the Moran’s I coefficient

of formal and informal frameworks for the

(GALSTER ET AL., 2001, LIU ET AL., 2018). Land

management of urban and suburban landscape,

consumption per capita is a widely used indicator

or as a result of uncoordinated growth, this

that has long been used to measure density,

process might lead to urban sprawl. There are

one of the most important dimensions of urban

some attempts in the literature and in practice

sprawl (GALSTER ET AL., 2001; HESS ET AL.,

to try and define the measuring indicators to

2001, TSAI 2005; EWING and HAMIDI, 2015; LIU

quantify the characteristics of sprawl, and

ET AL., 2018).

therefore to understand why sprawl happens and
how to control it. The most widely used indicator

Meanwhile, developing polycentric configurations,

for this purpose is the one-dimensional measure

agglomerations could avoid the disadvantages

of density, especially population density (JAEGER

and externalities of the economic growth of

ET AL., 2010, EWING and HAMIDI, 2015).

global cities and, at the same time, continue to

15

benefit well-connected regional coherence.
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The European Spatial Development Perspective

Although

the

pattern

has

changed

in

(ESPD) has prioritised territorial integration,

contemporary planning, particularly through

trans-European spatial planning, balanced and

the dominance of private cars, the dense urban

sustainable development, and the engagement

core of European and Asian cities enables

of multilevel governance. In this regard,

residents to make between one to two-thirds of

Albrechts et al. (2003) comment:

all trips by non-motorised transit modes such
as walking or cycling (RODRIGUE ET AL., 2006).

“Shaping Our Future deserves the praise it

Up to now, transportation patterns have strongly

has been given outside Northern Ireland.

impacted on the urban forms, as well as the

It has provided a strategic focus for

spatial interactions amongst people, freight and

infrastructure investment policy. It has

information. To a smaller extent, urban forms

given a framework to localities to work out

and spatial structures have also influenced the

how to position themselves in a positive

type of transportation infrastructure and/or

way in a new ‘shared and devolved’ political

choice of transportation mode by the users.

landscape. It has provided a basis for some
degree of transdepartmental integration at

Cities prior to the industrial revolution tended to

government level. It has helped to change

cover an area of less than 5 square kilometres,

the governance culture towards more

in accordance with the walking patterns of the

participatory practices. And it has provided

residents. Even the largest cities, e.g. Rome

a goal-focused, transparent argument about

or Beijing, would never exceed an area of 20

investment priorities in a highly charged

square kilometres (RODRIGUE ET AL., 2006). In

political environment.” ALBRECHTS, ET AL,

fact, before the major technical improvements

2003: page 126

of the industrial era, transportation quantity
and quality were extremely limited. With the

Here transportation planning scholars play a

exception of maritime transportation, average

significant role answering questions such as

inland journeys were made on horseback

or

at between 8 to 15 kilometres per hour. The

“How to measure and regulate accessibility?”.

provision of cities with perishable agricultural

In the next section, a series of relevant theories

commodities was also limited to a radius of a

about accessibility to public transport are further

maximum of 50 kilometres. International trade

discussed.

was solely in high-value, luxury goods such as

“How does accessibility shape land use?”

16

silk and wine, notably along the Silk Road, and
2.2.3 Accessibility to Public Transport

later Roman roads. The Silk Road is known as

as the Vital Arteries of Settlement

the most enduring trade route in human history:

Development

6,400 kilometres long and used for 1,500 years.
Other than that, waterway transportation used

Historically, most movement tended to be

to be more efficient in terms of both time and

restricted to walking, which made long-

capacities, and therefore most of the towns

distance linkages inefficient, and therefore

and villages developed alongside major rivers

resulted in a more compact form of cities

or coastlines. This was only until the industrial

(RODRIGUE ET AL., 2006).

revolution, when the railway system was first
developed as a result of steam engine and
locomotion inventions. Due to their higher

16 This question refers to the classic paper of Walter
Hansen in 1959.

capacity and greater efficiency, railways would
soon compete with maritime transport. In
29
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1830, the first commercial railway connected

transportation component, which describes

Manchester

shortly

taking a trip from an origin to a destination

afterwards railway lines were laid throughout

by using a specific transportation mode. This

developed countries. By the 1850s, railways,

includes time (travel, waiting and parking),

representing a flexible inland transport system

costs and effort; 3) The temporal component,

that had extensive spatial coverage and could

which concerns the temporal constraints of

carry heavy loads, were providing access to

an individual relating to the availability of an

resources and markets of vast territories, and

opportunity, and 4) the individual component,

cities developed around their hubs (RODRIGUE

which reflects the needs (based on age,

ET AL., 2006).

income, educational level, etc.), abilities and

with

Liverpool,

and

opportunities of individuals (GERUS, 2018).
While

studying

the

relationship

between

accessibility to public transport and quantity

In general terms, accessibility is described in the

and quality of urban activities, Hansen (1959)

form of physical access to goods, services, and

was the first to define accessibility as a

destinations, and refers to the ability and desire

“potential of opportunities for interaction”. In

of people or firms to overcome spatial separation

his classic paper, How Accessibility Shapes

via a particular travel mode (HANSEN, 1959;

Land Use, he developed a transport accessibility

WACHS and KUMAGAI, 1973; LIU and ZHU, 2004;

model, which was later extended as a land-use

MAVOA ET AL., 2012, SAIF ET AL., 2018). Scholars

transport model by Lowry (1964), and is still a

in spatial planning and transportation geography

valid reference for further studies (Levinson,

claim that accessibility to public transport (PT)

1998). As one of the first studies focusing on

has a positive correlation to the travel mode

accessibility indicators, this concept shows a

choice of people towards choosing PT over other

strong link between the accessibility of an area

modes, and hence changes the structure of

within a city and its potential economic or urban

the settlement to more compact and less car-

growth. Particularly in the land-use transport

dependent forms of urban development. This is

model, the key determinant of land use patterns

the primary reason why various governments

is the spatial distribution of (or the ease of

develop tools for public transport accessibility

travel between) residences and employment.

levels in different locations. While many of these

While accessibility to employment can simply

tools are designed according to schedule-based

be replaced by other services or activities,

or frequency-based approaches, or general

these models nevertheless exclusively used

cost models, many scholars criticise the lack of

measurements of time, distance and the size

consideration of other crucial indicators, such as

of activity in their assessment of sustainability,

direction of travel, quality of transit, travel time

and thus other aspects, such as costs or carbon

and distance to the point of interest, position and

emissions of a journey or frequency of transit

hierarchy of station in the network.

service, were not considered.
Since

Hansen

(1959)

and

Lowry

(1964),

The accessibility measures can be generally

many different applications for measuring

categorised into four main classes (GERUS and

accessibility have been developed. Evaluating

VAN WEE, 2004) (Figure 2.5):

the methodology of measuring accessibility,
Gerus and Van Wee (2004) distinguish four

1.

main components (see Figure 2.6): 1) The land

measures are more suitable for network-based

use component, which reflects the quantity

and link-based travel. Most of the measures

and quality and spatial distribution of the

for evaluating accessibility to public transport,

opportunities (jobs, shops, etc.) as well as

such as London PTAL (the Public Transport

the demand for these opportunities; 2) The

Accessibility Level (PTAL) used by Transport

30
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measures:

these
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Figure 2.5: The
four components of
accessibility and their
interactions
Source: GERUS, 2018;
Based on Geurs and Van
Wee (2004)

for London (TfL) or Swiss ÖV-Güteklassen are

density, and exclusion of the development of

classified in this category.

sites with poor accessibility by foot and by
bike, which endanger the sustainability of

2. Location-based accessibility measures: the

integrated sites

most popular use of the measure in this category

- Improvement of infrastructure for walkers and

is to measure the cumulative opportunities

cyclists through reducing detours and waiting

(thresholds) or to assess the potential number

times, providing an attractive environment

of clients of a specific service area. Therefore,

for walking and cycling, taking measures for

most gravity-based accessibility measures are

traffic safety and promoting the subjective

classified in this category.

security/stimulation of public space. This
reduces the (perceived) space resistance and

3. Utility-based accessibility measures: these

increases the range of close-range mobility.

are founded in the economic theory of choice
behaviour. These measures can also support

Focus on the urban development around transit

accessibility to public transport but are based

hubs applied since the early 20th century in the

on travel costs and accessibility trade-offs.

US and Europe reveals there has been increasing
interest in the concept of TOD or Transit-

4. Person-based accessibility measures: these

Oriented Development. Although accessibility

measures express the personal accessibility in

measures (despite their increasing importance

terms of space-time feasibility of opportunities

in transportation and spatial planning practices)

and are applicable for potential path areas.

are rarely used to compare and assess TOD
accessibility, there is, nevertheless, an open
of

question as to whether the TOD patterns could

this dissertation is focused mainly on the

be associated with measures of cumulative rail-

first category of measures. The results of

based accessibility. Papa and Bertolini (2015)

accessibility analyses can be used to analyse

identify four groups of study for this subject (see

weak points and identify potentials as well as

Figure 2.6) and their interrelations, as follows:

Amongst

these

measures,

the

topic

develop measures to improve local mobility. The
literature suggests two possible strategies for
this (GERUS and VAN WEE, 2004):

• Interrelation between rail transport network
and land use, and the resulting TOD degree
of the urban structure

- Urban development measures such as the
promotion of mixed use, urban (minimum)

• TOD degree of the urban structure as a factor
affecting travel behaviour
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• Impacts of accessibility on travel behaviour

the large urban areas. In the U.S., prior to 1945,

• Impacts of TOD degree of the urban structure

the transit infrastructure was affected by a

on accessibility.

major decline during the depression and WWII
(CARLTON, 2007). Concurrently, in England,

Since the sectoral approaches in transportation

the idea of the New Towns was recognised in

and built environment normally lead to a lack

the ‘Greater London Plan’ of 1944, and in 1946

of literature and practices on the last of these

the planning of 32 New Towns was one of the

(4), and considering the central topics of this

major programmes of post-war planning. In

dissertation, this interrelation is the subject of

both contexts, tangible ‘Garden City’ qualities

further literature review on TOD methodology.

promoted by Sir Ebenezer Howard, the social
reformist of the late 19th and early 20th century,
and founder of the English Garden City, are

2.2.4 Transit-Oriented Development

evident. In his work “To-Morrow: A Peaceful
The term ‘Transit-Oriented Development’ or

Path to Real Reform”18, Howard asks ‘where

TOD was explicitly mentioned, for the first time

will people go?’, he asks “Where will the people

in urban and town planning literature, by Peter

go?”, a question that has been asked since

Calthorpe (1993) in his famous book “The Next

the late 18th century, and yet after almost

the

two centuries of practice, it grew to have even

concept already existed in the town planning

more complex variables, especially due to

strategies of the time. In fact, Peter Calthorpe

technological improvements and increasing

calls himself “a reviver rather than originator of

mobility demands.

American

Metropolis”17.

Nevertheless,

the ideas, and claims TOD was already known to
local planners.” (NEWMAN, 1991)

International studies have shown that shares of
public transport, pedestrian and bicycle traffic

Indeed,

around

are significantly influenced by urban density

the public transport nodes, to improve the

densification

strategies

(see e.g. NEWMAN and KENWORTHY, 1999).

connectivity between suburbs and the major

From this, threshold values of at least 100

economic centres in large cities, had been a

inhabitants or jobs per hectare are derived for a

subject of discussion in the mid-20th century,

“walkable city”, i.e. a city structure suitable for

in response to the dominance of the automobile

local mobility.

in city centres, and rapid population growth in

18 The book was written and discussed in 1880, but it
was not published until 1998. Howard reissued it in 1902
under the title of “Garden Cities of Tomorrow” with minor
revisions.

17 The full title is: “The Next American Metropolis:
Ecology, Community and the American Dream.”
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Figure 2.6: Grouping of
studies on interrelations
between TOD degree
of the urban structure,
accessibility and travel
behaviour
Source: PAPA &
BERTOLINI, 2015
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In less densely populated residential areas, only a

the success of TODs. Renne and Wells (2005)

few facilities are viable. Here, targeted control of

recommended the following:

the location of these infrastructures (for example,
in the retail sector through the designation of

• Transit ridership

central service areas) would be of particular

• Density

importance to ensure accessibility in the vicinity

• Streetscape design quality

for as large a proportion of the population as

• Mix of uses

possible. In smaller towns, the bundling of local

• Pedestrian safety and activity

supply facilities and other services such as

• Property value and tax revenues

post offices, banks, etc. or mobile services are

• Public perception

important approaches to securing services of

• Mode connections

general interest.

• Parking configuration

Dittmar and Poticha (2012) define TOD as a

Today, many researchers and practitioners

New Regional Building Block; proposing a

agree that we can specify how the transport

performance-based definition of TOD, the authors

and land use characteristics of TOD are

define density, transit accessibility and pedestrian

related to accessibility. Papa and Bertolini

friendliness as indicators of location efficiency.

introduce the degree of TOD, i.e. the degree

However, they note that the current TODs have not

to which the spatial distribution of jobs and

fully reached their potential as places to create

population densities matches the hierarchies

attractive and pedestrian-friendly environs. Also

(i.e. the degree of connectivity of nodes) in the

acknowledging the importance of Bertolini and

public transportation network. Their study

Spit’s work, they recommend a typology for TODs,

also shows high correlations between overall

which includes:

network connectivity levels and accessibility.
Contrastingly, they find hardly any correlations

• Urban Downtown

between maximal or average densities and

• Urban Neighbourhood

cumulative rail-based accessibility. This latter

• Suburban Centre

point supports the claims made by others

• Suburban Neighbourhood

that density alone is insufficient, but it further

• Neighbourhood Transit Zone

specifies these claims by stating that maximal

• Commuter Town Centre

or average density does not matter, whereas
the distribution of density relative to the railway

For each type, they recommend a land use mix,

network does (PAPA & BERTOLINI, 2015).

minimum housing density, housing types, scale,
level of regional connectivity, transit modes,

One of the consequences of TOD for transit

and frequencies. Newman and Kenworthy

agencies (e.g. railway companies) is the parking

(2006) recognise a minimum threshold of 35

dilemma. Transit agencies rely on surface

residents and jobs per hectare is needed to

parking area for their “Park and Rail” demand,

create an environment that supports a vibrant

which is in a very strategic location and within

mix of activities and use of public transport and

easy reach of the station.

walking over driving, thus reducing automobile
dependence. Based on these findings, the

In their study, Papa and Bertolini (2015) propose

report concludes that 8,000-19,000 residents

a method that does not limit the analysis to the

and jobs are needed to create a successful

immediate surroundings of the station areas but

TOD within a 10-minute ped shed of a transit

to all areas in the city. The reason is that areas

node (KENWORTHY, 2006). Some scholars have

further away also play a role in the TOD degree of

proposed key indicators to monitor or measure

a metropolitan area. From this perspective, not
33
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only do the immediate surroundings of stations

performance (a bottom-up strategy) approach.

play a role but also all the other areas, albeit

The first approach includes:

in proportion to their distance to stations. Papa

i. TODs versus other TODs

and Bertolini believe that their interpretation

ii. TODs versus non-TOD neighbourhoods

comes closer to actual behaviour, where stations

iii. TODs versus regional average

and transit are not used solely by those living in
the immediate surroundings. This is a different

This approach would allow the regional and

approach from the previous method suggested

national government to establish benchmarks.

by Bertolini 1999 or the studies that adapted or

However, many TOD goals are local, and

applied this method (REUSSER ET AL., 2008;

therefore the community monitoring approach

CHORUS and BERTOLINI, 2011; ZEMP ET AL.,

calls for a monitoring system that tracks TOD

2011; KAMRUZZAMAN ET AL., 2014; VALE, 2015).

indicators toward achieving local goals set by
the community. The study also recommends
that the regional or state-level government

2.2.5 Urban Densification

take the lead in collecting TOD data in order to
The concept of TOD has been practised long

ensure uniformity amongst the methodology

enough to give researchers and planners

and data collection effort for all TODs in a

adequate material to discuss and evaluate it.

region (RENNE and WELLS 2005).

Amongst the early practices in the U.S., we can
mention the Blue Line in Los Angeles that failed

In another study, Renne (2008) compares the

despite transit ridership growth along a 2-mile

TOD initiatives in California, New Jersey and

rail corridor (RENNE, 2009). Renne counts some

Western Australia, and suggests that one

of the reasons for the failure of this project as

of the key roles for the state government

the following:

is

to

promote

intra-state

agency

and

intergovernmental participation. To make
•

A back door location

this a committed task, he recommends that

•

Missing density gradients

a committee that meets on a regular basis

•

Inaccessible station locations

and includes state and regional stakeholders

•

Pedestrian-unfriendly station locations

is vital to TOD implementation. Moreover,

•

Lack of an urban design framework for

dependent on the geography, state and regional

station area

government can serve overlapping roles. For

Landscape of deprivation and the ‘broken

example, in areas with multiple metropolitan

window syndrome’

areas, regional government can be more

•

High land costs

focused on implementing and monitoring

•

Regulatory barrier

TODs (like MPOs: Metropolitan Transportation

•

Lack of institutional commitment

Organisations),

•

Absence of critical mass

countries (like Australia) with only one large

•

Lack

•

of

community

involvement

and

participation

whereas

in

areas

and

metropolitan region, state government (here,
by ‘state’ we refer to provincial not national)
can be focused on transportation and land use

In order to be able to measure and evaluate the

issues as well. The Transportation for Liveable

performance of a TOD, an important question is

Communities program of San Francisco

what to measure this success against. Renne

Bay

(2007) recommends a regional performance

Commission (the region’s MPO) directs funds

(top-down

toward TOD projects.
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The major question here is whether or not

lower-status neighbourhoods to change to

TOD practices, most of which are based on the

higher-status (KAHN, 2007; FREEMAN ET AL.,

assumption of a linear continuation of events,

2015; TALEN ET AL., 2015). One consequence

are suitable for wider application in different

of rail-transit-induced gentrification is the

institutional and cultural contexts.

displacement of low-income households by
middle-and-high-income

households

and

Numerous studies have shown that there is

thus a TOD affordability paradox (RENNE ET

a correlation between railway development

AL., 2016) which, in this study, refers to a

and the price value of the properties in the

phenomenon where low-income households

rail-transit-served

Many

that would benefit from additional accessibility

scholars argue that the tax returns from the

provided by upgraded transit are forced to move

real estate development in such areas justify

by rising rents and housing costs. Furthermore,

the high costs of buildings, and therefore this

because minority, low-income households tend

development is viewed as having a positive

to own fewer cars and use transit more often,

impact on the settlement, as well as economic

the displacement effect of TOD may undermine

benefits for retail and commerce. However,

its promise of increasing transit ridership

others might point to the negative impacts of

(POLLACK ET AL., 2010; DONG, 2017).

neighbourhoods.

such infrastructure development, referring to
rail transit acting as a gentrification trigger and

The impacts of rail transit on travel and land

causing population displacement.

development are well documented19. It is,
however, far from clear whether rail transit

The higher price of real estate in the vicinity

causes gentrification and unaffordability in

of the rail nodes (stations) might also attract

nearby neighbourhoods.

a fragment group, one which is not only
economically exclusive but also of a special age-

Nonetheless, dealing with land use and

range, ethnicity, household type, etc. (GIBBONS

especially densification does involve multiple

and MACHIN, 2005; AHLFELDT and WENDLAND,

stakeholders, from landowners to politicians.

2009; DUNCAN, 2011). However, several studies

Hence, the next section further discusses

have not been able to identify consistent

different approaches towards urban governance

evidence of rail-transit related gentrification of

and land use management.

population displacement in general in suburban
regions. This argument might be good news for
the further development and socio-economic

2.2.6 The Evolution of Strategic Spatial
Planning

diversity of small and mid-sized communities.
The Habermas theory of communicative action
In the literature, the positive effects of TOD on

(1984, 1987) forms the main basis for the

property values and tax revenues are widely

legitimisation of planning processes and planning

viewed as an economic benefit and are key to

products. Offering an active engagement role to

justifying the high cost of building rail transit

different interest groups, Habermas proposes a

infrastructure (SMITH and GIHRING, 2006;

transparent, evolving communication between

CERVERO and DUNCAN, 2002). In recent years,

various actors who acknowledge each other’s

however, concerns have arisen about rail-

basic social equality and where the power of

transit-induced gentrification: a phenomenon

arguments,

whereby the provision of rail transit service and

19 See Transit Cooperative Research Program [TCRP],
2004 and TCRP, 2008 for a detailed review

associated investment in station areas cause

i.e.

communicative

rationality,
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TOP-DOWN
Streeing by norms

realm of strategic
collaborative planning

Streeing by programmes

GOVERNANCE

GOVERNMENT

Streeing by economy

Streeing by information
Streeing by evaluation
Streeing by deliberation
Streeing by self-organisation

BOTTOM-UP
predominates (PERIĆ and SOLTANIEHHA, 2015).

•

Since the paradigm-shift of planning theories

As part of the strategic planning approach,

that encourage increased participation, different

collaborative

terms are used to address this change:

complex problems in multi-cultural, multi-

Stimulating possible directions for stakeholders
planning

methods

address

sectoral contexts.
•

Communicative

argumentative

turn

in

planning (FORESTER, 1989)

Unlike

• Planning through discussion and cooperation

context and time dependent. The traditional

(HEALEY, 1992)

‘Weberian government’ still steers through

• Communicative planning (SAGER, 1994)

norms, economic incentives, information and

• Inclusive discourse (HEALEY, 1995)

programmes. However, urban governance must

• Communicative action and interactive practice

be understood as a wide set of institutions and

(INNES, 1995)

inter-relations, which steers economic and

• Planning through consensus building (HEALEY,

social processes beyond the formal structure

1997)

of local, or even cross-national government.

• Collaborative planning (HEALEY, 1997)

Roininen (2012) distinguishes the newer forms

• Discursive practice (SANDERCOCK, 1998)

of governance, such as co-governance or ‘New

• Deliberative planning (FORESTER, 1999)

Public Government’ (PESTOFF, 2012), that rely

government,

governance

is

highly

more on monitoring, deliberation and selfDespite the different terminology, all the

organisation (Figure 2.7).

above-mentioned theories invite a ‘meaningful
dialogue’ or an ‘intelligent discourse’ for

The recursive movement between the informal

planning debates, which includes redefinition of

and the formal (as well as the semi-formal) is a

components and relationships in the traditional

way to understand the role of administration in the

planning processes; and yet, the central role

new governance model. Based on this argument,

in such planning processes is assigned to

a co-governance that links the formal, semi-

planners. According to Ennis (1997), the main

formal and informal networks and public spheres

characteristics of a planning position include:

can form a deliberative system, and will enhance

•

Negotiating with other stakeholders

the communication between the informal arenas

•

Bringing originality and inventiveness to the

of ‘grass-roots level’ participation and the

process

formal decision-making arenas, enabling public

•

Not stressing one’s own position

(municipalities), private (business) and people

•

Not being biased

partnerships (HORELLI ET AL., 2015).
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Figure 2.7: The range
of steering devices
in government and
governance
Source: author adapted
from ROINIEN, 2012
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8

Citizen Control

7

Delegated Power

6

Partnership

5

Placation

4

Consultation

3

Informing

2

Therapy

1

Manipulation

CITIZEN POWER

TOKENSIM

NON-PARTICIPATION

Figure 2.8: Arnstein’s
(1969) ‘Ladder of Citizen
Participation’

The newer forms of governance can be

Following the thinking of Jakob Maurer (1995),

considered as a response to the complexity of

Grams emphasises the following: :

Source: redrawn by author

in regard to everyday life problems (see Figure

“Normative theories explain why how much

2.8 for various levels of citizen participation in

of something is supposed to be somewhere

decision-making). However, the literature and

and descriptive theories describe why how

practices show that the steering devices of

much of something is somewhere or will be

newer governance forms have not yet developed

somewhere” GRAMS, 2018: page 41

the contemporary planning issues, especially

in the context of spatial issues. Therefore, it is
crucial to support the informal or semi-formal

The line between normative and descriptive

mixed spheres, where these enhance the

approaches is not concrete. Maurer affirms

participation and works in favour of democracy..

that normative theories are exclusively linked
to ‘judgemental’ expressions and cannot fully

There is no universally accepted definition

encompass planning alone; applying them

of the field of spatial planning, since it has

“requires choosing descriptive ones, depending

porous borders and is vaguely delimited. The

on the respective situation” (MAURER 2007).

word ‘planning’ itself has a wide range of

Correspondingly,

meanings, and is not specific in terms of what it

also often use normative methods to observe

is used for, even in the spatial planning context.

and perceive the problem to the extent of the

Scholars distinguish two types of theories in

background knowledge, or to choose a specific

spatial planning: ‘descriptive’ theories that

methodology within a discipline.

descriptive

approaches

provide assertions, which need to be justified in
discourse, and ‘normative’ planning that refers

Following

to giving recommendations. Although in planning

Schönwandt and Voigt (2005) describe a planning

practices, the ‘descriptive’ and ‘normative’

approach with five main components that only

properties are often used as antonyms, reflecting

occur in combination and are correspondingly

purely descriptive overviews (e.g. reports) and

interdependent on one another:

the

thinking

of

Mario

Bunge,

recommendations for actions respectively, this

a. Specific problems (more accurately: the

is actually not the case. Even in an early phase

view of the problems)

of the planning process, descriptive approaches

b. The goals

toward topics such as ‘infill potential’ or ‘inward

c. Methods

development’ require surveys and are not

d. Discipline-specific knowledge.

totally ‘observer-independent’ (GRAMS, 2018).

e. Trans-disciplinary knowledge
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In contrary to theories, ‘approaches’ are

as ideas such as those of John Maynard Keynes

formed based on one’s own particular point of

in the mid-twentieth century22.

view. Each planning approach has a specific
content designed for certain kinds of problems

However, by the 1970s, consumer-demand and

and is not appropriate for other kinds

20

its accompanying demand for state spending

(SCHÖNWANDT, 2018). For many years, the

created conditions of rising inflation. In these

arena of physical development planning was

conditions, Keynesian strategy offered a solution

shaped by engineers and architects, and by

to protect the labour force, which provided a

utopian images of what cities could be like.

fertile ground for the reappearance of liberal

Only after industrial urbanisation did functional

ideas. Since by this time state intervention was

issues of quality of the living space become a

seen as part of the problem, new economic

concern. This modern approach led to practical

strategies focused on the supply side of economy

consideration in building regulations, and

articulated by neo-liberal political movements.

regulating the location for different uses.

In the Britain of the 1980s, economic, spatial

Therefore, land use zoning was introduced to

and environmental planning were considered

ensure a certain level of quality, e.g. adequate

particular

accessibility to services, to limit development

Thatcher administration.

targets

during

the

neo-liberal

or to prevent pollution caused by contaminating
industries (HAELEY, 1997).

Planning theoreticians have been looking for a
new systematic and integrated description of their

In

contrast,

the

interest

in

economic

field of work ever since the rational paradigm

planning traditionally arose from industrial

broke down (at the end of the 1960s). At that

dependencies, seeking optimal production and

time, many authors called for a departure from

distribution processes to ensure continuing

the “first generation” of planning theories: the

growth, and often a fair distribution of the

‘rational’ planning model (SCHÖNWANDT, 2002).

benefits of growth. However, critiques of

But what came next? Have efforts in the meantime

the processes of industrial capitalism led

been condensed into an approach that meets the

to a variety of alternatives. Most of these

requirements for systematics and integration of

alternatives were centred on the state of

the essential aspects of planning? The answer

governance systems run by people, e.g.,

is no. The state of discussion in the mid-eighties

communist or social regimes , or challenged

is revealed in the oft-quoted question “After

the notion of national state and bureaucratic

Rationality, What?” posed by Ernest Alexander in

organisations such as the “Garden City” or the

the Journal of the American Planning Association

“Agripolitan development” of Howard, as well

(1984). Twelve years later, he characterises the

20 Since planning approaches are not based on the
‘nature of the matter’, there are different approaches
towards a problem, and planners can always choose and
manoeuvre amongst different approaches, and find the
ones that are best ‘coupled’ with the situation.

situation: “The planning theorists are in a state

21

21 However, wherever the communist or socialist
regimes, inspired by the ideas of class struggle, came
to power, they intended to reinforce the state, and the
original idea of withering the state was forgotten and led to
a concentration of economic and political power that only
encouraged forms of governance unresponsive to people‘s
needs (see Healey, 1997).
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of upheaval, nothing is accepted, everything is
questioned” (ALEXANDER 1996).
22 John Maynard Keynes focused on consumer demand
and argued that the economies slumped because
people did not have confidence in their long-term future
and adequate resources to buy goods. Considering
maintenance of ‘full employment’ (2-4%), enhancing
welfare policies are essential to assist people to acquire
education, to maintain health, and to get housing. In many
countries, notably in Britain, the US and Australia subsidies
for housing were provided to guarantee the expansion of
residential development industry (see Ball, 1983).
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Type of planning
From

Type of plans

Controlling change
Guiding growth
Promoting development
Regulation of private development
Technical or legal regulation

Land-use plans

‘Physical‘ solution to social problems

To

Framework or guidelines for integrated development
Works through the interests of selected stakeholders
Managing change
Negotiated form in governance

Strategic plans

- Visions
- Short-term actions

Framing activities of stakeholders to help
achieve shared concerns about
spatial changes
Figure 2.9: Land-use
planning paradigm
shift from traditional to
strategic approaches
Source: ALBRECHTS, 2004;
redrawn by author

Since the 1960s ‘strategic planning23’ was first

Reviewing the examples of best practice (e.g.

introduced in a number of Western countries,

Helsinki’s Strategic Vision: from city to city

initially in response to rapidly changing and

region, 2009; or Copenhagen’s finger plan, 2007)

growing corporations wishing to plan against

reveals a rather visionary discourse, mostly

an uncertain future (mostly in the U.S.), and

presenting the aspirations of different aspects of

towards comprehensive planning at different

spaces with fuzzy borders. The broad conceptual

administrative levels (in European countries:

aspect and less concrete nature of the strategic

linked to the post-war welfare state policies)

planning products offer general choices and

(KAUFMAN and JACOBS, 1987; HAELEY, 1997;

operative paths towards their execution (see

ALBRECHTS, 2004). As a result of both the

figure 2.7). With the fuzziness of the borders and

non-conservative disdain for planning and

less precise objectives, planners can encourage

postmodernists scepticism in the 1980s, it

constructive cross-border discussions, and

changed the focus from a comprehensive

also avoid conflict in the planning process.

planning approach to project-based planning

However, strategic planning strongly relates

(HAELEY, 1997; ALBRECHTS, 2004). The growing

to implementation, and should be seen as an

complexity, the problems of fragmentation,

effective link between political authorities and

the dramatic increase in interests (as well as

implementation

demands) on all scales, especially the growing

community organisations, private corporations,

impacts of the environmental movements, a

public departments, etc.). Strategic planners

need to re-emphasise long-term thinking, and

at the centre of this process have on several

the aim to return to a more realistic method,

occasions acted as catalysts, as counterweights,

all served to expand the agenda (see Figure 2.9

and as initiators of change (ALBRECHTS, 2004).

actors

(individual

citizens,

for the example of paradigm shift in land use
planning). While there are different approaches

The process of strategic spatial planning

towards strategic planning, the central purpose

requires a capacity to form dialogues and

of all of them is to provoke discussions on

communications. At the core of this procedure

selective, prioritised issues.

is

a

democratic

struggle

for

inclusivity,

accountability of the state and planners to
23 The word ‘strategy’ originated in military contexts and
has a root directly from Greek word ‘strategia’ meaning
“office or command of a general”, and French ‘stratégie’
(18c.) meaning “art of a general”. It was first used in anonmilitary context in 1887.

citizens,

and

transparency

in

governance

(HEALEY, 1997; FORESTER, 1989). In such a
procedure, planners must be actively involved
in formulating the course, providing direction
39
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for change as a neutral means to well-defined

strategic planning is the long-term perspective

problems. The key concepts of strategic planning

of the visionary strategic products, especially

are, therefore, open dialogue, accountability,

amongst different actors and within different

collaboration, and consensus building. Louis

sectors. Sometimes the recognisable and

Albrechts considers strategic planning an active

approachable complexity of the present fades

force in enabling change, maintaining a vertical

into an indistinguishable fog when projected in

integration and prevailing power structure:

the future, and this leaves planners exposed to
surprises, unexpected changes in the situation,

Strategic

planning

is

centred

on

the

uncontrollable variables that might cause

elaboration of a mutually beneficial dialectic

mistrust of the planning authorities and/or

between top- down structural developments

instruments (TOSONI, 2014).

and bottom-up local uniqueness. Indeed,
a mere top-down and centrally organized

As a result, the ‘spaces’ in cities and urban areas

approach runs the danger of overshooting the

cannot be understood as integrated unities with

local, historically evolved, and accumulated

a singular driving dynamic, contained within

knowledge

potential,

clearly defined spatial boundaries. They are,

whereas a one-dimensional emphasis on

instead, complex constructions created by the

a bottom-up approach tends to deny −or

interaction of actors in multiple networks who

at least to underestimate− the importance

invest in material projects and who give meaning

of linking local traditions with structural

to the qualities of the spaces. These webs of

macrotendencies.”

relations escape analytical attempts to ‘bound

ALBRECHTS, 2004, page 751

them’. Efforts at strategy-making for urban

and

qualification

regions are part of this material and imaginative
In the process of strategic planning, as a first

effort to make some ‘sense’ of the complexity

common act, actors should define a shared

of urban life. The planning project, infused with

decision rule, meaning how to decide in the

this understanding of socio-spatial dynamics,

case of a complicated issue. Tosoni (2014)

becomes a governance project focused on

conducts a comparative analysis on different

managing the dilemmas of ‘co-existence in

‘common decision rules’ based on the social

shared spaces’ (HEALEY, 1997).

choice model of Elster (2007) for strategic
spatial planning. The results show that,

As mentioned before, rational planners used to

although ‘consensus’ is considered to be the

believe in the fundamental influence of planning,

ultimate goal of collaborative decision-making

using a clear centralistic top-down policy for an

processes, previous practices reveal that most

intended predictable future (what Maurer refers

of the time this is only reachable through

as ‘linear continuation of historical events .

a phase of ‘negotiation’ (TOSONI, 2014). In

However, the complex nature of problems has

the best case scenario, to find the solution,

required a more step-by-step and circular-

all interests are satisfied and merged into

process approach combined with strategic

a common project, but often this condition

actions. ‘Spatial planning’, which emerged in

is ideal, and mediation towards a mutually-

the late twentieth century in Europe, is inspired

acceptable

Another

by the German term ‘Raumplanung’, and has

challenge that needs to be addressed in

a fluid meaning and does not translate well

40

solution

is

needed.
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into some languages. In an earlier attempt to

tasks. With zoning, land use and design plans,

capture the range of these meanings in relation

the solutions must then be determined at the

to the nature of ‘spaces’ and spatiality, Healey

end of the contract.”

suggests that, in a general way, the term ‘spatial

SCHOLL, 2015a: page 76; translated from

planning’ refers to:

German by the author

“The term ‘spatial’ brings into focus the ‘where

Therefore, informal planning instruments gain

of things’, whether static or in movement; the

an important role in the clarification processes,

protection of special ‘places’ and sites; the

particularly

interrelations between different activities

integrated solutions.

for

medium

and

long-term

and networks in an area; and significant
intersections and nodes in an area which are

“Such and other informal, cooperative

physically co-located”

processes

HEALEY 2004: page 46

procedures. They do not replace them.

complement

the

formal

Informal procedures are already practiced
Hoch and Broeck (2018) define the new role of

in many major cities and towns, but we are

the planner in the ‘framed improvisation’ of this

in the early stages of small and mid-sized

step-by-step approach as a participant, “a player

communities. [...] the smaller and mid-

with specific knowledge, skills and values”.

sized communities will be able to make
an

outstanding

contribution

to

inward

Schönwandt suggests a classification for different

development if they succeed in activating the

planning generations. As opposed to normative

available land reserves of the existing stock

approaches in rational planning, Schönwandt

with suitable methods, because they will find

discussed so-called ‘third generation’ planners

almost two-thirds of Switzerland’s settlement

whose concern is first concentrated on the main

area

problem (SCHÖNWANDT, 2002). Belonging to

SCHOLL, 2015a: page 76; translated from

the larger groups of strategic planners, the

German by the author

potential

in

these

communities.”

‘third generation’ model or “Action-Oriented24”
planning approaches are particularly promising

However, a step before clarification is to

for complex planning tasks. Regularly going

prepare and identify the planning task type

through different steps indicates an appropriate

and evaluate whether or not it should be the

framework, especially for the spatial problems

subject of a clarification process. Further

of diverse actors or outstanding strategic

methodology is presented in the next section:

importance. As Scholl (2015a) explains, the

the conceptual framework to distinguish

clarification process of strategic planning is

different planning task types and, if necessary,

to pursue the minimum strategy of ‘inward

to prepare them for the clarification process.

development before outward development’:

Hence, the following conceptual framework
is the foundation upon which this dissertation

24

“Formal planning can only be at the bottom

is based, approaching the topic of integrated

of inward development, after which solutions

spatial and railway development in small and

have been found for recognised and clarified

medium agglomerations.

Based on the title of Bernd Scholl (1993).
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2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

planning world and the outside/everyday world.
Relevant stakeholders and actors participate

As mentioned in the theoretical background, the

in a planning process to discuss the goals

strategic planning approach is characterised

assigned to the actions, as well as to agree on

essentially by the fact that it considers planning

actions in form of resolutions or contacts.

processes not as linear-chronological, but as

•

Through specifying instruments, choosing

cyclical. Moreover, it embeds planning in terms

locations, and possibly managing behaviours,

of both the external environment of the actors,

concrete intervention can be implemented.

and the internal world of the planner’s thoughts

•

(see Figure 2.13 and the example of the ‘third

The instruments then engage with the spatial,
social, political, environmental and economic

generation’ model) (SCHÖNWANDT, 2011).

conditions.
•

Finally, the results are achieved when the

In the world of planning, planners form a

interventions fulfil the requirements of the

‘professional community’ whose role it is to

conditions.

develop instructions – initially in the planning
world – against the background of their

It is important to assess the results according to

consciously or unconsciously employed planning

whether or not a new common understanding is

approaches (GRAMS, 2018). Subsequently, they

required.

seek feedback from the everyday world (everyday
life), which includes the compromises that all
external matters influence, or which are affected

2.3.1 Clarification Processes of an ActionOriented Approach

by the planning process (administration, politics,
landowners, interest groups, etc.). As regards

From an initial ‘untidy’ and confused situation,

the integrated topics, such as integrated spatial

in which the solutions but also the actual

and railway development, the importance of the

questions appear cloudy, a decision tree is

‘everyday world’ is undeniable: the planning

developed through a ‘clarification process’,

process must continuously move between the

allowing the choice of one or more options to

planning world and the everyday world. This

solve the problem (SCHOLL, 2011). The resulting

process is classified into the following steps:

tasks can be assigned to different task types.
The issues, or ‘problems’, to be dealt with can

•

•

•
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The process starts with the planner’s

mostly be traced back to ‘decision problems’. It

understanding of the everyday world by means

is the task of spatial planning to clarify the basic

of exploratory processes. This will help to obtain

possibilities of decision-making and actions and

a common understanding of the problem and

to prepare appropriate decisions for the relevant

the circumstances.

actors (SCHOLL, 2011; SEIDEMANN, 2016).

Planners design instructions, which form a
variety of smaller steps including identifying

In recent decades, informal processes have

the goal (or the target state), laying down

become more commonplace as complements to

restrictions, designing the alternatives and

formal decision-making procedures. The main

assessing the risks. After determination of the

characteristic of these supportive processes

evaluation criteria and reassessment of the

is the “direct exchange between competing

goals, planners can again reduce the numbers

ideas and their critical accompaniment in the

of alternatives and set out the actions.

framework of processes that are time-limited

In the next step, the alternatives and actions

and based on specific organisational principles”

are the subject of interaction between the

(SCHOLL, 2017).
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EVERYDAY WORLD
ALLTAGSWELT
PLANNING WOLRD
PLANUNGSWELT
MANUFACTURING
INSTRUCTIONS
HERSTELLEN
VON ANLEITUNGEN

UNDERSTANDING
THE SITUATION
VERSTÄNDNIS

UNDERSTANDING
THE PROCEDURE
VERSTÄNDIGUNG

DER SACHLAGE

ÜBER DAS VORGEHEN

RESULTS
ERGEBNISSE

CONDITIONS
GEGEBENHEITEN

INTERVENTIONS
EINGRIFFE

Figure 2.10: The diagram
of the planning theory, the
‘third generation’

The re-routing of spatial planning from normative

engineering, can help in methodology. Above

approaches

planning

all, however, the new possibilities of information

procedures enables planners to avoid taking

technology must be included. The work of the

Source: SCHÖNWANDT,
2011; adapted and
translated by the author

concrete actions to cope with complex problems

planner is influenced by the fact that he wears

during the early stages. Hence, a significant

certain ‘glasses’, which means following a

requirement is to identify the types of knowledge

certain planning approach.

towards

strategic

and thence assign the proper planning for them
(Figure 2.11). Problem-oriented projects focus

This also includes guiding thoughts on how

on the supply side of the subject, dealing with

to deal with problems, and on the tools used

what is missing or misplaced, and therefore find

appropriately, and those that are not. In the

ways to overcome them. The less complicated

following, we will be guided by the “cloud-

planning issues are, however, solvable through

tree

routine project processes by meeting the supply

‘glasses’ (Figure 2.152). Those who follow their

requirements of the issue.

instructions assume the following prerequisites:

In general parlance, methods are understood

• At the beginning, a messy, confused situation

as regulated procedures for the planned

must be expected (the “cloud”).

metaphor”,

which

represents

such

achievement of a goal, e.g. scientific findings or
Figure 2.11: The diagram
of different areas of
knowledge and the
respective tasks assigned
to them

even practical results. For instance, in a field of

• At the end of the clarification process, it should

science, knowledge gain in this or that area is

be possible to justify the choice of a particular

indicated as a goal. The creativity of the scientist

option that can be used to correct or avoid the

is then left up to them, as they approach this

problem. In the metaphor, therefore, a decision

Source: Author adapted
from SCHOLL, 1995

goal. This includes coming up with novel

tree can be found (the “tree”).

methods. Some techniques, such as network

STRATEGIC Tasks
Not-knowing about
not-knowing

ROUTINE Tasks

Knowing

PROJECT Tasks
Knowing about
not-knowing
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Table 2.1: Design tasks and processes to approach spatial planning issues
Source: SEIDEMANN, 2016; translated by the author

Type of task

Features

Aim of the task

Example

• Problem, procedure, solution

• Implementation: the

• Approval of small

(results) are known;

Routine

task is complete

• Objects and responsible actors are given;

construction projects
• Execution of formal

• Organisation is established for

procedures: land use plans

the long-term prospect
• Problem, procedure, solution (results)
are known to a great extent;

• Implementation: task
is completed

• Objects and responsible

Project

• New construction of a bridge
• Planning and development
of new settlement areas
• Planning and implementation

actors are mostly given;
• Some routine tasks are integrated

of transport infrastructure

• Organisation is established

projects

in limited timeframe
• Problem is unknown to a large extent;

• Brownfield redevelopment

• Procedure is unknown to a large extent;

the problem into project

• Densification

• Aim/solution is unknown to a large extent;

or routine tasks

• Inward development

Complex

• Objects and participants

strategic

actors are unknown;

task

• Structuring and transferring

• Some routine tasks are confusing
• Organisation is established
in limited timeframe
• Common understanding of the
problem is unclear, or must be created,

Complex

• Creating and maintaining the
overview of relevant questions

motivation is diffuse among the actors

• Establishment of management

• The focus is not on a specific conflict or

structures and stakeholder

continuous

concrete project or on a specific priority

involvement (at least one core

tasks

task, but on a large number of similarly

group) - thematic focus on

recurring projects and conflicts

structuring and transformation

• Routinised shares that lead to
the derivation of new tasks
• Common problem

Established
permanent
tasks

understanding is created
• Multiple updated base overview
(for area management overview of
settlement area potentials) is available
• Variety of similarly recurring
intentions and conflicts
• Routinised shares that lead to
the derivation of new tasks
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• Regional land management
in the construction phase

of the problem into complex
focus, project or routine tasks
• Long-term work and truth of the

• Established regional

overview of relevant questions

area management

• Regularly recurring
thematic focus
• Structuring and transformation
of the problem into complex
focus, project or routine tasks
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Complicated tasks
or conflicts

Effects and
consequences

Action options

Overview of
the situation

Primary evaluations

Duration

Continuous updating

Actions

Strategy
Option I

Reality
Actors
(Participants)

Option II

Cloud (unclear starting position)

Clarification process
Circumstances
(unexpected events)

Figure 2.12: The cloudtree metaphor
Source: author, based on
SCHOLL, 2011

• Dealing with complicated problems that

Tree (preliminary result)
Actions and
well-founded decision

2.3.2 Informal Planning

cannot be dealt with routinely often means
that the clarification process requires tailored

Although administrative units cannot contain

contents.

various areas of the spatial planning field,
they are often the only reference for legal

For the organisation of the process and the

actions. The necessity to address the issues in

use of methods, certain guiding thoughts are

environmental, social or infrastructural areas,

helpful. To overcome the danger of ‘Methodism’

as well as the subsequent attempts to overcome

and ‘Formalism’, the planning process starts by

the formal boundaries has, in some places, led

outlining the scope of problems or conflicts. The

to new forms of spaces, often referred to as

planning process, therefore, must be organised

functional spaces, which are no longer limited to

corresponding to this scope. This extends the

the fixed spheres of planning but rather coexist

possibilities beyond formal planning processes,

alongside them.

since the existing methods and processes are
not suitable for this situation.

As a part of the spatial strategy for Switzerland,
the federal state, the cantons, the cities and the

Unlike routine tasks or projects, complex tasks

communities have designated twelve “action

emerge outside of the common knowledge and

areas”, a designation made through a long

skills of planning professionals (Table 2.1). In

collaborative process conducted mainly on

these circumstances, collaboration is required

maps, albeit without conceptually defining what

to invite actors and stakeholders to discuss the

an ‘action area’ actually is, or placing defined

subject of the planning matter and share their

boundaries between them. Indeed, delimitations

partial knowledge. Only under this condition

were made fuzzy on purpose, to signal that

can the adequate competence to define the core

action areas could have variable territorial

problem be achieved, and since the collective

definitions, according to specific projects. Since

knowledge is uncertain , the collaborative

their inception, the action areas have met with

approach is part of the whole process of

growing interest from the scientific and political

decision-making for complex tasks.

communities, resulting in a growing demand for

25

more detailed information and statistical data
25

and the world is not static

pertaining to these areas.
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In this mandate, which endeavours to create

use of the areas in construction zones

a basis for quantitative considerations linked

(densification and settlement renewal: Art.

to the action areas, we have tried to interpret

3 Abs. 3 Bst. abis RPG). The implementation

the inherent concepts of regionalisation of the

(definition, mobilisation and use of the building

areas. The use of this analysis allowed us to

zones) takes place through the revision of the

design a delimitation grid to be used to define

cantonal guidelines in the field of settlement

precise

neighbouring

(Art. 8a RPG) and the adaptation of the cantonal

territories, which is what we did. In order to take

boundaries

between

legislation. In particular, the cantons must

into account the overlaps between territories,

define in their directive planning how high-

the ‘delimitation’ does not consist in only one set

quality settlement development is effected

of limits, but several: each action area is thus

internally (Art. 8a Abs. 1 Bst. c RPG) and how the

composed of a core area surrounded by an outer

renewal of the settlement is strengthened (Art.

ring which is shared by neighbouring areas. This

8a Abs. 1 Bst. e RPG). Once the cantonal spatial

regionalisation has been extended to trans-

planning regulations have come into force, the

boundary regions. (ARE, 2016: Handlungsraume)

communities themselves take the necessary

The paradigm shift that took place on 1 May

planning measures to shape these goals locally.

2014 with the entry into force of the RPG revision
of 15 June 2012 is a response to scientifically

In the past, various estimates were made of

substantiated findings (ARE, 2008a and 2012;

the densification potential on a nationwide

BFS, 2015; GRÊT-REGAMEY ET AL., 2018) and

level

various initiatives to combat urban sprawl and

FAHRLÄNDER ET AL., 2008; WÜEST PARTNER,

to promote settlement development internally.

2008) and in the cantons.26

(VALDA

and

WESTERMANN,

2004;

The new provisions of the RPG in the area of
settlement development provide the cantons and

In 2012, ARE updated statistics for the building

municipalities with the necessary foundations to

zones in Switzerland. The undeveloped areas

act in the context of clear allocations in the field

within the construction zones (land reserves)

of densified construction.

are estimated to total between 28,000 and
43,000 hectares. Most of these areas are located

The revised RPG names two new goals in the

in the girdles of the large and mid-sized centres,

field of settlement development:

as well as in the peri-urban rural communities
(ARE, 2012). Shortly after that, the Chair of

»

»

The development of settlements is primarily

Spatial Development at ETH Zurich carried out

to be directed internally, taking into account

an estimate of the inward reserves on behalf

an appropriate quality of housing (Art. 1

of ARE (ETH Zurich 2012). The study estimated

Abs. 2 Bst. abis);

the inward reserves at 5,300 to 15,600 hectares.

Compact settlements must be created (Art.

Housing could be built on this area for 700,000

1 Abs. 2 Bst. b).

to 1.9 million additional inhabitants.

To achieve these objectives, the building

In 2015, the real estate consultancy Wüest

zones should be defined on the basis of

Partner carried out a further estimate of the

mandatory criteria (15-year requirement: Art.

densification

15 RPG). Provision must be made to allocate

26 The cantons use different estimation methods (e.g.
the method room+ developed at the Chair of Spatial
Development, ETH Zurich). The results are therefore
difficult to compare.

the construction zones to their destination
(construction obligation: Art. 15a RPG), and
measures should be taken to make optimum
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potential

(WÜEST

PARTNER,
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2015). According to this study, the potential for

cooperation) while those responsible for the

condominium use in the legally-bounded areas

same sectoral policy of cities, municipalities,

amounts to 2.85 million additional residents and

regions, cantons and the federal government

2.1 million additional employees. The inward

will also have to work better together (vertical

reserves alone provide space for an additional

cooperation).

1.55 million inhabitants and 1.2 million jobs.
According to this study, a significant part of

A key role in the challenge of coordinating

these utilisation reserves are located in the

sectoral policies in the regions is exercised

agglomerations.

by the regional planning associations in
cooperation with the main regional actors,
especially metropolitan regions . Therefore, the

» Obstacles to densification:

open questions are these:
The development of spaces and regions
depends on different factors. In order to manage

• Which factors influence the development of

development optimally in the future, all spatially

the region in particular?

effective sectoral policies must be coordinated

• What strategies should be put into action to

as closely as possible. Above all, these include

better manage future development?

the following: spatial planning, traffic, urban
planning, landscape, economy, tourism, leisure,

2.3.3 Multi-Level Governance

culture and education.
Policy implementation across different levels
The development of spaces and regions

of government has been articulated as ‘cross-

depends on different factors. In order to manage

scale linkages’ (YOUNG, 2002; BERKES, 2002),

development optimally in the future, all spatially

‘multi-level governance’ (FALUDI, 2012; ESPON,

effective sectoral policies must be coordinated

2013; VAN STRAALEN and WITTE, 2018), and

as closely as possible. Above all, these include

‘advocacy coalition framework’ (NEWELL, 2018).

the following: spatial planning, traffic, urban
Figure 2.13: Multilevel governance as an
instrument towards more
cohesion
Source: author’s own
representation based on
TULUMELLO, 2016

planning, landscape, economy, tourism, leisure,

Multi-level governance is a concept practiced

culture and education.

in most countries, especially in federal systems

Specifically, this means that, in the future, in the

such as those of Switzerland with high autonomy

community, the regional planning associations,

at the communal level. Multi-Level Territorial

etc., and the leaders of different sectoral

Governance (MLTG), however, has only recently

policies will work better together (horizontal

entered the planning system in response to

EU COHESION POLICY

Transformation of the policy from 1990s to 2000s, using MLTG

Convergence
Until the reform for 2014-2020,
‘convergence’ was considered the
‘chief objective’ of Cohesion Policy:
such as monetary union

MLTG

Cohesion + Cometetiveness
A need for political commitment to cohesion
as adeepening of integration;
As an instrument, MLTG aims at ensuring
a ‘balanced and coordinated contribution of
the local, regional, national, and European actors
in compliance with the principle of
subsidiarity through systematic integration
of territorial aspects
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‘territorially-related’ tasks that concern soft

national to regional, but a complex transfer

spaces. The concept is commonly practiced in

of power and resources both downward and

EU cohesion policy, where MLTG is employed to

upward (TULUMELLO, 2016).

implement a shift from ‘convergence’ towards
‘coherence’ (Figure 2.13).Multi-level governance

These “five dimensions” of territorial governance

is linked with cohesion goals: it is considered

are seen as fundamental for the achievement

an instrument useful for improving governance

of territorial cohesion. Moreover, in line with

and

in

the Europe 2020 strategy, development is

“less-favoured regions which tend to have

understood as an improvement in the efficiency,

deficient systems of governance and inadequate

equality and environmental quality of a place/

understanding

territory.

institutional

of

structures,

science

especially

and

technology

These

dimensions

of

territorial

policy issues” (CEC, 2004; TULUMELLO, 2016).

governance can be promoted at all levels of

According to the EU Territorial Agenda (2011)

action. The interactive resources – practices,

, Multi-level governance aims at ensuring a

techniques and rules – each operate according

“balanced and coordinated contribution of the

to their own logic, within a complex framework

local, regional, national and European actors.

of possibilities. Like the well-known Rubik’s
Cube, better territorial governance in Europe is

includes

very complicated, but manageable (Figure 2.14).

multi-level polity and relations cross-cutting

A further complexity is that one single player

hierarchical arrangements”. The process of

cannot decide all of the moves. However, each

state rescaling is among the most evident

player has to be aware that his/her own moves

features of the governance turn in the process of

do cause changes in the overall framework.

Multi-level

territorial

governance

European integration (BRENNER, 1999; FALUDI,
2012). Rescaling refers to displacement of

Since there is no generally accepted definition

competences between supra-national entities,

for the concept of territorial governance, it

at national, regional and small-scale levels.

is the scope and features of the focus that

It is not only devolution of competences from

LEVEL OF ACTION

INTERACTIVE
RESOURCES

Rules
Techniques
Practices

Supernational
Transnational
National
Cross-border
Inter-regional
Regional
Sub-regional
Local
Sub-local
Coordinating actions
Integrating policies
Mobilising participation
Being adaptive to change
Realising place-based impacts
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DIMENSIONS

Figure 2.14: The
“Rubikube” of better
territorial governance in
Europe
Source: adapted from
ESPON, 2013
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Type I
•
•
•
•

Figure 2.15: Types of
multi-level governance by
Hooghe and Marks
Source: HOOGHE and
MARKS, 2003

General-purpose jurisdictions
Nonintersecting memberships
Jurisdictions at a limited number of
levels
Systemwide architecture

mostly define the concept. The ESPON TANGO

Type II
•
•
•
•

Task-specific jurisdictions
Intersecting memberships
No limit to the number of
jurisdictional levels
Flexible design

2.4 SYNOPSIS:

project defines aim and scope, as well as the
way in which it can be implemented in federal

Contrary to physical land use and design

systems:

tools such as TOD or cluster development and
mixed-use development, ‘Railway-Oriented

•

Coordinating actions of actors and institutions;

Spatial Development’ should be a principal

•

Integrating policy sectors;

planning

•

Mobilising stakeholder participation;

cohesion via collaborative approaches towards

•

Being adaptive to changing contexts;

an integrated settlement and transportation

•

Realising place-based/territorial specificities

development.

and impacts.

practiced in the metropolitan centres, where

strategy27,

The

directing

strategy

is

regional

already

different sectors of spatial and transportation
Concentrating on the partnership nature of

planning are better coordinated. Nonetheless,

multi-level governance, scholars point out the

the further it is from metropolitan centres, the

democratic accountability and effectiveness

more complex the topic becomes.

resulting from this instrument (BAUER, 2002;
CHARDAS, 2012). Although not all actors are

As a collaborative strategy to bind the

intended to have the same type of responsibility,

planning decisions in agglomeration areas,

each participating organisation or tier is

the main focus of Railway-Oriented Spatial

assigned specific tasks. Thus, MLG and the

Development (ROSD) strategy is concentrated

introduction of the principle of partnership

on the functional regions and fuzzy boundaries.

offer significant opportunities for change in

To establish ROSD as a principal strategy,

the domestic actor’s actions and reorientation

comprehensive analyses of existing formal

of their practices towards more consensual

and informal instruments are undertaken in

patterns of decision making.

this dissertation. The goal is to better use the
resources (financial, time, labour, land, etc.)

In this context, Hooghe and Marks (2003)

in a more coordinated and effective way. In this

propose a useful analytical framework in order

regard, the next chapter assesses the current

to organise the constituent characteristics

trends of integrated spatial and railway

of the different forms that MLG can take by

development, especially in small and mid-

distinguishing between two types of MLG. Type I

sized communities of Swiss agglomerations.

MLG affects domestic policies in ways closer to

It then goes on to identify the knowledge gap

those existing in a federal polity and specifically

and the main problems, together with the

as envisaged by the studies on fiscal federalism,

research methodology that is used to address

whilst Type II does so in ways more consistent

these problems.

with those offered by neo-classical concepts of
political economy. The main elements of each
type are described in Figure 2.15

27 It is sometimes also referred to as ‘minimum strategy’
or ‘basic strategy’
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Chapter 3: Starting Point

3 STARTING POINT

As the departure point, this chapter begins with an assessment of the current situation of the legal and institutional system
in Switzerland regarding integrated spatial and railway development. This initial assessment follows in accordance with
the arguments from Section 1.3, Problem Statement, to better identify the knowledge gaps, define and clarify the research
problems and formulate the hypotheses of the research.
To provide a background for the empirical studies, the initial assessment of the situation also discusses the informal
planning instruments regarding integrated spatial and settlement development, especially in agglomerations with small
and mid-sized communities. Based on this overview, but also the theoretical and conceptual framework of the research
discussed in the previous chapter, the research gaps are established. Accordingly, the objectives and hypotheses of the
research are presented to orient the knowledge gap towards achieving the research objectives.
Finally the core methodological approaches used for the study are explained in this chapter. The methodology relevant
to the case studies is briefly described in the methodology section, and further elaborated in the respective chapters (5
and 6). In order to provide a more realistic perspective on the research methodology and outcomes, the limitation of the
research and potential transferability of the methodologies are provided at the end of this chapter.

3.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE LEGAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL SITUATION

In Switzerland, since the public vote to adjust
the revised Federal Spatial Planning Act (RPG)
has been in force (May 1st, 2014), the Cantons

Considering the aforementioned background,

have had a five-year deadline to adapt their

an open question for further investigations is

guiding plans.

whether communities can halt or slow down the
course of sprawl in urban agglomerations under

Considering the strict Article 1 regarding the

the existing spatial planning frameworks. The

separation of building from non-building zones,

follow up question is whether the current spatial

as well as the stimulation of inward development

planning laws are, in terms of both content and

and compact settlements, many communities

implementation, insufficient to address this

might have to enlarge the building zone, and

question, and to tackle the sprawl problems of

re-zone some land, currently located in the

the agglomerations.

building zone, to the non-building green space
51
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(Rückzonung). In case of rezoning to the building

In Article 15 (RPG), it is mentioned that

zone (Einzonung) this should be compensated

communities require planning for the building

by an equal area of land being re-zoned to non-

zones for the next 15 years. Consequently, many

building areas (Auszonung). To assess the new

communities must return some of the land

RPG, there are two aspects to consider:

within the current building zone boundaries
to the non-building zone green space. To

•
•

What is the intention of such law? (direct

calculate the size of the new building zone, the

impacts and consequences)

cantons should consider the population growth

How well is it implemented in the cantons

prognoses (normally the reference scenario or

and communities?

the middle scenario) provided by BFS (Federal
Office for Statistics).

RPG
§ Article 1

Art. 15a (RPG): Promotion of the availability of
building zone:

“The federal government, cantons

“§Art. 15a (RPG): The cantons, in collaboration

and municipalities ensure that the

with the communities, take the measures

land is used for household purposes

necessary to steer the building zones

and that the building zone is separated

in particular measures of land use law

from

such

the

non-building

area.

They

as

land

exchange

(Article

20).”

coordinate their spatial activities and

SCHWEIZERISCHE EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT

realize an order of settlement aimed

(RPG), 2014; translated by the author

at the desired development of the
country. They pay attention to the

Whether or not the projected population growth

natural conditions and to the needs

actually occurs, the community ought to decide

of the population and the economy.

on the size of the building zone within the 5-year

In particular, they support the efforts

period of the revised act. Therefore, the Cantons

with spatial planning measures:

have an interest in choosing the highest possible

a. to protect the natural foundations

scenario of population growth. Hence, RPG

of living such as soil, air, water, forest

allows the Cantons to forecast their population

and landscape;

according to their goals. For example, the goal
for Canton Bern is the same percentage of

abis. to steer inward settlement

population growth as the Swiss average, even

development, taking into account an

though this would appear to be unrealistic, since

adequate housing quality;

the Bernese population has shown significantly
slower growth in recent years compared to the

b. to create compact settlements;

rest of Switzerland. As a consequence, larger
building zones are set so as to allow greater

b . creating and maintaining the
bis

flexibility for other scenarios – regardless of

spatial conditions for the

the probability – and therefore urban sprawl

economy.”

progresses even faster.

SCHWEIZERISCHE EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT,

The second decisive factor for determining the

2014; translated by the author

size of the building zone is its density: the number
of inhabitants or space users (inhabitants and
workplaces) per hectare. Compact growth is the
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Inward reserves (located withing the largely built-up area of the settlement)

Brownfield Potentials

Inward Reserves

Densification Potentials

Outward Reserves

Building zone
Outside of the building zone
Limits of the largely built-up area

Figure 3.1: Diagram of
various types of land and
floor area reserves

core factor in sustainable spatial development.

per inhabitant and employee. The median of

In this regard, according to the new Article 15a

the so-called building zone stress is taken as

RPG, Cantons have the competence to take

a guideline for the calculation of the building

Source: IRL 2017

measures against the hoarding of building plot1

zone requirement of a community. It describes

in order to promote densification. However, a

the settlement density of a community type. The

clear objective for densification, as well as a

higher this value, the lower the density. For the

more concrete measure for inward development

calculation of the future building zone needs,

and densification, is missing. A study by the

the building area load must not exceed the Swiss

Chair of Spatial Development at ETH Zurich

median value of the corresponding community

(2018)

updated

type: the median value becomes the limit. The

estimation of the quantities and qualities of

major conflict of this calculation is that the

the land reserves and densification potentials

main decisive factor here is the median value of

plays a significant role in being able to evaluate

the land consumption, which can be seen as a

the density thresholds, the key does not lie

sort of average, even if it deviates numerically

in individual cases (Figure 3.1). To tackle this

from the average. The median value pictures

portfolio transformation systematically, active

the settlement pattern of the last decades

settlement area management plays the main

(usually the last 15 years). To be clear, the RPG

role (GRAMS and NEBEL, 2013; NEBEL, 2014;

sets the future limits based on today’s (or the

IRL, 2017).

last 15 years’) land consumption. Therefore, it

shows

that,

although

an

misguides the local authorities away from their
To support the Cantons in their calculation of

initial intentions such as growing more compact

the size of building zones, the Federal Office

development.

for Spatial Development (ARE) differentiates
between different types of communities, in

This means that the strategy of the guiding plan

terms of degree of urbanisation (urban, central,

defines specific areas as priority zones on which

peripheral,

character

population growth should focus. Nevertheless,

(industrial, agricultural, etc.), to calculate the

these areas are already urban. Unsurprisingly,

building land requirement for residential, mixed

this is obvious only because population growth in

and central zones, etc. Each community type

the past has mostly focused on the urban areas.

has different average land area consumption

In particular, the expansion of agglomerations in

1
The act by which property developers buy up the land
parcel but do not build on it immediately, instead waiting for
a price increase

the same way as we know them today is critical.

etc.)

and

economic

Thus, urban sprawl will continue in the future.
After all, the law says nothing about the quality
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of densification. A compact settlement, which

a patchwork of developed and undeveloped

above all leads to a more concrete settlement

tracts” (Altshuler and Gomez-Ibanez 1993,

pattern, and a grey everyday life, is neither

67; see also Burchell and Listokin 1991;

desirable nor supported by the population.

Burchell et al. 1998; Ewing 1997; Gordon and

To avoid further sprawl in Swiss urban areas,

Richardson 1997; Harvey and Clark 1965;

Article 1 of the new revision of Swiss Spatial

Mieszkowski and Smith 1991; Mills 1980).”

Planning Law (RPG) in 2014 emphasises an

Galster et al., 2001; page 688

indicator that Galster et al (2001) refer to as
‘continuity’:

Following this line of thought, sprawl can occur
continuously in some places and discontinuously

“Continuity is the degree to which developable

in others. Besides the extreme and broad-

land has been built upon at urban densities

spectrum nature of this law, it might not direct

in an unbroken fashion. […] Continuous

the settlement development towards a more

development may occur at any level of

efficient use of land surfaces, because it is

density, although the steady outward march

simply lacking the third dimension (density).

Population growth 1980-2005

of low-density development in concentric
rings from the urban center or core is

Planning

commonly characterized as sprawl (Altshuler

combinations of top-down and bottom-up

and Gomez-Ibanez 1993; American Society of

processes between the three major levels

Civil Engineers 1999; GAO 1999; Harvey and

(Die Tripartite Konferenz TK, formerly known

Clark 1965; Lockwood 1999). So is continuous

as TAK) of the Federation, Cantons, and Cities

“‘ribbon’ low-density development along

and Communities. However, the coordination

major suburban highways” (Altshuler and

amongst the three levels, as well as horizontal

Gomez-Ibanez 1993, 67; see also Ewing

coordination, are both resource-consuming

1997 and Harvey and Clark 1965). Some

and time-consuming. Therefore, over the last

commentators identify “discontinuity” as

50 years, the central task of spatial planning in

one of the significant attributes of sprawl

Switzerland has been to coordinate the spatial

(Clawson 1962), citing development that

activities towards a desirable outcome for all

“leap-frogs past undeveloped land to leave

these levels. The Tripartite Conference deals

processes

Switzerland

Agglomerations
(excluding core cities)
Rural areas

are

Figure 3.2: Population
growth in core cities,
other agglomeration
communities and rural
areas.
Source:
SCHWEIZERISCHER
BUNDESRAT, 2015; based
on the population growth
prognosis of BFS, reference
Szenario 2010; translated
by the author

Absolute population growth
1980 - 2005
Core cities
Agglomerations
(w/o core cities)
Rural areas

Average of population growth
per community (1980-2005: ~17%;
2005-2030: ~17%)

Core cities

Population growth prognosis 2005-2030
54

in

2005 - 2030
Core cities
Agglomerations
(w/o core cities)
Rural areas

-5,554
+721,107
+376,381

+117,095
+875,343
+288,139

Note:
The size of circles indicates the
population of 2005
The population prognosis is based
on the middle scenario of BFS (2010)
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with spatial-related topics of national interest

To calculate their essential needs, the cantonal

that affect all levels of government.

spatial planning concept2 (ROK-ZH) classifies
the communities according to their traffic-

The settlement development should take place

related importance into three types. It can

in the future as far as possible in already existing

therefore estimate what the future challenges

building zones. This is a central concern of the

in terms of reconciliation of settlements and

spatial concept of Switzerland. However, the

transport are:

change from outward to inward development
can only succeed if all three levels of government

•

landscape”, “natural landscape”)

cooperate closely. With the report entitled “The
3x3 of sustainable settlement development”

•

Community type 2 (“urban residential
landscape”, “landscape under pressure”)

(TAK, 2014), the TK has taken up this topic and
formulated recommendations to the federal

Community type 1 (“cultural

•

Community type 3 (“urban landscape”)

government, Cantons, cities and municipalities
- but also to private actors. TK intends to build
on this work with the “High-Quality Inward

2

Kantonale Raumordnungskonzept (in German)

Development” dialogue and promote dialogue

Eisenbahngesetz, EBG: SR 742.101

between state and private actors. A further

5a. Chapter: 30 Infrastructure

priority in the TK’s 2017-2021 work programme

Development

is the “Coherent Spatial Development in

Art. 48a Objectives

Urban-Rural Regions” project. This project
The expansion of the infrastructure

aims to stimulate the further development of
agglomeration policy and the politics of rural

has the following goals:
a. Passenger trains:

areas and mountain areas in the sense of a
coherent spatial development of Switzerland. In

1.

Improving

links

with

European

future, the TK will serve as a political discussion

metropolitan areas,

platform for the issues surrounding the Swiss

2. Improving the connections between and

Spatial Concept.

within the Swiss metropolitan areas,
3. Improving connections in the Swiss

According to the BFS’s population scenarios,

city network and with the centres of the

between 2005 and 2030 the population will

metropolitan areas,

increasingly focus on agglomeration (see Figure

4. Expansion of regional and agglomeration

3.2). Between 1980 and 2005, growth in the

transport,

core cities was slightly negative at minus 0.3

5. Improving the development of mountain

percent, in other agglomeration municipalities,

areas and tourism regions;

it was 26 percent, and in rural areas 22 percent.

b. Freight trains:

According to the prognosis, the core cities expect

1. Relocation of the transalpine heavy

a population increase of 6 percent between 2005

traffic,

and 2030. The large growth will take place in

2. Improvements for domestic import and

the other agglomeration communities (plus 25

export traffic,

percent), while the rural area will only grow by

3. Improvement of the route availability.

14 percent (Figure 3.2).
EBG, 2018; translated by the author
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The allocation of communities to an ‘Action

•

Area’ (Handlungsraum in German) is in relation

Good transit accessibility (also with public
transport and non-motorised traffic),

to the situation of the predominant part of the

•

Low noise and air pollution,

settlement area in the corresponding Action

•

Good supply of goods and services,

Area. As soon as communities that are assigned

•

Green and open spaces,

to different types merge, the new community

•

High-quality and identity-

will be categorised as the more urban (i.e.
higher) community type.

building architecture
•

Settlement structure that promotes
social cohesion and offers opportunities

Depending on the problem and the context, the

for participation in community life3.

concept of ‘densification’ can be interpreted
differently. According to Anita Grams (2018),

Since 1987, the Bahn 2000 programme allowed

due to the strong interaction among the various

the introduction of an integrated timetable

disciplines involved in the topic, densification (as

for a clock-faced schedule or hub-and-spoke

with other key topics of spatial planning) cannot

system (Integraler Taktfahrplan, ITF) that was

be a discussed in a ‘closed’ context. Therefore,

implemented initially for the Swiss Plateau

there are only concepts and propositions for such

trunk railway lines. The Integral Timetable

topics, rather than theories in the general sense.

(ITF) is understood as a concept in which the

However, a problem-oriented action planning

timetables of individual lines are systematically

approach offers formulating ‘constructs’ in

3 Schweizerischer Bundesrat: Agglomerationspolitik des
Bundes 2016+, Bericht vom 18.02.2015

order to distinguish the topics and stakeholders
involved and design the phases and processes
based on this. This might facilitate mutual
understanding in interdisciplinary groups of

Eisenbahngesetz, EBG: SR 742.101

interests by clarifying whether a construct is

5a. Chapter: 30 Infrastructure

only a vague scheme or already has a progressed

Development

structure (towards theoretical model or general

Art. 48d Planning of the

theory).

expansion steps

According to the “Akzeptanz der Dichte” project

1

As the process leader, the BAV

(2014) by Canton Zurich, acceptance of further

leads and coordinates the planning

densification in dense settlement types is higher

necessary for the expansion phase. It

than in less dense settlements. Moreover, this

takes into account the regional planning

shows that the acceptance for densification

of the cantons and includes the railway

differs according to settlement types, not spatial

companies concerned.

categories, of the communities. Besides the
desirability of further densification, this study

2

The cantons are responsible for

shows all settlement types would prefer a strong

regional supply planning. They organize

public transport connection.

themselves in suitable planning regions.
The railway undertakings concerned will

Settlement

quality

is

understood

as

the

be appropriately involved.

advantages of a settlement that positively
influence the quality of life of the residents:
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As part of the "HVDC Connection" project, additional nodes were created in eastern Switzerland until 2013.
The infrastructure program ZEB (Future Development of the Rail Infrastructure) and the longer-term
STEP (Strategic Development Program Rail Infrastructure, originally "Bahn 2030") serve to further develop
the Swiss timetable. By no later than 2030, the node times in Biel and Lausanne can be shifted to the full and half hour.

Figure 3.3: Improvement
of the integrated timetable
(ITF) within the framework
of Bahn 2030
Source: author adapted
from BAV, 2014, STEP
Ausbauschritt 2030

coordinated in node stations to form a network-

As the Federal Railways Act clearly states (EBG:

wide, switched-offer system. Thus, the ITF is not

Art. 48d), Cantons are the main responsible

limited to a single line or an interchange point

authorities for planning of the regional railways.

(or a hub), but covers the entire grid (or hubs

Hence, different Cantons are to some extent

linked by spokes)(Figure 3.3).

flexible in their choice of approaches. In Cantons

As a continuation of Bahn 2000, ZEB – the
framework of the Future Development of the

Eisenbahngesetz, EBG: SR 742.101

Railway Infrastructure (zukünftige Entwicklung

5a. Chapter: 30 Infrastructure

der Bahninfrastruktur) – further improves the

Development

railway infrastructure in a strategic step-by-

Art. 571 Co-financing by the Cantons

step long-term development through a socalled Strategic Development Programme or

1

The cantons contribute CHF 500

STEP (Strategische Entwicklungsprogrammes).

million a year to the railway infrastructure

Starting with a horizon of 2025, the STEP

fund to finance infrastructure costs.

programmes have a long-term prospect of 2050,

1bis

The contribution is based on

with regular updates every five years. Figure

the price level of 2016. It is adjusted

3.3 represents the improvement of the clock-

to the development of the real gross

faced schedule through expansion of the railway

domestic product and follows the railway

infrastructure.

construction inflation index. The Federal
Department of Finance, in agreement

On the other main lines, the half-hourly clock
should be the rule, because, in the agglomeration

with the UVEK, regulates the details.
2

The participation certificate per

centres, the S-Bahn trains run every fifteen

canton is based on the number of

minutes. Fast and direct connections to

passenger and train kilometres ordered

the most important tourist destinations are

in regional traffic according to the

intended to increase tourist attractiveness.

intercantonal distributor.

The competitiveness of rail freight transport

3

The Federal Council regulates the

is to be increased by competitive transport

details in consultation with the cantons in

times, punctuality and favourable production

a regulation.

conditions.
EBG, 2018; translated by the author
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Cantonal guiding plan

Strategy

Overall mobility strategy

Long-term
planning

Road
Network
Plan

Mid-term
planning
& financing

Investment Framework
for Roads

Sectoral
Plan Bicycle

- Principles
- Measures

Public transport
long-term plan
Invest.
Framework
for PT

Regional
mid-term
planning

Demand
concept
for PT

Cantonal requirements

RGSK
Personal cars/
roads

Non-motorised
traffic mode

Spatial
development

Public
transport (PT)

with higher spatial planning competencies,

2009, Bern-Mittelland followed, and in 2012

such as Cantons Zurich or Bern, there is a

Emmental joined the reform. The supreme

greater tendency towards integrated spatial

body of the regional conference is the regional

and railway development, which often leads

assembly

to implementation of some supplementary

of all community presidents. The regional

informal planning instruments. For instance,

conference can take responsibility for many

Canton

Bern’s

conferences

consisting

have

important regional tasks, e.g. coordination of

developed a comprehensive regional traffic and

traffic and housing plans, regional policymaking,

settlement concept (Regionales Gesamtverkehrs-

cultural promotion and energy consultation.

und Siedlungskonzept) or RGSK beyond the

Therefore, Communities can also delegate

communal border. This task is a response to

further economic or social policy tasks to the

an earlier project: Strategy for Agglomeration

regional conference. For the decisions and

and

für

policies proposed by the regional conference,

Agglomerationen und regionale Zusammenarbeit)

all communities have a vote with a weight

or SARZ, launched in 2001. The main aim of

proportional to their population.

Regional

regional

(Regionalversammlung)

Cooperation

(Strategie

SARZ is to strengthen agglomerations without
neglecting rural areas. For this purpose, the

In 2012, the canton developed a comprehensive

informal instrument of the regional conference

instrument for all six regions, the Comprehensive

was developed. The aim of the regional

Regional Traffic and Settlement concept (RGSK).

conferences is to simplify, make more binding

The aim of this is to coordinate the general

and more democratic the cooperation of the

transportation and settlement development

municipalities on important regional issues. The

in the mid-to-long term and to steer it in a

Bernese voters clearly supported the legal basis

certain direction. It works together with the

for the introduction of six regional conferences

communities to develop a strategic concept, and

in Canton Bern in a cantonal referendum in June

needs to be renewed normally every four years.

2007.

This concept is an informal instrument that
creates binding and reliable foundations for the

Like many other Swiss regions, Canton Bern

spatial planning on a local and a spatial scale

is a heterogeneous area, including many rural

(Figure 3.4).

communities with particular status that makes
supra-communal thinking difficult. However,

For the regions that already have one, the

the region of Oberland Ost developed the first

regional conference is responsible for the

regional conference in Switzerland in 2008. In

RGSK. In other cases, two commissions (Spatial
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Figure 3.4: Planning
instruments for integrated
transportation and spatial
development in Canton
Bern
Source: Canton Bern, 2016
translated and adapted by
the author
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Cantonal guiding plan

RGSK

Communal guiding plan
Zoning plan

Figure 3.5: The role of
RGSK in coordination
between cantonal and
communal instruments
Source: Canton Bern, 2016
translated by the author

Land use plan

Planning and Transportation), as well as an

principle, the regional conference can also

RGSK Committee at the cantonal office, are

overrule Communal formal instruments by

responsible for rectifying the concept. As a mid-

issuing a regional order. This is a successful

term planning instrument, the RGSKs are the

practice in formal planning approaches that has

reflection of the more long-term strategies of

been practised for the first time in the Swiss

Cantons, which are reflected as the cantonal

planning system as a result of the regional

requirements/framework in the policies and

conferences.

4

measures of cantonal guiding plans5, as well
as overall mobility strategies6. Figure 3.5 shows

As one of the most important applications,

the relationship between RGSK and other

the Canton uses RGSK as the basis for the

cantonal planning and financial instruments

Agglomeration Programme for Traffic and

(as an example from Canton Bern). RGSKs

Settlement Development7. The six Berner

are presented as regional sectorial guidelines

agglomeration

under the settlement and traffic subsection in

embedded in the RGSK, and thus in a binding

the cantonal planning system. The prioritisation

planning instrument, while in agglomeration

is thus binding. If necessary, other cantonal

programmes in other Cantons, the institutional

planning instruments incorporate the results

basis has often not yet been established. This

of RGSK into their programmes (e.g. Road

is of great importance for the region, since

Network Plan, public transport long-term plan,

the federal government financially supports

public transport demand concept, investment

the agglomeration programmes. Although the

framework for roads, investment framework for

Canton is the contact for the agglomeration

public transport, etc.).

programmes vis-à-vis the federal government,

programmes

are

now

it has delegated its preparation to the regions.
In the spatial planning scale spectrum, RGSK

The perimeter of the agglomerations covers only

stands between the cantonal guiding plan and

a part of the regions. It makes sense to enlarge

communal guiding plans and other communal

the district because the agglomerations are

plans such as the zoning or land use plans

connected in many ways with the surrounding

(Figure 3.5). This helps to make concrete the

rural areas. The first outcome of the RSGK 1st

relatively rough cantonal guiding plans for

Generation in 2012 was a report including the

implementation on the communal plans. In

development measures and priorities for the

4

Kantonale Vorgaben

proposed regions. This report was approved by the

5

Kantonale Richtpläne

Federal Council, and received co-financing from

6

Gesamtmobilitätsstrategie

7

Agglomerationsprogramm Verkehr und Siedlung
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the federal government for 50 important transport

discussed in Agglomeration Programmes, which in

projects in the agglomerations of Bern, Biel,

many cases are not legally binding.

Burgdorf, Langenthal and Thun. This includes the
expansion of the Bern Central Railway Station and

- A horizontal cooperation between the communities

various tram projects in the region of Bern.

and local authorities plays a key role in a regional
development. Before the Regional Conference

The RGSK continues to form the basis for the co-

Initiative in Canton Bern, this type of cooperation

financing of agglomeration transport projects by the

was

federal government. It can provide more detailed

communities of a region.

voluntary

amongst

the

neighbouring

information than the current agglomeration
programmes, and cover an extended perimeter,

- As with the early spatial planning concepts in

with particular emphasis on the measures, as only

the late 19th and 20th century, the RGSKs present

these are eligible for co-financing by the federal

a hierarchy of centres, which belong to a network

government under the infrastructure fund.

of centres and cover a specific area based on their
level. As illustrated in Figure 2.15, centrality is still

This approach and the measures initiated by

of great importance in regional planning using

Canton Bern are completely aligned with the

RGSK.

revised Federal Spatial Planning Act in 2014
(Art. 1), which demands that the extension of the

- The concept highly relies on the public transport

settlement areas should be regionally coordinated.

accessibility level (in Switzerland: ÖV-Güteklasse)

Moreover, instruments such as the RGSK can

for assessing the current situation, as well as

function as an inter-communal measure to finally

proposing the new regional strategies and concepts.

overcome institutional fragmentation wherever
the voluntary cooperation of the communities is

- Considerable attention is paid separately to the

reaching its limits. Furthermore, the central task of

housing zones and work zones in both assessing the

this cooperation is to direct the spatial development

current situation and meeting the future demands.

to places where it is meaningful and desirable.

Although this approach might give a distinctive
look to areas lacking work or housing within the

To highlight the RGSK practical experiences up

region, the negative impacts of such separation are

to the present day, we can address the following

relatively strong when rendered into the local plans

features:

at the community level.

- The concept particularly concentrates on

- The concept highly respects the legal building

transportation and settlement developments.

zones that, depending on the cantonal policies,

Other regional concerns are mainly excluded from

might differ in activation of land reserves (inward

RGSKs.

potentials, outward land reserves, densification
potentials, expansion, land use conversion, etc.).

- RGSKs reflect the rough Cantonal guiding

Bearing in mind that the RGSKs are practices in

plan’s policies in a more concrete and applicable

Canton Bern, the capital Canton with one of the

way, and are legally binding under the cantonal

highest amounts of spatial and transportation

administration.

planning, the open question is whether other
regions can replicate this approach? And in case

- Regional strategies and policies overrule local

some regions decline to participate, does that mean

and communal aims. In other Cantons, and in pre-

additional responsibilities for the Cantons?

RGSK Canton Bern, the regional strategies are
60
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3.2 KNOWLEDGE GAPS

Many spatial planning methods and toolboxes
continuously

being

developed

are

the

Reviewing the various spatial-related policies in

consequence of rational thinking and perceptions

Switzerland, it is currently possible to identify

of the problem. However, when approaching

the following overarching objectives, which are

integrated topics, the role of institutions,

to some extent binding for spatial development:

specific bodies, public participation, territorial
observatories, and indicator systems should be

•

Aiming at cohesion: reducing existing

strengthened as key elements of the evaluation,

economic (and social) disparities

implementation and monitoring procedures for

between different spatial structures

spatial planning. Therefore, informal initiatives,

•

Decentralised settlement patterns

underlining collaborative and cooperative tasks,

•

Aiming at economic growth: especially

are essential planning tasks.

in metropolitan centres, considered the
•

•

key drivers of economic development

Besides

Preserving natural and rural

methodologies suggesting physical guidelines

areas: rural and mountain areas as

irrespective of the institutional setting or

independent economic habitats

specific cultural, natural characteristics of the

Sustainability: long-term preservation

context are destined to result in inefficiency or

of the ecological, economic and social

failure. As Hoch and Broeck (2018) note:

policy

and

strategy

making,

capital of the country and regions
“[…] trying to tame and even domesticate
These objectives can be found in various

spatial

complexity

will

only

displace

laws, federal programmes and concepts. The

uncertainty. Tackling complex spatial issues

following normative foundations contain the

requires that planners understand the

principal content regarding the spatial-relevant

interplay between causes and purposes,

challenges of commuting and settlement

between facts and values as we test ways to

patterns:

adapt to specific problem situations. […] The
increments reflect strategic choices tested

•
•
•

Spatial Concept of Switzerland

by a holistic political and technical judgment.

2005 (Raumkonzept Schweiz)

This pragmatic approach avoids the illusion of

Federal Agglomeration Programme 2003 or

technical certainty or accepting the tragedy

AP (Agglomerationsprogramm des Bundes)

of the commons” HOCH and BROECK, 2018:

Federal Law of the New Regional

page 186

Policy 2008 (Bundesgesetz zur
Neuen Regionalpolitik)

To find solutions to complex spatial planning
problems, planning professionals have initiated

A striking feature of these normative strategies

‘clarification processes’, in which complex

is that they are mostly sectoral models, for the

problems become clear organisational and

concrete implementation of which different federal

instructional tasks during a series of design-

offices are responsible, under the leadership of

based collaborations with the actors.

which the respective strategy was developed.
Horizontal coordination for a comprehensive

On the one hand, due to a high-level of actor

implementation of the strategies takes place only

involvement, the ‘clarification process’ is the

to a limited extent. As a result, content conflicts

closest planning approach towards integrated

may sometimes arise between the individual

topics (such as transportation, energy, or

normative strategies or during implementation.

other infrastructural disciplines, as well as
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social sciences). On the other hand, because

required to translate the objectives of

of the sectoral nature of the integrated topics

general strategies and policies. Since the

of spatial planning, the ‘clarification process’

collaborative approaches are procedure-

approach requires further support from upper-

based programmes, they therefore require

scale policy and decision-making frameworks.

tailoring to the time-line and organisational
situation for each case

Battling the problems resulting from sprawling
settlement

developments,

regions

seek

Although the key measures of programmes

approaches towards more compact forms of

such as Bahn 2000 have indeed had a positive

developments, supported by well-connected

impact on the state-wide network in general,

networks of public transport infrastructure.

and long-distance and inter-city connections in

This will lead to a polycentric pattern with

particular, the realisation of several full hubs

hierarchical centres in metropolitan regions,

has had to be dispensed with (St.Gallen, Luzern,

and disarranged centres in town agglomerations

Biel, Lausanne), and consequently the regional

outside of metropolitan regions. In both cases,

connections are undetermined. The objective of

there is a tendency for planning professionals

a transport policy that covers all groups of the

and authorities towards small and mid-sized

population and areas of the country should be

communities, reaching for more harmonised

to provide a basic level of accessibility to public

development to avoid the externalities of the

transport. The limitations of the programmes

urban sprawl. Following the assumption that

such as Bahn 2000 show that ensuring equal

denser patterns promote the share of public

regional distribution of railway accessibility

transport in the modal split, and ambitiously

requires a bottom-up approach as a further

anticipating the shift from roads to railways,

contribution from the communities to the

planning systems upgrade general policies and

Cantonal and Federal programmes to avoid

strategic concepts.

the accusation of regional bias in the course of
decision-making.

However, planning the town agglomerations is
a complex task that must be treated case-by-

Considering the influential area of a regional

case in a tailor-made fashion, for three general

railway station or axis, the perimeter is too

reasons:

large for one actor or community to work
with upper-scale plans such as regional or

•

•

Depending on the existing socio-economic

cantonal guiding plans. Besides, with the formal

built environment of the communities,

definition and delimitation of agglomeration

densification confronts different challenges

areas, the interrelations within and between the

and correspondingly different opportunities

agglomerations are not clear. For instance, a

and development scenarios

community in the category of ‘multicore-oriented

Considering

the

different

actors

and

communities’ must contribute to more than one

stakeholders for different contexts, there

agglomeration; however, the attainment of this

are various arrangements and power-

goal is flexible and in accordance with cantonal

relations that cannot be transferred to the

priorities.

other contexts
•
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Due to the technical and specialised nature

Therefore, the actual concern is that initiatives

of integrated spatial and infrastructure

such as the federal agglomeration programmes

development, a collaborative approach

are not effective regarding the objectives to which

towards

they were initially assigned. By recognising the

collective

consensuses

is

Railroad
* ‘Reserves at the edge’ refer to outer
reserves (Ausenreserve, DE)

Reserves at the Edge*:
in vicinity of
the railway station

Building Zone Boundaries
(planned for the next 15 years)
Inner reserve

Reserves at the Edge:
in the neighboring
communitity

Inner reserve:
in vicinity of the
railway station

TOWN CENTRE

Cantonal Highway to
a Regional Centre

Main body of
the settlement

Potentials: outside
the building zone

Reserves at the Edge

Figure 3:6: Principle
diagram of the land
reserve typology in small
communities
Source: author

Communal Border
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influence areas of regional railway corridors,

between freight and passenger rail traffic,

Cantons deal with functional areas within or

different operating companies, and unbalanced

beyond formal agglomeration areas rather

supply and demand at regional scales are, inter

than

alia, some of the common problems encountered

individual

communities.

Naturally,

however, corridors that are already involved in

in different contexts.

an agglomeration programme can implement
the

strategies

within

AP

(Agglomeration

Programme) frameworks.

As previous literature and practices show, most
of these problems cannot be solved merely
within the current institutional frameworks and

3.3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

through exclusively formal processes. However,
approaches that involve greater cooperation

Assessing

the

current

knowledge

gaps,

the

and participation, and invite informal supportive

addresses

processes to the decision-making procedure,

the core problems of integrated railway and

are more appropriate for the topic of integrated

spatial development in agglomeration areas. As

spatial and railway development. Through a

mentioned before, lack of coordination, sectoral

more collaborative and inclusive approach to

Table 3.1: 3Cs - research
hypotheses

approaches, conflicts in prioritisation of the

planning, organisations also gain a more realistic

projects, timetable conflicts (especially with local

perception of the situation and show higher levels

Source: author

public transport, e.g. post-buses), route conflicts

of commitment in the implementation phases.

this

situation
research

and

The underdeveloped and empty land reserves in the catchment area
Hypothesis 1

of the railway stations can potentially contribute as the main drive for

Compactness

more compact forms of development in agglomerations

Hypothesis 2

The higher the centrality aspect of a station, the more

Centrality

attractive the railway for daily use and commuting

An integrated spatial and railway development in
Hypothesis 3

small and medium agglomerations requires better

Coordination

coordination rather than new infrastructure.
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With a focus on the Swiss planning system, the

The question refers to the institutional and

research questions are elaborated as below:

actor-network conditions that are key elements
of collaborative informal planning, tailored to

1. How do different planning systems address the

moderate dialogues and multilogues amongst

inconsistency in sectoral management regarding

diverging interests of actors.

spatial and railway problems?
In other words, how effective are the current

5. Is it possible to create a spatial strategic framework for

instruments such as TK, or agglomeration

similar complex problems that is valid in, and exportable

programmes for transportation and settlement

to, different institutional and cultural contexts?

development, in bridging the different sectors of

Based on the results and outcomes of Swiss

a multi-level planning system?

case studies, is it possible to derive lessons and
inspiration or even transferable products from

2. Can spatial and railway development barriers

the case studies in different contexts?

and problems of town agglomerations be effectively
addressed in formal planning systems through existing

Based on the abovementioned questions, there are

instruments and measures? If so, what part of the

three hypotheses in the context of Swiss planning:

institutional framework should be responsible for this?
In Switzerland, Cantons are the main actors

The first hypothesis refers to the problems resulting

in regional transportation. However, local land

from urban sprawl as the common problem of

use management occurs within communal

agglomeration areas. Based on the assessment

boundaries (with approval from the Cantons).

of the situation, this dissertation assumes that

Can agglomerations commit the neighbouring

there are adequate land reserves available in the

communities to creating a common vision before

immediate vicinity of the regional railway stations in

they submit their plans to the Cantons? Will

the agglomeration areas to trigger more compact

programmes such as APs bridge this gap?

forms of development in the future.

3. What processes and instruments must be taken

Moreover, the research hypothesises that the

into consideration for the establishment of a spatial

centrality aspect of the railway stations (e.g.

strategic framework regarding integrated spatial and

better accessibility for non-motorised modes

railway development?

of transportation, proximity to the historic town

The Swiss federal policies for spatial planning,

centres, mixed use and so on) generates higher

as with those for railway development, are

passenger demand for the railways, and therefore

established in a general fashion, which can

contributes to the modal split shift at odds with

at times be contradictory in implementation

private car commuters.

perimeters on a local scale. In the case of
establishing a strategic framework for railway-

The last hypothesis assumes that the main question

oriented land use management, what policies or

of the integrated spatial and railway development

instruments should be taken into consideration

in agglomeration areas consisting of several small

to minimise the contradictory impacts of the

and mid-sized communities is not the expansion

sectoral instrument and policies?

of the infrastructure or construction of new
infrastructure, but rather coordination amongst the

4. What are the planning conditions and requirements

actors, and the integration of more railway station

to tailor a collaborative instrument towards a common

development into local development plans so as

development strategy beyond the administrative

to better spare the financial resources and provide

boundaries?

direction for more cohesive regional development.
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3.4 RESEARCH APPROACHES

I. Inter-level and Intra-level
This dimension refers to different planning

3.4.1 Complex Spatial Problems and

levels, from international bodies (e.g. EU) and

Collaborative Planning

national states to the lower levels such as
As discussed in the theoretical background, a

provincial, metropolitan or communal levels.

complex problem is not a repetitive task, but

A vertical collaborative relation between these

rather one that is distinguished by specific

levels would be an inter-level link (top-down

characteristics different from a routine task or

or bottom-up). This dimension also refers

a project. Therefore spatial planning problems

to the horizontal collaboration between the

are rarely objective.

planning entities of the same level but which are
responsible for different planning regions.

There is a variety of indigenous and exogenous
II. Interdisciplinary / Inter-sectoral

interconnections and dynamics that influence
the subject of matter and the results of the
proposed actions. Under such conditions,

This is the dimension where planners have to

the solutions are not provided, but need to be

interact with actors from other sectors, such

generated. Handling complex tasks must be

as political institutions, financial institutions,

conducted in a collaborative, process-based (as

public management authorities, public and

opposed to project-based) fashion amongst a

private investors, residents and other interest

group of actors from different disciplines.

groups.

Core spatial planning questions are highly

This dimension only gained significant attention

interdisciplinary,

and

in the ‘third generation’ of planning; prior to this,

cannot be approached efficiently only by local

either planners were supposed to have adequate

planning professionals or limited frameworks

knowledge or familiarity in every relevant

of strategies and guidelines. Some examples of

discipline or planning agencies covered different

these questions include: Are compact forms of

sectors of spatial planning such as housing,

settlement development privileged over those of

infrastructure, transportation, etc. The sectoral

dispersal in the long-term? Is balanced economic

perspective – even when it covers different topics

growth an important factor to consider in spatial

– might overlook the interest, capabilities and

planning? Is there a comprehensive strategy to

contributions of other actors. However, it is still

deliver efficient use of land in smaller towns

unclear to planners to what extent they should

within an agglomeration area?

expand the inter-connectivities in this dimension.

context-dependent,

III. Inter-regional

Spatial planning processes are aimed at
approaching solutions to the problems that
lie within the context of a multidimensional

This dimension implies that the impacts of

interconnectivity that exists in complex legal

spatial activities go far beyond the administrative

and formal frameworks. Following Elgendy’s

boundaries, and the ‘planning perimeter’. However,

(2003) classifications, three types of links or

this

‘interconnectivity’ in spatial planning processes

visions and strategies, as well as information and

are common:

methodologies. Therefore, the interconnectivity

requires

cross-border

collaboration

in

between different regions adds up to the
complexities of the other two dimensions.
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Spatial Planning Problem

Strategic Approach

Collaboration Type

The link/coordination between

Multi-level and cross-

Between planning

the different planning levels

border approaches

professionals and authorities
of different levels

The coupling between

Between planning professionals

spatial subject of matter

Participatory approach

and their environment

and stakeholders (e.g.
interest groups)

The mutual effects of

Integrated approach

spatial activities

(interdisciplinary)

Between different sectors

Classifying spatial planning problems into

Not being overwhelmed by issues such as

three main groups, one can better identify the

differential power, Innes (2004) suggests there

needs for different types of collaboration (Table

should be no expectation that all collaborations

3.2). In complex situations, the knowledge

lead to comprehensive harmonies. On the

and expertise needed to solve the problem

contrary, the result can be “second order

are not available to one person alone but

effects such as spin-off partnerships” or “new

usually distributed among many persons and

ideas for use in other situations” or “new

organisations. In such situations, the role of the

institutional forms of planning and action”. In

planner is no longer as an expert in the subject

fact, a longer time frame and a wider range of

of planning matter, but rather as an expert in

planning initiatives could be achieved from a

‘guiding’ the problem-solving process. In the

more comprehensive analysis, regardless of the

context of collaborative planning on a global

fractured context of the collaborative processes.

scale, where planners’ routine regulation

The investigations into key propositions of

of

collaborative planning by Brand and Gaffikin

rational,

unquestioned

procedures

is

transformed into active collaboration with a

(2007)

diverse clientele (HEALEY, 1997; FAEHNLE

important characteristics8:

in

Northern

Ireland

shows

three

and TYRVÄINEN, 2013; HOCH and PERIĆ 2018),
planners are also ‘mediators’ between these
actors.

1. Better integrated development: linking the
subject to other impacted subjects or a wider
region, when, in reality, the main strategic

Although the deliberative and collaborative

guidelines within the statutory plans did not

approach to the problem brings a holistic

venture far from the comfort zone of typical

perspective to the subject, and seeks to “replace

land use planning.

the argument of the greater force with the force

2. Prevention of any progressive linear pattern.

of the better argument”, it also challenges the

3. Better public consultation and legitimisation.

core proposition underpinned by the concept of
deliberative democracy (BRAND and GAFFIKIN,
2007). The recognition of multiple and diverse
stakeholders in a consensus-oriented, reflexive
environment might increase complexity and
uncertainty as well as the pluralism.
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8
The empirical data from this research were generated
by participant observation, involving intensive public
consultations and related policy discussions with senior
government officials; two cross-sectoral forums on the
experience of partnerships and development in Belfast;
and 50 semi-structured interviews with a cross-sectoral
sample of strategically placed personnel about the practice
of collaborative development

Table 3.2: Strategic
collaborative approaches
to different spatial
planning complex tasks
Source: author
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However, depending on the scale and size of the

complicated and delayed. Reviewing the history

collaboration, practicing collaborative planning

of contemporary practices shows substantial

can be challenging (referring to the ontological

hurdles to a) conceptualising this area and b)

critiques mentioned before). Differentiating the

developing the organisational processes. In

legal status of the plans in the Northern Ireland

the process of modifying the planner’s role,

study, Brand and Gaffikin (2007) suggest that a

the theoretical effort gradually shifted the

smaller focus group, consisting of experts and

‘substantive vision of reality’ to a ‘constructivist

experienced participants, can better overcome

interpretation of reality’ where everything is an

the

object of discourse and agreement. As a result,

externalities

caused

by

collaborative

planning:

the reduction of planning to decision-making
and process management became largely

“The reality of the planning world itself

established as the mainstream paradigm,

distinguishes between statutory plans, such

and consequently spatial planning critically

as the regional and metropolitan strategies,

depended on the theoretical conception of other

and the non-statutory plans, such as city

disciplines and lacked consolidation as a statute

visions

in its own right (TOSONI, 2014).

and

urban

programmes.

When

it comes to development decisions, the
former exercise greater legal authority. Yet,

This chapter will review selective approaches

paradoxically, the latter often contain more

of collaborative planning in the context of

of the creative and imaginative outcomes

what Schönwandt (1999) defines as the third

of public discourses, whereas the statutory

generation of planning theories:

plans lapse into a largely conventional landuse framework. […] An alternative view is

“In summary, the planning theory of the

that visionary processes can produce fanciful

third

ideas that are not rooted in any real options for

the following components - it should be

practical delivery.” BRAND and GAFFIKIN,

expressly emphasised that the interaction of

2007: page 302

all these aspects matters: planning actors,

generation

outlined

here

implies

who generally act in specific organisations,
Referring to the new role of the planner as a

form with their intellectual world of thought

mediator or guide in the collaborative planning

(Methods, concepts, theories, worldviews,

processes, planning professionals should start

etc.) a “planning world” that works in the

the process through intelligent discourses

context of an “everyday life”, in which a

as mediums to overcome disagreements and

specific agenda of topics is treated in constant

conflicts (PERIĆ and SOLTANIEHHA, 2015). Yet,

exchange in a certain way. The exchange

making this shift leaves planners ambivalent to

mainly takes place on the basis of a (circular)

their new role.

process in which the following subsections
are distinguished, even if they cannot be

Theory has suggested that the new planning

separated: “understanding the situation”,

role, in terms of professional function, should

“producing instructions”, “understanding the

have more extensive responsibilities than mere

procedure”, “interventions”, “circumstances”

co-ordinance of shared places, encompassing

and “results”; again, the results may be a

coordination of space, place, biosphere, and

reason for a changed “understanding of the

people and organisations over a full timespan.

situation” and thus, if necessary, for new

In practice, however, this resolution would

planning processes.” SCHÖNWANDT 1999:

undoubtedly make the planning processes more

33, translation from German by the author)
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In other words, the ‘third generation’ of planning

3.4.2 Strategic Framework as a Planning

approaches refers to the theories that address

Instrument

the “Problems First” ! Schönwandt suggests
9

that the third generation emerged after the

In a general sense, a framework might refer

‘first generation’, or the rational planners, and

to framing things collectively. However, when

the ‘second generation’, who are associated by

applied to many disciplines, it has a broader

defining ‘tame problems’ as well as permissible

meaning. In computer science, a framework is

solutions (RITTLE, 2013; GRAMS, 2018). In

often a layered structure indicating the types

contrast with the first generation approach that

of programmes that are required, and the way

suggests planners have an interdisciplinary,

they are interrelated, and may sometimes

generalist role, the second generation approach

specify programming interfaces, too. Business

adopts a perceptive viewpoint and chooses to

Dictionary10 defines a ‘framework’ as a broad

solve limited, unique problems that proved

overview, outline, or skeleton of interlinked

unsustainable in duration.

items, which supports a particular approach to
a specific objective, and serves as a guide that
the

can be modified as required by adding items.

shortcomings of the first and second generation,

In law, it refers to a system of rules, ideas, or

Schönwandt (2002) distinguishes the third

beliefs that is used to plan or decide something

generation for their subjective, yet inclusive,

(Cambridge Dictionary)11.

Reviewing

the

efforts

to

overcome

character that integrates as many of the aspects
occurring in planning as coherently as possible

One of the most common applications of

into a systematic relationship.

frameworks

in

planning

systems

is

for

‘disaster management’. Due to the importance
This systematic model is based on the work of

of

increasing

efficiency

and

avoiding

Clause Heidemann (1992), who offers a step-

pointless delays, a framework is normally

by-step approach that can have an impact on

established. This framework mainly consists of

a daily-life basis. Actors come from different

administrative systems, information flow and

disciplines, and have different interests and

communication processes, and dynamics of

intentions. They also possess different levels of

actions and relevant organisations in emergency

knowledge and different sources of information.

situations. Pal et al. (2017) identify the “four C’s”

Policy and planning guidelines resulting from

(Cognition, Communication, Coordination and

collaborative discourses might simply lead

Control) of disaster management frameworks

to ‘constructive ambiguities’. A clear scope of

for integration into modern disaster response

the collaboration and a well-designed process

systems:

of deliberations are key fundamentals of
collaborative planning. The main question here

•

Cognition: a capacity to recognise the
degree of emerging risk

is to what extent a collaborative approach can be
used, so that it does not result in generality and
ambivalence.

•

Communication:

capacity

to

create

shared meanings among individuals and
9
“Problems First!” a maxim initiated by Schönwandt
(1999). These approaches include all spatial, social,
political, environmental, and economic aspects of planning
tasks, and take into account all limits of both human
perception and of the possible intervention that planning
may influence..
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12.10.2018
11 https://dictionary.cambridge.org/ Online access:
12.10.2018
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•

Coordination: depends on the extent of

constraining role or a guiding function. Due to

information and communication processes

the multi-disciplinary topics and processes in

operating within the inter-organisational

the spatial planning frameworks (especially

system, and its capacity to foster collective

here, in considering infrastructure) the spatial

learning and adaptation

planning framework should not only be used
and understood by planning professionals, but

•

Control: the capacity to keep actions focused

also other professionals and actors in other

on the shared goals of protection, safety

sectors of the built environment.

and maintaining the continuity of operations
There are several ways to portray a planning
Similar to the integrated railway and spatial

process framework structure:

projects, in most disaster situations there is a

• Function-based framework

great deal of heterogeneity in the experience,

• Component-based activity framework:

knowledge and capacity (PAL ET AL., 2017):

designed on the basis of a systems approach
using diagrams and graphs, this strengthens

“Like

any

situation

confronted

with

the systematic description of the Urban

emergency management and uncertainty,

Planning System activities of the operation

the key to good management lies in achieving

through its component elements (legal,

balance between structure and flexibility.

operational, technical and institutional)

The conceptual framework for an emergency

• Activity-based component framework

management

• Component role–based framework

accommodate

system
change

must

necessarily

and

uncertainty

and allow for flexibility and adaptability.

The components of the integrated system

Adaptability in turn is a function of cognition,

for spatial and railway development are the

communication, coordination and control.”

national, provincial (in Switzerland: cantonal)

PAL ET AL., 2017: page 355

and local governance (institutions), planning
authorities

(organisational),

administration

In planning, a framework often contains

offices for spatial planning and transportation

an underlying vision, priorities, principles,

planning, railway companies and operators

assumptions and strategies. It describes a

(technical and operational), the legal bodies and

long-term perspective, mainly through general

planning legislators (law and ordinance) and so

or specific policies and principles that provide

on.

a direction for development (e.g. in landuse policy systems). In the higher levels of a

Since the strategic spatial planning has a long-

planning system hierarchy, where strategic

term perspective, the departure point for the

planning and management are more dominant

design of a tailor-made framework is a five-

in decision-making processes, frameworks

step task (Table 3.2). The current institutional

can be considered as an effective integrating

framework can be technically argued by

planning method, aiming at the analysis and

identifying the constraints of the integrated

solution of problems on a larger scale, as well as

railway and spatial development in the case

the monitoring of the process and the evaluation

studies.

of the outcomes.
An increase of interest in strategic spatial
Depending on the aims, timespan and policies

planning throughout Europe is notable. As

defined in the framework, it can have either a

discussed in Chapter 2, strategic spatial
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planning is developed to respond to the need

structure of these frameworks become more

for long-term visions and consensus-forming in

multifaceted, including i.e. informal procedures,

policy coalitions, and it is, therefore:

customs, norms, etc.

[...]

directed

more

towards

integrated

The structure and dynamics of an institutional

courses of action that go beyond the simple

framework impact significantly on the procedures

forces impinging on land use and transport

and outcomes. Empirical evidence shows that

(traditional planning).

often decentralised settings, due to more

ALBRECHTS, 2004, page 222

extensive regulation, reduce responsiveness in
development sectors (EHRLICH ET AL., 2018).

It is also assumed that the solution to complex

Highlighting the importance of the institutional

problems depends on the ability to combine

setting, Ehrlich et al. (2018) suggest that there

strategic visions with short and mid-term

are more constraints for urban sprawl in more

actions. This makes the balancing actions

centralised settings. The reason is that, in such

and dynamics the most important qualities

countries, the regulations and policies are more

of strategic spatial planning. Considering the

coordinated or even applied homogenously

multi-sectoral nature of spatial planning, and

throughout the country or metropolitan area.

the limited implementation capacity, designing a

Therefore, it is more difficult for developers to

balanced set of actions and processes is the key

circumvent the policies of the local government.

challenge for planners. Through strategic plans,

Reflecting

spatial planners take the ‘guiding light’ role to

framework and complex urban problems in

make context-bound, proactive (rather than

decentralised settings, a ‘strategic framework’

defensive and reactive) approaches to different

has been employed since the 1960s. Although

players with diverging interests. Bridging the

this began with a focus on more comprehensive

gap between ‘collective strategic preferences’

approaches, the trend soon switched to a

which dominate the policy domains of spatial

project-based approach in the late 20th century

planners, and the world of private and public

(HEALEY, 1997). The main aim of a strategic

actors, who exert influence over ‘the actual

framework with project-based approaches,

use of space’, is the crucial requirement at the

as we know it today, is to prioritise issues and

centre of theory building (SALET and FALUDI,

therefore to concentrate on the most important

2000; ALBRECHTS, 2004).

problem with a long-term prospect. However,

on

a

multifaceted

institutional

the long-term prospect does not refer only to
In recognition of the need to strengthen the

conceptualised plans, but rather to sustainability

integrity of railway development and spatial

in the long run. Often, strategic plans must

planning

have short-term and mid-term actions and

procedures,

governments

form

institutional frameworks. These frameworks

recommendations.

consist of one or several systems of laws,
regulations, procedures and other formal

Based on the synthesis of the literature in Section

provisions that assign primary responsibility and

2.1.1 and case study analyses in this chapter,

authority to an agency that shapes the activity.

several key elements for an integrated spatial

In their basic phase, the formal laws and

and railway development strategic framework

regulations, formal procedures and authorities

have been identified: vision; coordination;

are dominant. However, with recognition of

duration; prioritisation and problem description;

broader ranges of interests, as well as the

clarification process; participatory process;

larger impacts of the development concerns, the

integration; or cross-border dimension.
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Figure 3.7: Limmattal: Ad
Hoc Organisation

The

Source: TOSONI, 2014
based on SCHOLL, 2013

regional

perspective

for

Limmat

designed to support political decision makers,

Valley (Limmattal) with the focus on public

external experts were invited to participate in

transportation is a good example of strategic

addition to the local officials and experts: as the

projects. The valley is located within the

expert in Informal Planning, the Chair of Spatial

metropolitan area of Zurich, connecting the

Development took on the moderating role and

northwestern side of the city with Baden in

four teams formed the ‘Competition of Ideas’.

Canton Aargau. The 17 communities forming

These, together with a back-office, formed an

Limmattal have experienced a tremendous

ad hoc organisation (Figure 3.7).

population growth and physical transformation
only in the few past decades. Nevertheless, until

Two important points about the “Competition

recently, many peculiarities together with the

of Ideas: Spatial Development perspectives for

absence of transboundary planning measures

the Limmat Valley” are: a) this was the first

caused poor coordination on the communal

time there had been planning for a joint vision

scale. As a result, the quality of life and spaces

on the Limmat Valley region as a whole rather

were seriously threatened, even though many

than on single communities; b) the Competition

single

of Ideas refers to parallel efforts to define the

communities

ventured

to

promote

innovative projects (TOSONI, 2014):

problems and not to compete for solutions, In

•

Unclear role in the metropolitan area

fact, solutions can be derived from different

•

Ambivalent relationship to various

ideas from different teams, or even constitute

infrastructure of national importance

a new collaborative solution. Some of the main

Future impact on the cultural

results of this informal collaborative planning

and natural landscape

are as follows:

•
•

Alarming impact of the current
growth of road and rail traffic

1. The definition of a new settlement development
framework and functional regions.

A strategic concept was developed at the Chair
of Spatial Development, ETH Zurich in 2010. This

2. The connection and upgrade of the landscape
and green elements (natural bridges).

strategic concept was the basis of a problem

3. The re-arrangement of the road network

for a one-year ‘Action Design’

hierarchy as an intervention to improve spatial

definition12

procedure. The ‘Test Planning’ was taken as
the reference for designing the collaborative
strategic planning. Since this procedure was
12

quality.
4. A vision for the Limmattalbahn (suburban
railway).

Or a ‘task mission’.
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THEORETICAL
PROCESS

Reviews of the literature/
document

Hypotheses

Quantitative and
Observation and
qualitative data analyses
field study

EMPIRICAL
PROCESS

Research process

Interview with
actors

Test design for scenarios
and strategies

Collaborative project /
symposium with experts

Interview with
experts

• SBB Challenges and
Chances (2015-2016)
• Swiss-Iranian Symposium
(2018)

CASE STUDIES

Synthesis: Frameworks as Constraints or

integrated development certainly goes through a

Promoters of Integrated Planning Approaches

decentralised, democratic and interdisciplinary
collaboration at different levels that creates

The overview of the international case studies

meaningful interactions in various decision-

shows the long-term aspects of spatial planning,

making processes. Only under the conditions

and of infrastructure planning. Common factors

that such a strategic framework provides can

are, among others, the multiplicity of actors

favourable outcomes of informal initiatives, such

involved,

decision-making

as the complementary and supportive components

procedures, long-lasting impacts and high costs

of planning complex problems, be assured. The

of instantaneous alterations. Even more necessary

low risk of implementation, several loops of

for multi-disciplinary projects that encompass

modifications and collective agreements, as well as

infrastructure

tasks,

a highly developed network of collaborators, reduce

establishing an extra framework, within which one

the costs and delay (if not the risk of abortion)

or several smaller problem-oriented processes are

normally caused by mega infrastructure projects

defined, might indeed extend the timespan of the

(e.g. the Lötschberg Base Tunnel) for governments

project.

and citizens. Therefore it compensates for the

time-consuming

and

spatial

planning

additional timespan (and possible cost) added to
Due to the fact that problem-oriented processes

the process in the beginning.

usually require modifications and do not follow
a linear trend of events, establishing a strategic

The ROSD strategy should be inclusive. This

framework is a challenge for actors, especially

inclusivity helps the process to be more effective

authorities.However,alreadyexistinginitiatives,such

and avoids engaging the unrelated topics or actors

as ÖREK in Austria (The Austrian Spatial Planning

in the decision-making procedure. This strategy

Conference) or Agglomeration Programmes and

should also provide assistance with monitoring the

Regional Conferences in Switzerland, although

processes regularly, detached from the political

challenging and implausible at the beginning, have

decision makers. It promotes the consistency of

nevertheless influenced development in the areas

actions independent of the power relation.

13

in which they were implemented. Moreover, largescale infrastructure projects are usually longer and

It is necessary not only to make the individual

more expensive than initially planned for. The fact

components of conflicts the object of reflection

is, current institutional and legal frameworks are

and action, but to think in terms of systems. Only

highly sectoral, even in countries with successful

the simultaneous consideration of tasks in the

integrated planning experiences.

areas of space, time and organisation allows the
development of a strategy for spatial development.

The key for an integrated spatial and railway

To answer the abovementioned research questions

development is a common strategic framework

in this dissertation, two processes were undertaken

alongside

and

in parallel: a) the theoretical process, with the focus

interactions of the actors. The path towards

on theoretical background and previous studies,

13

such as literature review, general evaluation
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rethinking

the

relations

Die Österreichische Raumordnungskonferenz

FINDINGS/
RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 3.8: Research
theoretical and empirical
processes and their
interconnections
Source: author

Chapter 3: Starting Point

of the methodologies, hypothesis and scenario

used for investigating the Swiss case studies are

development, test design, etc.; b) the empirical

briefly explained in Table 3.3. It is important to

process, with know-how of spatial planning, such

note that Cantons were obligated to adjust the

as data analysis, field studies, interview design and

building zone dimensions after the new revision

evaluation, etc. (Figure 3.8). The empirical process

of Federal Office Acts in 2014 for Spatial Planning

consists of two collaborative projects in which

regulation within a 5-year period (2019), and

the author was involved as a scientific member

therefore the data on land reserves have been

or project manager: Collaborative Project with

upgraded. The timeline of this research study,

SBB Real Estate (2015-2016) and SNSF project

however, did not dovetail with the upgrading

of “Railway Capacity and Density Thresholds for

process, although a small variation in numbers

the Future Spatial Development in Swiss Central

would not have significantly altered the results.

Plateau” (2016-2018) as discussed in Chapter 1.
According to the research background, to a

3.5 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

large extent the interplay between rail-based
transportation and land use relates to the form
and characteristics of settlement, land use

3.5.1 Data Collection and Analyses

types and densities of different activities. These

Figure 3.9: Calculation of
potential population based
on the land reserves to
estimate the capacity
Source: author

In order to examine the research hypotheses,

factors are examined in different types of case

several case studies have been investigated both

study analysis. For example, in Chapter 4, a

quantitatively and qualitatively. Depending on

comparative case study analysis determines the

the case study, this work has accessed different

distinctions among corridors connecting different

types and extents of data. Most of the in-depth

agglomerations. In the same analysis, the factors

statistical analyses have been conducted on

of density are evaluated within a 1km radius of

Swiss case studies, where detailed data was

the railway stations in comparison with the same

provided for the two projects of this dissertation.

indices outside of the 1km catchment area of the

The extensive data used in the study is presented

stations, in the influential region of the railway

in Appendix I. However, the most important data

corridor.

Gross Floor Area

Gross Plot Area
Construction
Area

Net Floor Area

Circulation Functional
Area
Area

Usable Floor Area
Main Usable
Floor Area

Auxiliary
Floor Area

Plot area within the building zone

Plot area outside of
the building zone

Assignable Plot Area Infrastructure
provision
(APA)

Assignable Floor Area (AFA) = Main Usable FA + Circulation FA + Construction FA
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Categories

Data type

Content

Description

Source and date

Distribution of population no. of inhabitant per hectare
Distribution of

no. of housing units per hectare

housing units

residential floor area

100m*100m

[sqm] per hectare

fishnet

Density

ARE geodata 2011-2016

no. of employees per economic
Distribution of

sector per hectare

enterprises

no. of workplaces per
economic sector per hectare

Passengers
Railway

no. of arrivals and departures

For the case of Iran,

at the railway station per day

the headway data is

capacity

produced annualy (due to

• SBB data 2014 & 2016
(Switzerland)
• NL 2016 & 2015 (the

headways of trains per hour

lack of regular timetable

at the railway station

and electrificatioins)

• RAI 2018 (Iran)

Land reserves for

Classification of:

• Canton Baselland: 2018

•

Canton Baselland

- inward reserves

• Canton Thurgau: 2015

•

Canton Thurgau

- outward reserves

• Canton Schaffhausen: 2015

•

Canton Schaffhausen

- building lots

• Canton St.Gallen: 2015

Land

•

Canton St.Gallen

reserves

•

Canton Schwyz

Trains

Raum+ data

Cantonal Data

Netherlands)

• Canton Schwyz: 2015

Canton Zurich

Categories:

2015

Canton Aargau

- available immediately

2015

Canton Solothurn

- available in 5 years

2015

- available in 15 years

In addition to statistical analyses, geospatial

understand the particular complexities regarding

data analyses are employed, mostly using the

the integrated spatial and railway development in

environment of Arc Map 10.2.

small and mid-sized communities in Switzerland
and therefore to better construct the research

In Chapter 5, more in-depth analysis of land

questions. The confirmatory interviews were

use data, especially available land reserves,

conducted to assure the research results and

is investigated for the catchment areas 300m

recommendations are highly relevant to the real

and 1km from the railway stations, as well as

Swiss planning system context.

outside the station catchment areas. The land
reserves are then converted into the potential

3.5.3 Swiss-Iranian Symposium

floor area ratios in order to estimate the capacity
of the community to accommodate further

In

inhabitants up until 2030. The calculation follows

implementation of the methodology of this

order

to

examine

the

feasibility

of

the equations explained in Figure 3.9. Further

dissertation in other contexts outside of Swiss

methodological details about the catchment area

case studies, the case of northern parts of

of stations are provided in Chapter 5.

Iran has been also analysed. In addition to the
field studies and interviews, a symposium of

3.5.2 Expert Interviews

around 20 experts from the two countries was
coordinated in the period 2017-2018. The Swiss-

Two different phases of interviews were

Iranian Symposium took place 26-28 April, 2018

conducted: 1) exploratory; 2) confirmatory.

in Zurich. In this three-day symposium, experts

The exploratory interviews helped to better

from Swiss Municipal Offices, Limmattalbahn,
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Table 3.3: Data categories
used in the research
Source: author

Chapter 3: Starting Point

RELEVANT DATA SOURCES:
SBB AG (Real Estate / Infrastructure)

FEDERAL OFFICE: BFS

FEDERAL OFFICE: ARE

RAUM+ DATA FOR:
Basel Landschaft, Schaffhauesen Thurgau,
St.Gallen

KANTONS:
Zhurich, Aargau, Solothurn

DATA
PROCESSING

COLLECTING
INPUT DATA
CORE SETTING:
• Land-use data
• Demographic data
• Passengers/commuters data
• etc.

TRANSFORMATION
Into strategies
and scenarios

TIDY

PERIPHERAL DATA:
• Distribution of employement
• Building information
• Road netwrok
• etc.

OUTPUT

CONTEXTUALISATION
Based on
theme/problem
in each area

VISUALISATION
For presentation/
analysis/comparison

the processed data
reported/presented in
this dissertation

Figure 3.10: Data collection
and analysis for the
empirical studies

Iran’s Ministry of Road and Urban Development,

accepted by the Federal Office by the end of

Iranian Railways, NGOs, and Swiss and Iranian

2018 are often cited where required. Moreover,

academics contributed (Appendix V). The results

the availability of detailed data for international

Source: author

of this symposium are directly reflected in

case studies is a limiting factor for conducting

Chapter 6.

comparative analysis, as well as for evaluating
the application of the methodology in other

3.6 STRENGTH AND LIMITATION OF THE
METHODOLOGY

contexts. Finally, although the collaboration
with SBB, and accessibility to accurate data
such as Raum, provides opportunities for

Firstly, although research data for case studies

detailed analyses, at the same time there are

in Switzerland is largely reliable, the differing

restrictions on the author to publish certain

methodology of data collection on land and

details publicly.

floor area reserves in each Canton can lead
to fragmentation or even lack of data for a

Due to data availability and quality, the case of

nationwide study or cross-border analysis with

Iran in Chapter 6 requires different investigation

the neighbouring regions.

projects. Therefore, the methodology to be
used in other contexts, such as that of Iran, is

As mentioned previously, the Federal Office of

simplified.

Spatial Planning put the new revision of Spatial
Planning Regulation into force. Therefore,

Moreover, the level of analyses and suggested

following the minimum strategy of ‘inward

interventions varies widely from Swiss case

development before outward development’, the

studies in Chapter 5 to Iranian case studies in

Cantons were obliged to review their structural

Chapter 6. However, what we learn from these

guiding plans and revise the dimensions

two heterogeneous case studies does allow us

of their building zones including reserves

to form a vision and recognise the requirements.

until 2019 for the horizon of 2030. Thus, the

Another limitation of the methodology is the

impacts of the minimum strategy of ‘inward

implication of informal planning as the second

development before outward development’

wing of the planning system. To practice or

on the development priorities and building

recommend informal planning in countries

zone re-dimensioning are note reflected in

where formal instruments are decisive and the

the original data analysis of the dissertation.

role of informal instruments is poor is indeed a

Nonetheless, official results of Cantons that

challenge. This limitation is further explained in

had had the revision of their guiding plan

Chapter 6.
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4 RAILWAY-ORIENTED SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT AS A PRINCIPAL STRATEGY FOR REGIONAL
COHERENCE

There is no planning “per se”!1
The main purpose of this chapter is to examine to what extent the current planning frameworks are efficient in fulfilling
the integrated railway and spatial development objectives, and importantly, in implementing and monitoring them over
a long-term timespan. For this reason, potentials and limits of strategic approaches are discussed with regard to three
main areas: (a) common spatial and railway development problems; (b) governance of metropolitan regions; and (c)
agglomeration management.
There follows a review of the different dimensions of collaborative planning in the Swiss planning systems, and
arguments for the further necessities of strategic planning. The core of this section comprises critical reflection on the
subject using case study analysis of different frameworks in European case studies, allowing discussion of major policymaking processes, actor networks, financial and political interactions between actors, regional impacts and the planning
approaches towards them.
The primary outcome of this comparative analysis is that, to promote integrated planning approaches, new strategies
are required to be undertaken. Moreover, the comparative analysis provides a base from which the requirements for the
principal strategy of a Railway-Oriented Spatial Development can be identified. One particular implementation of such
strategies is to support integrated planning in the functional urban regions, whether they are part of agglomeration
programmes or not. The establishment of a strategic framework aiming at collective compliance amongst the existing
sectoral instruments of different formal decision-making levels lays the foundation to ensure the effective support of
problem-oriented tailor-made solutions.

1

SCHÖNWANDT 1999
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4.1 STRATEGIC POLICY-MAKING AND
GOVERNING APPROACHES

Valley’s shunting yard located at the cantonal
administrative border between the two cities
of Dietikon (Canton Zurich) and Spreitenbach

4.1.1 Spatial Relevance of Railway
Development

(Canton Aargau). Due to technical advances, the
extensive land currently allocated for 65 tracks is
no longer needed for freight rail transportation.

Because of the increasing level of transport

Since the Limmat Valley is increasingly attracting

and mobility demand, and their economic and

inhabitants and industries, in one scenario the

social importance, railway stations permanently

re-dimensioning of the shunting yard can provide

seek capacity extension. Many metropolitan

housing for 15,000 more inhabitants as well as

regions deal with the limitations of existing

17,000 additional workplaces with an additional

terminal stations, especially in large European

S-bahn station (HAGER, 2017). This addresses

cities, where the railway station is often located

the long-term aspect of integrated railway and

in a densely built-up area in the historic centre

spatial development.

of the town. Most of these stations consist of
stub-end tracks. Several cases have recently

Through further development of the trans-

developed run-through underground extensions

European transport network (TEN-T) railway

(Berlin, Zurich, Leipzig, etc.), or have such under

projects1,

construction or are planning to do so, such

projects funded and supported by the European

as Stutgart Haubtbahnhof. Access to a high-

Commission affect the urban areas, especially

speed railway network (e.g., ICE or TGV) and an

the major hubs of the networks. Amongst all

increase in the number of commuter trains imply

the TEN-T corridors, fourteen axes are high-

continuous pressure being exerted not only on

speed connection priority2. Although these

the stations of the metropolitan areas, but also,

inter-metropolitan lines impulse the economic

depending on the type and capacity of the trains,

competitiveness of the region and enhance the

on the adjacent city region, as well as on the

connectivity to the network, this raises a number

corridors and the wider region.

of issues concerning the intermediate towns,

more

serious

implementation

especially in the outer areas of the metropolitan
Redevelopment of the railway infrastructure has

regions.

a strong impact on regional development in the
long term. However, this topic is often neglected,

A particular impact of the inter-metropolitan

or mostly discussed in cases of large-scale

passenger and freight traffic is the reduction

international, inter-metropolitan areas. Railway

in capacity of the regional and inter-regional

infrastructure has high spatial demand in terms

trains. Moreover, the increase in demand at the

of destination station platforms, large-scale

large hubs (i.e. main railway stations) and the

central hall, shopping villages, underground

local distribution of arrivals (i.e. passengers

metro connections, train-depots, bus and tram

or cargo) are other concerns of the host local

stops, taxi and drop-off stands, car and bicycle

government.

parking areas, amongst others. Considering both

connectivity causes an increase in the land

passenger and freight transportation, railways

value adjacent to the main hubs, which often

have more spatial demand on the regional scale in

leads to displacement of housing, industries

the periphery of the metropolitan area: shunting

1 As it was introduced under the Treaty of Maastricht and
defined in Decision 1692/96/EC in 1996.

yards and large train depots function as a great
barrier to pedestrian and road traffic, crossings
and minor stations in remote areas occupy scarce
sources of land in small towns or suburban areas.
A good example of this situation is the Limmat
78

Promoting

inter-metropolitan

2 The cost of implementing the entire TEN-T is estimated
at around EUR 900 billion between 1996 and 2020, of
which EUR 269 billion is estimated for the 14 high-speed
lines (European Commission, Mobility and Transport DG,
‘Transport infrastructure’).
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or other uses to office and commercial use

tier railway stations can be counted as the first

(Gare de Lille-Europe, Europaallee at Zurich

attempts towards integrated spatial and railway

Hauptbahnhof, etc.). Yet, since such hubs are

planning sectors.

inter-modal transportation nodes connected to
the regional train service, the displacement of

The organisation of the second tier railway

land use also grows in the regional hubs, thus

stations in relation to the central station can be

adding to capacity on the commuter trains, too.

classified in four different groups. Figure 54.1

Although policy-making initiatives such as EU

illustrates the four common categories: the

Treaty of Lisbon 2007 , Growth and Employment

most common version, which has developed

Strategy “Europe 2020”4, or ESPD5, attracted

organically, is when the railway network is

significant attention to the territorial dimension

still highly centralised and fixated on the

as an area of competence of the EU, vertical

central station. However, second tier stations

policy coordination in member states has proved

emerge due to the increasing population and

strictly necessary for the achievement of the

employment densities outside the historic

goals of the Europe 2020 strategy.

centre of the city. This also often happens

3

because of the increasing demand at the
Development or redevelopment of the central

airport, which is normally further outside town

railway stations have long been topics of

than the central station. In Switzerland, this is

national importance for European countries.

the case of Zurich Hauptbahnhof, where the two

However, thanks to vast studies and practices

secondary stations of Oerlikon and Altstetten

in the late 20th century, the 21st century is no

for IC trains, serving the northern and western

longer about the main railway stations, historic

corridors respectively, as well as Hardbrücke

centres or central places, but rather about the

and

“second bests” or the “second tier” stations (as

serving the western and southern corridors

opposed to the top tiers). The emergence of

respectively, release the central railway station

strong second tier railway stations stems from

from the increasing demand. Often due to the

collaboration based on multiple justifications,

high-density of the core of the metropolitan

such as capacity of the central railway station,

area, regional rail lines or high-frequency metro

protection of the historic centre, increasing

lines support further growth, triggering a more

density at the edges of the core city, and so

linear centre attached to the central station.

Stadelhofen

for

S-bahn

connections,

on. Therefore, these well-integrated second
3 When the Treaty added the objective of “Territorial
Cohesion” as the third cohesion policy. At the time, the
EC defined territorial cohesion as a concept that is about
ensuring “the harmonious development of all these places
and about making sure that their citizens are able to make
the most of inherent features of these territories” (EC,
2008; page 3).

The second group concerns a situation where

4 The European heads of state and governments
developed Growth and Employment Strategy “Europe
2020” as a result of a step-wise implementation of the socalled “Lisbon Strategy” (2,000) under the pressure of the
economic crisis of 2008. The European Council adopted
Europe 2020 to accelerate the transition to a knowledgebased, green and inclusive market economy. The proposals
to draft the new general policy in continuation of this
strategy after 2020 are expected after the European
Parliamentary Elections in 2019 and the appointment of the
new European Commission.

as intermodal nodes of the network increase

5

station supported by only a few supporting

The European Spatial Development Perspective

a metropolitan area has more than one central
railway station, such as the Rotterdam-Den Haag
metropolitan area (De Metropoolregio Rotterdam
Den Haag, MRDH). The bipolar railway network
is supported by several second tier stations,
choices and reduce the volume of traffic at the
central stations (in case of MRDH, Den Haag HS
(Den Haag Hollands Spoor), Rotterdam Blaak
or Schiedam Centrum function as second tier
stations).
The third category retains a more classic
centralised trend, with a central railway
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Source

Basis

Definition

BERTOLINI (1996)

Station as node

• Node: a (potential) connection to several of the material and immaterial flows that create value

and place

• Place: an area of the city that is permanently and temporarily inhabited; a dense and diverse
conglomeration of uses and forms accumulated through time that may or may not share in the
life of the node
PEEK and LOUW

Combination of

(2008)

four disciplinary • Transportation node: a node linked to other nodes in hierarchical positions within the

• Connector: as it connects various transportation modes

approaches:

transportation networks
• Meeting place: a public marketplace, where urban life is dominant
• Urban centre: provides a scarce resource of land that accommodates dense and mixed-use
developments

ZEMP ET AL. (2011) Multi-

based on functions

in the current —informational (Castells, 1989) mode of development

• Linking the station’s catchment area with the transport network

stakeholder

• Supporting transfers between modes of transport

perspective

• Facilitating commercial use of real estate
• Providing public space
• Contributing to the identity of the surrounding area

JUCHELKA (2002)

Potentials

• Primary function: interconnecting multiple transport modes

for urban

• Secondary function: commercial, leisure and cultural areas for medium-sized stations

development

• Tertiary function: an important city centre or centre of commerce for large stations

stations, usually farther from the core of

different types of activities and impulsed the

the metropolitan area, as in the Stockholm

settlements alongside the railway corridors.

area with T-Centralen supported by Älvsjö,

As Flyvbjerg (2003) shows, infrastructure is the

Södertälje, Solna and Arlanda Airport. In the

greatest space-shrinker, and power, wealth and

fourth group, there are multiple railway stations

status increasingly belong to those who know

tangentially connected. There is still a prime

how to shrink space, or know how to benefit

central railway station, but most of the daily

from space being shrunk. The large-scale

trips can occur by skipping the central railway

infrastructural projects, commonly termed

station, as the network is well connected. In

‘megaprojects’, have been, are being and will

Amsterdam,

and

be built in order to gain spatial independence,

land cover limitation have shaped the railway

despite strong evidence of cost overruns,

network in the form of a loop on the southern

revenue shortfalls, negative environmental

side of the metropolitan area, with connections

effects, and even, on occasion, a lack of prior

to Amsterdam Zuid, Amsterdam Sloterdijk or to

public support. Still, if the projects succeed in

Schiphol Airport. In contrast, in Vienna the main

achieving their goals (in terms of construction

railway station and the second tiers frame the

and implementation), they will expand the

historic centre owing to the historic Ringstraße:

capacity of the transportation system or provide

the Vienna Hauptbahnhof (a merger of the

new access in the short term and affect civil

former Südbahnhof and Ostbahnhof), supported

society and the urban environment for many

by Mitte, Meidling and Vienna Westbahnhof or

years. There are numerous studies addressing

Hütteldorf.

the issue of mega-project success factors or

settlement

development

studying why these projects often fail. However,
Since the emergence of the second tier railway

studying the impacts of railway stations on the

stations, which nonetheless host most long-

immediate urban fabric has received relatively

distance and high-speed train services, the

little analysis. A fair amount of descriptive

settlement pattern of the metropolitan area and

resources exist (e.g., HANSON 1959; WEGENER

the agglomerations have seen drastic changes.

and FRÜST 1999) and a few scholars have

The further impact of the second tier railway

examined the impacts of railway stations on

stations and the regional and commuter railroads

their urban context in different case studies

connecting to these stations have attracted

(BERTOLINI and SPIT, 1998; CERVERO, 2002;
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Table 4.1: The general
classifications for function
of the station areas
Source: author, based on
YIN ET AL., 2015
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a)
The main railway station
is connected to several
supporting stations,
and sometime very well
connected to a regional
railway corridor, like in
Zurich metropolitan area,
with supporting stations
of Oerlikon, Altstettesn,
Airport and etc. and
corridors of Limmattal or
Glatttal

b)
Bipolar railway network in
the metropolitan region,
supported by different
railway axes and secondary
stations; example of this
trend is the metropolitan
area of Den Haag and
Rotterdam, with two central
railway stations and several
secondary stations such
as Den Haag HS (Hollands
Spoor), Rotterdam Blaak or
Schiedam Centrum

Figure 4.1: Principle sketch
of different railway station
arrangements in European
metropolitan regions:
top-tier and second-tier
stations

PEEK and LOUW, 2008; ZEMP ET AL., 2011).

Source: author

Table 54.1 shows a number of classifications that

c)

d)

A more centralised trend,
with a main railway station,
supported by only a few
supporting stations, often
further away or even in the
outskirt of the metropolitan
area, like in Stockholm
area with T-Centralen that
is supported by Älvsjö,
Södertälje, Solna and
Arlanda Airport

Multiple railway stations that
are connected tangentially,
but do not necessarily
impulse the development
to a specific direction.
Example of this trend is
Vienna Hauptbahnhof,
supported by Mitte, Meidling
and Vienna Westbahnhof;
or in Amsterdam with
connections to Amesterdam
Zuid, Amsterdam Sloterdijk
or to the Schiphol Airport

4.1.2 The Network of Railway Stations in
Metropolitan Regions

define the function of station areas. However,
the topic of spatial development is rather new

Based on the United Nations forecast, by 2050,

and seems to be undeveloped, especially on

75% of the world’s total population will be

a comparative basis of different scales and

living in cities. In the meantime, the largest

different contexts.

40 megalopolises will come to house 18% of
the total population, provide 66% of global

The core questions that this chapter addresses

economic activities and approximately 85%

are what the functions of the second-tier or other

of technological innovation, but occupy very

regional stations are, how different metropolitan

small land areas. From the most recent World

areas deal with the second-tier railway stations,

Cities Report 2015 by the United Nation Habitat,

and what the regional impact of their approaches

the megalopolises of the world have already

is. Through a comparative analysis, the objective

begun merging into “super-megalopolises.”

is to concentrate on cooperative integration and

Such trends clearly indicate that metropolitan

establish a framework where common spatial

regions are becoming one of the most important

and railway conflicts can be efficiently dealt

geographic

with and supported by the planning systems of

participate effectively in global competition and

different levels.

the international division of labour. Apparently,

units

for

nations

aiming

to

focusing on the efficient planning, effective
To establish an integrated cooperative planning

management and sustainable development of

framework, the departure point is to identify the

metropolitan regions will become crucial for

relevant components of the existing frameworks.

national competitiveness and potentially have

Since the informal frameworks are customised

an impact on the new global economic order.

in each planning culture, more detailed debates
on this topic are discussed in each case study. In

In Europe, ahead of full integration into the

the following sections, institutional frameworks

global economy, a concept of polycentric

(both legal and administrative) and planning

development has been set to ensure regionally

systems provide an outline of the situations

balanced development. The creation of several

in each case study, followed by the common

dynamic zones of global economic integration,

situations where planners are eligible to use

well distributed throughout the EU territory

strategic frameworks.

and comprising a network of internationally
accessible metropolitan regions and their
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linked hinterland (towns, cities and rural areas

introduced ‘Euroregions’, the first of which –

of varying sizes), plays a key role in improving

‘Euregio’ – was established at the German-

spatial balance in Europe. Global and high quality

Dutch border in 1958.

services are also given greater consideration in
metropolitan regions and cities outside the core

The competences for spatial planning lie on a

area of the EU (CEC, 1999).

national, sub-national or even local level. The
EU itself has no general competence assigned

Espon 2020 defines a European metropolitan

within this field. On the Member State level, a

area “based on agglomerations, which include

wide variety of systems distributing the formal

the built-up area and the commuter belt around

competences in spatial planning exists. These

a city. A sustainable and inclusive development

systems are rooted in national planning tradition

of the economic potential as well as the well-

and custom and differ significantly from each

being of people living there may be developed

other; however, some common features can be

more efficiently by taking into account the

distinguished (ESPON, 2018).

metropolitan area as a whole.” Given the
growing role of cities and metropolitan areas

A major influence on spatial planning in the

in governance, this topic is high on the policy

Member States by the EU is driven by existing

agenda of the European Commission. Policy

sectoral

makers in cities often have limited capacity to

influence spatial planning instruments and

address these challenges, due to the de facto

spatial developments indirectly. These include

(and sometimes de jure) existence of functional

parts of the EU legislation, incentives such

urban areas, defining cities and their commuting

as EU funding and the agenda and discourse

zones. These functional urban areas extend

setting by European institutions. Additionally,

beyond

boundaries.

informal influence through dialogue on an

Therefore, metropolitan areas often suffer from

intergovernmental basis can exert influence on

fragmented policymaking.

planning within Member States even without

formal

administrative

competencies

and

activities

that

binding agreements. However, most instruments
Hence, the metropolitan dimension provides

available to actors on a supranational level

new and challenging aspects of the question of

are rather weak concerning the exercising

how to address policy issues, since dialogue and

of

commitment to joint policies has to be achieved

cooperation on spatial and urban policies

by the core city and often many neighbouring

describes initiatives, policies and papers that

municipalities as well as directly elected local

were developed through a dialogue between

and

and

the Member States and the Commission. The

multilevel cooperation are crucial points to be

results are usually non-binding documents.

taken into account in this respect. Furthermore,

However, based on the power of the dialogue

different planning frameworks need to be

process,

considered, and in most cases, these are not

guiding documents for national and European

specifically

policies (DALLHAMMER, ET AL., 2018).

regional

authorities.

designed

to

City-to-city

strengthen

inter-

territorial

these

policies.

Intergovernmental

documents

could

become

municipal and multilevel cooperation. New
governance approaches, however, do promise
to ease the potentially unfavourable effects of

4.1.3 Railway Infrastructure and
Agglomeration Management

fragmentation of different municipalities and
other public authorities within metropolitan

Studies on the spatial clustering of urban and

areas. In order to confront the fragmentation

industrial activities were undertaken as early

in planning or governance, European countries

as the 1920s, under various terminologies
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such as megalopolis, urban agglomerations,

“‘agglomeration’ shall mean a zone that is

agglomeration of economies, city cluster and city

a conurbation with a population in excess of

groups (FANG and YU, 2017). However, the term

250 000 inhabitants or, where the population

“urban agglomeration” has been used increasingly

is 250 000 inhabitants or less, with a given

during the past three decades.

population density per km2 to be established
by

The

United

Nations

Human

Settlements

Programme (UN-Habitat) coined the term “urban

the

Member

States”

EUROPEAN

PARLIAMENT, 2008; Directive 2008/50/ec
Article 2

agglomeration” to summarize all concepts that
originated from, or were similar to, that of the

As discussed in Chapter 2.1, Christaller’s

megalopolis and noted that the development

Central Place Theory could be used to describe

of

information

the two major types of cities in Europe up until

technology had greatly promoted the formation

the 1960s: regional centres and industrial

of various urban agglomerations. This article

towns. Thereupon, under the influence of

follows the UN’s convention and uses urban

globalisation and the impacts of economic

agglomeration to represent this emerging spatial

change, relationships of complementarity and

organization of clusters of cities. Other scholars

competition between cities have become more

have identified that the megalopolis, as a network

important than relations between a city and

of urban system under economic globalisation,

its hinterland (BORJA and CASTELLS, 1997;

is a product of spatial industrial integration and

BERTOLINI and SPIT, 1998). In the globalisation

would evolve to be the core for the global economy

context, cities tend to either specialise in a

(PYRGIOTIS, 1991; KUNZMANN and WEGENER,

technological and/or financial field or be the

1991).

foothold for international capital in a specific

In 1997, Kipnis (1997) further advanced the

regional or world market. This trend causes

concept of the Megalopolis, stating that urban

more sectoral specialisation and has had

agglomerations were supposed to be the

new spatial impacts on urban and regional

primary cores for post-industrialisation, post-

structures. Amongst them, the emergence of

modernisation

lifestyles.

new urban types such as commuter towns,

Urban agglomerations also provide the most

aerovilles (airport cities), gentrified rural areas,

encouraging regional environment for innovation

and urbanised transportation corridors are of

and entrepreneurship. Therefore, adequately

great importance for this study.

economic

globalisation

understanding

and

development

urbanisation

and

and

urban

development requires paying more attention to

Compact

this emerging urban spatial form than to individual

lower ecological footprints and GDP per capita

cities.

is generally higher in more densely populated

Suggesting an ‘agglomeration’ as a “complete

cities in developed countries. A study by Atkin

(in

terms

of

function,

spatial

developments

have

significantly

structure,

(2001) suggests that urban density has a

interconnectivity, etc.) urban regional organization”,

significant impact on per capita GDP. Cities

Gu, Chai, and Cai (1999) specifically advocated

like Munich, with a population density of 4320

for the term “agglomeration,” in that the cluster

people per km2, have a GDP per capita more

of cities within a certain area is often centred on

than three times that of Manchester, which has

one or two large/super cities (population over 5

a density of 2012 people per km2 (ROBERTS,

million) but is hierarchically interconnected via

2007). However, this might depend on several

a highly developed and comprehensive modern

other criteria: denser cities tend to have more

transportation and information network.

developed social networks, higher levels of
knowledge, learning and innovation.
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Examples

Description

Spatial Division of Switzerland
(BFS 2005)

1. Institutional Regions

Administrative regionalisation mainly coincide

Cantons, communities, or any

with the political structure of the states.

district with its respective
political competencies

The project regions cover areas of spatial policy,

Cross cantonal conferences/

2. Project Regions

which were created at microlevel between 1960s

cooperation

(or programmatic regions)

and 1980s in Switzerland.

3. Analytical Regions

These regions primarily serve to capture a spatial

The seven «major regions» of

phenomena and process.

NUTS (1999)*

* This refers to the
classification of
territorial unites
for EUROSTAT

Swiss agglomerations
Examples

Description

Spatial Division of Switzerland
(BFS 2014)

1.Functional Regions

The functional regions are defined by

The catchment area

(Polarized regions)

extension of the catchment area of a centre.

of metropoles

2. Structural Regions

The structural regions are characterized by their

Industrial clusters

(Homogeneous regions)

homogeneity: morphological, cultural, etc.

4.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE EXISTING

•

PLANNING FRAMEWORKS FOR
INTEGRATED SPATIAL AND RAILWAY
DEVELOPMENT IN SWITZERLAND

To promote, and financially, as well as
technically, support, projects and initiatives
that the Confederation considers innovative,
useful and necessary for the practical
implementation

A paradigm shift from administrative borders
to functional borders has enabled planners and

of

inward

settlement

development and quality consolidation.
•

To sensitise the partners involved in the

policy-makers to widen their perspectives and

implementation (cantons, municipalities,

interact with the neighbouring administrative

owners, etc.) with targeted and appropriate

units.

information.

This approach encourages territorial

and regional perspectives instead of traditional
regulations of technical rationality. Therefore,

The planning competencies lie with the cantons

regional approaches with fuzzy spaces unlock

and municipalities, which are also responsible

solutions to, and alternatives for, more complex

for

problems, develop functional regions and

construction in their territory. This framework

connect them based on different functional

condition is crucial. It explains why it would

factors.

not make sense at present for the Federal

measures

to

implement

densified

Government to propose far-reaching changes
The division of competences in the field of spatial

to the framework conditions and the existing

planning does not allow the Confederation

accompanying measures.

any

direct

influence

on

the

operational

implementation of the objectives of the RPG. In

4.2.1 Trends of Regionalisation: Planning for

this constellation, the role of the Confederation

Fuzzy Boundaries

is essentially:
Despite the lack of large metropolitan areas,
•

•
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To create framework conditions and to

in

Switzerland

urban

development

occurs

develop a legal framework conducive to

in scattered yet well-connected places. The

compact construction.

main feature of the Swiss urban structure is a

To develop basic principles and concepts in

significant number of small and mid-sized towns

the areas of inward settlement development

located within a relatively short distance from

and of densified construction.

one another. This structure has formed a distinct

Table 4.2: Different types
of regionalisation in
Switzerland
Source: author
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Figure 4.2: The five main
morphological regions in
Switzerland

polycentric strip of settlements, all within the

infrastructure and settlement, and support

Swiss Plateau, which can be considered the

planners

‘Swiss Conurbation’ due to the dense population

functional, institutional regions. According to

Source: author; based on
SWISSTOPO, 2013

of the towns. Because of a switch from land-

the spatial concept for Switzerland, and other

intensive and polluting industries to service

regionalisation studies undertaken by ARE,

industries, a considerable number of brownfield

there are four main regions in Switzerland that

areas are now ready in the existing settlement

have been exposed to rapid growth, resulting

area to transform to other urban uses or, as

in vast changes in land use with spatial, socio-

mentioned in Chapter 1, towards more inward

economic, and environmental impacts. These

development.

four regions are the main metropolitan regions in

in

developing

and

identifying

Zurich, Basel, Bern and the Lemanic Arc (Figure
However, the implication of the principle of

4.2). Additionally, inhabitants routinely cross

inward development, as with any other spatial

the communal and cantonal boundaries, as do

planning task, is highly dependent on the location,

spatial planning conflicts. This is evidence that

and varies from one region to another. There

planning inside cantonal boundaries is less and

are some approaches toward regionalisation

less self-reliant.

in Switzerland, in order to distinguish more
homogeneous regions for similar planning

ARE also considers “Action Areas” or “Room for

tasks, e.g. institutional regions, cultural regions,

Action” (Handlungsräume in German) (ARE, 2016)

or natural regions. A regionalisation, based

within the spatial concept (Figure 4.3). Based

on cultural considerations, is an attempt to

on this concept, there are twelve Action Areas

group regions by differentiating the languages,

designated in Switzerland. The fuzzy delimitation

nationality or religion of the inhabitants. This

of the Action Areas is intentional. In fact, there

approach has been applied countless times

is no precise definition of what and where Action

and has often led to conflicts, especially as it

Areas are, since such areas could have variable

frequently contradicts institutional, functional,

borders based on different projects.

or morphological logic (ARE, 2016). In fact,
cultural boundaries rarely coincide with natural

These twelve Action Areas deliberately and

boundaries.

purposefully disregard administrative borders,
such as cantonal or communal boundaries,

Although there are often correlations between

although they do take into account the two

the natural boundaries and cultural boundaries,

demarcations designated by the Federal Office for

the natural regions provide the pattern of the

Statistics (BFS) from 2005 and 2014 (ARE, 2016).
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Metropolitan areas of Zurich, Basel, LEM
Capital region
Areas with small and mid-sized communities
Alpine areas with room for action
Existing cooperations in functional regions
To promote partnerships between large-scale Action Areas
Promote partnerships between cities and agglomerations
Linking rural centers and alpine tourism centers
to one another and to the cities
Cross-border spaces
Metropolitan, large urban, mid-sized, small communities
and rural centers
Centers of large alpine tourist areas
Agglomerations

The BFS distinguished two different categories

The second approach to regional analysis mainly

of regional analysis: in the first, the focus is on

focuses on theory and methods used to form

the political importance, and in the latter, the

regions. This approach distinguishes between two

classification or demarcation methods.

regions: the Functional and the Structural. While

Figure 4.3: Spatial Concept
of Switzerland, based on
“Raumkonzept Schweiz”
by Bundesamt für
Raumentwicklung ARE

The first approach to regional analysis, The Spatial

the former focuses on spatial interdependencies

Source: ARE, 2016

Division of Switzerland from the BFS (2005), was

that define a centre-related space, the latter is

oriented to the extent of the official recognition

characterised by its homogeneity with respect

according to the governmental importance of

to a structural feature e.g. morphology, culture,

the regions. Here, one differentiates between

or economic status. Of course, the degree of

administrative regions, project regions, and

homogeneity of a criterion can vary geographically

analysis regions (Table 4.2) (ARE, 2016).

and change over time, and determination of
the regions and their demarcation should obey

The administrative regionalisation corresponds

the same logic: a criterion such as distance or

first to the political structure of the national

traffic volume for functional regions; a structural

states, with three or four overlapping levels:

criterion for the creation and demarcation of

national, province/canton, department/county,

homogeneous regions, and so on. But what if a

and community/district, with their respective

functional criterion proves to be imprecise in the

political

vary

transition zones? What if a structural criterion

depending on whether they are federal or based

reveals a high degree of heterogeneity or spatially

on the Confederation. Unlike the administrative

blurs?

competencies,

which

may

regions, the project regions are deliberately
defined to meet the prerequisites for specific

To address such complex questions, the twelve

projects. This could be at a cantonal level, or

Action Areas do not adhere to the cantonal

cross-cantonal conferences or cooperation. The

boundaries, nor to the language regions. However,

analytical regions present numerous spatial

the regionalisation according to Action Areas

classifications, often addressing planning issues.

more or less takes into account the traditional

The distinction between three regional types

threefold division into the ‘natural spaces’ of the

according to their political significance is subject

Jura, Swiss Plateau and the Alps, and thus can be

to change: administrative regions can lose their

in the category of morphological regionalisation.

status and become analytical regions; conversely,

In fact, the division of the twelve spheres of activity,

the analytical regions can be used to carry out

given the economic specialisation of the regions

political projects (a typical example is the Swiss

in the distant and more recent past, corresponds

agglomeration).

surprisingly well to the structural pattern. At the
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1. Main region of the AA *

1b.
Split
zone

2b.
Expanded
zone of the AA

1a.
Core zone of
the AA

2b.
Expanded
zone of the AA

2. Expanded region of the AA

The spaces defined according to a functional

* AA refers to the Action Area

concept are represented by red hexes and blue
ellipses by means of blue ellipses based on a
morphological concept. The colour intensity
indicates the degree of centrality.

Figure 4.4: The
twelve Action Areas in
Switzerland (left); the
regions and zones of an
Action Area (right)

same time, it can be partially functional, where it

land is inhabitable), land was being built on at

is oriented towards the urban and metropolitan

the rate of one square metre per second7. Under

centres of the country.

these conditions, the priority is to densify the

Source: ARE, 2016; adapted
by the author

The twelve Action Areas are not based on a single

well-connected centres rather than construct

regionalisation theory, but on a mix of different

new settlements and new infrastructure.

currently available inner-city potentials with

concepts superimposed and applied in different
ways to the various regions (Figure 4.4). At the

To make sure, especially in terms of small and

level of the metropolitan areas, ‘Functional

mid-sized communities, that every settlement

Regions’ can be distinguished, the catchment

can reach its highest potential with regard to

areas of which are limited by commuter distance

densification, and quality of life, in this chapter

to the core agglomeration and correspond to the

the role of the transport system, especially the

public transport network (S-Bahn). This model is

railway connections, will be examined. Hence,

applied to ZH, BA and BE as well as the bipolar

the primary hypothesis in this section is whether

LEM . The TI region follows the same logic

the land reserves and density potentials in small

without real commuter flows across the Alps. The

and mid-sized communities can be sustainably

hinterland of SG and that of LU are also limited

activated while holding to the current transport

according to this functional approach. In this

infrastructure.

6

functional hierarchy, the Aareland (AAR) Action
Area appears as an interstitial space in the sense

As one of the three strategies and courses of

of the Central-Places model (Christaller), which

actions of the Spatial Concept for Switzerland, the

itself depends on external poles, but is sufficiently

third strategy aims to improve the coordination of

strong and dense to serve as a central space (and

transport, energy and spatial development. The

not as a periphery), with the same distance to the

focus here is on better coordination of settlement

poles. The strength of the AAR area is based on

and traffic, the securing of energy supply, good

its former and present industrialisation and its

regional and international accessibility and a

role as a hub in the national transport system.

financially viable transport system. It aims to

It can be viewed as a structural region that also

achieve several objectives at the same time,

has features of a programme region. In 2011, in

in particular the management of mobility,

this relatively small country with a population

the strengthening of competitiveness and the

of 8 million (where only about one third of the

safeguarding of natural resources (ARE, 2018).

6 LEM stands for the Lemanic Arc, which is stretching out
from Geneva to Lausanne to Montreuz (arc lémanique)

7 Doris Leuthard interview in 2011, https://www.nzz.ch/
schweiz_raumplanung_konzept-1.9170359
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Based on this strategy, the planning tools have

long to evaluate the performance of this new

been further developed with a view to better

strategy and find that a larger impact beyond the

reconciliation of settlement and transport at

agglomerations was evident in several cases.

all levels of government. Central to this are
the agglomeration programmes, which take

The term ‘agglomeration’ often refers to an

on a holistic approach to traffic and ensure

urban area with a high density of population,

coordination with settlement development in

services and infrastructure. However, rural

functional regions.

areas often face similar spatial, socioeconomic
and infrastructure challenges such as global

More than three quarters of the Swiss population

economic competition, demographic change,

currently live in urban areas. As economic and

pressure on the natural and cultural landscapes

social impulses around the core centres have

and preservation of the quality of life. On the

impacts beyond the municipal boundaries,

other hand, an agglomeration’s problems have

the

the

larger impacts beyond the urban boundaries.

agglomeration area as the key factor in the

Therefore, to avoid misconception, in 2016

future of the country. Hence, the introduction

the Federal Council approved the shift from

of a strategic conference to acknowledge

Tripartite Agglomeration Conference or TAK

agglomerations in the planning framework

to Tripartite Conference (TK) to emphasise

in Switzerland since 2001 under the title of

the integration of urban and rural areas. This

Tripartite Agglomeration Conference (TAK). With

reorientation of the Tripartite Conference is the

the focus on the urban conurbation of the core

main focus of the working programme 2017-2021

cities in 2001, TAK was founded to contribute

to develop a common policy for agglomerations

as a vertical link, bridging the Federal Council

and rural areas and mountain areas in order to

(Bundesrat),

enable a more coherent spatial development in

Federal

Government

the

recognises

conference

of

Cantonal

Governments (Konferenz der Kantonsregierungen,

Switzerland.

KdK), the Swiss Association of Communities
(Schweizerischen Gemeindeverband, SGV) and

ARE co-funds local long-term infrastructure

the Swiss Association of Cities (Schweizerischen

development plans through the Agglomeration

Städteverband, SSV).

Programmes, under certain conditions. The
proposals should meet the integrated vision of

As a common political platform, TAK enables

spatial development, transport and landscape

different agglomerations to exchange views on

requirements. Therefore, in order to pursue the

issues for which there are otherwise no suitable

projects, stakeholders should evaluate possible

realm. In other words, TAK makes proposals

scenarios to identify the most efficient way to

on the form of government in agglomerations,

fit the frame of such policies, and derive their

suggesting strategic frameworks. This has proved

solutions from this analysis to strengthen their

a positive balance of tripartite cooperation.

arguments towards funding.

In 2013, the TAK adopted the Tripartite Strategy

Derived from the current urban challenges, six

on Swiss Agglomeration Policy, a common

topics define the content spectrum of the federal

framework for agglomeration policy strategies

agglomeration policy. For each topic, a specific

that operates at all three levels of government.

goal has been set, to be achieved through the

The Federal Council and other associations of

agglomeration policy:

Cantons, Cities, and Communities have agreed on
this common strategy and further development
of integration law and promotion. It did not take
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1.

Political control in the functional regions:
Many challenges of spatial development in
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Switzerland can no longer be solved sensibly

5.

Strengthening

competitiveness:

With

within the boundaries of communities,

worsening global location competition, and

cantons or national borders, especially in

in times of a strong Swiss franc, Switzerland

intensively networked urban areas. The aim

must increasingly focus on its strengths and

of the agglomeration policy is to establish, as

exploit its specific advantages, especially in

best as possible, binding long-term vertical,

the urban areas, the economic engines of the

horizontal and multi-sectoral cooperation in

entire country. The goal of the agglomeration

functional regions.

policy is that agglomerations offer optimal
conditions for a competitive and diverse

2.

Settlement and transport: The increases in

economy.

settlement area and advancing mobility lead
to persistent urban sprawl, loss of cultivated

3.

4.

6.

Funding and balancing of special and central

land, pressure on areas with high natural

burdens: Centres carry out tasks for the

and

congested

benefit of the entire region and in part even

transport infrastructures, especially those

for the benefit of the whole country, without

where there is large demand for housing and

compensating the associated burdens with

jobs in affected urban areas. The aim of the

corresponding additional income. The aim

agglomeration policy is that the settlement

of the agglomeration policy is to compensate

and the transport system are coordinated

centres and agglomerations fairly for their

and efficiently developed.

central and agglomeration-specific services.

landscape

values,

and

Sustainable urban development and open

Building on the existing instruments, a number

space development: The development of

of other instruments are available for the

society and the economy is putting pressure

implementation of the federal agglomeration

on open spaces and natural resources, and

policy. Some of these are implemented exclusively

placing a strain on construction, especially

in the agglomeration policy, others together with

in densely used urban areas. The aim

rural and mountain policy. In addition, there are

of the agglomeration policy is to enable

instruments and measures for cross-border

urban development to take flexible account

cooperation. At instrument level, local actors

of changing environmental, social and

and relevant sectoral policies are also involved.

economic challenges and to strengthen

Instruments and measures of agglomeration

urban qualities.

policy are as follows:

Strengthening social cohesion: Social and

» Agglomeration Programmes:

cultural diversity is one of Switzerland’s
greatest strengths. However, especially in

The agglomeration programme for transport

urban areas with large and heterogeneous

and housing improves cooperation in the area

populations,

the

of transport and the coordination of spatial-

different ways of life, and developments

related topics within an agglomeration. The

in the housing market, can also lead to

unrestricted continuation of the programme is

displacement effects, segregation and social

ensured through the creation of the National

tensions. The goal of the agglomeration

Road and Agglomeration Transport Fund (NAF).

policy is to ensure the social integration of

Since the first generation, the agglomeration

the various population groups, taking into

programmes

account the different needs of a diverse

methodologically and in terms of content. They

society.

are a good example of successful cooperation

demographic

change,

have

improved

both
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Federal

Strategic
Decisions

Canton

Voting initiative /
Referendum

Agglomeration
Council

Agglomeration
Platform

Referendum

Canton

Proposal
Preparation of Decisions /
Coordination between
politicians

Agglomeration
Council

Referendum

Transport

Spatial
regulations

Culture

Others

Community

Community

Community

Community

Community

Community

Commissions

Implementation
Products

between the Confederation, Cantons, Cities

boundaries between different APs. Hence, with

and Communities. Thanks to the adoption of

some larger scale projects that might require

the National Road and Agglomeration Fund

collaboration

(NAF) on 12 February 2017, the co-financing

collaboration is ensured. Moreover, there are

of agglomeration programmes by the federal

some communities not included in any APs.

between

different

APs,

this

Figure 4.5: Representation
of the structural diagram
of Agglomeration
Programmes
Source: TAK, 2004;
translated by the author

government, and thus their further development,
is guaranteed.

Nevertheless, in the field of reconciliation of
settlement and transportation, there are the

Agglomeration Programmes (AP) are based on

cantonal guiding plan8 (Figure 4.6). Additionally,

the proposal from the so-called Agglomeration

these set priorities for future development and

Council at a strategic level and are in synergy

steer the settlement development towards,

with the participating communities (Figure

for example, better accessibilities to public

4.5). Although APs are meant to concentrate

Community

Development of fundamentals
e.g. - Mission statement
- Spatial planning concept
- Concepts, Sectoral plans

* "Grundeigentümerverbindlich"
in German.

Concepts and Sectoral Plan

Guiding Plans

*

Canotal Guiding Plan

Development of fundamentals
e.g. - Mission statement
- Communal Guiding Planning
Communal Land Use Planning
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Kantonale Richtplan

Authority Binding

Canton

Development of fundamentals
e.g. - Spatial concept Switzerland
- Strategy for Space and
Transport Development and
Sustainable Development

8

Source: ARE, 2014a;
translated by the author

Land Use Plans

Landowners
binding **

Federal

Spatial Planning Concept of Switzerland

on functional regions, there are still clear

Figure 4.6: Spatial
planning instruments in
Swiss planning system

** "Behördenverbindlich" in
German: Art. 9 RPG.
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transport. These decisions form the framework

consideration of the special needs of the urban area.

for the agglomeration programmes and cantonal

Priorities are set for each legislative period in order

investments programmes for communities, and

to promote action in stages.

more besides.
In addition to the abovementioned instruments,
At the federal level, the Transport Sectoral Plan

agglomeration

has been in force since 2006 and is currently being

instruments and measures of agglomeration policy

revised (ARE, 2018). The spatial concept serves

and policy for rural areas and mountain areas such

as an important orientation framework for the

as:

policy

offers

several

other

sectoral plan of transport. The implementation
part for rail infrastructure was adopted in 2010,

•

Model

Project

Sustainable

Spatial

the implementation part for road infrastructure

Development (Modellvorhaben Nachhaltige

is in draft form, while the concept part of the

Raumentwicklung)

Sector Infrastructure Plan for Aviation has been

•

in force since 2000. Thus, the Confederation
creates transparency regarding its goals and

Pilot Programme Action Areas (PHR)
(Pilotprogramm Handlungsräume)

•

strategies, which strengthens the coordination

Regional

Innovation

Systems

(RIS)

(Regionale Innovationssysteme)

with cantons and communities as well as the

•

Tripartite Conference (Tripartite Konferenz)

coordination within the Federal Government.

•

Ordinance of 22 October 1997 on Spatial
Policy Coordination of Federal Tasks9

The spatial concept also serves as the basis
for the spatial decision-making criteria in

•

Ordinance of 22 October 1997 on Spatial
Policy Coordination of Federal Tasks10

the planning of the next expansion step of the
railway infrastructure (STEP 2030/35) as well as
the infrastructure of the national roads (STEP

4.2.2 Railway Development Programmes
and Spatial Planning Measures

National Roads).
Considering
» The neighbourhood cohesion programme:

infrastructure,

the

general

especially

provision

of

transportation,

agglomerations often grow in a manner not
The

Neighbourhood

Cohesion

programme

oriented towards a centre or a hierarchical

addresses the goals of spatial development,
integration policy, housing promotion, and
combating

discrimination,

and

ensures

efficient and sustainable implementation in
agglomerations and their strategic areas. Based
on the experience and knowledge gained, district
development projects are supported in areas
with increased requirements.
» Section of agglomeration policy:
The selective extension of the ARE-SECO cooperation
to an Agglomeration Policy section aims to improve
coordination with the federal policies relevant to
agglomeration policy. This should lead to a better

9
Spatial cross-sectoral cooperation at federal level
is governed by the Ordinance of 22 October 1997 on
Spatial Policy Coordination of Federal Tasks (SR 709.17,
hereafter: KoVo). Its purpose is to strengthen spatial
planning coordination, on the one hand between regional
planning policy and regional policy, and on the other hand
between spatial planning policy and other federal sectoral
policy-oriented tasks. The KoVo should be checked for its
effectiveness and functionality and adjusted if necessary.
10 The Knowledge Management Spatial Development
Switzerland instrument aims to improve the transfer of
knowledge between research and practice and to ensure
the exchange of experience between projects supported
by the federal government. To achieve this, it will be based
on the existing information resources and channels of ARE
and SECO.
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structure of centres, but rather mostly clustered

municipalities.

around transit corridors irrespective of the

this cooperation Switzerland has been

regional centres.

participating in the programmes for the

For

instance,

through

Alpine areas, North-Western Europe and
The

study

of

various

of

town

the Western Mediterranean. One of the

many

land-

focal points of this part of INTERREG

consuming types of sprawl happen at this

is to promote sustainable, polycentric

scale. As a result of focusing on the large urban

developments, which relate to economic,

functional area or conurbations, planners seek

strategic, cultural, educational, and other

effective measures to deal with the specific

aspects of development.

agglomerations

shows

forms
that

problems of agglomerations.
(2) The second category of INTERREG
Amongst various measures, the literature

objectives

identifies two main elements for increasing

border

cumulative rail-based accessibility: enhancing

agglomerations.

the relationship between the railway network

agglomeration of Basel is an example of

and land uses, and increasing the density of land

this, to be investigated in greater detail in

uses (PAPA and BERTOLINI, 2015). However,

this section. In addition to Basel, Agenda 21

using the measures that solely target the

of Lake Constance and Euroguichet social

latter is not recommended, since densification

transfrontalier with the participation of the

alone has proved no clear correlation to better

city of La Chaux-de-Fonds, and the Como-

accessibility.

competitiveness,

Chiasso Community Station, are amongst

economic growth, sustainable development

the projects that Switzerland is pursuing

and improvement of the quality of life, EU

within the framework of INTERREG.

To

support

mainly

emphasises

cooperation
The

projects

crosswithin

transnational

Cohesion Policy offers various programmes
such as INTERREG, URBACT and ESPON. As

(3) The third category of programme

an upper-scale policy framework for Swiss

focuses on innovative regional activities

Agglomerations, INTERREG aims to support

that can support individual projects and

the realisation of projects of transnational,

networks.

cross-border and interregional cooperation
of interest to the urban areas. In 1999, the

With 576 million passengers per year (2014), 20

Swiss parliament approved a loan framework

billion passenger kilometres and over 10 ton-

of CHF 39 million in the INTERREG initiative

kilometres per year, Switzerland has the most

association for the period 2000-2006. This

dense railway network in Europe. Rail projects in

decision and its implementation are the most

Switzerland do not normally cover a single route

important measures to ensure Switzerland’s

but are coordinated through locally distributed

participation

cooperation

measures that allow for a pre-determined

networks and the exchange of information

in

European

timetable. The most important project to

and experience regarding urban development.

date has been Bahn 2000, which allowed the

INTERREG contains three parts:

introduction in 1987 of an integrated timetable
for a clock-face schedule or hub-and-spoke
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(1) The main purpose of transnational

system (Integraler Taktfahrplan, ITF), initially

cooperation

to

for the Swiss Plateau trunk railway lines. The

articulate the spatial planning guidelines

main feature of an integral timetable is that

of the European Spatial Development

there is more than one central interchange. It

Perspective (ESDP). The cooperation at

is the extension of the rendezvous concept to

this level has impacts beyond the adjacent

as many interchanges as possible.

is

to

use

projects
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Demand,
Infrastructure, ZEB

Figure 4.7: Financial
process for strategic
development of the railway
network
Source: ZEB Ausbauschritt
2030, 2014; translated by
author

Parliament‘s
approval

Projecting and construction
ZEB, the 1st step of demand
(Pre-financed)

Implementation planning

Demand,
Infrastructure Parliament‘s
approval
Bahn 2030
(CHF 21 bil.)

Public
voting

Demand,
Infrastructure Parliament‘s
Bahn 2030
approval
(CHF 12 bil.)

Public
voting

Despite the coordination complexities11, the

without
Pre-financing
Projecting and
construction
ZEB, other steps

Projecting and construction Bahn 2030
(CHF 21 bil.)

Projecting and construction
(CHF 12 bil.)

•

benefit of an integrated timetable in a broader

Operation of the new 45-km
Mattstetten–Rothrist railway

sense is used when the introduction of an ITF

•

Modernisation of the rolling stock

is accompanied by measures to increase the

•

More trains

attractiveness of local passenger transport,

•

Increased capacity by extending

such as increasing the offer/service, modern
vehicles and access points. Although the hub-

double or four tracks
•

and-spoke principle is not offer-based, these
optimise the transfer time, and therefore

and at main railway stations
•

achieve a shorter travel time in total.

More services on both urban
and regional lines

•
In actual operation, the hub system only can be

Separation of traffic at rail junctions

Improvements to connections
in central Zurich

realised by application of a planning triangle of
train service offer, rolling stock and infrastructure

Swiss transport policy has foreseen the

(e.g. the railway station). In the integrated

coordination

timetable system, many trains arrive at the hubs

programmes with spatial planning, specifically

shortly before the full hour or half hour and

the hub system of Bahn 2000, intended to

depart shortly after the transfer time at the same

correspond with the network of cities. The goal

time. Thus, the network requires stations that can

is to create the prerequisite for the connection of

handle high passenger volumes. Stations should

small and mid-sized communities with the core

also meet the requirements for passengers with

communities of the agglomerations. However,

special needs in order to estimate a realistic

connecting the agglomeration belts to the hub-

transfer time. Therefore, since larger stations

and-spoke system is the subject of autonomous

that can handle the large amount of arriving

provision of cantonal and regional transport.

and departing and transiting passengers during

The Canton’s autonomous responsibility can

rush hours demand larger space, the physical

lead to different results concerning the various

constraints on the built environment of one hub

political emphases or financial considerations

might affect the entire network. In addition to

(KELLER, ET AL., 2008).

of

railway

development

the integrated clock-face scheduling, Bahn 2000
aimed to achieve the following:

A better integration of spatial planning together

11 Delays at the hub might result in delays throughout the
whole network, and create potential bottleneck or single
point of failures.

with regional and long-distance transport is
necessary to view the overall effect of the railway
services offered on settlement development.
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In the Swiss planning system, the federal

Template Bahn 2030: with the adoption of the

agglomeration policy is the main vehicle for

ZEB bill, in 2010 Parliament commissioned the

regional transport projects under the approval of

Federal Council to draw up a new bill, under the

the federal spatial planning regulations. In fact,

title Bahn 2030, on the development of supply

by establishing agglomeration programmes and

and the expansion of railway infrastructure in all

funds such as TIF, the federal state attempts to

parts of the country.

bridge its potential withdrawal from regional
transportation.

In addition, the Federal Council must identify
new sources of funding for Bahn 2030 and

In the spring 2009 session, the Swiss Federal

examine various measures (Article 10 ZEBG).

Councils decided on the use of the remaining

These measures include the acceleration of the

funds of the FinöV fund adopted in 1998 as

Lucerne-Zurich line through Zimmerberg Base

part of the Federal Message on the Overall

Tunnel II and the NEAT access roads to the north

Examination of FinöV. With investments of CHF

and south.

5.4 billion, this decision (Federal Law on the
Future Development of Railway Infrastructure,

National

ZEBG) on passenger transport continues the

Confederation, usually through withdrawals

nodal concept of Bahn 2000. A large number of

from the CHF FinöV funds, originally limited to

medium-sized and smaller projects will lead

30.5 billion. Smaller amounts are also deducted

to shorter journeys, better connections and

from the current bill, e.g. on the performance

a denser supply, especially on the East-West

agreement between the Confederation and

axis, where travel time between eastern and

SBB or the annual financing agreements

western Switzerland will be cut by half an hour.

between the Confederation, cantons and private

In freight transport, the acceleration of traffic

railways. Projects of agglomeration transport

and capacity expansion are made possible as a

are financed by the cantons, but the federal

contribution to modal shift. Larger projects from

government can contribute up to 50 percent

the Bahn 2000 and NEAT programmes, already

from the infrastructure fund.

projects

are

funded

by

the

decided upon earlier, can no longer be financed
within the framework of the funds still available.

Priority is given to those ZEB projects that

In continuation of Bahn 2000, ZEB will further

have been approved or are urgent in a national

improve its offer by 2025. FABI is a railway

referendum. The measures must be based on

construction that contains various expansion

a business-based cost/benefit assessment. In

stages. NEAT serves to increase the north-

the template for the further development of rail

south capacity through base tunnels at Gotthard

infrastructure, UVEK will provide two variants with

and Lötschberg. This long-term perspective

different expansion plans under the designation

will be substantiated and implemented through

Bahn 2030: Variant 1 comprises investments in

a strategic development programme of Rail

the rail network amounting to around CHF 21

Infrastructure (STEP). STEP is based on the

billion; Variant 2 indicates a re-dimensioned

plans of Bahn 2030 (Figure 4.7). This covers the

expansion of around CHF 12 billion. In order to be

2040/50 time horizon and includes investments

able to carry out a purposeful planning process,

of around CHF 42.6 billion. It includes, in addition

an adequate organisational structure is required.

to extensions of the network, other operationally

The cantons form planning regions, which can be

necessary components (for example, public

subdivided into planning areas. Planning regions

and parking facilities, power supply). The basic

should correspond to the functional traffic areas

features are set out in the Railway Act.

and allow purposeful coordination.
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Public Transportation as the Backbone of Agglomeration Programmes
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Figure 4.8: Connecting
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transportation as the
backbone of agglomeration
programmes
Source: author; data: ARE,
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4.3 DIFFERENT ROLES OF SBB IN
AGGLOMERATION DEVELOPMENT

4.3.1 Results of an Exploratory Data
Analysis on Properties of SBB Real
Estate

The Swiss Railway Company (Schweizerische
Bundesbahnen, SBB) is a “public-sector joint-

Moreover, SBB Real Estate possesses most of

stock company governed by special legislation –

the land in direct vicinity of the railway stations.

the Swiss Federal Railways Act (SBBG) of 20 March

This means more than 608 hectares of land

1998” (Corporate Governance). The company

nationwide (Figure 4.10). It must be noted

generated an overall revenue of more than CHF

that this land should also provide the service

9 billion in 2017, of which 36% (30% from Federal

buildings, Park and Rail, bicycle parking,

Council and 6% from the Cantons) was provided by

pedestrian accessibilities and, in most cases, the

public sector funding, with the greater amount of

bus stops and taxi stands. In many communities,

64% being received from customers and clients of

this still leaves a flexible amount of land

both traffic and real estate income sources (Figure

available for other purposes such as small retail

4.9). From the customer and client section of the

outlets, offices or housing. As these areas are

revenue, 17% derived from the real estate division

properties owned by the railway company, the

of the company, 10% from rental incomes, and 7%

communities leave the communal guiding plans

from property sales (SBB AG, 2017b).

for these areas flexible. Therefore, specific
zones will be assigned to these lands at the time

Although the company’s investment strategies are

set for further development. A brief overview

mostly a question of internal decision-making,

of data shows a relatively large amount of SBB

public funding is channelled purposefully via the

Real Estate properties in small and mid-sized

specific projects. SBB is obliged to accept the

communities are underdeveloped (72% and 70%

public loans for the federal or cantonal projects

respectively)(Figure 4.10). However, in absolute

within the framework of the Future Development

numbers, mid-sized and large communities

of the Railway Infrastructure or ZEB (zukünftige

have a higher amount of underdeveloped land

the

owned by SBB Real Estate. Excluding the land

strategic Development Programme or STEP

required for multi-modal connections at the

(Strategische Entwicklungsprogramms). In regard

railway station, this amount is still high for

to regional development, regional passenger

mid-sized and large communities, especially

transport received CHF 622 million in 2017, of

in housing, working and central zones (as an

which 48% was funded from the Federal Council

example see Figure 4.11).

Entwicklung

der

Bahninfrastruktur)

and

(11% of total contribution to SBB loans) and 52%
from the Cantons (59% of total contribution of

The properties owned by SBB Real Estate,

Cantons) (SBB AG, 2017b).

regardless of size, are strategically privileged
by their location. However, the company’s

As the data shows a similar pattern in previous

interests in large and very large communities

years,

regional

have led to abandonment of most of these

passenger transport is mostly focused on the

lands. Since they also have relatively high rent

Cantons. However, since the costs of regional

rates, these lands often remain undeveloped (or

passenger transport are often not covered by the

underdeveloped). Subsequently, this negatively

travellers, SBB remunerate them with a form of

affects

compensation. Regional passenger transport in

station neighbourhood from a local planning

fact produced a negative profit (financial loss)

perspective, drawing a firmer dividing line

of around CHF 54 million and CHF 24 million

between the historic town centre and the linear

respectively in 2016 and 2017.

centre formed alongside the communal road
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Public fund allocated for regional and local netwrok

Confederation:
general tax revenue

Communities: Transportation InfraCantons:
general tax revenue general tax revenue structure Fund (TIF)

Operation & maintenance
of SBB network

Operation & maintenance
of private railway networks

SBB revenue obligations for maintenance
and operation of the network

Figure 4.9: Source and
costs of SBB regarding
urban and regional railway
development
Source: author’s
representation

Infrastructure for
urban/local traffic

SBB Real Estate

Revenue from Allocation of
the train paths

further away from the station. Consequently,

Currently, the company is mostly concentrating

such underdeveloped lands excessively hinder

on very large urban centres, which are more

further densification around the railway station

easily capable of achieving such profitability

in small and mid-sized communities.

and meeting the section’s financial obligations.
Due to the planning competencies and national

As a multi-division company, SBB consists of

importance of stations serving very large

four divisions of passenger transport, freight,

communities, the coordination and planning

infrastructure and real estate. At the same

processes for integrated spatial and railway

time divisions must achieve the standards of

development are evidently more consistent

their business areas, they are also responsible

and reliable. Meanwhile, the properties at the

for cross-divisional collaboration within the

railway stations in smaller communities cannot

company, especially in terms of financial

afford such project-based planning procedures

compensation. Specifically, SBB Real Estate and

and coordination.

SBB Infrastructure are compulsory partners in
planning and development of railway stations at a

Additionally, there are social obstacles to the

communal level. SBB Real Estate is also obliged

SBB Real Estate strategy of increasing the

to provide annual compensation payments of

number of market-value rental housings in

CHF 150 million to SBB Infrastructure.

order to meet the annual financial obligations;
among these are demanding needs for non-

In addition to the annual compensation to SBB

profit housing and low-price apartments in very

Infrastructure, SBB Real Estate has to render

large urban areas.

an annual Pension Fund Loan of CHF 79 million,
which makes a total of CHF 229 million per

An exploratory data analysis on all SBB Real

year. Moreover, there are still small remaining

Estate properties (including all land uses such

payments for the financing of the stabilisation

as Park and Rail, circulation and access roads)

contributions in 2016, which can be covered by

nationwide has been conducted to evaluate the

sales proceeds. For comparison, the average

quantity of SBB land reserves, as well as the

annual

2014-2017

land use zone based on the current zoning plans.

was CHF 212 million. To compensate these

The results show that most of SBB Real Estate

obligations, the strategy of SBB is to increase the

land in small, mid-sized and large communities

construction of housing in the reserve properties

is in housing and work zones (excluding

within the catchment areas of railway stations.

transportation uses). Amongst the housing,

profit

(excluding

sales)
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work, mixed use and central zones, most of

stations as well as other stops (according to the

the undeveloped or underdeveloped lands are

classification of the stations by SBB Real Estate).

located in mid-sized and large communities.

From the point of view of SBB Real Estate, these
heretofore strategically less relevant stations,

With 793 stations, SBB Real Estate has

which as a result have so far been estimated

identified five categories of class A stations, four

as having no strong frequency allocation, thus

categories of class B stations, and 23 in all for

have the greatest space potential for future

classes C and D. This classification is the basis

developments. Accordingly, there is a strong

for real estate development and multi-modal

probability of a high level of expansion being

service supply.

generated here. This supports the impression
that the spaces around the larger stations are

Figure 4.11: An example
of a railway station at the
edge of the settlement;
Railway station of Möhlin
Source: author

A research project by Emmenegger et al. (2016)

already relatively densely packed and that there

reviews 125 railway stations in the 50 largest

are only a few free areas left. The stations in the

communities in Switzerland and shows the type

category with the largest area potential (regional

of stations that are most open to development

and small stations as well as other stops) do not

in the 50 largest Swiss communities. There

necessarily have peripheral and rural locations,

is little potential for development around the

but may be S-Bahn stops for agglomeration

major stations as only a few open development

transport. They are currently not yet in the

areas exist, and the total number of developable

league of major, relevant (main) stations, not

areas is limited at the central stations (Figure

even in the middle league; however, nearly a

4.12). Rather, the potential for development

quarter of them serve over 10,000 passengers

lies in the vicinity of the 85 regional and small

a day.
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Land parcels (in 1km-radius)
Potential floor area (in 1km-radius)

Land [sqm]

Number of stations

Stations

Note: The data is based on
development sites within a
1km-radius of catchment area
of 125 railway stations for
plot sizes larger than 10,000
m2 in the 50 largest Swiss
communities

Large stations
Class A & B

Medium
stations
Class C

Medium
stations
Class D

Regional
stations
Class E1,
E2, F

Information
Not
categorised not available
by SBB Real
Estate

Public funds are becoming scarcer (STRATEGY

4.3.2 SBB Initiatives for Coordinated

2020: SBB AG, 2017a). Both the Confederation

Development with Cantons and

and the cantons are under heavy austerity

Communities

measures. The trend towards increased public
transport spending is increasingly in competition

The focus of Long-Term Integrated Mobility and

with social security, education, etc. The public

Real Estate, or LIMA, is on an initiative called

sector therefore expects us to increase savings

‘Gesamtperspektive’ (GP) or ‘holistic perspective’.

and achieve efficiency gains. As a result, user

The main objective of GPs is to develop a common

financing in public transport will increase.

strategy for different regions. To achieve this goal,
LIMA consists of different experts from spatial

Because of these challenges, SBB aims for the

planning, real estate, mobility and transportation,

following positioning (SBB Strategy 2020, 2018):

and therefore functions as an inter-sectoral
project connecting different sections of the federal

•

To organise mobility chains

railway company.

for the customers
•
•

•
•
•

To connect costumers

In order to prepare the railway stations for

physically and digitally

upcoming technologies and equip the stations to

To focus on the strengths of the railways

be compliant with the new mobility alternatives,

with a good price / performance ratio

SBB initiated another strategic project called

and thus increase the competitiveness

Mobility Hubs (MH). MH is a strategy to classify

To transform stations and areas

the railway network nodes (the stations) based on

into attractive living spaces

the potential functions that each station should

To function as the backbone and driving

acquire in future. To classify the stations and

force of public transport in Switzerland

develop the core concept, the MH strategic project

To raise the quality of life and increase

has worked together with Canton Bern, the City of

the competitiveness of Switzerland

Bern, BLS and Bernmobil on a pilot study. Involving
the local authorities has provided the project

However, there is need to assess the feasibility of

with the practical questions and implementation

the SBB general strategies mentioned through

barriers that could potentially occur. Moreover,

the spatial planning instruments and laws in

this collaboration could lead to a more common

terms of federal and local scales.

perspective and integrated visions for future
integrated developments amongst the actors.
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Figure 4.12: Development
areas by the station
category
Source: EMMENEGGER ET
AL., 2016; translated by the
author
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a) Main Centre Hubs

c) Central Hubs

d) Regional Hubs

Figure 4.13: Category
of hubs based on the MH
strategic project
Source: SBB Strategic
Project Mobility Hub, 2019

b) Agglomeration Hubs

New district development: urban
district development

From the results of the pilot project, it can be

A-hubs are qualified as having the highest level

deduced that all the railway stations of SBB

of service provision, e.g. pop-up stores, direct

(around 700) in addition to the 300 railway

access to the shopping area, automatic bicycle-

stations of the other railway companies are

parking, attractive underpasses for bicycle

classified in four categories: a) Hauptzentrums-

routes and pedestrians, etc. After A-hubs have

Hub (main-centre hubs), b) Agglomerations-Hub

been upgraded to their planned serviceability

(agglomeration hubs), c) Zentrum Hub (central

level, it is the turn of B-hubs and C-hubs. Given

hubs), and d) regional hubs (Figure 4.13). In this

the fact that the 107 stations have the highest

classification, the A-hubs are located at the core

priorities and urgencies for redevelopment, the

of metropolitan areas and are of national and

current emphasis of the MH strategy project is

international importance. B-hubs are the centres

on upgrading/development of the A to C hubs.

of agglomerations. These hubs are still located
in an urban context, and normally support the A

However, the question of the regional hubs is still

hubs for the diffusion of passengers and cargo

comparatively open, and depends on the future

(taking the pressure off the A-hubs) and the

of mobility alternatives. There are expectations

avoidance of unnecessary trips to the core of

of a change in travel behaviour in regional hubs,

the metropolitan areas. The C-hubs are more

which are mostly located in the small and mid-

distant from the main metropolitan regions,

sized communities. Therefore, the strategy of

located in core communities outside the

the MH project towards the regional hubs is

continuous urban agglomerations. According

mainly to take small, gradual steps until there

to the Head of the MH projects, as of now, 107

is a greater prospect of future mobility in these

stations are categorised as belonging to one of

regions.

the three abovementioned categories; therefore,
the majority of the stations are categorised as

Unlike LIMA, which requires a more customised

D-hubs or regional hubs (about 900 stations).

approach to different projects and a long-term
general vision for all regions, developing the

Since the future focus of the federal railway

abstract concept for Mobility Hub strategy has

company is a paradigm shift from infrastructure

been a time-limited project. The establishment

based systems to service-based thinking (MaaS:

of this abstract concept was the first milestone

mobility as a service), MH project assigns different

in identifying the potentials and assessing the

levels of services for these categories. Due to

feasibilities. The next step for the MH strategic

their national and international importance,

project is to transfer the concept to different
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sectors and projects at SBB (e.g. passenger

the matrix model to track the ‘gaps’ between the

transport, infrastructure, LIMA, etc.) to fit it into

status quo and the matrix model requirements,

their responsibilities and obligations. Meanwhile,

to evaluate whether or not they need further

the strategic project will communicate the

development. If there were a gap, the next

outcomes of the MH project to the federal office

questions would be ‘how and when to start the

for spatial planning (ARE), as well as different

development’. The response to these questions

Cantonal offices.

naturally depends on the type and scale of the
requirement gap.

Estimated costs for upgrading all stations
nation-wide are very high. Therefore, the

According

next task for SBB together with ARE and the

implementation of the concept on all stations

Cantons is to identify ‘where the concept

nationwide could cost between CHF 5-10

should be implemented first’. This is a complex

billion” (Head of MH strategic project, 2019).

task on a national scale, especially because

Furthermore, acting on the basis of the results

of local government autonomy. In fact, the

of the model might be politically very sensitive,

implementation of the MH concept differs from

which is the main argument in favour of

one canton to another. At this point, LIMA should

coordinating this with the federal offices such

take responsibility for consideration of the core

as ARE, BAV, ASTRA, and so on. The results of

concept of the MH project in GPs for each region.

this coordination will be a good basis on which

The MH strategic project defines a horizon of

to begin the implementation phases of MH

2020-2040 to implement the main concept for

strategic projects.

to

a

rough

estimate,

“the

the high priority cases amongst the 107 stations.
Since the classification of the 107 stations was

Therefore, coordination with the federal and

flexible, there might still be the possibility for

cantonal offices provides the MH project

stations to switch categories. The greatest

with the opportunities to double-check the

challenge is differentiating between the central

‘priorities’ (classifications) with other national

hubs and the regional hubs. Moreover, the

development

selection of the more urgent priorities depends

coordinate with other concepts and consider the

on the general evaluation of the infrastructure

integration opportunities for future measures.

and settlement network as a whole:

Because developments of the stations in

concepts,

track

the

‘gaps’,

different categories are interdependent and
•
•

•
•

Where is the rail-based service

should go hand-in-hand, it is important that

increasing and where it is decreasing?

other actors on different levels (federal,

Where and how would the mobility

cantons, regions and communities) are fully

alternatives dovetail with the

coordinated. For instance, development of Bern

decreasing rail-based services?

Bahnhof should be implemented in coordination

How would the travel times change

with development of railway stations at Bern

in the first and last mile?

Wankdorf or Europaplatz.

What is the impact on the
operational costs?

The coordination of upper-scale plans and
programmes is one of the tasks of LIMA. For

The matrix model determines basic requirements

the first time in the framework of the holistic

for each category of hub. The MH project uses

perspective
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planning, mobility and real estate experts from

4.3.3 The Results of the Research Project

the federal railways, together with the Cantons

“Challenges and Chances for SBB in

and communities, have an overview of each

Small and Mid-Sized Communities”

other’s properties. This overview is of great
importance, especially for the implementation

As part of the doctoral study, a collaborative

of the MH strategic project. To assign about

research project under the title of Challenges

20

matrix

and Chances for SBB in Small and Mid-Sized

model to stations, detailed information of the

Communities was conducted between the Chair

development potentials are required, e.g. What

of Spatial Development at ETH Institute for

sizes of land reserves are available? What is the

Spatial and Landscape Planning and SBB Real

distance from the Mobility Hub? What function/

Estate in 2015-2016. (See Chapter 1.5). Since

land-use would fit best? and so on.

the significant land reserves and densification

functionality

factors

from

the

potentials in Switzerland exist in small and
As a crucial goal, SBB MH strategy aims to

mid-sized communities, this research sought

reduce travel time. To reach this goal, one

to benefit from the existing infrastructure for

task is to reduce the stops and subsequently

a potential decentralisation of the population

increase the speed between the hubs. Another

overspill from major metropolitan areas such

task is to facilitate the mobility of the first and

as Zurich, St. Gallen and Basel (SCHOLL ET AL,

last mile (preferably on non-rail based modes).

2016).

A third task is to make the hub more attractive
for transportation as well as services, which

The main result of the collaborative project

is a common goal shared by the MH project

was to provide an overview of the settlement

and LIMA. To improve the attractiveness of

thresholds and railway capacity with a focus

the stations, LIMA defines indicators such as

on small and mid-sized communities in the

“accessibility” (Erreichbarkeit).

corridors connecting the metropolitan region of
Zurich to Basel, St. Gallen, Zug, Schaffhausen

Within the framework of the regional GPs,

and Biel. A 10-year time horizon (until 2025) was

LIMA manages to reach a collective consensus

considered, for two reasons:

amongst

the

cantonal

politicians

and

administrations as well as SBB on the subjects

1.

sections for further investigations.

of service offers, infrastructure provision and
site development (real estate development)

To track the most urgent, high priority

2.

The railway routes expansion proposals

in six regions in Switzerland. Due to their

from the Federal Office for Transportation

inclusiveness, regional holistic perspectives

(BAV) officially only provided the horizon of

are very general and do not provide concrete

2025, and the expansions for 2030 at the

measures. To overcome this barrier, LIMA is

time required further investigation and

initiating some forms of informal planning, such

legal approvals12.

as Test Planning or Competition of Ideas. The
application of informal planning as such is an

A section-wise evaluation of load capacity was

entirely new approach at SBB and, should it be

conducted based on the infrastructure demand

implemented in Basel, would constitute State of

at peak hours for each train route (Figure 4.15).

the Art integrated spatial planning and railway

12 The time line for the collaborative project was
2015-2016

development.
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The methodology ignored detailed schedule

to use different definitions and calculation of

considerations and capacity constraints in the

‘land reserve’ amongst the communities and

rail hubs. Figure 4.14 illustrated the simplified

cantons that were the subject of analysis. Only

results for the year 2025 in a schematic

four of the ten cantons use Raum, the ETH

overview, in which section capacities for

initiative platform and data bank. Each of the

additional train routes are still available in

other six cantons use their own definitions and

future without requiring major track extensions.

calculation of the existing and future situations.

The heavily-used corridors, such as the Olten-

According to the findings of this research,

Liestal or Pratteln-Stein Säckingen sections,

SBB can play a potentially threefold role, in

might require additional train routes up to 2030.

cooperation with the local authorities, in the

However, some newly-constructed projects,

further development of railway stations in small

such as the Brüttener Tunnel, might remove

and mid-sized communities:

bottlenecks from the currently highly-used
corridors such as Bassersdorf-Winterthur by

1.

2030.

The railway station as a trans-boundary
coordinator between various communities

A simple methodology of exploratory data analysis on

2.

SBB as a real estate stakeholder

3.

SBB as a facilitator for the multi-

the land reserves available, at a radius of up to 300m

modal functioning of the station

from a station, was conducted in 63 small (population
below 2,000) and mid-sized communities (population

4.3.3.1 The Railway Station as a Trans-

between 2,000-13,000) . In order to provide

boundary Link

13

replicability for the process, it is inevitable to
keep the methodology as simple as possible.

In

Nonetheless, the importance of the study was

agglomerations

Switzerland,

railway

13 63 small and mid-sized communities and 66 railway
stations were the subject of the collaborative project
2015-2016

constructed to connect industries to the railway

were

stations

often

in

primarily

network, and therefore, historically, the town
centre is some distance from the station area.

Figure 4.14: Railway
corridor loads until 2025
(regardless of the railway
nodes)
Source: SCHOLL ET AL
(2016)
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Reserves (Inhabitants)
63 communities
(living zones)

22’000 - 68’000 pers.

Demand
Schaffhausen

37’000 pers.

Basel
St.Gallen

Biel/Bienne

Olten

Zürich

7 Railway sections
66 stations in small/mid-sized communities
Corridor section terminals
Zug

Reserves (2’000 inhabitants per symbol)
Demand (based on pop. projection 2025)

Figure 4.15: Population
growth and inhabitant
capacity based on available
reserves until 2025
Source: SCHOLL ET AL
(2016)

For example, the railway station at Uzwil initially

Moreover, due to the increasing number of

connected the manufacturing area of Bühler

people commuting by rail, SBB has increased

to the railway network, and is located at the

the frequency of trains stopping there from

edge of the administrative boundary of the

half an hour to quarter of an hour. Therefore,

community of Uzwil. The southern community

redevelopment of the railway station, in a

of Oberuzwil benefits from the station almost as

collaboration among communities, the Canton

much as the community of Uzwil. Moreover, due

and SBB, seems to be a core aim of integrated

to the high frequency (every quarter of an hour)

spatial and railway development at this scale. At

service to St. Gallen, the influence area of the

the same time, as SBB Real Estate is obliged to

railway station is not limited to the two adjacent

take part in station redevelopment (regarding

communities but rather covers six communities

accessibility to the bus and parking areas, as

(counting part of Zuzwil would take this number

well as pedestrians), there are potential options

to six communities) (Figure 4.17).

for better integration. In the case of Uzwil,
it became clear from the interview with the

As the historic centre of the settlement area

Mayor that the community requires a second

of Uzwil is located in the northern part of the

underpass for pedestrians. At the same time,

industrial area, and the town centre in Oberuzwil

the community owns small and long-shaped

is located further south, the two communities

parcels of land, which together with SBB

together with SBB developed a third centre for

properties can suit further development in a

the settlement at the railway station. Although

trade-off for the second underpass. In this way,

Uzwil is classified as the core community of

SBB can be part of the station redevelopment or

agglomerations, the community’s planning

even take the leading role in such initiations

office is part of the militia system or public
service, and the community of Oberuzwil and

4.3.3.2 SBB as a Real Estate Stakeholder

the neighbouring communities in the influential
area of the station find themselves in a similar

Due to the strategic location of the railway

situation. With increasing demand for housing

station, properties around and close to it have

and work in the area, revitalisation of the third

significant importance. Zurich-Kaiseraugst, as

centre at the station is the right strategy to

part of the Zurich-Basel corridor via Baden, is

activate the land reserves within the catchment

a fair example of the amount of abandoned land

area of the stations rather than at the outer

reserves possessed by SBB Real Estate directly

edges of the building zones.

in the vicinity of the station.
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Within only 300-metres walking distance of

reserves possessed by SBB Real Estate on the

the railway station, in a small or mid-sized

scale of small and mid-sized towns is a wasted

community, the study project found 29 hectares

opportunity, especially considering the strategic

of land reserves in the immediate vicinity (Figure

location.

Figure 4.16: Park and Rail
area of the railway station
in Uzwil, St.Gallen
Source: author

4.19). This area could accommodate a population
from 640 (in a conservative calculation and

The

according to the current zoning regulations) to

reveal one probable reason for the current

2,050. In addition to this valuable resource, SBB

underdevelopment of lands owned by SBB or

Real Estate owns 5 hectares of land, of which 2

others: the stations are often at the outer edge

hectares are Park and Rail areas, and the rest is

of a built-up area of settlements, and far from

available for further development (SCHOLL ET

the historic town centres. However, assessing

AL., 2016).

the morphology of the settlements reveals

schematic

diagrams

in

Figure

4.18

the necessity of an assessment on the larger
Even with keeping the Park and Rail areas

influence area of the corridor14.

on the surface, avoiding their underground

14 This is part of the recommendation from the
collaborative project 2015-2016 with SBB Real Estate: that
a 300-metre buffer from the station is only to provide an

integration

into

the

new

developments,

exploiting the remaining 3 hectares of land
N

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 4.17: Railway
station Uzwil, as an
example for transboundary
impacts of the railway
station district
Source: Author; adapted
from research project
“Challenges and Chances
for SBB in Small and Midsized Communities”
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Neuenhof

Turgi

Although the question of whether or not

of Thurgau. Considering that Elgg is also run

to activate these lands is one for the local

by non-professional public militia services, as

governments, the more important question is

a result of an interview with the Mayor of the

whether, in case of a general consensus, this

community, it was found that the community had

can feasibly be executed through the existing

not been prepared and is still struggling to cope

policies and instruments.

with the impacts of Park and Rail commuters,
market-driven development at the railway

4.3.3.3 SBB as a Facilitator for the Multi-

station district and adjustment of the Postbus

Modal Functioning of the Station

timetables to the revised train timetable.

One value of national railway companies,

Elgg is a border community, and the situation

especially in federal systems, is the supra

shows the lack of methodical approaches

cantonal impact of the mass commuter and

towards

passenger transport. Yet, this value can cause

collaborations in the areas (Figure 4.20),

unexpected challenges for local government.

even though, due to inadequate planning

As an example, the railway station at Elgg is

competency (militia system), small and mid-

the first western node of the railway corridors

sized communities require such collaboration

entering Canton Zurich, a new ticket zone for

the most. Moreover, in the case of a successful

public transportation.

collaboration, a multi-purpose transportation

inter-level

and

interdisciplinary

hub can potentially be generated.
An improvement in the railway connection and
train timetables has made the station more

A recent SBB initiative attempts to classify

attractive for Park and Rail users from the

the regional stations in order to find those

neighbouring cantons, especially the Canton

most suitable for the strategic project of

overview of the direct vicinity. In order to study the impact
of the railway station a larger distance 1-km to 1.25-km
walking distance should be investigated.

Mobility Hubs aimed at establishing a smart
transportation network, connecting railway
to car-sharing, bike-sharing and, in future,
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autonomous cars. However, the project is

and so on until the horizon of 2050. Besides, the

entirely initiated and carried out by SBB, and

positive impacts of Bahn 2000 were greater on

there is a risk of sectoral decision-making.

some regions than on others, due to prioritisation

Although the planning system currently allows

of the programme or better adaption of regional

such initiatives, a more collaborative approach

transportation to the development projects.

and collective consensus would not only allow

Hence, the embedding of the programme in its

the local government to adjust the formal

planning and implementation processes raises

planning instruments and communicate this

further questions regarding integrated spatial

to the upper-scale governments, but also

and railway development on a regional scale.

correspondingly lead to greater commitment

With regard to these, the situation in different

from communities and canton.

agglomerations

is

analysed,

the

missing

backgrounds or instruments are investigated,

4.4 CONCLUSION: ROSD AS A PRINCIPAL
STRATEGY

and correspondingly answers to the research
questions are proposed. A brief review of the
questions and answers follows:

Of outstanding importance for Swiss transport
policy, implementation of the first stage of Bahn

1.

Would the fragmentation of the policies and

2000 is indeed a success in terms of fulfilling

instruments for long-distance and regional

objectives of transport policies in coordination

transport affect different regions equally? If

with spatial planning requirements. Substantive

not, what makes the difference?

realisation

of

the

integrated

clock-faced

2.

To

what

extent

can

Agglomeration

schedules, comprehensive expansion of the

Programmes bridge the potential absence of

network and modernisation of the railway

the federal state in regional transportation

infrastructure have increased the attractiveness

planning? What makes for a competent

of the railway system, and provided a reliable

collaboration between canton, community

groundwork that Swiss spatial planning refers

and agglomeration?

to as the backbone of settlement development.

3.

Within

an

integrated

settlement

and

transportation, how should the small and
However, due to the long-term perspective of

mid-sized communities prioritise planning

Bahn 2000, FABI will continue to fulfill the several

funds received from the Federal and

unrealised objectives of this programme within

Cantonal Funds?

a framework of several mid-term programmes
including Bahn 2025, Bahn 2030, Bahn 2035,
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Figure 4.19: The railway
station in Elgg, Canton
Zurich
Source: Author
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Figure 4.20: Elgg railway
station at the edge of
Canton Zurich with
potentials as a multimodal hub

Informal planning initiatives, although able to

Therefore,

define meaningful relations between actors of

interdisciplinary nature of the topic, it is clear

different sectors and levels, nevertheless still

that any integrated approach to spatial and

meet with great challenges in terms of the

railway problems or focus points (or, as better

Source: Author; adapted
from research project
“Challenges and Chances
for SBB in Small and Midsized Communities”

legal and administrative frameworks. In such

expressed in German, als die “Schwerpunke”)

conditions, strategic frameworks establish a

must be the subject of an action-oriented

semi-formal cooperation and can address many

collaborative planning approach.

considering

the

complex

and

of the legal and administrative barriers early in
the process, supporting the informal initiative in

The pilot study on regional and inter-regional

fulfilling its objectives.

railway corridors in this chapter reveals the
great potential of an integrated approach

In fact, while informal planning procedures

towards spatial and railway development. As

shape bottom-up and top-down relations,

with the development of cities with a significant

strategic frameworks support interrelation with

concentration around the railway stations in large

different dimensions of the subject of matter, e.g.

urban centres, such as Zurich Hauptbahnhof,

legal, administrative or monetary dimensions.

Oerlikon Station or Basel Station, there can

As discussed earlier in this chapter, integrated

also be successful experiences for integrated

spatial and railway development must adopt a

planning solutions on a regional scale, e.g. most

long-term perspective and proceed to a variety

of the axes in the Canton of Zurich and in the

of actions in a multi-layered contextual setting

Canton of Basel.

of various interests. In decentralised planning
systems, as shown in the case of Switzerland,

As previously noted, the railway network,

the challenge of diverging interests significantly

with the capacity it has in terms of timetable,

increases. Engaging important stakeholders

infrastructure and rolling stock, can influence

who influence − or are influenced by − the

the settlements in three ways. Therefore, it

planning tasks also becomes more challenging,

can support the planning system in its effort to

e.g.

overcome the negative impacts of administrative

the

case

of

small

and

mid-sized

communities in Switzerland. Administrative

boundaries.

boundaries and legal perimeters are also the
subject of integrated spatial and infrastructure

While a passenger railway connection can simply

developments. This topic takes on greater

act as a planning tool, the railway company often

importance when the country is dealing with a

has the ability to take a more active role in an

vast number of privatised enterprises.

interdisciplinary collaborative planning process.
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For instance, in the case of Switzerland, SBB

The entire process is therefore not to be

also owns the most valuable real estate in the

understood as a linear course, but as an iterative

country, with its many land parcels, especially

process. The tools provide multi-dimensionally

those in close vicinity of the railway stations.

qualified inputs for development studies in

As examined in the pilot study in this chapter,

communities and regions: they can be used to

the quantity and quality of such real estate can

guide them and demonstrate the complexity

make a difference in local development of small

of the impacts. However, the guidelines also

and mid-sized communities.

serve as the basis for creative design and
concept processes, and then compare what the

Knowledge of mechanisms of action and

individual designs and concepts mean in the

dependencies leads to paths being outlined as to

overall context. The tools developed can provide

how they can be rebuilt and restructured in the

expert advice on specific questions and tasks

future. Urban landscapes such as the Limmattal

in the planning process. At the same time, one

make it clear that sustainable structures have to

must always be aware of their limitations, their

be discussed at a higher, at least regional, level.

specific strengths and weaknesses.

Sustainable settlement patterns cannot take
the form of precisely calculated and calibrated

In general, the analyses of this section show that

ideal solutions to be pursued through suitably

concretisation in form of a generic framework

designed

Rather,

can make planning processes more complicated,

structured reflection and negotiation processes

packages

of

measures.

and therefore have more reverse impacts on the

are to be organised between researchers,

subject of matter. However, relying on the soft

designers and stakeholders, in which individual

elements of the framework and a continuous

needs, requirements and assessments can be

feedback loop induces actor commitment and

articulated and weighed against one another.

ensures the process is in accordance with the

Instead of a clear solution, they follow the path

general strategies (Figure 4.21). A strategy for

of informed estimation from all relevant sides.

integrated spatial and railway development

The planning process becomes a collective

in small and mid-sized communities should

experiment in a social laboratory that requires

highlight the following points (next page):

constant revision and negotiation.

Source: WILSKE, 2007

STRATEGY
Concentration
distinguishable

Assessment

Continuous
updating

ACTIONS

Overview

REALITY
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Figure 4.21: The sequence
of decision making and
acting including key
elements such as overall
strategy, constant update
of the resource status
and problem-solving
concentration
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Figure 4.22: The
railway station district
in Kaiseraugst, Canton
Aargau; as an example of
underused land in ‘walking
shed’ of the railway stations

• Emphasis on the role and

competition with the neighbouring communities.

relationships of actors

Therefore, the next chapter examines the

• Engagement of multidisciplinary

implication of the principle strategy of ROSD,

actors: several alternatives and

and reflects on questions such as:

Source: author

• Continuous feedback and

options for the same problem
1.

Would the implication of ROSD cause

modification of the instruments

small

and

mid-sized

communities

to

• Collective consensus as the

experience several short-term structural

core of decision-making

interventions? Alternatively, is it possible to

• Self-criticism and self-reform

have a moderate change over a long-term
perspective?

As discussed before, the term strategy originates
from a military background in ancient Greece.

2.

Would

railway-oriented

spatial

In the world of planning, a strategy means a

development necessarily require additional

guideline for action and decision-making . The

infrastructure, e.g. more frequent trains,

Strategic Planning process is indeed a ‘corridor

additional

of thinking’ focusing on a certain theme. This is

Alternatively, are there corridors where

in contrast with the early normative approaches

underused settlement development can

to planning employed in the early twentieth-

optimise the use of railway infrastructure

century, where a master plan would seal the fate

by further orienting towards the stations?

15

tracks

or

platforms,

etc.?

of a city.
The in-depth case study analysis in the
One of the challenges of trans-boundary

next chapter helps to find answers to the

cooperation

abovementioned

between

small

and

mid-

questions.

However,

a

sized communities is that, normally, these

significant question remains: whether or not

communities are self-reliant and may even be in

the results of the case study analysis can be
transferred to other cases or even another

15

Die Richtspur für Handeln und Entscheiden

planning context..
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5 CORRIDOR CONFERENCE FOR A RAILWAY-ORIENTED SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT (ROSD)

Founded on the outcomes of the contextual aspects of the principal strategy of ‘Railway-Oriented Spatial Planning’,
this chapter analyses the thematic, operative and organisational aspects of ROSD. In order to establish a generic
operational scale for this strategy, the discussion begins with a review of the complex planning themes that have high
correlation to the built environment of railway corridors. The results of this review show that the strategy of ROSD is
currently best implemented in very large communities (with a population of over 50,000). Consequently, most of the
uncertainties in development visions, inconsistencies in the laws and implementation barriers occur in small and midsized communities. Meanwhile, besides the existing infrastructure and connections, most of the potential for future
inward development lies in small and mid-sized communities. This initial result shows a lack of planning for functional
regions. In this chapter, a railway ‘corridor’ and its hinterland is considered the most appropriate functional region for
implementing the minimum strategy of ROSD.
The results show taking action or inaction in a corridor depend on a variety of indicators e.g. land ownership, position
of the land parcel in relation to the town centre, frequency and quality of public transport, existence of and accessibility
to local services, and the propensity of the actors towards these issues. Amongst the several open questions raised in
this chapter, the author recognises the complexity of the problem, which is beyond the scope of routine solutions and
so cannot be solved through project-based processes.
Testing the concept of a railway corridor as a planning measure, and highlighting the importance of regional railway
stations for small and mid-sized towns, proves a need for comprehensive land use development that extends beyond
administrative boundaries and to all actors and stakeholders. The priorities and tendencies of different stakeholders
vary in a particular corridor, or even in different sections of the same corridor. Land use management, together with
the actor-network analysis, alongside regional railway corridors, form the core of the concluding discussion of this
chapter.
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5.1 ESTABLISHING THE PRINCIPAL
STRATEGY OF RAILWAY-ORIENTED
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT

addresses the problem of urban sprawl. The
drawbacks are discussed as follows:
5.1.1 Obstacles to Addressing Urban Sprawl

As discussed, the principal strategy of “inward

within the Existing Frameworks

development before outward development” was
established to further control extensive land

5.1.1.1 Incompatible Sectoral Policies for

surface consumption. This was a response to

Local Implementation

the problems caused by increasing sprawl.
After five years of practice, a general review

One of the objectives of the Spatial Planning Act

from ARE shows satisfactory results in terms of

is to stop the wasteful use of soil as a resource

limiting the unnecessary development towards

through settlement development and the

green spaces outside of the built-up areas of

creation of compact settlements (ARE, 2014:

settlements. However, in view of the already

RPG Art. 1, para. 2). In addition to the area of

existing land reserves in many small and mid-

inward development, the adapted articles of

sized communities, this principle only narrowly

the law can be integrated into the other topics

RPG
Article 15 - Building Zone

of dimensioning the building zones (RPG 2016:
Art. 15), the utilisation needs of the economy
and resident population (ARE, 2014: RPG Art.
1 and 3), the implementation instruments such

“The construction zones should meet
the needs of the next 15 years.

as added-value compensation and availability
of building land (ARE, 2014: RPG Articles 5 and

Oversized building zones should be

15a), the preservation and protection of open

reduced. The location and size of the

space (ARE, 2014: RPG Art. 3) and development

construction zones should be coordinated

(ARE, 2014: RPG Art. 19).

across the communal boundaries. Land
can be ‘zoned in’ under certain conditions.

Forming 80% of all communities, small and

The Confederation and cantons develop

mid-sized communities often handle spatial

guidelines for the allocation of land to

planning matters in a ‘militia system’, a form

building zones, namely the calculation of

of local governance by part-time public service

the demand for building zones.”

volunteers. After the revision of the Spatial
Planning Act, the communities were obliged

a. Promoting the availability of

to re-dimension their need for future building

Building land:

zones within the next 5 years. This process was

“Canton and communities are taking

supervised by cantons. The main scale for re-

measures to allocate the building zones

dimensioning the future need of land in most

to their destination, especially land law

cantons was to review the population growth of

measures such as land redistribution. If

the communities within the last 15 years. This

the public interest justifies, the competent

involved a demand-based estimation of the

authority may set a deadline for the

requirements.

construction of a plot of land and order
measures in case of non-compliance.”

A major drawback of demand-based decisionmaking is the disregard for the capacity and

RPG, 2014; translated by the author

potentials of the community in terms of regional,
national and international infrastructure projects.
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Railway Station
Räterschen, Elsau

Figure 5.1: The photo from
the railway station area
of Räterschen, Elsau; an
example of underused
district with good
accessibility to the railway
network

This inconsistency with infrastructure projects

as the zoning-in, zoning-out and re-zoning of

also overlooks the limits and thresholds of the

oversized building zones. However, in trans-

existing and future infrastructure. Therefore,

boundary compromises, the questions of re-

the

normally

zoning or land exchange become a complex

results in further concentration of population

planning task requiring broader knowledge

in already populated regions and shrinkage

of other sectors, such as transportation,

Source: GOOGLE MAPS
(2019)

of population in smaller regions, regardless

economics, and so on.

demand-based

estimation

of their position in the network. This would
provoke development of the mono-functional

Article 15a deals with the better use of land

areas, concentration of most of the population

reserves, up to the possibility of active land

in a few places, further development of natural

policy, i.e. implementation measures for inward

and agricultural land around the large centre,

development.

creation of a few overcrowded railway stations
(and at the same time many underused railway

Some of the implementation instruments1

stations) and therefore prevent the economical

are mentioned as making the building land

use of public transport in the long term.

available2, active land policy3, added value
compensation4, etc.

5.1.1.2 Unrealised Compromise Resolutions
in Trans-boundary Interactions among

The Article also suggests some general

Communities

strategies for better implementation of inward
development such as revitalisation of the town

According to the Swiss Federal Spatial Planning

centre, settlement transformation, compact

Act §2, the federal government, cantons and

settlement

communities are jointly obliged to implement the

in accessible locations. However, this article

provisions of the Spatial Planning Act, and their

leaves the measurement of ‘good accessibility’

own spatial plans have to be coordinated (RPG

to the cantons and communities. Some other

2016). Nevertheless, there are still implementation

strategies are also recommended in order

measures missing that could address regional

to restrict the development in special cases

development, especially in the complex planning

1

Umsetzungsinstrumente

tasks at the communal and cantonal borders.

2

Verfügbarmachen von Bauland

3

Aktive Bodenpolitik

4

Mehrwertausgleich

For example, Article 15 of RPG deals with the

development

and

development

building zone needs of the community as well
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and avoid any possibility of triggering urban
sprawl, such as reduction of the building zone

5.1.2 A Strategic Problem-Oriented planning
Approach

requirements, reduction of the reserve zone,
land exchange between building zones5, building

‘Strategies’ are devices for focusing attention,

outside the construction zone and etc.

and if they come to shape the interventions in
urban areas, they have real, material impacts

5.1.1.3 Overlooking ‘Dormant Lands’ at the

on potentialities afforded by urban areas and

Railway Stations

those with a stake in them (HEALEY, 2007). In
this regard, spatial strategies focus attention on

‘‘Dormant lands’ are vacant areas that have

‘Where’ questions of activities and values. For

access to services and form part of the

example, as Healey explains, it is not the traffic

patchwork of the urban fabric of cities. The so-

congestion in general that is a problem, but

called dormant lands are a major contributing

specifically where this occurs. Consequently,

factor to urban sprawl. Many of these areas are

other questions arise: who is affected, and

also included in density estimates of urban areas

to what extent? Moreover, the inability of the

resulting in significant differences between

housing market to provide affordable housing is

measured and actual density (ROBERT, 2007).

not the problem; rather it is the distribution of
these living opportunities, which might lead to

The following key spatial development challenges

poor accessibility to work opportunities, health

shall be addressed to enable comparison within

services, education or leisure opportunities,

and between town agglomeration areas:

which makes it problematic.

•

Agreeing on strategic locations, e.g. retail

Similarly, there is the issue of the densification

centres, transport hubs, services, etc.

or further development of the agglomeration

Stimulating areas for jobs and housing

areas based on the capacity of the railway

within the metropolitan area, e.g. secondary

infrastructure. The problem is not the low

centres,

coverage of the railway network but rather the

•

station

towns,

strong

(well-

connected) suburbs etc.
•

•
•

•

•

Prioritising

regional

dispersed patterns of settlements. Establishing
infrastructures/

a strategic framework for integrated spatial

amenities and mobility, in relation to land

and railway development involves determining

use and development

the relevant interactions and potential conflicts

Limiting run-through commuting traffic on

in the existing policies and programmes

cantonal roads in built-up areas

in both sectors of spatial development and

Conserving and protecting the environment

transportation. A problem-oriented approach to

and

farmland,

this establishment process provides guidance

and green spaces (landscape, leisure,

resources,

including

towards a better interpretation of the objectives

biodiversity etc.).

of general policies in terms of the growing

Addressing potential imbalances in local

concern in this case of the subject of sprawl in

government finance or competence that are

the agglomeration area. With the support of the

linked to spatial development

strategic framework, a systematic methodology

Involving all relevant actors in the process

is provided for the complex problems of land use

(private sector, public sector and society).

and railway development in functional areas.
Only under such conditions can the strategic

5
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and maxims with which local government can

the catchment area of the station. On the one

initiate suitable planning processes. The main

hand, the railway companies are operators

aim of the strategic framework is to assist the

of the passenger and cargo trains with

trans-boundary collaborations of communities

restricted timetables and capacity limits. On

and cantons in functional regions regardless of

the other hand, as station owners, the railway

diverse planning approaches and methodologies

companies are the key actors when it comes

or financial preferences and limitations.

to the construction of new stations, expanding
platform tracks at a station, or providing new

Depending on the institutional setting of the

routes or tunnels. Most importantly for this

context, the strategic framework of ROSD

research, the railway companies (e.g. SBB,

can be legally binding or not. In the Swiss

BLS, RAI, etc.) are often owners of real estate,

planning system, due to the tradition of informal

which they exploit for various reasons such

planning, there is no obligation for the strategic

as providing pedestrian accessibility, parking

framework to be legally forceful. The cantons

for cars and bicycles, taxi stands and drop-off

and communities might use their interpretation

zones, etc. Parts of this real estate are often

of ROSD policies, strategic principles and

set aside for further development, which due

maxims for solving the problems beyond

to their strategic locations have the potential

or within their administrative boundaries.

for commercial, office or mixed land use

However, in other contexts, this depends on the

development of the area. Unlike in large vibrant

vertical and horizontal interplays of the planning

cities and urban spaces, in towns or rural areas

actors. In cases where there are contradictory

the land possessed by the railway companies is

policies for a specific spatial problem of railway

often not so treasured.

development, the strategic framework must be
a reliable source of information and guidance
through a variety of options that involves the use

» Employing the strategy of Railway-Oriented
Spatial Development or ROSD:

of different instruments.
“Where to take action?”

5.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF ROSD IN
SWITZERLAND: A TAILORED
APPROACH

Action-oriented planning requires a clear
definition of problems and tasks. The ‘third
generation’

planning

approaches

offer

A strategic framework ensuring integrated

methodologies i.e. ‘test-planning’, ‘conferences’

spatial and public transport infrastructure can

or ‘workshops’ to explore the issues and

open up opportunities and limit uncoordinated

assess the current situation. As the product of

actions

agglomerations,

this process, a set of tasks or guidelines are

especially those based on small and mid-sized

in

managing

provided which need to be tested before being

communities. However, the strategic framework

implemented. As explained in the cloud-tree

must involve different actors in collaboration

metaphor in Section 2.3, to test the tasks and

and cooperation to a large degree until it works

assess the alternatives, a collaborative set of

effectively.

tasks is required. The aim of this collaboration
is primarily to place different experts and

Alongside the planning authorities, as multi-

perspectives under the same umbrella, and test

purpose enterprises, railway companies have

the strategic tasks or policies that are produced

a large influence on the development of railway

in the initial procedure. The result of this

stations, and of the built environment within

clarification procedure is a major planning task
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that should be classified based on the following

‘corridor conference’ is recommended, even at

categories: a) routine tasks, i.e. land use plan,

project level. However, due to the relatively rapid

building permissions, etc.; b) project tasks, i.e.

implementation of routine tasks, one should bear

planning for special zones in the zoning plan; c)

in mind that any further collaborative procedure

complex tasks, which can be classified in three

will prolong the implementation. Planning

categories: complex strategic tasks, complex

frameworks are, nevertheless, largely sectoral,

continuing tasks, and complex permanent tasks.

and limited within administrative boundaries:
the problems and tasks in such topics merely

At this stage, the main challenge for planners

make it to the routine category. Moreover, in

would be if the result were a complex task. In

order to be categorised as routine, the tasks in

this case, planners revisit the problems and

multi-disciplinary topics must be clearly defined

task that were initially discussed and evolved

and specifically designed towards discovering

through the first collaborative process within a

the solution. Thus, it is clear that routine tasks

multi-disciplinary setting. After redefinition of

are not the main arena for corridor conferences,

the task mission, a second collaborative design

but can be involved in this process in cases of

is provided to evaluate the possible options

potential complication and conflict.

based on the reality and circumstances. In
contrast with the rational approaches, planners
or decision-makers do not ‘solve’ the problem
but rather ‘approach’ it through achieving

5.3 ASSESSMENT OF THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT AT THE RAILWAY
STATION

a collective consensus of various interests.
Although approaching the complex problems

5.3.1 Density (Population, Employment and

of integrated spatial and railway development

Housing)

is not limited to agglomerations, the main
hypothesis of this study is that focusing on

Considering

the

importance

regional railway development can stimulate

development in Swiss planning policies, the

more compact forms of settlements and relieve

lands attached to the railway nodes, albeit in

the natural and agricultural landscape under

agglomeration areas, are of great importance.

pressure. Additionally, when it comes to complex

The results of interviews with communal

planning tasks, the metropolitan areas and large

governments and officials show that local

urban centres have sufficient resources and

planning authorities are often in favour of

competencies to initiate collaborative processes

further

and hence complement the formal instrument.

stations, and are ‘conceptually’ prepared for

development

towards

of

the

compact

railway

development trade-offs. However, since there
Therefore, the topic of integrated spatial and

is a lack of planning professional competencies

railway development for town agglomerations,

at the communal scale in small and mid-sized

while aiming at regional coherence, must also

communities, there is no direct platform or

seek supportive instruments or bounding

procedure for effective negotiations with large

strategies for small and mid-sized communities.

railway companies such as SBB. There are

Considering the multi-disciplinary nature of

several individual initiatives, normally with

this topic, even project tasks might require

significant support from cantonal offices and

further collaborative procedures or actions.

through official formal or informal cantonal

Therefore, for integrated railway and spatial

instruments. Such initiatives are often a

development, an instrument connecting the

result of conflict management (e.g. planning

influence areas of the railway corridor such as a

for redevelopment at Bassersdorf railway
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station6) or as part of an integrated spatial

be clear, the RPG sets the future limits based

and infrastructure development to minimise

on current land consumption, or that of the last

the

decade, instead of making it more compact and

economic

and

environmental

costs

(Rangierbahnhof Dietikon7).

lowering the limits. This means that the strategy
of the cantonal guiding plan defines specific

To support the cantons with the calculation of

areas as priority zones on which population

the size of building zones, the Federal Office

growth should focus. Expectedly, these areas

for Spatial Development (ARE) differentiates

are already urban because population growth in

between different types of communities in

the past has mostly focused on the urban areas.

terms of urbanisation degree (urban, central,

Especially critical is the continuing expansion of

peripheral,

character

agglomerations as we know them today in the

(industrial, agricultural, etc.) to calculate the

etc.)

and

economic

same way,. Thus, urban sprawl, in any form, is

building land requirement for residential, mixed

likely to continue in the future.

and central zones, etc. Each community type
has different average land area consumption

After all, the law says nothing about the quality

per inhabitant and per employee. The median

of densification. A compact settlement, which

of the so-called building zone stress is taken

above all leads to a more concrete settlement

as a guideline for the calculation of the building

pattern, and leaves a grey everyday life, is neither

zone requirement of a community. It describes

desirable nor supported by the population.

the settlement density of a community type. The

“Density must be worth it”, and there must be

higher this value, the lower the density. For the

added value through densification, for which

calculation of the future building zone needs, the

landowners or users are prepared to invest

building area load must not exceed the Swiss

their time and financial resources (GRAMS,

median value for the corresponding community

2018). This is most likely to be achieved through

type: the median value becomes the limit.

participative,

inter-sectoral

collaboration

among actors in the course of tailored supportive
The major conflict in this calculation is that

planning procedures.

the decisive factor is the median value of land
consumption. This can be taken as a kind of

To avoid further sprawl in Swiss urban areas,

average, as it actually deviates numerically from

Article 18 of RPG also emphasises an indicator

the true average. The median value pictures

that Galster et al (2001) refer as ‘continuity’.

the settlement pattern of the last decades. To

In this context, ‘continuity’ refers to the

6
In response to the heavy traffic congestion in Glattal
highway, and the increase in the number of trains on
the Zurich- Winterthur railway axis (from 500 to 670
trains per day) as well as the prospect of construction
for the Brüttenertunnels, Bassersdorf railway station
is confronted with new concerns regarding the upgrade
and extension of the railway station (BASSERSDORF 2030
ENTWICKLUNGSSTRATEGIE, 2016).

degree to which “developable land has been

7 The current shunting yard between Dietikon and
Spreitenbach, which is the subject for transformation into
office and housing areas with up to 17,000 workplaces
and 15,000 inhabitants, with a new regional station, is
integrated into the planning and implementation of the
Limmattalbahn, the light railway connection alongside the
Limmat Valley.

built upon at urban densities in an unbroken
fashion”. ‘Continuity’ might be misinterpreted
as ‘compactness’, since ‘discontinuity’ triggers
8 §Art. 1 (RPG): [...] In particular, they support the efforts
with spatial planning measures:
a. to protect the natural foundations of life such as soil,
air, water, forest and landscape;
abis. to steer inward settlement development, taking
into account adequate housing quality;
b. to create compact settlements;
bbis. creating and maintaining the spatial conditions for
the economy.” RPG, 2014; translated by the author
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leapfrogging all around the undeveloped lands

development of new centres of commercial or

and results in a patchwork of developed and

work zones in various places competing with

undeveloped tracts. However, continuity can

the historic town centres or conflicting with the

occur at any level of density: the steady outward

local transportation infrastructure (regional

march of low-density development in concentric

buses, roads, parking requirements, etc.)

rings from an urban centre, or a continuous
‘ribbon’ low-density development along major

Dittmar and Poticha (2012) define TOD as a

suburban highways are both recognised as

New Regional Building Block; proposing a

sprawling settlements (GALSTER ET AL., 2001).

performance-based definition of TOD, the
authors define density, transit accessibility and

Following this line of thought, sprawl can occur

pedestrian friendliness as indicators of location

in a continuous fashion in some places and

efficiency. For each type, they recommend a

discontinuously in others, and planners and

land use mix, minimum housing density, housing

decision-makers should be careful in using the

types, scale, level of regional connectivity, transit

two concepts of ‘continuity’ and ‘densification’

modes, and frequencies. To reduce automobile

interchangeably. Besides, the extreme and

dependence, Newman and Kenworthy (2006)

broad-spectrum nature of this law might not

recognise a minimum threshold of 35 residents

direct the settlement development towards a

and jobs per hectare is needed to create an

more efficient use of land surfaces, because it

environment that supports a vibrant mix of

is simply lacking the third dimension (floor area

activities,use of public transport, and walking

density). Moreover, according to the”Akzeptanz

over driving. The report, based on these findings,

der Dichte” survey project (2016) by Canton

suggests that 8,000-19,000 residents and jobs

Zurich, the acceptance of further densification

are needed to create a successful TOD within a

in dense settlement types is higher than in

10-minute ped shed of a transit node. To have a

non-dense settlements. This also shows that

high quality settlement development, the Swiss

the acceptance of densification differs on the

federal office for planning (SCHWEIZERISCHE

basis of settlement types, not spatial categories

EIDGENOSSENSCHAFT,

of the communities. Besides the desirability

the

of further densification, this study also shows

accessibility (also with public transport and non-

that all settlement types would prefer a strong

motorised traffic), low noise and air pollution,

public transport connection. The strong public

good supply of goods and services, green and

transport demand in trade-off with higher

open spaces, high-quality and identity-building

density suggests a transit-oriented development

architecture,

on a regional scale, using the existing railway

structure which promotes social cohesion

infrastructure. However, due to the highly

and offers opportunities for participation in

interlinked impacts of population (space user)

community life. However, some of the indicators

density and public transport demand, there is

mentioned

a limit on densification in agglomeration areas.

depending on the density criteria and the process

The development of land reserves or further

of decision-making and implementation. For

densification of underdeveloped lands requires a

example, good accessibility to public transport

step-by-step adaption of infrastructure capacity

requires a reasonable minimum amount of

and efficiency, especially at the railway stations.

density, which might contradict lower noise or

A similar coordinated approach is required

air pollution, and which, to some extent, might

amongst the communities in the catchment

decrease the quality of green spaces.

area of the railway station to avoid inconsistent
120
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STOP CATEGORIES

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL
ÖV-Güteklasse

Transportation
Mode Group A
Courses
interval

Railway
intersection

Transportation
Mode Group B

Railway Trams, Bus, Post
station Autos, Boats

Transportation
Mode Group C

Distance to the stops
Stop
categories

Funicular

< 300 m 300-500 m 501-750 m

751-1000 m

< 5 Min.

I

I

II

V

I

A

A

B

C

6-9 Min.

I

II

III

V

II

A

B

C

D

10-19 Min.

II

III

IV

V

III

B

C

D

W/O

20-30 Min.

III

IV

V

V

IV

C

D

W/O

W/O

40-60 Min.

IV

V

V

V

V

D

W/O

W/O

W/O

Figure 5.2: Methodology to
measure ‘Public Transport
Accessibility Level’ (PTAL)
in Switzerland
Source: own representation
based on ARE, 2013;

PTAL or similar tools (ÖV-Güteklassen) provides

5.3.2 Accessibility

planners with a general idea of the accessibility
A nationwide data inquiry shows that only

level of a location, it has several pitfalls in cases

around 35% of inhabitants, 36% of housing units

where there are strategic implications. As the

and 52% of workplaces have very good to good

Head of the Cantonal Office for Transportation

accessibility to public transport levels (classes

emphasised in the expert interview (Appendix II),

of A and B) (Figure 5.2). Around two-thirds of

the tool was initially developed to better assign

the population, however, have moderate to weak

the parking requirements for different regions,

accessibility to the public transportation system

and has gradually become the reference tool for

(18% are located outside of any classification).

settlement densification.

However, the concentration of workplaces

Figure 5.3: Overview of
the inhabitants, employees
and housing units based on
accessibility to the public
transport, nationwide
Source: author; data: ARE,
2015

(including all three economic sections) evidently

Disregarding the methodology and results of

shows that enterprises often choose accessible

PTAL, this chapter explores both quantitative

places for their businesses.

and qualitative aspects of local accessibility9 to
railway stations. The main concern, however, is

Nonetheless, these numbers are still very

whether a uniform, feasible methodology can be

generous since the methodology is simplified

driven for implementation in other regions.

due to usability in all regions of the country.
As previously discussed, although the use of
PTAL*

Inhabbitants 2016
Employees 2015
Housing 2016

%
%
%

Class A

1,331,135 16%
1,687,482 33%
752,592 17%

Walking and cycling to the public transport hub

Class C

1,855,769 22%
925,089 17%
1,613,076 19%
923,547 21%
1,002,631 19%
842,420 19%

Class B

9

Class D

2,173,955 26%
925,264 18%
1,086,962 25%
* PTAL: Public Transport
Accessibility Level

Outside of
Accessibility Area
1,515,494 18%
659,233 13%
815,350 18%
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Assessment of Situation:
the Greater Case Study Area
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Figure 5.4:
a) Urban/rural character of
communities in the greater
case study area

Trinational metropolitan
area of Basel

Aareland

Basel-Stadt

b) Population distribution
of the greater case study
area

Basel_Landschaft
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Aargau

c) The existing functional
regions and Action Areas
in the greater case study
area according to Spatial
Concept of Switzerland
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5.4 CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

Considering other regionalisation approaches
mentioned in Section 4.2, these concepts

5.4.1 An Overview of the Case Study Region

have one thing in common: to identify the vast
growing metropolitan regions as the hotspots

The focus area in this section is on two of these

of development in Switzerland. In this relatively

four major hot spots at national level: the

small country, where only about one third of

metropolitan regions of Zurich, from the Swiss

the land is inhabitable, one square metre of

Plateau, and Basel, from the Jura region (Figure

land per second is being built on. Under such

5.4a).

conditions, the priority is to densify and reuse
the land reserves and the currently available

The two metropolitan areas of Zurich and Basel

inner-city potentials rather than constructing

and the settlement outskirts between them

new settlements.

encompass around 2.9 million inhabitants,
which means one third of the population

The processes of densification, brownfield

of Switzerland live in this district. With the

development or refilling of reserve spaces have

exception of the two metropolitan centres of

been implemented in the larger cities. In fact,

Zurich and Basel, and the Aarau-Olten corridor,

this has been accepted as a reasonable, positive

most of the communities are categorised

reaction to the socioeconomic challenges, and

as rural and peripheral communities by the

has been practiced in different methodologies

Federal Office for Statistics (5.4b). Noticeably

such

the population resides more in the urban area

However, foregoing the quality of space over the

of Zurich, the Zurich-Baden-Olten corridor, and

socioeconomic advantages of densification in

the urban area of Basel and Solothurn (Figure

small and mid-sized towns is of major concern

5.4c). In the main, the specific topography has

for such communities.

as

revitalisation

or

gentrification.

resulted in a two-pole settlement structure.
Many small communities are located between

An assessment of the current situation shows

two dense agglomeration cores.

several agglomeration programmes are already
established in the greater case study area,

The Functional Regions of the case study area are

although there are still many small and mid-

defined in Switzerland’s Spatial Concept despite

sized communities that do not belong to any

having no clear delimitation. The boundary is

programme. In some cases, e.g. the Brugg-

where the influence of the centre is volatilised

Birr-Lenzburg

or competes with an adjacent centre. The most

programmes

widely used criteria for the determination of the

overlooked the small and mid-sized communities

functional regions after economic development

in between important regional centres (Figure

vision are traffic flows and commuting pattern.

5.4c).

corridor,
of

three

the

agglomeration

generations

have

Therefore, accessibility to the rail and road
network, travel time and connections to the

“Spatial

planning

requirements

and

large economic centres indirectly influence

regulations are increasing. As a company

the demarcation of functional regions. Figure

close to the federal state, we are confronted

5.4c shows the existing functional regions, the

with extensive standards concerning the

interrelation between different urban cores, and

environment, safety, monument protection

their catchment areas.

or regional concerns, which are cost-driving.
We have stricter requirements than private
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Housing demand until 2030 and 2045 in the case study cantons
Chart a.

Permanent resident population by Cantons according to the reference scenario AR-00-2015, 2015-2045

Table a.
Total No. of Households1

Switzerland

2017

(in tousands)

Growth

%

3’725.8

853.8

23%

Zurich

671.1

Basel-Stadt

96.8

Basel-Landschaft
Aargau

126.5
288.1

163.6
7.7
15.6
83.0

24%
8%
12%
29%

Estimated no. of households & required
floor area - 20452

Estimated no. of households & required
floor area - 20302*
1-person

2-person

≥3-person

Total**
Net (ha) Gross (ha)

1-person

2-person

≥3-person

216

192.9

96

505

404.6

321.4

127.7

1’081 ha

1’115 ha

769 ha

3’007 ha 4’210 ha

2’023 ha

1’929 ha

1’158 ha

37.6

36.7

23.8

98.1

70.9

61.2

31.7

187.9

220.3

190.2

354.5

367.2

253.6

1.9

1.8

0.9

3.5

3

1.2

9.3

10.8

7.2

4.2
23.6

3.4
20.5

0.7
5.4

19.3

19.7

10.3

96.5

118.4

82.2

598.4

837.7
4.6

27.3

38.2

17.5

18

96

69.3

8.9
44.5

5.7
34.2

0.9
7.2

36.4

32.9

13.7

182

197.4

109.6

8.8
49.5
49.3
297.1

415.9

Total**
Net (ha)

Gross (ha)

853.8
4’974 ha

6’963 ha

163.6
975.3

1,364
7.7

45.1

63.1
15.6

85.9

120
83

489

684.6

1 The estimated growth for the number of household is based on the “reference scenarion” of the National Office for Statistics (BFS)
2 Required net floor area is calculated based on average floor area for each household category (average in Switzerland)

* The numbers for the year 2030 was calculated by the author according to the growth rate for each household category
** The estimated demand for the land here refers to the gross floor area. To convert this number to the surface land, one might consider multiplying this number to the construction degree coefficient.

Chart b.

Table b.
23% increase
2017-2045
31%
59%

up to
2030

26%
11%

1-Person-household
2-Person-household
3-Person-household or more

Figure 5.5: Housing demand until 2030 and 2045 in the case study cantons
Source: author; data: BFS, 2017
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Number of additional
households up to 2030

Growth until 2030
based on
2017-2045

1-person

216,179

53%

2-person

192,897

60%

Type of
households

Switzerland

≥3-person

96,073

75%

Total

505,149

59%
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actors, who are potential competitors, in terms

Considering the priorities and concentration of

of data protection. On an international scale,

railway companies such as SBB, an urgent need

the harmonisation of technical regulations at

to initiate collaborative approaches is evident.

European level acts as a cost driver. This also

Between the 1980s and the 2010s, many Swiss

inhibits the speed of innovation. The EU is

regions were confronted with sprawl and its

exerting pressure to bring more competition

consequences. In the early 2010s, the main

to the railway sector. Railways, however, are

question was whether there were enough

increasingly required to join forces in order

land reserves for future population growth.

to survive against the increasing inter-modal

Between 2014 and 2019, the minimum strategy

competition.”

of

STRATEGY 2020: SBB AG, 2017a; page 3,

development” was put into legal force to avoid

translated from German by the author

further sprawl, while existing land reserves are

“inward

development

before

outward

capable of accommodating population growth
Mobility patterns play a significant role in

until 2030.

activating the land reserves. Since mobility is
part of everyday life, people choose to live in a

Figure 5.5 shows the population growth and

location that is as close to – or as convenient

the floor area as well as the land requirement

to commute to – their work place as possible.

for the increase in households. First place

This has a great impact, especially on small

goes to Canton Zurich, with around 98,000

and mid-sized communities, where the modal

more households by 2030, followed by Canton

split is not in favour of public transport. Yet

Aargau, with around 49,000, and Baselland,

impacts of having class A accessibility to the

with around 8,000 (twice as many as Canton

public transport network in small and mid-

Basel Stadt). In the following section, a data

sized communities stimulate development

inquiry into the existing land reserves for the

beyond the administrative borders. Considering

three above-mentioned cantons is conducted

the scale of the issue, although such problems

to ensure that further development can occur

are not top priority for cantonal and regional

within the existing land reserves.

authorities, they should not be left in the hands
of a single community; rather, they are a task

The next steps concern the thematic aspects

for inter-regional level intervention.

of densification. One of these addresses
the level of accessibility to public transport,

According to SBB strategies for 2020, the

especially to railway stations, these being the

short-term focus of the company is mainly on

main public transport mode for commuters.

three features of the railways today (STRATEGY

Consequently, an evaluation is made in terms

2020: SBB AG, 2017a):

of capacity increase (track expansion, station
development or increasing the seat capacity

•
•

•

Large

transport

capacity

in

small

of the trains) and the expected increase in

communities of the metropolitan regions

inhabitants, potential users of the railways. The

High efficiency, without congestion, over

aim is to examine whether or not the existing

long distances, with large volumes and

infrastructure would adequately serve the

regular traffic

future population growth before planning for

Backbone of public transport and logistics

further infrastructure development.
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Walking stages from and to the public transport stops (in%)
Canton Aargau
1 - 2 km
7.2%
über
1 bis 2 km

Switzerland

> 2 km
1.8%

1 - 2 km
über6.2%
1 bis 2 km
6.2%

mehr als 2 km
1.8%

7.2%

0.5 - 1 km
22.3%
über 0.5 bis 1 km
22.3%

> 2 km
2.6%

mehr als 2 km
2.6%

0.5 - 1 km
19.6%

über 0.5 bis 1 km
19.6%

< 0.3 km
47.8%

< 0.3 km
49.4%

bis 0.3 km
47.8%

0.3 - 0.5
km
über 0.3
bis 0.5
km
21.0%
21.0%

0.3 -über
0.50.3km
bis 0.5
km
22.2%
22.2%
the land reserves within 1km walking distance

5.4.2 Methodological Approach

(or 12-15 minutes’ walking time) have relatively
The methodology distinguishes between walking

good potential for further densification.

shed (or as commonly used in TOD literature:
‘Ped Shed’) to a 300m-radius isochronic distance

Evidently, in Switzerland, around 50% of the

from the railway station and the ‘service area’

stages walked to and from a public transport

of 1km radius isochronic distance from the

stop are within 300 metres of the stop, with only

railway station (Figure 5.7). The term ‘in direct

around 9% of the stages being when the public

vicinity’ of the railway station that might be used

transport stop is further than 1 kilometre from

interchangeably with the walking shed refers to

the origin or destination (Figure 5.6). The data

the same perimeter.

from the ‘microsensus study’ shows very similar

Figure 5.6: Distribution
of stages by foot from and
to the public transport
stops in canton Argau and
Switzerland
Source: Canton Aargau
(2013); translated by the
author

results in travel behaviour for Canton Aargau.
Depending on the purpose and focus of the

Hence, the analysis suggests that developing the

analysis, one form of the above-mentioned

existing land reserves or further densification in

areas is applied. However, for calculations of

the built up area within these ‘effective walking

land and floor area reserves, the ‘service area’

distances’ (300 metre to 1km) is compatible with

is the dominant scale: with good accessibility

the travel behaviour and potentially increases

for non-motorised modes of transportation,

the modal split share of walking.
railways

Catchment area
1-km radius

Walking shed
300-m isochronic
distance

road network

Service area
1-km isochronic distance
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Figure 5.7: Example of the
terms ‘catchment area\,
‘service area’ and ‘walking
shed’
Source: author
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LEGEND
In housing and mixed zones:
Land reserves outside of SA*
Land reserves within SA*
Floor area potential outside of SA*
Floor area potential within SA*
Railway station
Folde

FCO

Land parcels owned by SBB Real Estate
1-km buffer
1-km walking distance (Service Area)
Railroad - secondary lines
Railroad - main lines

Figure 5.8: The isochronic
walking distance from the
railway station in 300m,
500m,750m, and 1km;
position of land reserves
and comparison with the
PTAL classes
Source: author

Therefore, in this dissertation, the distances of

generate the following scenarios in most areas

300 metres for ‘walking shed’ and 1 kilometre

of the case study (Figure 5.9):

for ‘service area’ are tailored to the case
studies in Switzerland. Of course, local travel

Scenario 1: to concentrate the transportation

behaviour studies and data can be helpful

on the main hubs, since regional railways are

in defining more accurate distances in other

expensive and not beneficial; this scenario

contexts.

generates underused infrastructure in the long
term.

As shown in Figure 5.8, the methodology
differentiates between land reserves and

Scenario 2: to emphasise the principal strategy

densification potentials within 1km walking

of

distance of the railway station and land

development” regardless of the settlement’s

reserves and densification potentials outside

structure on a regional scale; soon this trend

of this service area. The reason for this is to

results in leapfrog pattern sprawl (GALSTER ET

enable the construction of scenarios where

AL, 2001) and requires further infrastructure.

“inward

development

before

outward

Figure 5.9: Three generic
strategies for integrated
spatial and railway
development in small and
mid-sized communities

a proper density is assigned, and adequate

There are currently two tendencies exhibited by

and floor area potentials oriented towards the

Source: author

cantons and transportation companies, which

railway stations.

planning measures are provided.

Hence, in this chapter, a third scenario is
examined, based on the existing land reserves

Three Generic Strategies for Integrated Spatial and Railway Development:
in small and mid-sized communities
(1) Concentration only
on the main hubs

Underused infrastructure
and low-impact

(2) General principles (not tailored)
based on the situation

Externalities caused by sprwal:
need for infrastructure expansion

(3) Targeted densification according to
the existing and future infrastructure

Compact settlements of land reserves
for structural and infrastructural expansion
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Figure 5.10: The amount
of land reserves within
and outside of the service
area of railway stations in
a) Canton Zurich, b) Canton
Basel Land and c) Canton
Aargau
Source: author; data:
CANTON ZURICH (2015),
RAUM+ BASEL LAND
(2018), CANTON AARGAU
(2015) see appendix II
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According to the abovementioned methodology,

land reserves. Additionally, intensive interviews

an initial estimation of land reserve availability

are undertaken to identify the potentials and

within and outside 1km walking distance from

possibilities for further development (whether

any railway station was undertaken for three

the owner is willing to develop the land or not;

Cantons of Zurich, Aargau and Basel Landschaft

if the investor is available, etc.). Canton Zurich

(Figure 5.10). A comparison between the

and Aargau have developed their particular

distribution of land reserves shows the existing

measuring system for the quantitative and

land reserves in Cantons of Zurich and Basel

qualitative analysis of land reserves. Besides

Landschaft are mostly accumulated either in

the type of measurement, the main difference

large centres (Winterthur or Zurich) or alongside

between Raum data and Cantonal data in these

the railway corridors (Liestal, Sissach). The

case studies is the identification of the inward

results for Canton Aargau exhibit a slight

development, small building parcels (below 200

difference from the other two Cantons. The

m2) and outward development.

distribution of land reserves across the Canton

Source: author; data:
CANTON ZURICH (2015),
RAUM+ BASEL LAND
(2018), CANTON AARGAU
(2015) see appendix II

Disregarding

the three Cantons use different methodologies to

methodologies of the three Cantons, all three

calculate their land reserves, and consequently

exploratory analyses show that the existing

further investigation is required to identify these

land reserves in the service areas10 are capable

land reserves if heterogeneous settlement

of accommodating the population increase

development is to be avoided in future.

forecast for the Cantons (see Figure 5.5) at least

the

different

measurement

until 2030. A crucial question here is identifying
To facilitate this analysis, the Cantons were

the main barriers to activating these lands.

asked to provide relevant data on the original

One possible reason for this issue could be that

land reserves. Amongst the three case studies,

most of these land reserves are located around

Canton Basel Landschaft uses the Raum

railway stations that are unattractive for various

platform initiated and managed by the Institute

reasons (less frequent corridor, few stops at the

of Spatial and Landscape Development (IRL)

station, far from the centre, etc.).

at ETH Zurich. Raum methodology normally

10 Within the 1-km walking distance of the railway
stations

uses aerial photos to upgrade the borders of

x 10000

Figure 5.11. Comparison
of the land requirement
of Canton Aargau to the
existing land reserves and
floor area potentials within
the service area of the
railway stations

follows a more heterogeneous pattern. However,

3000

2500

Land reserves outside of 1-km SA

2000

Land reserves within 1-km SA

1500

Land requirement until 2030
1000

*SA: Service Area
500

0
Canton Zurich

Canton Aargau

Canton Basel
Landschaft
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Nonetheless, the availability of land reserves

especially for people with limited means, it is

in the service areas in small and mid-sized

also hugely challenging for the communities

communities is evident. Due to new technological

to keep the settlements compact.

milestones, the definition of public transport
is subject to rapid change. The emergence of

5.4.3 In-Depth Case Study Analyses

autonomous cars (regardless of the level of
automatisation) can allow accessibility to a vast

To test a tailored, problem-oriented approach

range of formerly inaccessible areas.

on the corridor scale, an in-depth case study is

Figure 5.12: Accessibility
change in a scenario
when the local transport
engages autonomous car
sharing in Switzerland
Source: AXHAUSEN, K.W.
(2017)

conducted. According to ARE estimates, there
scenario

are several corridors that will experience

wherein the change in accessibility is clearly

an increase of more than 70% in passenger

shown in the cases where autonomous

volume over a 30-year period until 2040. Most

public vehicles or car sharing are commonly

of these are in the Swiss Central Plateau in

used (Figure 5.12). In this simulation, it is

the agglomerations of St. Gallen, Lenzburg,

evident that most change will occur in rural

Lucerne, Fribourg and Lausanne (Figure

areas and in small and mid-sized community

5.13). In the greater case study area of this

accessibility. In as much as it is beneficial,

dissertation, the Stein Säckingen-Rheinfelden,

Axhausen

(2017)

stimulated

a

Development of passenger transport by rail between 2010 and 2040
Percentage change 2010 - 2040

< 40%
_

<
_ 70%
> 70%
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© ARE

Figure 5.13: Passenger
transport by rail: change
of demand between 2010
- 2040
Source: ARE, 2018;
translated by the author
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0

Figure 5.14: Capacity
overload of the passenger
trains in the greater case
study area by 2030
Source: BAV, 2014; crafted
for the case study region by
the author
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Brugg-Lenzburg, Schaffhausen-Zurich and

Closely looking at the sprawl in these areas,

Lenzburg-Aarau corridors expect the greatest

the case studies are chosen for their potential

increase in rail passengers.

for development and future impacts on the
settlement, as well as the rail corridor reserves.

Moreover, an analysis by BAV shows the

By studying these three case studies, the

capacity of the trains (including seating and

different approaches of the three cantons of

standing capacities) divided by the connection

Zurich, Aargau and Basel Landschaft are also

type (regional and long distance) (Figure 5.14).

analysed in detail.

This map is especially useful in identifying
corridors where there is a need to distribute

The following three corridors will be discussed

the pressure and release the corridor.

in-depth:

Considering these two maps together with

» Canton Basel Landschaft

the above-mentioned land reserve figures
Figure 5.15: Positions of
in-depth in the regional
railway network in the
greater case study area
Source: author

(Figure 5.10), the in-depth case studies include
three

corridors:

1. The Pratteln-Liestal-Sissach Corridor
» Canton Zurich

Pratteln-Liestal-Sissach,

Winterthur-Bülach and Brugg-Birr-Lenzburg

2. The Winterthur-Bülach Corridor
» Canton Aargau

(Figure 5.15).

3. The Brugg-Birr-Lenzburg Corridor
Towards Singen, DE

Schaffhausen
Freiburg, DE

Basel-Landschaft
Stein-Saeckingen

Brugg AG

Mulhouse, FR

Basel SBB

Liestal

Delémont

Frauenfeld

Buelach

Weinfelden

Lenzburg
Wohlen AG
Zofingen

Wil (SG)

St.Gallen (SG)

Rorschach (SG)

Towards St.Gallen

Effretikon

Zurich HB
Thalwil
Wadenswil
Pfaeffikon

In-depth case studies

Wetzikon

Lucerne

Zug

Main IC and IR railroads
Secondary railroads*

Rueti ZH
Rapperswil (SG)
Glarus

Bern

Romanshorn

Dietikon

Solothurn
Towards Bern

Sulgen
Gossau (SG)

Oberglatt

ZH Oerlikon

Canton Aargau
Olten Aarau
Oensingen

Winterthur

Turgi
Baden

Sisstal

Kreuzlingen

Eglisau Canton Zurich

Koblenz

Basel Bad bf Pratteln

Neuhausen Etzwilen

Continuation of the corridor
*Very short intraregional links
are excluded from this diagram
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5.4.3.1 The Pratteln-Liestal-Sissach Corridor

The agglomeration of Liestal accommodates
a population of around 70,000. At present, the

Due

to

its

central

position

in

Europe,

corridor has the capacity for 9 long-distance

Switzerland faces territorial challenges that

trains, 6 regional trains, and 14 freight trains

do not recognise borders, and hence has a

per hour in each direction. These correspond

great interest in finding cooperative ways

to the maximum volume of the respective

to approach common problems with other

sections, and fewer routes can be secured with

countries. The State Secretariat for Economic

the existing timetables and number of tracks.

Affairs (SECO) is the permanent contact for

From a comparison of the situation of the Liestal

the overall implementation of INTERREG

railway station to that of Schlieren, with 13,000

policies within the context of New Regional

passengers per day and 6 platforms, it is quite

Policy (NPR).

clear that the former requires redevelopment.
Because of the importance of the connection to

Considering the high passenger and freight

Basel, the federal government, in collaboration

flow in the north-south direction, the Basel-

with two Cantons of Basel, plans to increase the

Olten corridor faces many capacity challenges

capacity of the Basel-Liestal corridor by 2025.

and bottlenecks. Liestal railway station, which

The solution includes increasing the frequency

connects two axes from Basel, one directly

of train stops to a quarter-hourly rate, as well as

via the Adler Tunnel and the other one via

the extension of the Liestal railway station. The

Muttenz and Pratteln, is one of the hot spots

federal government is investing CHF 1 billion to

of this corridor. The station currently has

enable this capacity increase, of which around

three platform-tracks, which are already

half a million is being invested in the extension

hampered by the transit and stopping trains.

of the Liestal railway station. By 2025, an

The community of Liestal, with a population

additional platform will have been added to the

verging on that of mid-sized and large

existing three platforms at the Liestal railway

communities (around 14,000 in 2017), serves

station. Moreover, the S-Bahn Basel-Liestal

20,100 passengers per working day (17,200

connection will be up to a quarter of an hour

per day including the weekend, excluding

faster by 2025.

traffic load of WB: Waldenburgerbahn) (2016
SBB data, Appendix I), and this rate is expected

Recognition not only as a national and regional

to increase.

actor but also as an important local stakeholder
is not unfamiliar to communal planners and

Initial exploratory data analysis reveals 23%

authorities, but collaborating on small-scale

of the population of Canton Baselland is living

projects is a challenge especially for small and

in the communities connected via the main

mid-sized communities. Such projects might

corridor of Basel-Olten. This area is also

be essential for communal and cross-border

recognised as the regional centre in the third

communal developments; however, with large-

generation of the Agglomeration Programme

scale projects to manage, the national railway

of the metropolitan area of Basel (from Basel

company might consider them minor and

to Liestal in a consistent linear fashion, and at

unimportant.

Sissach and Gelterkinden in nucleus forms).
As a regional centre area also connected to

In the case of the metropolitan area of Basel,

the most important body of public transport

the core city and cross-border connections,

infrastructure at cantonal level, the Ergolz

especially to the airport, are amongst the priority

Valley features a population distribution and

projects. This includes the proposed Herzstück-

housing density that reflects a scattered

Basel project, to be completed by 2030, and the

pattern of low-density settlements.

redevelopment of the Basel railway station.
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Figure 5.16: Network
Concept for the railway
infrastructure expansion
STEP 2025
Source: Author, based on
BAV, 2017; data: SBB, 2016

However,

the

connections

at

increase
the

in

capacity

metropolitan

and

centre

two branches of Ergolztal and Rheintal develop
(in terms of public transport requirements?

requires ‘second-tier’ regional stations to
support the passenger flow of the region

While there are legal mandates from the

in order to avoid overcrowded nodes and

Federal Office for SBB to contribute to

bottlenecks. Estimates of the demand in

cantonal and communal spatial development

2030, based on the scenarios of 2025, show a

around the railway station, the planning

growing demand not only on the Ergolztal axes

instruments and initiatives appear to be

to Liestal railway station, but also between

insufficient, i.e. generalised and non-specific

Liestal and Sissach. Although the emphasis

in details or direction. Cantons, with the help of

of STEP 2025 is more on development of the

Agglomeration Programmes, are the main lever

Basel-Liestal connection, especially via the

to endorsing such collaborations. However, the

Adler Tunnel, STEP 2030 concentrates on the

topics taken into consideration for the cantonal

regional scale around the Canton’s capital.

guiding plans or Agglomeration Programmes

Figure 7 illustrates further capacity demand

lack an in-depth interdisciplinary and problem-

along the axis of Liestal-Sissach. Similarly,

oriented approach, which signifies the necessity

the Rheintal branch of the metropolitan area

of collaborative supportive planning processes

toward Rehinfelden faces higher demand

beyond communal borders, concentrating in an

between 2025 and 2030. The two main

in-depth spatial integration of the settlement

questions here are 1) As a centre, would the

and railway development.

function or rank of the Liestal railway station
change in the network? and 2) How would the

An initial data analysis of the building zone and

small and mid-sized settlements between the

land reserve availability in the larger influential
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LEGEND
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10

area of the Ergolztal corridor shows that a

unlikely to occur; however, a high threshold

significant amount of land reserve is available

means greater manoeuvrability for densification

within walking distance of the railway (Figure

around the railway stations. A modal split share

8). Yet the amount of land reserves in the

of minimum 20% for railways is expected by

peripheral areas further out is considerable.

densifying the area within 1km walking distance

Figure 8 shows land reserves are better located

of the railway stations. Assured by the capacity

in industrial and work zones, as they are

of the regional railways in the Ergoltzal-Liestal11,

within 10-15 minutes’ walking distance from a

corridor, this goal can be achieved even without

railway station. Regardless of the rank of the

activating floor area densification.

station in the railway network, the high level
of accessibility to industries or work zones

5.4.3.2 The Winterthur-Bülach Corridor

increases the chances of development.
Canton Zurich, with more urban characteristics,
According to the schedule reference concept

is a very different case. The capacity of the

of BAV (2014), there is a predicted increase

Bülach-Winterthur corridor will need to double

in railway passenger demand to the amount

in size by 2030, due to the doubling of train

of 11,000 more daily trips by 2030 (reference

frequencies. This increase in capacity is not

scenario on the basis of 2012). Considering the

due to the settlement structure and demand

current population diagnosis in Canton Basel

of the population, but rather the impact

Landschaft, this amount means a threshold of

of larger regional development. Since the

more than 34% of railway share in the modal

11 Meaning that there is no further need for expansion of
the infrastructure other than that already planned or under
construction, should ROSD strategy be implemented.

split. This is a relatively high number, very
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Figure 5.17: Distribution of
land reserves in Corridor
Liestal and Ergolztal,
Canton Basel Land
Source: author; data:
RAUM+
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Figure 5.18: Distribution of
land reserves in Corridor
Buelach-Winterthur,
Canton Zurich
Source: author; data:
CANTON ZURICH

Bülach-Winterthur corridor is heavily used, the

cohesive

plan is to distribute the flow to other corridors,

reserve situation in the third case study (Brugg-

and

to

new

tunnels

(Brüttener

regional

development.

The

land

Tunnel).

Lenzburg) is similar: despite good accessibility

Nevertheless, a great amount of land reserves is

to the railway network, settlement structure

available in this corridor that can be the subject

has grown oriented towards the highways and

of further densification around the railway

cantonal roads.

stations. High availability of the land reserves
does not oblige strict floor area densification,

In spite of the significant amount of land

but rather qualitative realisation of the available

reserves,

land reserves.

oriented spatial development lies in this

a

great

potential

for

railway-

corridor. However, because of the low degree

Figure 5.19: Distribution of
land reserves in Corridor
Brugg-Lenzburg, Canton
Aargau
Source: author; Data:
CANTON AARGAU, 2015

Another specific characteristic of this corridor

of development in most areas, a more detailed

is the car-oriented settlements with good

investigation regarding the floor area ratio in

accessibility to Kloten Airport, Zurich Oerlikon

these areas is required. Moreover, the initial

and downtown Zurich. Hence, towns in this area

data inquiry shows that industrial land reserves

follow a linear structure alongside the highways.

are located closer to the railway stations than

A railway-oriented spatial development strategy

other kinds. Due to the large size of these

can reveal the potentials of this corridor and

parcels, a careful revision of land use must be

direct the communities towards long-term

considered.

LEGEND
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Lenzburg

Highway
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Land reserves within the 1-km
service area of the railway station
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N
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5.4.3.3 The Brugg-Birr-Lenzburg Corridor

the west and travel times are being reduced.
All restrictions on freight traffic during the rush

Brugg-Lenzburg is mainly a freight corridor.

hour of passenger traffic between Limmattal

However, the initial proposition in this section

marshalling yard and Olten are lifted. Also on

is that it has the potential to connect small and

the Zofingen-Lenzburg route, restriction in the

mid-sized communities using regional trains.

route availability of freight transport is being

The future development between Zurich and

resolved.

large cities in the west (Basel, Olten and Bern)
will greatly influence the structure of the towns

The results clearly show that the existing

in the Brugg-Lenzburg corridor, for instance the

amount of land reserves alone is not adequate

high risk of increasing use of individual vehicles

for the future population growth under the

(whether autonomous or not) to reach the

current assigned FAR (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

large railway hubs, and therefore greater loads

Before addressing the potentials of floor area in

imposed on highways and cantonal roads. The

the built stocks, there are strategies to improve

following measures are yet to be approved for

the development and use of land reserves

the greater area of study:

and subsequently to avoid further green field
development for a mid-term prospect of 10-25

» STEP AS +2030/35:

years:

STEP AS 2030 and 2035 have considered funds

1. Densification at the service area of the

only for preparation of the proposals for this

railway stations:

region. Some of the projects that Canton Aargau
is preparing to propose for the future STEPs are
discussed below.

» 1.a: Increasing the Floor Area Ration:
To increase FAR for the land reserves in the
service area of the stations

Module G40, direct connection Aarau-Zurich: In
long-haul transport, the service is condensed
and systematised:

» 1.b: Mixed use obligation for large office areas:
To assign mixed use (including housing) to
the large reserves in the immediate service

•

IC Bern-Zurich: every 15’

•

Bern-Olten-Aarau-Zürich: every 30’

•

IC Biel-Zurich via NBS: every 30’

•

Biel-Olten via Stammstrecke: every 60’

To exchange outer development (potential

•

IC Basel-Zurich: every 30’

green field development) from the remote

•

IR Basel-Aarau-Zurich: every 30’

areas to the railway station service area in

•

Bern-Olten (service via regular route): every 30’

order to rationalise a higher FAR, and hence

•

Olten-Brugg-Zürich: every 30’

a denser development.

•

Basel-Brugg-Zürich: every 30’

area of the railway stations
» 1.c: Land exchange:

In regional traffic, there are also densifications

» 1.d: Activation of the floor area potentials of

and systematisations. In particular, quarter-

already built stocks (incentives, strict renovation

hourly service is being consolidated between

policies, etc.).

Aarau and Wohlen, and half-hourly service

For instance, in the case of the Brugg-

has been introduced between Muri and Zurich.

Lenzburg corridor, only within the service area

In freight traffic, additional routes are being

of the railway station is there potential for an

created by the Limmattal marshalling yard to

additional 100-hectare floor area according
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Corridor Brugg-Lenzburg:
existing situation of the railway stations

Brugg AG
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger fre : ’
Platforms: 5
P&R: 80
Headways: 6.7 minute
SBB Immo: E1

u
•
•
•
•
•

g

Passenger freq.: 290
Platforms: 2
P&R: 10
Headways: 44 minute
SBB Immo: E2

Birr

•
•
•
•
•

Passenger freq.: 720
Platforms: 2
P&R: 34
Headways: 44 minute
SBB Immo: E2

Mägenwil
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger fre : ’
Platforms: 2
P&R: 22
Headways: 50 minute
SBB Immo: E1

Othmarsingen
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger fre : ’
Platforms: 4
P&R: 32
Headways: 23 minute
SBB Immo: E1

Lenzburg
•
•
•
•
•

N
0

1

2

3

Passenger fre : ’
Platforms: 6
P&R: 264
Headways: 5.7 minute
SBB Immo: E1

4
Kilometers

LEGEND
•
•
•
•
•

Passenger freq.: the number of passengre arriving and departing from the station per day
Platforms: the number of platforms
P&R: short for Park and Rail, the number of parking spaces belonging to the railway system
Headways: time slot between stops of two trains
SBB Immo*: short for SBB Immobilien, the real estate section at the Swiss Railways. The factor
indicated typology of stations by SBB Immobilien

Figure 5.20: Corridor Brugg-Lenzburg and the future railway development potentials and measures
Source: author; Data: CANTON AARGAU, 2015
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Corridor Brugg-Lenzburg:
reserves and floor area potentials only within residential zones

SC1-1

SC1-2

SC1-3
SC1-4

LEGEND
Housing and mixed use zones:
Within SA of the railway station
Land reserves
Floor area potential
Outside of SA of the railway station
Land reserves

SC1-5

Floor area potential
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Figure 5.21: Land reserves for housing and workplace in corridor Brugg-Lenzburg
Source: author; Data: CANTON AARGAU, 2015
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Community

Area
[sqm]

FA
Land Reserves
[sqm]

4095

Brugg

13993

8523

4123

Windisch

9510

4377

Corridor Community
section number

CS1-1

12900
CS1-3

CS1-4

CS1-5

4104

Lupfig

13916

8349
8349

Calculation range
Internal deduction

4205

Othmarsingen

16151

8875

Floor area reserves in
undeveloped land parcels

4032

Maegenwil

99800

36672

Living area per capita [sqm]

45547

Capacity for additional
inhabitants

4201

Lenzburg

27864

19013

4204

Niederlenz

15441

8084

4210

Staufen

32584

18509

Minimum

Maximum

0.75

0.85

84,302

95,542

50

40

1,686

2,389

45606

Total
Table 5.1: Calculation
of capacity based on
FAR of land reserves for
additional inhabitants
Source: author; data:
CANTON AARGAU, 2015

112,403

to the building law (Table 5.2). This amount

Although further distances from a railway

can accommodate between 16,000 to 25,000

station increase the possibility of using

additional inhabitants (Appendix VI). Since the

motorised modes of transportation, they are

built up areas in small and mid-sized cities are

more likely to provide other modes of public

often underused, activating these floor areas in

transport on the road when the settlement is

the immediate service area of stations is one

developed in a compact manner. In principle,

of the most important tasks of spatial planning

however, increasing the density of inward

to promote compact development and support

development has the advantages of sealing

rail-based public transport.

less floor space per capita and reducing
per capita energy consumption, especially

Table 5.2: Calculation of
capacity based on FAR of
densification potential for
additional inhabitants
Source: author; data:
CANTON AARGAU, 2015

Corridor
section

CS1-1

CS1-3

CS1-4

CS1-5

2. Densification outside of the service areas:

for

building

and

infrastructure

energy

(HOLLENSTEIN, 2019).
» 2.a: assigning higher FAR for the reserves within
the built up area of the settlements (inward
development)

Community
Community
number

Area
[sqm]

GFA (building law)
After internal
[sqm]
deduction [sqm]

FA built
[sqm]

FA potential
[sqm]

Degree of
Development
[%]

4095

Brugg

740972

483800

387040

210168

176872

54

4123

Windisch

336059

156621

125297

75203

50094

60

640421

512337

285371

226966

56

4092

Birr

163348

94187

75349

51240

24109

68

4104

Lupfig

60135

35182

28146

18179

9967

65

129369

103495

69419

34076

67

4205

Othmarsingen 297655

151249

120999

43422

77577

36

4032

Maegenwil

158807

127046

65496

61550

52

310057

248045

108918

139127

44

859331

607504

486003

195732

290271

40

265409

106164

84931

60150

24781

71

537527

130514

104412

51263

368201

49

844182

675345

307145

683252

45

4201

Lenzburg

4204

Niederlenz

4210

Staufen

401176

Total

1,083,421
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Corridor Brugg-Lenzburg:
potentials for different land uses
SC1-1
Population 2015: 23,536
Population growth 2006-2015: 18%
Workplaces 2014: 14,281
Workplace/inhabitants: 60%
Land reserves: 61 ha (9% of total)
Land reserves in service area: 10 ha

SC1-1

SC1-2
Population 2015: 8,083
Population growth 2006-2015: 27%
Workplaces 2014: 3,049
Workplace/inhabitants: 38%
Land reserves: 22 ha (10% of total)
Land reserves in service area: None

SC1-2

SC1-3
Population 2015: 6,698
Population growth 2006-2015: 25%
Workplaces 2014: 4,852
Workplace/inhabitants: 72%
Land reserves: 72 ha (25% of total)
Land reserves in service area: 54 ha

SC1-3
SC1-4

SC1-4
Population 2015: 7,022
Population growth 2006-2015: 30%
Workplaces 2014: 4,554
Workplace/inhabitants: 65%
Land reserves: 37 ha (14% of total)
Land reserves in service area: 19 ha

LEGEND
Zoning - reserves and built up:
Residential zone (W1, W2, ≥W3)
Housing - Reserves within & outside
service area of stations

SC1-5
Population 2015: 16,675
Population growth 2006-2015: 22%
Workplaces 2014: 10,913
Workplace/inhabitants: 66%
Land reserves: 65 ha (12% of total)
Land reserves in service area: 22 ha

Industrial - reserve & built up
Commercial - reserve & built up
Town centre - reserve & built up
Other zones within the building zone

SC1-5

N
0

1

2

3

Kilometers

Population 2015: 61,984
Population growth 2006-2015: 22%
Workplaces 2014: 37,649
Workplace/inhabitants: 66%
Land reserves: 256 ha (13% of total)
Land reserves in service area: 106 ha (57% of the service areas are within the building zone
that 19% of this amound is potential until 2030)

Figure 5.22: Land reserves for housing and workplace in corridor Brugg-Lenzburg
Source: author
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» 2.b: similar to 1.d, activation of the floor area

and the large area of General Electrics (formerly

potentials of the already built stocks (incentives,

Alstom), there is a large land parcel belonging

strict renovation policies, etc.)

to ABB that will be developed for over 4,300 new
employees and no housing or mixed use. In fact,

Similar

to

activation

of

the

densification

the only use rather than offices will be large surface

potentials, incentives such as better accessibility

parking areas. The development aims to have a 60%

to the bus system, or mixed use services and so

modal split share for motorised individual vehicles

on can trigger inward development; however, this

(MIV). Not so far away, at the next railway station in

is outside of the service areas.

Lupfig, the land parcel of Reichhold Areal is being
developed for 1,900 workplaces. Reichhold Areal is

3. Long-term perspective for the large industrial

also a mono-functional, single use area aiming at

/ office areas (+25 years) before considering the

80% MIV. Amongst the 1,900 new workplaces, 600

expansion of the boundaries of the settlement

will be in Hausen and 1,300 in Lupfig.

building zone.
Figure 5.23: Office area’s
of ABB Areal in Birr and
Reichhold Areal in Lupfig
and the prognosed car
traffic
Source: right) author; data:
CANTON AARGAU; left)
GEMEINDE BIRR, 2018

As an example of how communities can pursue their
The most problematic case in developing a coherent

long-term development with a cooperative approach,

regional planning in the Brugg-Lenzburg corridor is

Birr and Lupfig could avoid office areas preventing

the tendency of large industrial companies to develop

easy access to public transport in the settlement,

large mono-functional office and factory areas. The

and reduce the run-through traffic on the cantonal

small and mid-sized communities compete over

road in small and mid-sized communities, as well as

this. For example, in Birr, next to the railway station

major highways.
Gebenstorf
Brugg

Windisch

Birmenstorf (AG)
Hausen (AG)

Mülligen

Lupfig

Birrhard

Birr

0

0.25 0.5

1

1.5

Kilometers
2

Brunegg

Wohlenschwil

Mägenwil

Othmarsingen
Lenzburg
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therefore a comprehensive method is neither

5.5 CORRIDOR CONFERENCE: AN ACTIONORIENTED PLANNING PROCEDURE

required nor easy to interpret (especially
when communicating it to the stakeholders).
Besides the four components, the accessibility
measure should be chosen based on the aim

5.5.1 Thematic Aspects of the ‘Corridor

of study. It should differentiate between the

Conference‘

assessment of the existing situation and the
exploratory accessibility measurement (finding

“Problems First!”

opportunities for future development). The
The research identifies four general themes

main differences of these two general goals

that must be considered for a collaborative land

are illustrated in Figure 5.24: indicators such

use and public transportation:

as proximity to the urban centres might be of
significant importance to the existing situation;

•

Accessibility to Public Transport as a

however, this is not an important indicator for

Measure for Spatial Planning Objectives

exploratory analysis. This is because, if the

•

Requirements for Density Appropriation

results of the exploratory analysis discover an

•

Mobility Strategies of Town Agglomerations

area of great potential, it can be connected to
the urban centre through other instruments, or

Each theme is elaborated in more details as

a new urban centre can even be developed in

follows.

this area.

5.5.1.1 Accessibility to Public Transport as a

In a corridor conference, it is crucial not to

Measure for Spatial Planning Objectives

follow general strategies for measurement of
accessibility levels, but rather chose a measure

As discussed in Section 2.2., Gerus and van

tailored to the particular issue (the complex

Wee (2004) suggest that accessibility consists

planning task the corridor conference should be

of four interrelated components that can be

dealing with).

used in evaluating the performance of different
accessibility measures:

5.5.1.2 Requirements for Density
Appropriation

1.

2.

3.

The land-use components (including spatial
distribution of opportunities, demand for

According to the “reference scenario” for

opportunities, and the interaction between

population growth by the Federal Office for

the two)

Statistics (BFS), in Switzerland there is likely to be

The transportation components (transport

an increase of 23% in the number of households

system including origin and destination,

by 2045. From the spatial point of view, this

and the effort to overcome this distance)

means an addition of around 7,000 hectares of

The

floor area (Figure 5.5, table a). This estimate also

temporal

components

(i.e.

time

shows that the increase in households will not

budget)
4.

The

individual

Socio-economic

(i.e.

be equally distributed across all cantons. The

demographic

trend shows a significant increase in 1-person

components
and

and 2-person households in the metropolitan

characteristics)

area of Zurich (especially Canton Zurich and
Ideally, an accurate accessibility measure

Canton Aargau). These numbers also indicate

should

these

that more than 60% of this trend will occur by

components. However, specific projects need

2030. As the cantons are adapting to the strict

to address only some of these components, and

building zone re-dimensioning imposed by
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Spatial Development Plans and Policies
Public Transport Accessibility Tools (PTAT)

Evaluation of new opportunities for further development / Long
term plans

Assessment of the Status Quo / Short and mid-term plans
Indicators
Existing street network

Methods
Isochronic maps of non-motorized transportation
modes, e.g. walking and cycling time and distance
Existing bus routes
Frequency-based approaches
Proximity to the local and Degree of centrality based on gravity model
regional centers
Railway network analysis Timetable and frequency-based approaches
Train route analysis
Capacity assessment (in-vehicle and railroad)
Assessment of the context Identification of the urban/rural characteristics of the
context (urban, pre-urban, suburban, rural, etc.)
Position in the building
GIS-analysis
zone

Indicators
Restricted land cover
Euclidean distance from the
station
Proximity to the local and
regional centers
Railway network analysis
Train route analysis
Topography
Position in the building zone
Assessment of the context

Accessibility with consideration of existing limitations

Methods
GIS-analysis for natural barriers of preserved lands
Time/distance radial buffers
Degree of centrality based on gravity model
Timetable and frequency-based approaches
Capacity assessment (in-vehicle and railroad)
GIS-analysis
GIS-analysis
Identification of the urban/rural characteristics of the
context (urban, pre-urban, suburban, rural, etc.)

Accessibility to land and transit development potentials

Figure 5.24: Distinction
between the accessibility
measures in spatial
development plans and
policies

federal law, this increase in housing demand

50,000 inhabitants as large municipalities, while

is the subject of densification up to 2030 for the

communities with more than 50,000 inhabitants

case study of this chapter (cantonal strategic

are categorised as very large communities. Out

guiding plans for all cantons in the study area

of the 2,297 communities in Switzerland, 1,634

Source: author

have been revised recently due to the change in

(71%) are small, 514 (22%) are medium, 139

federal law, and therefore have a time horizon of

(6%) are large and 10 (0.4%) are very large.

the next 15 years).
Considering these figures of land reserves
Previous investigations show that there is a floor

in small and mid-sized communities, it is

area reserve in the region of 6,500 to 12,500

only rational for there to be concern about

hectares already available inside the largely

the capacity of the railway-based passenger

built-up areas (as inward reserves). Considering

transportation to avoid densification at the

only the residential zone, these reserves could

expense of increasing road traffic volume.

accommodate a population of 0.7 million to 1.4
million additional residents (IRL, 2017).

5.5.1.3 Mobility Strategies of Agglomerations

numbers

Cantons, however, have a relatively great amount

suggests that the question of population growth

of freedom to choose the way they want to deal

and densification is a routine problem, the

with overcoming sprawl.

Although

a

comparison

of

the

distribution of the demand in different areas and
lack of floor area reserves in areas of demand

The interviews with the community presidents

provoke a large number of conflicts among

and planners revealed that, although there

many diverging interests.

have been many improvements towards a
cohesive regional development, cantons and

Regardless of the type of ARE communities,

communities nonetheless have to address major

evaluating the amount of land and floor area

shortcomings such as those outlined below:

reserves based on the size of the communities
shows that two thirds of the reserves are located

1.

The land reserves are in the wrong places

in the small and mid-sized communities.

2.

The

sectoral

development

Communities with less than 3,000 inhabitants are

transportation

designated as small communities, with between

slows down the processes and makes the

3,000 and 10,000 inhabitants as medium sized

coordination more complicated

communities, and with between 10,000 and

3.

and

spatial

in

planning

Small and mid-sized communities are
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Substantive tasks of spatial development

SPACE
Questions/issues of the
process organization

TIME

ORGANISATION

Questions/issues of the
organizational structure

Strategic tasks of spatial development
self-reliant regarding the process of

4.

5.

5.5.2 Organisational Aspects: “Corridor

prioritisation; however, most of these

Consilium” as an ad hoc organisation

have the capacity for greater engagement

to take the leading role

The small and mid-sized communities

Source: SCHOLL, 1995

are passively informed about the latest

In strategic spatial planning, the focus of

railway changes, and agglomeration

planning is not merely on the spatial subjects,

programmes are not helpful in this case

text and maps of the plan. As shown in Figure

Small communities are spaces of ‘transit’

5.25, the other two corners of the spatial

rather than of ‘place’: this derives from

planning triangle are questions of organisation,

the fact that there is not much land use

as well as timing. The three aspects can guide

variety in smaller communities, and

the strategic tasks towards the final results.

significant traffic congestion is caused

6.

7.

8.

by ‘run-through’ cantonal road traffic

Although an integrated spatial and railway

amongst

infrastructure might seem to be relevant only

the

small

and

mid-sized

settlements

to actors from a few sectors, the socioeconomic

Local public transport (Postbus) is not

consequences at different levels should not

efficiently designed and is, in most cases,

be overlooked. This is a pitfall of general tools

affected by the administrative borders

or theories such as TOD or Central Places. In

Small and mid-sized towns are subject

practice, the national and international, as well

to development alongside the highway

as local and regional, economic development

or regional bus routes and therefore the

vision plays a key role. Therefore, before

form of the settlement is linear, diverging

any structural or infrastructural change, a

from the railway station

consensus on the key concepts and main projects

It is only economically justifiable for SBB

should be reached amongst experts of a broader

to identify the lesser-used stations in

background and politicians at different levels.

small communities, in order to have fewer
train stops and more run-through traffic

Hence, a ‘Corridor Consilium’ is recommended

and even the possibility of changing the

as a supportive planning team that deals with

function of the station completely.

the spatial conflicts of interdisciplinary or
trans-boundary unsolved questions (Figure

Based on the above-mentioned issues, three

5.26). The consilium should consist of an

main categories of conflicts are distinguished

executive committee and a steering committee

as forming the core of the ‘corridor conference’

as well as an independent office. The executive

design:

committee concludes on a general opinion of

•

Activation of land reserves

‘project-based’ tasks or whether to start a ‘test

•

Service quality and quantity of the

planning’ procedure. Either way, the output of

railway infrastructure

the corridor consilium should be very clear to

The role of small and mid-sized

actors, yet flexible to implement. It means the

communities

tasks and responsibilities are delegated directly

•

to the actors and representatives of the key
144

Figure 5.25: The
diagram of ‘Time-SpaceOrganisation’
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Organisational Structure of the „Corridor Consilium“
Upper-scale plans

Can reflect via
executive committee

Interest Groups

Corridor Consilium
Project organisations
with assignments

Executive Committee
Expert group spatial planning

representatives of Cantonal Offices (Spatial Planning and Transportation)
representatives of SBB (Real Estate, Infrastructure, strategic projects)

Steering Committee
Chair of the Corridor (elected amongst external actors)

representative
of Communities
and
Regions

Actor II
Option I

representatives
of the relevant
Canton(s)

Option I

Actor I

Expert group transportation planning

Option II

Communities

Conplex-strategic tasks

Teams
Team 1: internal (CC*)
Team 3: external - local

Team 2: external

Actor III
Option I

Preparation for
'Task Mission'

Option II

Office

Option II

Corridor Manager - SBB

Team 4: international

Test planning

Output of Test Planning

Further Clarrification
Processes

...
Primary Results for Formal
Measures and Instruments
(e.g. Agglomeration Programs, etc.)

LEGEND
Effects and consequences

* CC for „corridor consilium“

Circumstances (unexpected events)

Figure 5.26: Organisational structure of the Corridor Consilium
Source: author based on SCHOLL, 1995 and NOLLERT, 2013
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TEST PLANNING

CORRIDOR CONFERENCE
as an ad-hoc organisation

Start

Bilateral
Meeting

Interim
Presentation

Final
Presentation

Team 4

Team 3

Team 2

Task Mission

organisations after clarification and collective

with the steering committee have to prepare a

consensus. Most of these responsibilities can

‘task mission’ for different participating teams

be translated into formal planning measures,

(normally between three to five teams). The

although there are various obligations that

whole process from the kick-start meeting to the

should be dealt with internally within each

synthesis of the test planning takes from one-

organisation. For instance, the representatives

and-a-half to three years. It is rather expensive,

of SBB in the executive committee and the

especially for small and mid-sized communities,

corridor manager from SBB must deliver

and postpones the individual projects. However,

the technical and strategic obligations to the

there should be more incentives such as

internal experts of the company. Therefore,

Agglomeration Programmes or Model Projects

the consilium should achieve solutions with

(Modellvorhaben) to support a cooperative group

a manoeuvrability scope proposing different

of small and mid-sized communities who are

options by virtue of implementation.

willing to actively contribute to the regional
spatial planning.

As a time-limited ad hoc organisation, a corridor
conference is formed on demand to attempt to
solve specific complex problems and conflicts

5.6 IMPLEMENTATION OF “CORRIDOR
CONSILIUM”

of spatial and railway development. The
conference starts with an introductory meeting

»

Who must initiate?

to familiarise the actors with the situation and
hear the other actors out (Figure 5.27). The

Depending on where the problem is first tracked,

outcome of this kick-start meeting is a list of

different actors might initiate the corridor

priorities in strategic locations with different

consilium. But since institutional organisations

conflicts. The conference should prepare for

have various (mainly) formal instruments and

an excursion to these selected locations. This

measures, it is more likely that an “ad hoc”

preparation often takes between three to six

organisation based on the affected communities

months. After the excursion, the consilium

is formed, as a result of communal cooperation

should decide whether the observed/estimated

such

problems can be addressed by project-based or

conferences, and so on.

as

corridor

conferences,

regional

routine tasks or whether they require some form
of ‘test planning’ or ‘competition of ideas’. Should

An ad hoc organisation is a spatial planning

the corridor consilium decide on a test planning

supplement to the existing institutions for a

procedure, the office of the consilium together

limited time period (SCHOLL, 1995; HIRSCHLER
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Synthesis*

3-6 Months

Team 1

3-6 Months

Assessment

3-6 Months

Explorative Excursion

The Kick-Start Meeting

Can be initiated by:

Figure 5.27: Recommended
procedure for a corridor
conference
Source: author
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and SVANDA, 2015), and, as Scholl defines it, is
the “core of action planning” (SCHOLL, 1995).
The structure and procedure of the ad hoc

5.7 CONCLUSION: ‘CORRIDOR
CONSILIUM’ AS AN INSTRUMENT FOR
AGGLOMERATIONS

organisations should be aligned with the needs
of the particular complex task of planning each

Trans-boundary land use management, in

time.

general terms, is the major factor contributing
to urban sprawl in a region. Therefore, in

There are several successful experiences of ad

order to avoid further sprawl and minimise the

hoc organisations at communal and regional

consequences of the existing forms of dispersed

levels in Switzerland that have included small

developments, an information-generating land

and mid-sized communities at the core of

use system is a first and foremost necessity.

organisations. Supported by these experiences,

Through continuous reflection on the quality

an ad hoc organisation can be initiated by

and quantity of the land reserves available in a

communities confronted with major complex

region, local governments at communal level

tasks.

can better orient their future development.
Due to the in-depth details involved, the

Another possibility is where an institutional

information-generating processes should be

organisation initiates the consilium, realising

at agglomeration scale to support the cantons.

that

require

The corridor conference can also support this

supplementary processes or that there are

information-generating process to provide a

broader aspects outside of their sector that

platform to inform the actors involved.

the

existing

instruments

should be addressed. The structure and roles,
however, should be tailored when a formal

It is important to note that a common

institution calls for a corridor consilium. In

information-generating instrument for land

this case, a general consensus deriving from

use management will not result in a trans-

community cooperation is required that shows

boundary collaboration per se. An action-

the willingness to participate.

oriented approach is the paramount aspect
of this process. In particular, it is essential to

»

Willing to participate

identify and analyse the service and catchment
areas, as well as the influential region of the

As discussed in section 2.3.1, for clarification

transit corridors when pursuing a strategic

processes, a corridor consilium as a ‘replicable’

collaborative planning process for integrated

clarification process targeting similar planning

land use and public transportation. The main

tasks offers a guided negotiating process.

outcome is to reflect on the situation at the

Through this, we often see new problems being

local scale in a dynamic, bottom-up process. A

explored, tasks defined in greater detail, new

corridor consilium is not only a platform to create

goals emerge, and even a slight change in the

a cooperation between the actors and experts

roles of actors (SCHOLL, 1995; VAN WEZEMAEL,

of small and mid-sized communities, but also

2012).

one that provides the communal and regional
experts with fixed contact persons from SBB

Therefore, in as much as participating in

(such as the corridor manager in the steering

such organisations is a great opportunity for

committee) and the cantonal authorities who

the key actors, not participating also has its

focus on the specific problems of this group. In

consequences, especially when the outcome

case of success, this is an achievement for the

of the results will be inputs for transferring to

spatial planning system on a local scale as well

formal instruments.

as the regional scale.
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Chapter 6: Relevance of the Methodology

6 RELEVANCE OF METHODOLOGY

Although ROSD methodology is tailored, developed and examined initially in the Swiss cases, in this chapter the comparability,
generalisability and replicability of the methodology are discussed in other contexts outside of Switzerland. Reviewing the
outcomes of the exploratory analysis in Switzerland, the main aim of this chapter is to broaden the impacts of the methodology
in different planning contexts. This generalisation of the outcomes provides a perspective to implement ROSD methodology
especially in developing countries such as Iran, where the spatial and transportation planning are dealt with in more sectoral,
short and mid-term fashions.
Heavily investing in its railway infrastructure, Iran seeks to improve the accessibility of the large metropolitan areas and
various strategic coastal regions from the Caspian Sea in the north to the Sea of Oman and the Persian Gulf in the south.
Meanwhile, there is potential to integrate the long-term spatial development of different scales from the state and regions to
the cities and rural areas. The capital city, Tehran, is of national importance and confronted with serious environmental, traffic,
health, administrative and demographic conflicts and complexities. In order to benefit from the upcoming infrastructure
developments, this chapter provides an analysis of the situation, and the possibilities of implementing an integrated spatial
and railway development concept in Iran - a railway-oriented spatial development.

6.1 TRANSFERABILITY OF THE
METHODOLOGY: CASE STUDY OF IRAN

transferable knowledge can be fully or partially
(selectively) transferred. Nonetheless, the major
risk here is that “uninformed, incomplete or

In a scientific methodology, knowledge must be

inappropriate transfer” may occur, when the

produced as a transferable product. However,

information is limited or insufficient attention is

in planning fields, the degree of this transfer

paid to the characteristics of the context.

can vary from inspiration to actual transfer
(SPAANS and LOUW, 2009). The form of transfer

Committing to the subject of this research,

can include policy goals, content, instruments

transfer of the knowledge, specifically regarding

and programmes, institutions, and negative

the policies and context, is applicable under

lessons are sometimes learned (TAN ET AL.,

certain circumstances. To adjust the expectations

2014). Depending on the aim of the transfer, the

towards the transferability as well as the potential
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Knowledge transfer
between:

Same barriers
and context

Inspiration

Less likely

Learning

Least resistance
Least learning

Transplantation

Very likely

Similar barriers but
different context

Different barriers
and different context

Very likely

Ideal environment
for learning

Most resistance
Most Learning

Less likely

resistance of the actors, Tan’s (2013) framework

processes, and assess how different regions

on the likelihood of transfer in different contexts

address similar problems within the existing

in the face of different barriers is applied (see

planning

Figure 6.1).

frameworks in regard to EU instruments),

frameworks

(sometimes

common

focusing on the local planning scale of
As administrative and legal settings play a

agglomerations.

Table 6.1: Framework on
the likelihood of transfer
between same, similar and
different systems (barriers
and context)
Source: author adapted
from TAN, 2013

significant role in policy-making and their
implementation, a comparative analysis is

6.1.1 Institutional and Legal Settings in Iran

examined in this section on agglomeration
development in the European context. Following

Several governance levels support spatial

the same classification based on the strategic

planning in Iran; however, this is mostly through

location of agglomeration in the city network,

formal instruments and in the absence of

six corridors are studied. The case studies are

bottom-up processes. This has led to highly

selected according to similar planning problems

sectoral planning: Even though the ministries

and issues. The purpose of this analysis is to

of transportation and urban development have

arrive at a better understanding of current trends

been merged for many years, in practice there

in integrated spatial and railway development

is minimum coordination from the top levels

Lack of informal
supplementary planning
instrument to support
bottom-up process
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Table 6.2: Formal
instruments of spatial
planning in Iran
Source: author
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Figure 6.1: Seismic
intensity distribution
map of Tehran (Ray Fault
Model)
Source: MUNICIPALITY OF
TEHRAN (2000)

of planning down. The strategy of ROSD can

at strategic level, poor coordination between

address this problem, at least in terms of railway

different official responsible entities at the

infrastructure and settlement development.

execution level, and lack of monitoring and
evaluating the process during the different

Although official territorial and spatial planning

1

phases of implementation.

in Iran has been a tradition for over 40 years ,
2

the implementation of such plans and policies

6.1.2 Assessment of the Situation

has encountered various barriers, e.g. the
occurrence of the revolution, the 8 years of the

The city of Tehran has seen massive growth

Iraq-Iran war, post-war depression, sanctions,

in the last 80 years. The population of Tehran

or other development obstacles (TAGHVAEI, ET

within the city boundaries has increased

AL. 2017). Hence, contemporary spatial planning

more than eightfold since 1950 (UN WORLD

is far from cohesive and multidimensional, and

URBANIZATION

does not fully integrate the infrastructure and

concentration of economic activities and

socio-economic developments.

cultural and educational opportunities in

PROSPECT,

2018).

The

Tehran has made it an attractive destination
There are many reasons identified for not

for professional and cultural immigration from

achieving major spatial planning goals in Iran.

all parts of the country. The rapid population

Amongst them is a lack of coherent thinking

increase, together with the significant upward

1
At the time, the term ‘spatial planning’ was not
common. Loaned from the French term ‘aménagement
du territoire’, the term ‘territorial development policy’ was
used instead.

trend in real estate value, has led to high-

2
The modern approach to spatial planning in Iran
was first proposed in sociology studies research at
the University of Tehran into the population growth in
Tehran under the title of: Tehran and Notes about Policy
Development Projects in 1966. However, officially, the first
Spatial Planning Concept in Iran was published in 1977, one
year after the National Spatial Planning Office was founded
as part of the Management and Planning Organisation
of Iran (MPO). The other important responsibility of this
organisation is to prepare the country‘s budget planning.
Moreover, the Statistical Centre of Iran is an important part
of MPO.

the city boundaries, causing many small cities

density developments in the city, as well as
urban sprawl. According to the municipality of
Tehran, this trend has even extended to outside
or rural areas to re-zone farms and gardens
into urban development (MUNICIPALITY of
TEHRAN, 2018). Around 8 million people
live in the metropolitan area of Tehran, with
an almost equal number (7 million) living in
the smaller edge cities, commuter belt and
suburbs.
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Despite the major population growth, the urban

buildings destroyed. If this actually happens, it

infrastructure and residential capacities have

will be the first earthquake in history that has

not adjusted simultaneously and have already

caused more than 1 million deaths (MUSSON,

reached their threshold. Tehran currently has

2012).

a population of more than 13 million (ALIPOUR,

city needs to redistribute almost 5 million

2017). According to the Cambridge Centre

inhabitants to other urban settlements outside

for Risk Studies (2015), it is one of the Top-5

of Tehran, if the local and national government

cities at risk worldwide, with respect to natural

is to efficiently deal with any potential crisis in

catastrophes and climate issues, financial,

the city. Figure 6.2 shows the affected areas of

trade and business, crime and security, and

Tehran in one of the earthquake scenarios (for

health and environment criteria. Especially

Ray Fault Model).

According to President Rouhani, the

disturbing, according to the final report of a joint
study between Japan International Cooperation

Considering the location of Tehran, surrounded

Agency (JICA), Centre for Earthquake and

by about 30 fault lines from north to south,

Environmental Studies of Tehran (CEST) and

the city should be prepared for more resilient

the Municipality of Tehran, is the risk of up to

growth. This might even mean the depopulation

300,000 casualties with even greater numbers

of the city and redistribution of the resources to

of injured should there be an earthquake in

other regions and provinces. In order to achieve

Tehran (The Study on Seismic Microzoning of

this long-term objective, there is a great need

the Greater Tehran Area in the Islamic Republic

for regional planning and regional infrastructure

of Iran, 2000). Figure 6.1, borrowed from

connecting the metropolitan area of Tehran to

the same study, shows the seismic intensity

the already existing urban and rural settlements,

distribution of the Ray Fault, one of the largest

as well as providing sustainable settlements for

faults in the Tehran area.

further population and economic growth.

According to a recent study carried out

Redistributing the population, offices, and

by the Seismology and Engineering Risk

economic activities to a well-connected network

Department at the Research Centre of the

of cities not only reduces the extent of the

Ministry of Transportation, Housing and Urban

damage in any natural disaster but also helps

Development, if an earthquake were to strike

the country to manage the crisis through a more

Tehran, the figures would be much worse: more

resilient approach since the capital might be

than 1 million people could lose their lives,

forced to shut down for a long period of time. In

with anywhere between 200,000 and 300,000

order to provide this network of well-connected
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Figure 6.2: The simulation
of the heavily damaged or
collapsed building ration
distribution in Tehran (Ray
Fault Model)
Source: MUNICIPALITY OF
TEHRAN (2000)
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Figure 6.3: Passenger
volume on public
transport in Switzerland;
size comparison of
metropolitan area of
Tehran and Switzerland

settlements, the railway plays a great role.

Switzerland, figure 6.3 illustrates the density of

Previous studies show that railway stations can

public transport, in terms of both railway and

function as urban spaces and business centres

bus networks, in Switzerland, and the spatial

rather than having mono-functionality as a

comparison of the country’s dimensions to the

transport node (BERTOLINI, 1996; JUCHELKA,

size of the northern region of Iran.

Source: author, map
of Switzerland’s public
transport from FSO, 2016

2002; WULFHURST, 2003; and ZEMP ET AL.,
2011). Railway connections facilitate economic

Based on the results of the ROSD studies in the

development by making accessibility feasible

previous chapter of this dissertation, railway

for the place and the region. Each link-up to

stations in addition to the old city structures and

a railway system is associated with hopes for

historical centres in Swiss settlements can count

economic development as a ‘driving force’ for

as important socio-economic activity hubs. This

the region (SCHOLL, 2008).

approach will result in a polycentric development
in the region, and take considerable pressure

Figure 6.4: Trans-Iranian
railway corridors’ history;
a) North-South corridor, b)
East-West corridor
Source: author

According to the Swiss spatial planning system,

off the large cities as the main economic and

which considers the railway network to be

social poles in the region. However, considering

the backbone of spatial development in the

the unique culture and long tradition of railways

country, a polycentric structure forms from

in Switzerland, the main question is whether

a well-connected, well-functioning railway

this spatial planning approach could also be

system. To compare the situations in Iran with

applicable in other places such as Iran.

a)

b)
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6.1.3 Historical Development
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several times by Russian private promoters from
1898 onwards, as well as British, German and

Historically, the first railway in Iran was planned

American companies. The construction of the

in 1912, in Northwest Iran, to connect Tabriz

North-South corridor, a 1,394 km long railroad

to the border city of Jolfa. This 149 km project

with 240 tunnels and 4100 bridges (TOURRET,

was implemented by the Russian government

1976), was actually begun in 1935, by the Danish

at the time and supported the Russian army

firm Kampsax, and completed in 1938, one

during WWI. However, Iran itself developed

year ahead of schedule (KAUFFELDT, 2006)

the first national railway network, the so-

(see Figure 6.4). There was much internal and

called ‘trans-Iranian railway’, connecting four

foreign opposition during this project. While the

important corners of the country, albeit to serve

foreign opposition concentrated on some military

the military rather than industry. The idea of a

and strategic aspects of this development, the

trans-Iranian railway corridor was also proposed

internal resistance was more about the expensive
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PAKISTAN

Figure 6.5: National
railway network in Iran,
status of 2018
Source: author; data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018)
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Figure 6.6: Electrification
of the railway in Iran until
2021

tax burden imposed by the railway development,

of the great potentials at the moment is China’s

which potentially could have been invested in

‘Belt and Road Initiative ’(BRI) (initially known as

dealing with more urgent issues. Most of the

‘One Belt, One Road’, OBOR), which aims to build

Source: author; Data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018)

capital used to fund this corridor was provided

new infrastructure – from highways and railways

through taxes on sugar and tea and various other

to ports and power plants – between China and

goods, produced in plants set up by Ministry of

Europe. Iran, with a population of 80 million

Industry, as part of Reza Shah Pahlavi‘s reform

and a large, sophisticated middle class, has

movement (ABRAHAMIAN, 2008).

the economic potential for further investment
that, regardless of the risk of sanctions, China

Soon

after,

however,

the

two

important

has not failed to observe. The country is also

corridors of Garmsar-Mashhad and Tehran-

on the way to reaching European ports and rail

Tabriz were indeed developed and commenced

and road networks via two of the four proposed

operations respectively in 1958 and 1959. These

Iron Silk Roads (Figure 6.6). Therefore, as a ‘Silk

two corridors were connected via the already

Road’ boost to strengthen economic ties, the first

existing line of Tehran-Garmsar, and formed an

freight train from Yiwu in East China arrived in

East-West trans-Iranian railroad3, reviving the

Tehran in February 2016 through Kazakhstan and

memory of the ancient Silk Road. This corridor

Turkmenistan.

has currently the highest maximum speed of the
network (160 km/h) and is one of the priorities

Electrification of the railroad connecting the

for the electrifictaion (Figure 6.6).

border city of Inche Broun to Garmsar, financed by
Russia for 1.2 billion dollars, can also potentially

6.1.4 Opportunities and Challenges

benefit regional and local spatial development.
This project will result in greater train capacities

Although it has been placed under heavy sanctions

and higher speed connections between the two

regarding trade and investments from western

northern cities.

industrial countries, Iran is willing to continue
extending the rail and road network for local and

However, even if the electrification is fully realised,

international passenger and cargo purposes. One

due to the mountainous landscape of the region

3 The East-West corridor was partially trans-Iranian
railroad, since the corridor was not connected to the
eastern border city, and only started from Mashhad. This
missing link was finally developed in 1996, to make the
Iran-Turkmenistan (Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan) network
connection possible.

and the naturally protected woodlands, as well
as the farms and wetlands, the existing railroad
has a great many development restrictions.
Therefore, the need to extend the railroad leads
to other routes in the same region.
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North-South Corridors:
1) RUSSIA - AZERBAIJAN
2) RUSSIA - KAZAKHSTAN - TURKMENISTAN

Moscow
London

Atyrau

Budapest

Central Corridor:
CHINA - CENTRAL ASIA - WEST ASIA

Vienna

Xuzhou
Tehran

Shanghai
Changsha

0

Southern Corridor:
1) CHINA - PAKISTAN
2) BANGLADESH - CHINA - INDIA

Bandar
Chabahr
Abbas

1000 km

Considering that the electrification would

6.2 TRANSFERABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Figure 6.7: Iran’s location
in China’s BRI website

increase the freight capacity up to 6.75 million
tonnes per year, developing a new line along

As

other routes should increase this figure to

infrastructure projects are often dealt with

a

result

of

sectoral

planning,

the

more than 10 million tonnes per year.

in mid-term project-based manner. While
defining various projects might lead to a clear

Another conflicting issue in this region is

and detailed outcome, many other aspects

that the spatial distribution of the population

of these infrastructure projects (e.g. spatial,

is very different from those in other parts of

environmental, social, economic, etc.) are either

the country. The rural and urban settlements

neglected in the process, or briefly mentioned

are located in very close vicinity to each other

in the beginning. A lack of synergy between

in the northern regions of Iran. This makes

different sectors also leads to a risk of repetition

it more challenging for the freight trains to

or waste of resources. These inter-sectoral

exploit their maximum capacities. Before

conflicts together with the resource allocation

increasing the capacity of the trains, or

are the major factor in delays in infrastructure,

developing new rail lines, there is an urgent

which in reality often transform a mid-term

need for further spatial studies including

project into a long-term, costly complex project

noise protection and environmental studies,

(FLYVBERG, 2003).

accessibility and spatial barriers.
Although a long-term vision or concept might
these

be too general for implementation, it can

restrictions and barriers, the railways are

function as a platform for further synergies.

still a safer and economically more reliable

As derived from the Swiss-Iranian Symposium

transportation mode when compared to the

in 2018, a long-term vision is provided by

highways, especially in Iran with its high

the MRUD 20-Year development Plans, yet

incidences of road accidents and crashes.

integrated visions visualising various aspects

The research question that this chapter

of development are missing. An integrated

addresses is whether or not the principle

vision can play the role of bridging different

strategy of ROSD, and informal supportive

sectors dealing with interrelated tasks, as well

planning

corridor

as coordinating different formal plans. This

conferences, are transferable to the planning

is a task for supplementary informal types of

context of Iran.

planning instruments. As discussed in Chapter

Nevertheless,

even

instruments

given

such

all

as

2, Section 2.3, informal planning procedures
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Source: author’s
representation based on
BRI Project
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(e.g. clarification processes) are required for

formal instruments, which are legally binding.

complex ‘decision problems’ on different scales.

One regular approach that results in greater

To rethink the planning system in Iran in terms

impact on the formal instruments is to tie the

of strategic planning, one proposal is to form an

public financing and state funding instruments

‘Iranian Conference on Spatial Planning’, or ICSP

to the conceptual plans.

on all three administration levels (Figure 6.8).
This conference could consist of representatives

In terms of the long-term spatial planning

of administrative offices, different sectors

concept as shown in Figure 6.9, one of the

(urban planning, rural planning, transportation

most challenging implementation tasks for

planning, etc.) public planning offices (of national,

the Iranian Railway company is to connect the

provincial and municipal levels), members of

metropolitan region of Tehran to the Caspian

city councils and external experts. The main role

Sea by high-speed railway and develop the

of this conference would be to provide general

coastal railroad from Qaem Shahr to Rasht

directions and recommendations for conceptual

(the so-called ‘Green Corridor’). Currently, the

plans of different scales. Like the Swiss model

missing part of the corridor is between Qaem

of Tripartite Conference (TK) (Section 3.1), or

Shahr (Mazandaran) to Rasht (Gilan). This is the

The Austrian Spatial Planning Conference, or

national importance strategy from the Ministry

“Die Österreichische Raumordnungskonferenz”,

for Roads and Urban Development in order to

Figure 6.8: Proposed
structural shift in spatial
planning system in Iran to
form a synergy between
formal and informal
planning instruments

the main role of the ICSP would be to coordinate

lighten the load imposed by heavy traffic on

between different sectors and levels of decision-

the roads and highways to the northern coastal

making. For this reason, the ICSP should prepare

area, especially in holiday seasons. As a matter

a ‘National Spatial Development Concept’ that

of fact, a new trans-Alborz railway connection,

provides recommendations for conceptual plans

with less than 2 hours of travel time, could lead

Source: author based
on Die Österreichische
Raumordnungskonferenz

prepared by different planning levels. These

an absolute shift of modal split from private cars

conceptual plans have indirect impacts on the

to the railways.

national sectoral plans

national
sectoral concepts

NATIONAL LEVEL
ministries,
external companies

binding

binding for
local planning

municipalities
municipal council

coordinating

conceptive regional
planning
coordinating

local spatial planning

conceptive local
planning

urban/rural guiding plans
land-use plans
building regulations

land preparation (new towns)
urban decay renewal plans

recommendation

MUNICIPAL LEVEL

provincial spatial
planning (physical plan)

provincial
sectoral concepts

recommendation

provincial government, provincial sectoral plans
provincial administration,
offices
binding

coordinating

Spatial Development Concept for IRAN

PROVINCIAL LEVEL

additional fields
of law

Iranian Three-Level Conferenece for Spatial Planning (ICSP)
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recommendation
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Long Term Vision of Railway Network in Iran (2070)
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On the other hand, the development of the

provincial offices are the main contact for

Caspian Sea coastal railway is part of the Belt

projects of national importance, especially in

and Road Initiative ‘One Belt and One Road’.

cases of provinces with a majority of small and

As the southernmost part of Traceca Corridor

mid-sized communities (e.g. all three coastal

(Transport Corridor Europe-Caucasus-Asia)4,

provinces of the Caspian Sea region).

the railway connection between the two border
cities of Inche Broun in the south-eastern part of

Considering the use of strategic planning for

the Caspian Sea, to Astara in the south-western

integrated spatial and railway development, four

part of the Caspian Sea, can be developed to

main complex tasks can be defined in relation

support around 5 million tonnes of freight

to the railway development of the Caspian Sea

and 3.5 million passengers annually by 2030

coastal area (Figure 6.10).

(METRA, 2005).

1.

To develop a mixed corridor of passenger
and freight railroad from Qaem Shahr to

As the infrastructure mega projects are
planned or under construction as national and

Rasht, and complete the ‘Green Corridor’
2.

To find one or multiple points along the

international priorities, a study-gap between

Green Corridor where further Trans-Alborz

the large-scale projects and local and regional

railways from Tehran can be connected

planning is obvious. In fact, so far little or

(‘Gateway to the South’)

no communication is undertaken with the

3.

To develop one or multiple supporting

municipalities. In most of these cases, the

stations in addition to the one railway

4
According to the official website of TRACECA (http://
www.traceca-org.org)

station that exists in Tehran, especially one
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to handle northern connections

Figure 6.9: A proposed
alternative of national
vision for railway network
of Iran based on the
concept of long-term
railway network vision for
Switzerland (STEP)
Source: author
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Figure 6.10: Open
questions regarding the
Tehran-Caspian Sea rail
connection
Source: author; Data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018)

Table 6.3: Domain of
formal and informal
planning for the TehranCaspian Sea rail connection
Source: author

2&4
1, 2, 3
&4

1, 2
&3
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Towards
Qom

4.

3
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Sari
Damghan
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STATION FOR
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SNX
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To develop solutions for further Trans-

As planning in Iran is highly normative, the

Alborz rail route connections in order to

various stakeholders and possible diverging

reduce travel time.

interests

need

supplementary

planning

measures and instruments besides formal
Since all the above-mentioned strategic

ones for all four complex inter-disciplinary

tasks have greater regional or even national

planning tasks mentioned (Table 6.3). The

and international impacts, dealing with them

next section discusses the possibilities of

invites many regional and national actors

implementing informal planning strategies

and stakeholders in the planning procedure.

and instruments in these cases.

Integrated Railway and
Spatial Planning Tasks

Informal Planning

Formal Planning

Trans-Alborz railway tunnel alternativs

Spatial assessment of the railroad and
tunnel alternatives

Revision of the national sectoral plan
for transportation

Mix solutions of passenger and freight transport

Assessment of possible risks to the natural
and cultural landscape
Analysis of the impacts on population/demands (corridor development)

Revision of the sectoral plans
Developing an information platform for
land management
Increasing the capacity of the route

Strategies for decentralised, compact
development
Socio-economic assessment
Diffrentiating the commuter trains and
inter-city connections

Revision of the land management
policies / housing regulations / density
regulations / etc.

the stations in small and mid-sized towns

Connection to the urban/rural centres
Accessibile for the pedestrians and
non-motorised modes of transportation
Connetion to the local public transport
Designed based on local natural and
cultural characters

Revision of the local guiding plans
(limiting city/town boundaries)
Measures for safety and security,
management and timetable
Facilities for Park+Ride / Bike+Ride /
pick-up and dropp-off zones

Development of the network of railway stations

Rethink service and residential areas

in the metropolitan region of Tehran

Alighened with the national spatial development concept

Revision of land use and building construction regulations

Connection of rural settlements
to the metropolitan region
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6.2.1 Trans-Alborz Tunnel Construction

passing from the north to south (and reverse),
connecting northern Europe (starting from

As mentioned before, expanding the capacity

the port of Rotterdam) to the southern part

of the north-south axis, in the form of the new

(arriving at the southern ports such as the

Trans-Alborz axis, is an infrastructure project

port of Genoa). Although construction of the

of national and international importance. A

Gotthard Base Tunnel (GBT) was an expensive

part of the freight traffic from the Traceca

mega infrastructure project for a relatively

Corridor can be transferred via Iran (through

small European country, it provides one of the

either the planned coastal railways or the

shortest routes. Switzerland, and especially

existing route via Tehran). In 2019, the Traceca

the Cantons of Uri and Schwyz, decided to

Corridor transferred around 8.5 million tonnes

take on the project in order to stay competitive

by rail with a change to maritime means

in terms of passenger and freight flow in the

from Turkmen-Bashi (Turkmenistan) to Baku

European context. Therefore, together with

(Azerbaijan), when around 4 million tonnes

the Lötschberg Tunnel (opened 2007) and

of this freight can pass via Iran in a shorter

the Ceneri Base Tunnel (CBT - due to open in

time (4-6 days), all by rail. In fact, the primary

2020), the Gotthard Base Tunnel (opened in

studies of the industrial areas, freight volume

2016) became a project of national importance.

of the ports and passenger demand show that

However, it was then necessary to provide

the construction of the new Trans-Alborz axis

and safeguard the development of the access

is economically justified only in case of 50%

corridors and to remove essential bottlenecks

absorption of the Traceca freight from port to

at the gateways (e.g., the Basel region as a

port (Figure 6.11). The project, however, has

gateway for the Gotthard axis, which crosses

been promoted by almost every government

the Cantons of Uri and Schwyz).

for many years now. Considering the greater
impacts on spatial and landscape development,

This situation could create major insecurity

this mega infrastructure project cannot be dealt

and cause blockages for users, citizens and

with solely with routine planning instruments,

businesses in the adjoining regions. Failure

but requires several additional clarification

to solve these problems could cause conflicts

procedures.

between (inter-)national and regional traffic
and therefore endanger regional accessibility

Switzerland,

successful

(IRL ETH ZURICH, 2008). Switzerland has had a

examples of confronting such issues, should

transit agreement with the European Economic

also deal with the trans-European railroads

Community (EEC) since 1992 and a Bilateral
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as

one

of

the

Figure 6.11: Studied
alternative railway routes
with long tunnels and
many bidges
Source: author; Data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018)
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Treaty

on

Land

Transportation

between

6.2.2 The Network of Railway Stations in

Switzerland and the European Community

Metropolitan Region of Tehran

since 1999 that show Switzerland must allow
unlimited cross-border land transportation.

The population of Tehran within the city

According to the Direct-Democracy of the

boundaries has witnessed a more than eightfold

Swiss voters, this should be handled by the rail

increase over the last half century. The irresistible

network, as enshrined in the Traffic Transfer

lure of economic activities and cultural and

Act and the Federal Constitution (GRAMS,

educational opportunities in the metropolis

2018).

has

encouraged

professional

and

cultural

immigration from all corners of Iran. The sudden,
Therefore, construction of the flat tunnels has

sharp increase in population, alongside a steep

created both opportunities and challenges for

rise in Teheran real estate values, has meant

the country. Bearing in mind the size of small

a proliferation of high-density developments

and mid-sized Swiss communities, the country

in the city, and urban sprawl outside the city

has managed to overcome its spatial and

boundaries, necessitating the re-zoning of farms

infrastructure barriers and bottlenecks while

and gardens into urban development planning.

transferring more than 27 million tonnes per

Despite the major population growth, the urban

year (targeting for 50 million per year). The

infrastructure and residential capacities have

100% electrified railway network, the punctual

not adjusted simultaneously and have already

timetable, as well as the environmental

reached their threshold. Moving towards a more

considerations, allows such integration among

resilient development, the metropolitan area

settlement development and passenger and

might even initiate incentives for depopulation

cargo railway transportation.

of denser parts of the city and redistribution of
the resources to other regions and provinces,

Although the New Rail Link through the

which requires a well-connected network of

Alps (NEAT) projects are some of the most

transportation infrastructure.

prominent infrastructure projects in Europe, an
early investigation revealed that the intended

In providing this network of well-connected

railway often appears to be more complicated

settlements, the railways are expected to play a

on a local scale. For this reason, clarification

great role. Better railway connections are already

processes (test planning) were introduced

planned to connect the metropolitan centre to

to discuss topics such as different options

the east (towards Karaj and Qazvin) and the west

for line routing and line management, bridge

(towards Garmsar and Semnan). A high-speed

construction and testing possible station

railway is planned and under construction towards

locations, etc. Ultimately, the knowledge

the international airport in the south, Qom, and

generated was transferred to the federal,

even further to Isfahan. With a population of

cantonal and communal offices in the form of

over 15 million, Tehran province has 10 railway

recommendations. Moreover, a systematic and

stations, where only the one railway station (the

logical hierarchy of planning steps on different

main railway station) is directly connected to the

scales was documented.

capital city from the south. Comparing these
numbers for Canton Zurich with a population of

The two test planning procedures of Canton Uri

almost 1.5 million and 25 railway stations, it is

and Canton Schwyz regarding the NEAT projects,

evident that to initiate a railway-oriented spatial

as well as the organisation of the Gotthard

development, Tehran requires better integration

Committee,

inspirational

of the settlement areas into the railway network.

planning lessons for the development of the

The complex planning task here is to find

new Trans-Alborz links.

the location of these supporting stations as

can

constitute
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discussed in Section 4.1. Especially in case of a

There are two crucial issues to be taken into

new Trans-Alborz axis, Tehran requires strategic

consideration for further planning:

discussions on a ‘Gateway to the South’ and the
connection to the southern railway station.

1. The route of the new Trans-Alborz railway axis
2. The capacity of the Caspian Sea region to
distribute and feed this transportation axis through

6.2.3 A ‘Gateway to the South’

different modes of public transportation.
As

mentioned

above,

a

potential

major

challenge to developing new rail routes in the

Regarding the first issue, the alternative should

existing settlements and already built-up areas

be studied carefully in a collaborative approach

is to avoid fragmentation in the urban and

including the northern provinces, counties and

rural settlements. As soon as the new Trans-

municipalities. The location of the so-called

Alborz axis receives adequate incentives and

‘Gateway to the South’ should be decided

resources, many options such as those shown

regardless of the route. However, due to the

in Figure 6.11 might be the next route. A new

high inter-dependencies, it is more efficient if

railway corridor is envisaged that would in

both can be synchronised. Moreover, learning

some cases shorten the travel time of 7 hours

from Swiss experiences shows the importance

by train to less than an hour, and be able to

of

compete with the road network prior to and

infrastructure in ensuring a reliable network.

even after the opening of the new Trans-Alborz

Therefore, regardless of the new axis scenario,

road tunnel with the respective travel times of

there should be a plan for further optimisation

4 and less than 2 hours.

of the railway operation on the existing route

better

management

of

the

existing

(Tehran, Gramsar, Firuzkuh, Qaem Shahr and
Similar to the metropolitan region of Tehran,

Sari) by electrification and signalisation of the

the Caspian Sea region should be planning

railway route (pictures in Figure 6.13 show the

for different alternatives and rethink the

current situation of the non-electrified single-

settlement and transportation regulations,

track railway corridor).

plans and visions on local and interregional
scales.

Amongst the options proposed by RAI in the
Swiss-Iranian Symposium, the Y scenario
connecting

Tehran

directly

to

Firuzkuh

Figure 6.12: Possible stepwise solution to develop
the Trans-Alborz railroute
Source: author; Data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018)
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• Mixed traffic solutions (freight traffic and
passenger service for the north-south/west
corridor)
• Connections with the existing railway network
and greater flexibility for train operation services
Meanwhile, in the case of successful transfer of
the transit freight traffic and a further need for
a second Trans-Alborz railway axis, the second
Y scenario, connecting Tehran to Chalus and
Amol, offers the following advantages compared
to the options mentioned in Figure 6.11:
• Connection between the suburban and long
distance train services at a minimum of two
points
• Connecting Tehran from the north
• Connection to the Noshahr sea port, one of the
most important north of the Caspian Sea
• Locating a new gateway station closer to Gilan
province
The importance of this proposal concerns stepwise planning for tasks that can be realised
independently. Some of the important projects
that can be defined here are a) signalisation
of the existing Tehran-Qaem Shahr railway
corridor; b) electrification of the existing TehranQaem Shahr railway corridor; c) development of
the direct connection between Tehran railway
station5 and Firuzkuh via tunnel sections; d)
development of the northern station for the
metropolitan region of Tehran; e) connecting
the northern and southern railway stations via
a central station (as a future development); f)
development of the second Y scenario, the first
Figure 6.13: Photos
from the existing railway
corridor from Firuzkuh to
Qaem Shahr

shown in Figure 6.12 seems to offer clear

step to Amol and the second step to Chalus.

advantages:

Evaluating the potential gateway stations to the

• Shorter tunnel sections

Trans-Alborz Axes. It is also important to prepare

Source: author

• Stepwise realisation

and plan for the so-called Green Corridor, the

• More open sections

coastal regional railway corridor connecting the

• Better access for construction

northern counties and municipalities.

south is a crucial element of planning for the new

• Development potentials for the region of Sari
• Short travel time between Sari and Tehran (1.5 h
with a maximum speedup of 200 km/h)

5
Maybe the future eastern railway station of the
metropolitan region of Tehran
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‘Railway-Oriented Spatial Development’ would

corridor at the Caspian Sea

be especially beneficial to regions with many
small and mid-sized communities. At least two

As Figure 6.14 shows, the two provinces of

goals can be achieved by employing ROSD6 as

Gilan and Mazandaran consist of small and

the principal strategy in the Caspian Sea area:

mid-sized counties. As mentioned in Chapter 5

1) To safeguard regional passenger railway

regarding Swiss case studies, due to spacious

services, and subsequently shift the modal split

land

from roads to the railways; 2) To trigger compact

consumption,

car-oriented

structures and different life styles, the small

developments (increasing the FAR of centrally

and mid-sized communities are more at risk

6
The idiom of ‘killing two birds with one stone’,
achieving two goals through a single action.

of urban sprawl.

Therefore, the strategy of
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Figure 6.14: Sociodemographic situation in
the northern provinces of
Gilan and Mazandaran
Source: author; Data:

Figure 6.15: One of the
proposed scenarios for the
‘Green Corridor’ by RAI
Source: author; Data: RAI
(Iranian Railways, 2018),
base map: Google
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OPERATIONAL CONCEPT OF THE "GREEN CORRIDOR"
The four categories of trains in Gorgan - Bandar Anzali Corridor
IC: Inter-City connections between main hubs
Hourly frequent
IR: Inter-Regional
30-Minutes frequent

Figure 6.16: Operational
concept for different
categories of train running
between Gorgan and
Bandar Anzali
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located land parcels; inward development

disadvantages of connecting the new railway

and activation of the existing land reserves;

routes to the existing settlements are potentially

densifying around the railway stations and

causing physical fragmentation of the urban and

important centres, etc.)

rural structures, and generating noise pollution
and other externalities. In the case of the Green

Source: author

Moreover, considering Switzerland and EU,

Corridor, one of the challenges faced by Iranian

where small and medium-sized towns (SMSTs)

Railways is to purchase and take possession of the

play a significant role in the polycentric structure

land for construction of the new route. This is due

of the urban networks , the potentials of a

to the urban and rural structure of the northern

coherent regional development lie in quantitative

counties: there are many private stakeholders.

and qualitative land use management of these

Furthermore, in order to avoid mountainous

counties. This includes decentralisation of a wide

routes, the railway needs to cross the agricultural,

range of activities and services from overcrowded

farming and settlement infrastructure.

7

transportation hubs, administrative and industrial
complexes to the preservation of natural and

Taking into consideration the multiple stakeholders,

leisure areas. Consequently, the results have also

diverging interests for route selection of the

a wide range of benefits. Purposeful development

Green Corridor, public resistance against regional

of multi-function and mixed-use centres will not

railways as a barrier in the habitats of wild species

only balance inter-provincial travel from and to

and farm animals, as well as the infrastructure of

the northern provinces but also help decrease

town and villages, planning for the Green Corridor

the unemployment rates and spur more dynamic

requires further clarification that can only be

economic growth8.

achieved through collaboration at an early stage.
This means the regional railway corridor should

Besides all the long-term advantages of developing

be planned and even realised before construction

regional passenger and freight railways, the main

of the new Trans-Alborz railway axis and even

7
According to an EU report, 56% of the urban
population in the EU countries live in SMSTs (CEC 2011)

before the opening of the new Trans-Alborz road

8
Although the unemployment rates in Gilan province
and Mazandaran province (13.2 and 12.7 respectively) are
lower than the national average (24) (MRUD, 2016), they can
potentially be reduced even further.

axis (Figure 6.15).
The fact that the population density and spatial
thresholds for settlement development differ
greatly on either side of the Alborz mountain
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Option III

Option II

Option I

Different Options for Proposed Railroad
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Chalus
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Shahr

Chalus

Ramsar
Babol
Amol

Qaem
Shahr
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ranges also needs to be borne in mind. In fact,

The issue of run-through trains is especially

the new Trans-Alborz axes would connect a

important. This concerns the inter-city or high-

metropolitan region with a population of 15

speed passenger or freight trains, connecting

million to cities like Chalus with 65,000, Amol

the large cities and nationally important centres

with around 230,000, or Nur with around 5,000.

with no stops at small and mid-sized cities

Many of these cities and villages have inadequate

on route to avoid interruptions and delays

planning competencies and resources. Hence

(Figure 6.16). As much as inter-city and intra-

questions such as how to connect the settlement

regional trains are economically significant for

to the regional railway, or where to locate the

development, to some extent they disturb the

regional railway stations, or concerns about the

small and mid-sized cities on route. In the long

mixed freight and passenger routes, as well as

term, this might cause more socio-economic

run-through inter-regional and inter-city trains,

disadvantages and spatial inconsistencies if the

can only be assessed and solved with the help of

necessary requirements are not met.

supplementary informal planning instruments.
Navigation Company of
Lake Lucerne (SGV) AG

University of Lucerne
Lucerne Railway Station
Cultural Centre

City Bus Stops

Ferry
Terminals
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Figure 6.17: Different
proposals for railway
routes of the ‘Green
Corridor’ in the city scale
Source: author; Data: RAI,
2018

Figure 6.18: The main
railway station in Lucerne;
where the railways create
a multi-function urban
space
Source: left) KKLLUZERN.CH; right)
author’s representation;
background: GOOGLE, 2019
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Figure 6.19: Domain of
strategic planning tasks
according to ‘Action
Planning’

Considering the connection of the settlement

spatial development, the main railway station of

areas with the regional railway route, Iranian

Lucerne is not only a multi-modal transportation

Railways have evaluated various scenarios

hub, but also a multi-functional urban space, yet

(some examples are shown in Figure 6.17). In

one that preserves the leisure characteristics of

Source: SCHOLL, 1993

the past, this sectoral assessment would often

the area (Figure 6.18).

have contained adequate evaluation to enable the
selection of the best case scenario, communicate

Figure 6.19 illustrates the domain of strategic

it to the other sectors and begin construction.

planning tasks. As discussed in Section 2.3, a

In an integrated approach, this approach would

strategic task is a complex planning task that

be too expensive in terms of financial and

cannot be handled by routine approaches or in

social costs. For example, the fear of losing

the form of projects. Here the diagram also shows

natural and leisure spaces to further settlement

the aspect of desired visions (which the normative

development caused by better accessibilities

planning approaches refer to) and possible

is a serious concern in the northern region.

conflicts (where the regulation and legal basis of

An argumentation towards a clear strategy is

planning lies). A strategic planning task, however,

Figure 6.20: Recommended procedure to form
corridor consilium for the
coastal railway between
Gorgan and Bandar Anzali

missing in the sectoral planning. Therefore, it is,

aims at addressing the conflicts by moving

ultimately, more time and resource consuming.

towards a collective desired direction. It is evident

Tailored strategies should be devised for the

that in the case of regional railway connection or

problematic areas of the Caspian Sea region. As

the Green Corridor and the small and mid-sized

Source: author

a successful example of integrated railways and

counties, strategic tasks are necessary.
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To evaluate the transferability of methodology, the

The kick-start meeting can be half-a-day or a full-

methodology of an informal planning instrument

day programme, inviting the key stakeholders and

is proposed for one of the four complex strategic

actors from the corridor consilium to reflect on

planning tasks mentioned above. A corridor

the issue. At the end of this meeting, the consilium

conference is proposed for the Green Corridor.

should agree on specific places along the corridor

As illustrated in Figure 2.20, the structure of the

that merit further investigation. Preparation for

corridor consilium is very similar to the Swiss case

excursions to the selected areas takes three to six

studies in Section 5.5. Indeed a corridor consilium

months.

forms three to four teams to accompany politicians
and decision makers in the process of preparing

The main expected outcome of the site visits is

the ‘task mission’. This is part of the clarification

to identify certain complexities and evaluate the

procedure and creates a general strategy for the

necessity for further clarification procedures.

region. Afterwards, there might be more than one

Cities and towns have the opportunity to discuss

case for further in-depth clarification procedures

their concerns regarding the new railway corridor

on the smaller scales (Figure 6.21). This has been

with the consilium during the visits. The next

foreseen in the organisational structure, due to

meeting is dedicated to further assessment of

the complexities of the task in different sections of

the situation. Should there be a need for further

the Green Corridor (like the ones shown in Figure

clarification, four teams should be selected to

6.17).

assist the consilium with the preparation of the
task mission through a ‘competition of ideas’. This

The proposed procedure starts with the corridor

stage takes an additional three to six months.

conferences in the form of a series of meetings

Finally, a task mission or a series of task missions

and seminars to identify the problems and

are prepared based on the inquiries for in-depth

prioritise the tasks. The corridor conference for

test planning on a small scale. The preparation

the Green Corridor includes a kick-start meeting.

period takes another three to six months.

The purpose of this meeting is to introduce the

Considering a period of six to nine months in

situation and potential conflicts. The corridor

the test planning of different cases, a general

conference can be initiated by different actors, and

synthesis for the Green Corridor will be achieved

normally the initiator presides over the kick-start

within a period of two to three years from the first

meeting.

meeting (Figure 2.21).
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Figure 6.21: Recommended
procedure for a corridor
conference in the Caspian
Sea region
Source: author
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6.3 CONCLUSION: APPLICABILITY AND
GENERALISATION OF ROSD

also be adapted to Iranian case studies. One
of the key factors is the participation of a
representative from the railway company. This

The spatial planning system in Iran follows

has also recently been suggested in Swiss

the normative, thematic approaches based

case studies (Chapter 5): that SBB should

on regulations of different sectors. Often, this

have representatives in both the executive

does not result in comprehensive but sectoral

committee and steering committee of a

planning products, which do not clearly show,

corridor consilium. In Iran, it might be even

in the short or long term, the desired direction

less challenging because of the organisational

based on a collective agreement. As a result,

structure of the railway company and a clearer

there is always a gap between the legally

definition of the sections, whereas in the case

binding instruments and the demand and

of Swiss Railways, due to a variety of sectors

requirements of the planning. As with the

whose work is often independent, introducing

paradigm shift that Switzerland and Austria

a representative from the railway company,

have been experiencing, Iran requires more

especially as a corridor manager, can be an

informal

inter-sectoral challenge.

planning

instruments

to

bridge

the gap between planning and demand. The
proven methodology is the establishment

The main task of a consilium is to elaborate

of a planning conference at different levels,

an Action Plan for an integrated spatial and

hence the proposal to introduce an Iranian

transport concept. The office of the consilium

Conference on Spatial Planning (ICSP) or

works with the experts of the steering

corridor conferences, as well as regional or

committee to develop this. As discussed, this

metropolitan conferences.

might take between six months to one year until
the consilium realises a need for a ‘competition

The establishment of each of these conferences

of ideas’, and therefore invites four teams (a

is a step towards cooperative planning, where

mix of internal and external teams) to work on

most of the potential risks and conflicts are

a ‘task mission’ to better clarify the concept.

discussed cooperatively in an effort to avoid
them. On the basis of such a paradigm shift,

Developing these conceptual plans that are

the planning system can develop strategic

results of collective consensus constitutes the

approaches.

such

core of both cooperative and strategic planning.

outward

Only after a clear task mission has been

spatial

established should the consilium evaluate the

planning’ are universal strategies that require

need for in-depth planning support to the local

tailoring to each individual case.

government. At this stage, the political will to

as

‘inward

development’

Principal

strategies

development

before

or

‘railway-oriented

participate in further informal planning plays
As recommended in this chapter, corridor

the main role. There is no obligation for further

conference

are

continuation of the consilium. The corridor

theoretically valid methodologies to deal

conference is, in fact, an ad-hoc planning

with the problems mentioned in the northern

process to deal with complex problems,

regions of Iran. However, the success of

where the presence of potentially conflicting

these methodologies depends on the success

interests requires a joint review of the project

of planning a paradigm shift towards more

solutions by all partners. If there are no further

cooperative and strategic planning approaches.

complexities, that means the work of the

The methodology of test planning has already

corridor consilium is fully achieved.

and

corridor

consilia

been practised numerous times and should
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

7.1 SYNOPSIS OF THE RESULTS

the

communities

enjoy

cooperation

with

other regional actors beyond the communal
This dissertation suggests ‘railway-oriented

boundaries. The principal strategy of ROSD can

spatial development’ or ROSD a principal

provide orientation towards regional railway

strategy to complement the practising principal

stations regardless of where administrative

strategy

boundaries end.

of

‘inward

development

before

outward development’. According to the case
study analysis, there are three main reasons

Third - unless the functional region of the

why ‘inward development before outward

community is considered, densification, even

development’ alone is not a sufficient strategy

towards central places, can be considered

to tackle urban sprawl:

as acts of randomness on the regional scale,
socially,

economically

and

environmentally

First - in terms of its quantitative and qualitative

unjustified in the long-term. In contrast,

aspects, there are two sides to densification. Most

orienting towards pre-existing railway stations,

of the social resistance against densification is

even in cases where the station is some way

rooted in the fear of losing the quality of life and

from the centre, optimises the efficiencies of the

space. Therefore prioritisation of inward reserves

functional region.

seems irrelevant, especially for many small and
mid-sized communities, whereas an integrated

In association with the principle strategy of

spatial and railway development, including more

ROSD, and its informal instruments such as

railway frequencies and services, in addition to

the ‘corridor consilium’, ‘inward development

generating multi-function spaces, promises a

before

quality also proven in other places.

towards greater regional coherence, as well as

outward

development’

can

evolve

better use of land and infrastructure resources.
Second - the impacts of densification extend

However, an in-depth case study analysis in this

beyond administrative communal boundaries;

dissertation revealed a number of obstacles for

yet, the communities are the main authorities

the implementation of the principal strategy of

dealing with densification and green land

ROSD:

development. Formal instruments such as
cantonal

guiding

plans,

although

legally

•

Not all railway stations are attractive places

binding for the authorities, are at strategic and

for further development. This refers to the

generic levels. The issues of land use and re-

railway stations that are not well-integrated

dimensioning of the building zone are within

into the local settlement development. Such

the range of responsibilities of the communal

stations might be remote, at a distance

office. For this reason, most harmonious

from residential areas, the town centre or

inward development appears in regions where

commercial zones, allow inadequate or
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low-quality accessibility to non-motorised

With all the above taken into consideration, it

modes of transportation, or feature an ill-

is clear that the central focus of the principle

functioning urban design, e.g. inefficient

strategy of ROSD should be on small and mid-

orientation and visualisation of the railway

sized communities, where systematic regional

station.

land management is missing, the natural and
cultural landscape is under pressure, and

•

A considerable amount of land reserves in

the planning competencies are inadequate.

Switzerland exist within walking distance

In Switzerland, not only are two-thirds of the

of railway stations in private or public

inward development potentials located in small

ownership: this means more than 56%

and mid-sized communities, but also most of

of the land reserves in Canton Zurich and

the collaborative planning potentials, according

39% in each canton of Aargau and Basel

to the following observations:

Landschaft,

according

to

the

current

dimension of the building zones. However,

»

Even if small and mid-sized communities

most of these reserves are located in small

are willing to initiate an integrated spatial

and mid-sized communities, where most

and railway development at their railway

landowners do not have adequate incentives

station, the railway companies consider

to develop or sell the land

these

to

be

low-priorities

compared

with many other projects of national and
•

Regional railway developments decrease the

international importance. The potential,

capacity of the nationally important railway

however, lies in the joint cooperation of the

corridors. They have negative economic

communities alongside the railway corridor.

benefits for the railway companies as well.

When the communities better cooperate

There is always a tendency for railway

with each other, and reach a consensus

planning to favour more freight trains

as a whole, it is less challenging to attract

and long-distance trains over regional

more attention not only from the railway

connections to connect with the large nodes

companies as stakeholders but also from

as fast and efficiently as possible. The key

the Federal and Cantonal offices.

fact, however, is that regional trains connect
the railway stations where most of the

»

The small and mid-sized communities

development potentials and land reserves

have a system of voluntary part-time

are pending further construction. This

public service (the militia, or Milizsystem).

conflict adds to complexities of decision

This means they have lower planning

making, especially regarding the financing

competencies compared to large and very

of infrastructure projects

large cities. Therefore, they can better
benefit from cooperative planning, steered

•

Railway stations in small and mid-sized

by interdisciplinary planning committees.

communities often create tangible physical

Consequently, a win-win situation develops

barriers; the chance of having more than

between smaller communities and larger

one pedestrian underpass is very low.

communities, where experiences and know-

Development towards the railway station

how on regional coherency are provided.

and beyond the rail tracks requires further
economic and social justification for both
local authorities and residents
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On the one hand, a considerable amount of
land reserves around the railway stations
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belong to the SBB or other railway operators.

Local decision-making level:

On the other hand, SBB Real Estate has

1. Any decision on non-rail transportation

an annual obligation to compensate for

development should follow the long-term

the negative benefit of regional railways.

objectives of railway development (in other

Logically, the solution to create this revenue

words, decisions should prioritise railway

is first to concentrate on the development

development in the long term and gravitate

of the land parcels in larger cities, where it

towards it more than other transportation

is economically more beneficial. However,

infrastructure);

the threshold of such land resources in

2. One community is not enough: as discussed

large cities is soon reached. Therefore,

previously, it is inevitable that all neighbouring

there is a potential for small and mid-

communities

sized communities to negotiate with SBB

making regarding a railway-oriented spatial

regarding their land reserves pending

development, but this is also a necessity if almost

exploitation in such communities.

equal professional planning competencies for a

are

included

in

decision-

more coherent regional development are to be
Considering the spatial planning obstacles and

achieved.

potentials of the railway stations of small and
mid-sized communities, the principal strategy

National and regional decision-making level:

of ROSD triggers the function of stations as the

3. Development of new non-rail transportation

‘crystallisation points for regional development’.

infrastructure should be in coordination with the

Settlement development should concentrate on

integrated railway and settlement development.

the railway stations from a long-term perspective.

An example is the development of the Caspian
Sea coastal railway prior to the opening of the

It means intensifying the link from the station to

new Trans-Alborz highway tunnel connection.

the historic town centres and main residential and
industrial areas; a shift from linear development

However, besides the thematic aspects, the

alongside the main roads and regional highways

principal strategy of ROSD also requires the

to a concentric development around the stations

development of organisational and operational

is required. This also means, in view of the lack

aspects. For this reason, a ‘corridor conference’

of concentric densification and restriction of

can be designed as a time-limited ad hoc

development in car-oriented areas, a transitioning

organisation to support the communities of a

landscape, and rural areas are potentially more

corridor in implementation of the strategy. In

accessible for individual vehicles in public or

case of complexities, a corridor conference

private forms.

provides a platform called ‘corridor consilium’,
where the actors and experts of the region

Based on the case study analyses from Switzerland

(or the corridor) can identify and clarify the

and the applicability study in Iran, one can conclude

complex problems regarding the railway and

that actions based on railway development sustain

spatial development of the region and nurture

for generations, whereas road infrastructure,

consensuses on such problems. A ‘corridor

cycling

consilium’ forms the core of this conference.

and

pedestrian

infrastructure

are

respectively less durable; hereupon, there are
three strategic recommendations:

The

consilium

consists

of

an

executive

committee, a steering committee and an office.
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Indeed a corridor consilium together with three

7.2 LIMITATIONS OF IMPLEMENTATION:

to four teams accompany the politicians and
decision makers in the process of preparing the
‘task mission’. This is part of the clarification

» Difficulties in estimating the land reserves and
densification potentials:

procedure and constitutes a general strategy
for the region. Afterwards, there might be more

Estimates of the extent of the reserve of use

than one case for further in-depth clarification

are possible for part of the reserves. However,

procedures on smaller scales. This should be

such estimates are only possible with respect

foreseen in the process. A consilium would be

to the data on the undeveloped and partially

most beneficial for the small and mid-sized

built-up reserves of use that can be found in

communities. Although the procedure might

the applicable land-use plans. On the other

be time and resource-consuming, it pre-empts

hand, it is extremely difficult to estimate

many spatial-relevant conflicts, and most of

the densification potential resulting from

the time means time and resource saving in the

changes or revisions of the utilization plans.

long term.

Assumptions regarding future changes of use
are arbitrary, as these procedures are usually
a

located at community level. Finally, there are

limited number of problem definitions, goal

various methods for estimating densification

determinations, and a number of solutions, this

potential. This is another difficulty and

unavoidably limits the capabilities of planners,

makes it impossible to have a consistent and

narrowing the field of the vision and action by

precise overview of the current situation in

choosing a specific approach (SCHÖNWANDT &

most cases.

Since

each

planning

approach

has

VOIGT, 2005). The participatory process, on the
other hand, makes it possible to evaluate the
feasibilities and impacts of planning approaches

» Political will - limitations of the corridor
conference:

by involving different (and sometimes diverging)
interests in the planning process from the early

As

stages.

fundamental requirement of a ‘corridor

a

complementary

instrument,

the

conference’ is political will. The will for
The planners’ main task is not to solve the

integrated spatial and railway development

problems but rather to prioritise the issues

is more difficult to achieve in smaller

that need to be solved, and to weigh different

communities

alternatives that might be achievable with a

structure and high local autonomy. On the one

certain amount of resources within a limited

hand, it is proven that a higher political will,

time-frame (time – cost – organisation).

in the beginning, triggers a higher degree

Spatial planning cannot doggedly follow a

of commitment to the process. On the other

logical rational modelling, or an optimal linear

hand, a lack of political will might hinder the

script (like a normative theory or a descriptive

redevelopment of the stations’ souroundings,

report as a final product). It best responds to

and subsequntly the regional coherency.

interdisciplinary, tailored approaches to each

The spatial and economic incentives (as

situation, where the unforeseen and uncertain

mentioned in Chapter 5) should be assigned

aspects are acknowledged.

to stimulate the political will.
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an

incoherent
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7.3 OUTLOOK FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
AND PRACTICE

railway networks will consequently be
generated.

Moreover,

the

residents

of non-profit or low-priced housing
Based on the discussions and findings in

are in favour of denser settlements,

this dissertation, the following questions

and subsequently this helps the local

are recommended for future research or

government to plan for a compact

practice:

development. A qualitative approach to
assess the acceptance of these housing

•

Since corridor conferences are time-

constructions

limited

question

sized communities, and quantitative

is whether or not the experiences of

analyses of the potentials are missing

different corridor consilia should be

from the literature and practice, and

collected and evaluated in the long

are therefore potential subjects for

run. In fact, how can small and mid-

research projects.

sized

organisations,

communities

the

learn

from

in

small

and

mid-

the

experiences of other corridor consilia

•

Reflecting on the increasing rate of

and continue to develop transboundary

car-sharing and the use of autonomous

cooperation? Could the existing formal

cars in future transportation systems,

organisations support the communities

what measures are lacking in the public

and corridors with efficient measures

transport

in this regard?

sectors? Specifically, how can a ROSD

and

spatial

development

methodology support the prediction
•

SBB was among the Swiss pioneers

of future travel behaviour as well as

of

identify potential regions as proper

non-profit

housing

construction.

Right from the outset, the state-owned

domains for autonomous cars?

SBB (1902 - 1998) supported dozens
of railway construction cooperatives

•

Considering

the

economic

impact

(Eisenbahner-Baugenossenschaften,

of the regional railways on housing

EBG) with land sales, construction

prices, how can planning measures and

rights

mortgages.

instruments prevent gentrification or

With the AG (public limited company

population displacement in a district

or Ltd.) spin-off, of course, a change

or community in the proximity of the

took place. Considering the potentials

railway station? What are the social

of undeveloped land possessed by SBB

aspects

in small and mid-sized communities, a

railway stations in small and mid-sized

research project on activation of these

communities?

lands

and

for

favourable

low-priced

or

of

the

redevelopment

of

non-profit

housing is required. Relying on the fact
that, due to lower costs, the residents
of low-priced apartments and nonprofit housing are potentially public
transport

users,

further

travelling

and commuting potentials for regional
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ACRONYMS

AöV

Public transport office (Amt für öffentlichen Verkehr)

BAV

Federal Office of Transport (Bundesamt für Verkehr)

BFS

Federal Statistical Office (Bundesamt für Statistik)

B+R

Bike and ride (Velofahren und Reisen)

DWV

Average weekday traffic (durchschnittlicher Werktagsverkehr)

EBL

Inhabitants, Employees, Overnight stays (Einwohner, Beschäftigte, Logiernächte)

ETH

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich)

FABI

Project to fund and expand the rail infrastructure (Finanzierung und Ausbau der Bahninfrastruktur)

HGVAnG

Federal Act of 18 March 2005 on the Connection of Eastern and Western Switzerland to the
European High-Speed Rail Network (Bundesgesetz vom 18. März 2005 über den Anschluss der
Ost- und der Westschweiz an das europäische Eisenbahn-Hochleistungsnetz)

IRL

Institute for Spatial and Landscape Development (Institut für Raum- und Landschaftsentwicklung)

NEAT

New Railway Link through the Alps (Neue Eisenbahn-Alpentransversale)

ÖV

Public transport (öffentlicher Verkehr)

P+R

Park and ride (Parken und Reisen)

ROT

Rate of transformability (Abschätzung der Transformierbarkeit)

SBB

Swiss federal Railways (Schweizerische Bundesbahnen)

SNF

Swiss National Science Foundation (Schweizerischer Nationalfonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung)

STEP

Strategic development programme (Strategisches Entwicklungsprogramm)

UVEK

Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (Eidgenössisches Departement für Umwelt, Verkehr, Energie und Kommunikation)

ZEB

Future development of the rail infrastructure (Zukünftige Entwicklung der Bahninfrastruktur)
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APPENDIX I:
TYPES AND SOURCES OF DATA

Data Collection

Description (EN/DE)

Version(s)

Source

2018

2018 – 2045

Federal Office for Statistics

Communal
population data

Population prognosis
in cantonal level
(nation-wide)

2016

Communal population

2015

Federal Office for Statistics

SBB land ownership

2015

Eigentumsverhältnisse
SBB

2015

Swiss Federal Railways

VECTOR200 Level 4

2015

Administrative
boundaries, roads and
railway networks,
building footprints

2014

SWISSTOPO, Federal
Office of Topography

Nation-wide
harmonised data on
building zone

2015

Main zones

Supplier

Year

Cantonal population
data

Geostat pro

2018

Population density
data in 100*100 metre
cells

2018

Residential buildings
density data in 100*100
metre cells

2018

Workplaces and
employment density
data in 100*100 metre
cells

2009 – 2012
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2011
2012
2013
2014

UVEK, Federal office for
Spatial Planning

Federal Office for Statistics
- Geostat Pro

2015
Land reserves –
Canton Aargau

186

2015

Building zone, zoning,
parcels and land
reserves

2000 – 2015

Aargau Geographical
Information System (AGIS),
Department of Spatial
Development, Canton of
Aargau
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Data Collection
Supplier

Land reserves –
Cantonal population
Canton Basel Land
data
Land reserves –
Communal
Canton Bern
population data
Land reserves –
SBB land ownership
Canton St.Gallen
Land reserves –
Canton Schaffhausen
VECTOR200
Level
Land
reserves
– 4
Canton Solothurn
Land reserves –
Canton
Thurgau
Nation-wide
harmonised data on
Land
reserves
building
zone –
Canton Zurich

Year

2018
2018
2015
2016

Description (EN/DE)
Population prognosis
Raum+
in cantonal level
(nation-wide)
Zoning and land
Communal population
parcels

Version(s)

2018
2018 – 2045
05.01.2016
2015

2015

Eigentumsverhältnisse
Raum+
SBB

2015
2014

2015
2015
2015

Administrative
+
Raum
boundaries, roads and
AV
– Bodenbedeckung,
railway
networks,
AV
– Liegenschaften
building
footprints

2013
2014 –
28.04.2006
20.11.2015

2015

Raum+

2015

Zoning,
building
Main zones
footprints, parcels and
status of land reserves
of the communities

2015

Areal photos

2015
2018

Population density
SWISSIMAGE
data in 100*100 metre
cells

Geostat pro

2018

Residential buildings
density data in 100*100
metre cells

2018

Workplaces and
employment density
data in 100*100 metre
cells

2014
2009 – 2012

31.12.2013
2011
2012
2012-2014
2013
2014
2015
2016
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2011
2012
2013
2014

Source

ETH Zurich Chair of Spatial
Federal
Office ETH
for Statistics
Development,
Zurich
GeoKatalog, Office for
Geoinformation of the
Federal Office for Statistics
Canton of Bern
ETH Zurich Chair of Spatial
Swiss Federal Railways
Development, ETH Zurich
ETH Zurich Chair of Spatial
Development,Federal
ETH Zurich
SWISSTOPO,
forTopography
Geoinformation,
Office of
Canton Solothurn
ETH Zurich Chair of Spatial
Development, ETH Zurich
UVEK, Federal office for
Geographic Information
Spatial Planning
System GIS-ZH, Office for
Spatial Development
Canton of Zurich
SWISSTOPO, Federal
Office of Topography

Federal Office for Statistics
- Geostat Pro

2015
Land reserves –
Canton Aargau

2015

Building zone, zoning,
parcels and land
reserves

2000 – 2015

Aargau Geographical
Information System (AGIS),
Department of Spatial
Development, Canton of
Aargau
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APPENDIX II:
LIST OF INTERVIEWS AND MEETINGS WITH EXPERTS AND POLITICIANS

1

2

3

4

Time

Location

Name

Position

01.05.2019

IUT:
Isfahan University of
Technology

Daniel Kolb

Head of the
office

15.03.2019

SBB:
Bollwerk 10,
3000 Bern 65

18.12.2018

27.09.2018

Beat Friedli
Anita Grams
Bettina
Steinmann
Wilhelm
Natrup

Canton Zurich:
Stampfenbachstrasse
Markus Traber
12,
8090 Zürich
Wilfried
Anreiter
ARE:
Worblentalstrasse
66,
3063 Ittigen

5

03.04.2017

SBB:
Hilfikerstrasse 1,
3000 Bern 65

Project leader

Strategic Project LIMA

Head of the
office
Head of the
office
Head of
department

Office for Spatial
Planning
Office for
Transportation
Office for
Transportation
Federal Office for
Spatial Planning –
Department of federal
planning
Federal Office for
Spatial Planning –
Department of Traffic
Strategic Project:
Mobility Hubs

Deputy director
of section for
federal planning

Gilles Chomat

Scientific
assistant

Annette Antz
Lukas
Schneller
Stephan
Osterwald

Head of the
project
Head of
scenario models Strategic Project LIMA
and simulations
Portfolio
SBB Real Estate
manager
Section Transport
Head of the
economics, statistics,
section
research cooperation
Head of
Network
SBB Infrastructure
Development
President of
Community Flawil
community
Construction
Community Flawil
administrator

6

07.10.2015

SBB:
Aargauerstrasse 15,
8048 Zürich

7

14.07.2015

Gemeinde Flawil:
Bahnhofstrasse 6,
9230 Flawil

8

13.08.2015

Gemeinde Elgg:
Auwiesenstrasse 1,
8352 Elsau

Christoph
Ziegler

President of
community

Community Elgg

13.08.2015

Gemeinde Aadorf:
Gemeindeplatz 1,
8355 Aadorf

Mathias Küng

President of
community

Community Aadorf

05.08.2015

Gemeinde Uzwil:
Bahnhofstrasse 115,
9240, Uzwil

Lukas Keel

President of
community

Community Uzwil

9

10
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Head of mobility
hubs
Project leader

Office for Spatial
Planning, Canton
Aargau
Strategic Project:
Mobility Hubs
Strategic Project LIMA

Martin
Tschopp

Beat Friedli

Affiliation

Daria
Martinoni
Elmar Metzger
RenéBruderer
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APPENDIX III:
MEETINGS FOR THE COLLABORATIVE PROJECT OF “CHALLENGES AND CHANCE FOR
SBB IN SMALL AND MID-SIZED COMMUNITIES” 2015-2016

Date

M eeting

09.03.2015

Kick-start meeting

13.05.2015

Primary Findings
Spring Meeting

02.06.2015

Interim Meeting I

03.09.2015

Interim Meeting II

26.01.2016

Presentation of the Final
Findings
January Meeting

09.05.2016

Final Presentation

Attendees
ETH Zurich:
Prof. Dr. B. Scholl
M. Soltaniehha
R. Sonderegger
SBB:
M. Loose
S. Osterwald
ETH Team
SBB Research Lab
ETH Zurich:
Prof. Dr. B. Scholl
M. Soltaniehha
R. Sonderegger
M. Niedermayer
SBB:
M. Loose
S. Osterwald
ETH Zurich:
Prof. Dr. B. Scholl
M. Soltaniehha
R. Sonderegger
M. Niedermayer
SBB:
M. Loose
S. Osterwald
ETH Zurich:
Prof. Dr. B. Scholl
M. Soltaniehha
R. Sonderegger
M. Niedermayer
SBB:
M. Loose
S. Osterwald
ETH Team
SBB Research Lab
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APPENDIX IV:
SWISS NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATION - REPORT OF THE OUTPUTS

SNF, DIVISION 1, 10407 ARCHITECTURE AND SOCIAL URBAN SCIENCE
GRANT APPLICATION, 100013_162880
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APPENDIX V:
SWISS-IRANIAN SYMPOSIUM - 26.-28.04.2018
V.I PARTICIPANTS
Participants

IRANIAN DELEGATION
Mrs. Sedigheh Abbaspour, CEO Hariri Science Foundation, Mazandaran
Dr. Mehdi Abtahi, Professor of Transportation Planning, Isfahan University of Technology
Mr. Vahid Alighardashi, Director General, Infrastructure Engineering & Supervision Bureau, The Iranian Railways
Dr. Mohammad Mehdi Azizi, Professor, Head of School of Urban Planning, College of Fine Arts, University of Tehran
Mrs. Mahdieh Emadisangdehi, Rail Transport Expert, The Iranian Railways
Dr. Saied Izadi, Deputy Minister for Urban Development at the Ministry of Urban Development and Transportation
Dr. Mahshid Sehizadeh, Assistant Professor in Urban Planning and Design, BAS University, Hamedan

Mrs. Behnaz Shaabani, Urban Planner and Station Expert, The Iranian Railways
Dr. Mahmoud Sharepour, Professor of Urban Sociology, University of Mazandaran, Hariri Science Foundation
Dr. Ahmadreza Talebian, Assistant Professor of Transportation Planning, Isfahan University of Technology

SWISS DELEGATION
Wilfried Camus, Global Ebus sales manager, Key Account Manager for TPG, ABB
Dr. Anita Grams, Study programme coordinator MAS-, DAS-, CAS-programme in Spatial Planning
Thomas Hablützel, Head of Market Development, Zurich Public Transport (VBZ)
Dr. Daniel Kolb, Head of Department Spatial Planning (Cantonal Planner), Canton Aargau
Peter Noser, Spatial Planner and Lecturer at ETH Zurich, MAS Spatial Planning
Prof. Dr. Bernd Scholl, Chair for Spatial Development, ETH Zurich
Jürg Senn, 10:8 Architekten GmbH, Architect for Limmattalbahn Project
Mahdokht Soltaniehha, Scientific collaborator, Chair for Spatial Development, ETH Zurich
Hans Peter Vetsch, Founder and CEO of Vetsch Railway Consultancy
Thierry Wegenknecht, Geneva Public Transport (TPG), Market manager

Support

Yvonne Largiadèr, Secretary, Institute for Spatial and Landscape Development, ETH Zurich
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V.II PROGRAMME OF THE SYMPOSIUM

DRAFT program for the Swiss-Iranian Symposium 25.04.2018 - 28.04.2018
Network City and Landscape, NSL

Wednesday, 25.04.2018
09:15

Arrival (Tehran - Zurich)

Individual / free time

Thursday, 26.04.2018

45'

09:30

30'

0

30'
10:00 Presentation 3 Dr. Daniel Kolb, Head of Department Spatial Planning (Cantonal
Planner), Canton Aargau
Role of the Cantons in an Intergrated Transportation and Spatial Planning
30'
10:30
Coffee Break
11:00 Presentation 4 Peter Noser, Spatial Planner and Lecturer at ETH Zurich, MAS Spatial 30'
Planning
Railway Development in Zurich Agglomeration

0

11:30 Reserve / Discussion

30'

1

12:00 Lunch

90'

1

13:00 Presentation 5 Dr. Saied Izadi, Deputy Minister for Urban Development at the
Ministry of Urban Development and Transportation
The Future Programs of Iran’s Government for Railway Development within the
National Spatial Planning Framework
13:30 Presentation 6 Vahid Alighardashi, Director General, Infrastructure Engineering &
Supervision Bureau, The Iranian Railways
Railway Development in Iran

30'

14:00 Reserve / Discussion

30'

14:30
Coffee Break
15:00 Presentation 7 Dr. Mohammad Mehdi Azizi, Professor, Head of School of Urban
Planning, College of Fine Arts, University of Tehran
Tehran Spatial Structure and Transit Oriented Development (TOD)

30'
30'

15:30 Presentation 8 Dr. Ahmadreza Talebian, Assistant Professor of Transportation
Planning, Isfahan University of Technology
Integrated Urban and Transportation Development in Isfahan

30'

Presentation 9 Dr. Mahmoud Sharepour, Professor of Urban Sociology, University of
16:00 Mazandaran, Hariri Science Foundation
Strength and Challenges of Settlement Development in Mazandaran Province

30'

16:30 Reserve / Discussion

30'
30'

Presentation 2 Hans Peter Vetsch, Founder and CEO of Vetsch Railway Consultancy
Railway Development in Switzerland

Individual / free time
19:00 Joint Welcome Dinner

(Location: Restaurant Kreis 6)

19:00 Symposium Dinner

(Location:Zunfthaus zur Waag)
Special Guest at the Welcome Dinner Mr. Philippe Welti (former Swiss Ambassador in Tehran)

Hotel rooms reserves in Villa Hatt and Rigihof 25 - 28.04.2018
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F

09:00 Opening Swiss-Iranian Symposium
Welcome Note and Presentation 1
Prof. Dr. Bernd Scholl, Chair for Spatial Development, ETH Zurich
Introduction to the Spatial Development in Switzerland

Contact: Mahdokht Soltaniehha, +41 (0)44 633 49 74/+41 (0)78 781 07 78

30'

0

1
1

1

1
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Friday, 27.04.2018

08:45 Opening to the second day
Prof. Dr. Bernd Scholl, Chair for Spatial Development, ETH Zurich

15'

09:00 Presentation 10 Jürg Senn, 10:8 Architekten GmbH, Architect for Limmattalbahn
Project
Regional Light Rail Planning in Limmat Valley

30'

09:30 Presentation 11 Thomas Hablützel, Head of Market Development, Zurich Public
Transport (ZVB)
Tram and Trolleybus in the city of Zurich
10:00
Coffee Break
10:30 Presentation 12 Thierry Wegenknecht, Geneva Public Transport (TPG), Market
manager
Geneva Streetcar Network and Spatial Development

30'

11:00 Introduction to MAS program
Dr. Anita Grams, Study programme coordinator MAS-, DAS-, CAS-programme in
Spatial Planning
Task Mission of MAS Seminar
Mahdokht Soltaniehha, Scientific collaborator, Chair for Spatial Development, ETH
Zurich

30'

12:00 Outline of the excursions
M. Soltaniehha
12:30 Lunch

30'

Saturday, 28.04.2018
09:00

Visit from SBB Control Center
Meeting at Hotel Rigihof at 09:00
Starting Point: Zurich Airport at 10:00
HPV

30'
30'

60'

12:00
12:30

13:30

150'

13:30

Excursion in Limmat Valley
Starting Point: Info Pavillion starting at 14:30
Infopavillon Limmattalbahn Ringstrasse 8952 Schlieren
Limmattalbahn Project: Julie Stucki
MaSo

Individual / free time

Lunch at Restaurant Isebähnli,
Hagenholzstrasse 51, 8050 Zürich

Excursion and sightseeing (Zurich)
Zürich-Nord
Zürich-West
Finish @Hardbrücke Station
PN

17:30

Departure (Zurich - Tehran)
Individual / free time
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APPENDIX VI:
RESULTS FOR CALCULATIONS OF LAND RESERVES - BRUGG-LENZBURG CORRIDOR

Windisch

FAR
0.45
0.6

4095

Brugg

1.4
0.5

2461.39
11531.61

1
5

WG3
W2

0.80
1.00

4104

Lupfig

0.6
0.65
0.35
0.25

13915.55
44506.88
37138.98
4238.53

1
10
9
2

W3
WG3
W2
W2

1.00
0.80
1.00
0.50

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.45

5130.43
2604.95
619.60
7795.73

3
2
1
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WG3
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0.80
1.00
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2
1
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0.4
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1.00
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No. of parcels Land use Share of housing
FA
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2819.479486
1
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APPENDIX VII:
RESULTS FOR CALCULATIONS OF FLOOR AREA POTENTIALS - BRUGG-LENZBURG CORRIDOR
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APPENDIX VIII:
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT HOT-SPOTS IN BRUGG-LENZBURG CORRIDOR

Railway Station Lenzburg:
SR03
Population growth 2006-2015: 25%
Population 2015: 6’698
Workplaces 2014: 4’852
Land reserves: 72 ha (25% of total)
Land reserves in access area: 54 ha

STEP AS +2035:
•

None

Political will for densiﬁcation:
•
•
•

ABB Areal: +4’300 new workplaces; no housing (aiming 60% MIV)
Neumatt, Bachtalen: ca. 700 new apartments
Reichhold Areal: +1’900 new workplaces (600 in Hausen + 1’300 in Lupﬁg) ;no
housing (aiming 80% MIV)

Source: www.reichholdareal.ch

Railway Station Lenzburg:
SR05
Population growth 2006-2015: 22%
Population 2015: 16’675
Workplaces 2014: 10’913
Land reserves: 65 ha (12% of total)
Land reserves in access area: 22 ha

STEP AS +2035:
•
•
•

Module G4:increasing freight trafﬁc in the rush hour of the passenger trafﬁc
Olten, Lenzburg, Limmattal shanting yard;
Module G7: more frequent services between Wohlen and Lenzburg: S-bahn
offer increases to ¼-hourly rate;
Module G40: Direct connection of Zurich – Aarau instead of Chestenberg Tunnel
via Mägenwil

Political will for densiﬁcation:
•

Im Lenz: +500 new apartments; +800 workplaces

Source: “Im Lenz”, 2018
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corridor Brugg- Lenzburg
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APPENDIX IX:
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS IN CORRIDOR BRUGG-LENZBURG:
DENSITY OF INHABITANTS, WORKPLACES AND CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT
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APPENDIX X:
OVERVIEW OF THE SWISS AGGLOMERATIONS BASED ON SIZE

Settlement Area per Inhabitant
Settlement Area 1992/1997 (m2) per capita 1995
Zurich
Bern
Basel (CH)
Lausanne
Geneva (CH)

Large agglomerations
Midium agglomerations
Small agglomerations
Switzerland

Unconstructed building zones
Undeveloped building zones (sqm) 2007 per inhabitant (2007) and employees (2005).
Zurich
Bern
Basel (CH)
Lausanne
Geneva (CH)

Large agglomerations
Midium agglomerations

Unconstructed
building zones
Uncertain

Small agglomerations
Switzerland

Public Transport Demand
Kilometers of public transport per day per inhabitant
Zurich
Bern
Basel (CH)
Lausanne

Overview of situation in
Swiss agglomerations

Geneva (CH)
Local
Large agglomerations
Midium agglomerations
Small agglomerations
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Regional

Source: BUNDESRAT,
AGGLOMERATIONSPOLITIK
DES BUNDES (2001);
translated by the author

268 million

SBB revenue obligations for maintenance
and operation of the network

977 million

193 million

2.8 billion

10 million

Operation & maintenance
of private railway networks

688 million

Operation & maintenance
of SBB network

1.6 billion

SBB Real Estate

150 million

750 million

Infrastructure for
urban/local traffic

259 million

Confederation: general tax revenue Cantons: general tax revenue Communities: general tax
revenue
- Act on Passenger Transport
Additionally, the cantons make
(PTA, SR 745.1)
financial contributions for
Additionally, the cantons make
- Ordinance on Subsidies for
agglomeration projects (via TIF) financial contributions for
Regional Passenger Trasnport
agglomeration projects (via TIF)
(RPTSO, SR 745.16)

96 million

24 million

Freight transport
infrastructure

1.4 billion

2 million

12 million

Other infrastructure

24 million

Mineral oil tax revenues
- Federal Act on the Application
- Federal Constitution and
of the Earmarked Mineral Oil
Federal Assembly Ordinance on Tax (MinOA, SR 725.116.2),
Funding Rules for Major
- Ordinance on Private Sidings
Railway Infrastructure Projects - Ordinance on the Promotion
(SR 742.140)
of Goods Transport by Rail
(RGTO, SR 740.12)

FinöV fund

Revenue from Allocation of
the train paths

1 billion

1.4 billion

Major railway projects

223 million

Transportation Infrastructure
Fund (TIF)
- Federal Act on the Application
of the Earmarked Mineral Oil
Tax (MinOA, SR 725.116.2)
agglomeration projects (via TIF)
- Act on the Infrastructure Fund
(IFA, SR 725.13)

Public fund allocated for regional and local netwrok
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APPENDIX XI:
DIAGRAM OF MAJOR BUDGET AND COSTS OF SBB
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APPENDIX XII:
TRILINGUAL GLOSSARY

English
Active Land Policy
Active land policy means using
the land property in a targeted
manner and actively managing
it. This allows us to consistently
support the urban development
strategy and to accelerate
positive developments.
Added Value Compensation
The Spatial Planning Act
stipulates - beyond the basic
regulation - that “considerable”
added value must be
compensated. It is about added
value in conversion or rezoning
(increase in utilization with the
same type of zone).
Axis (for development)
Axes, often referred to as
development axes, are
corridors in spatial planning
with good infrastructure
equipment for connecting
central locations.
An axis can and should connect
places, urban districts, cities
or conurbations. It is not just a
line, but rather a corridor that
bundles together the various
transport and supply lines.
Agglomeration
A consolidation of enterprise,
population, infrastructures and
interaction possibilities; The
agglomeration offers spatial
proximity to other actors
and often creates positive
reinforcement effects.

!فار

Deutsch

- . سياست های فعال
/زم

Aktive Bodenpolitik
Aktive Bodenpolitik bedeutet, das
Landeigentum gezielt einzusetzen und
aktiv zu bewirtschaften. Dies erlaubt,
die Strategie Stadtentwicklung
konsequent zu unterstützen und
positive Entwicklungen zu beschleunigen1.

- . سياست های فعال
 به معنای استفاده از/زم
ام^ک به صورت هدفمند و مديريت فعال
 اين به ما امكان مى دهد تا به طور.آن است
Q مداوم از
اتژی توسعه شهری حمايتUاس
j كنيم و
.يع كنيمhفت های مثبت را تhپي

ان ارزش افزودهUج


Mehrwertausgleich
Das Raumplanungsgesetz schreibt
– über die Mindestregelung hinaus
– vor, dass «erhebliche» Mehrwerte
auszugleichen sind. Dabei geht es
um Mehrwerte bei Umzonungen
oder Aufzonungen (Erhöhung des
Nutzungsmasses bei gleichbleibender
Zonenart)3.
Achse (zur Entwicklung)
Achsen, oft als Entwicklungsachsen
bezeichnet, sind in der räumlichen
Planung Korridore mit einer guten
Infrastrukturausstattung zur
Verbindung Zentraler Orte.
Eine Achse kann und soll dabei Orte,
Stadtteile, Städte oder (Baluungs-)
Räume verbinden. Es handelt sich
nicht nur um eine Linie, sondern
eher um einen Korridor, in dem
die verschiedenen Verkehrs- und
Versorgungsstränge gebündelt
werden3.
Agglomeration,
Agglomerationsraum
Eine Verdichtung von Unternehment,
Bevölkerung, Infrastrukturen und
Interaktionsmöglichkeiten; Die
Agglomeration bietet räumliche Nähe
zu anderen Akteuren und schafft
häuftig positive Verstärkungseffekte4.

-  تيح مى كندDفضا
. قانون برنامه ريزی
 ارزش افزوده »قابل- فراتر از حداقل مقررات
 اين درمورد ارزش.ان شودUج
 توجهى« بايد
 كشاورزی به شهری يا/زم
. افزوده در تبديل
( با همان نوع منطقهDآ.  كاربری )افزايش كارUتغي
.
پد
.است

د

(محور )جهت توسعه

محورها كه غالباً به عنوان محورهای توسعه گفته
-  در برنامه ريزیD راهروها، مى شوند
 باDمكا
.
Q
-.
 مناسب برای اتصال مكانهایRزيرساخ
اتUتجه
ذ
.مركزی هستند
 مناطق،يک محور مى تواند و بايد مكان ها
 شهرها يا مناطق حاشيه ای را به هم،شهری
 اين محور تنها جنبه خطى نداشته.متصل كند
Q بلكه
 مشابهه يک راهرو است كه خطوطUبيش
مختلف حمل و نقل و زيرساخت ها را بهم
و
.متصل مى كند

تراكم منطقه ای
Q
 زيرساختها و،Rجمعي
،تراكمى از مراكز كاری
 باDفضا
pنزدي
،اكم
ر
ت
اين
امكان ساير تعام^ت؛
.
ساير بازيگران و ذينفعان منطقه ای را ارائه مى
Q دهد و اغلب اثرات تقويت كننده
 ايجادRمثب
د
.مى كند

1
Stadt Thun: Abruf von: http://www.thun.ch/stadtverwaltung/abteilungenaemter/amt-fuer-stadtliegenschaften/portfoliomanagement/aktive-bodenpolitik.html;
2
ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Artikel 5 RPG;
3&4
ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
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English
Building Density
The structural density
corresponds to the constructed
building volume [m3] per
hectare of built construction
zone. The degree of expansion
describes the ratio of the
constructed floor areas to the
permissible floors in built-up
and non-built-up building zones.
Building Zone
The restricted land use
zone for construction. In
Switzerland, the dimension of
the building zone is estimated
based on the demand for every
15-year periods.
Cluster

Clusters are defined here as a
spatial clustering of companies
and supporting institutions from
the same or related sectors or
technology fields.

Cooperative Planning
Cooperative planning is the result
of a changed understanding
of the state, complementing
the hierarchical administrative
action with cooperative elements.
An essential characteristic of
cooperative planning is coordination
through reconciliation of interests
and compromise. This requires the
skills of moderation and process
management, which complement
the qualification profile of urban and
spatial planning.

Deutsch
Bauliche Dichte
Die bauliche Dichte entspricht dem
gebauten Gebäudevolumen [m3] pro
Hektare überbaute Bauzone. Mit
dem Ausbaugrad wird das Verhältnis
der gebauten Geschossflächen zu
den zulässigen Geschossflächen in
überbauten und nicht überbauten
Bauzonen beschrieben.
Bauzone
Die Zone der eingeschränkten
Bodennutzung für den Bau. In der
Schweiz wird die Dimension der
Bauzone basierend auf der Nachfrage
für alle 15 Jahre geschätzt1.
Cluster

Cluster wird hier definiert als
räumliche Ballung von Unternehmen
und unterstützenden Einrichtungen
aus gleichen oder verwandten
Branchen oder Technologiefeldern2.

Kooperative Planung
Kooperative Planung ist
Ergebnis eines gewandelten
Staatsverständnisses, das das
hierarchische Verwaltungshandeln
um kooperative Elemente ergänzt.
Ein massgebliches Charakteristikum
kooperativer Planung ist Koordination
durch Interessenausgleich
und Kompromiss. Dazu sind
Kompetenzen der Moderation und des
Prozessmanagements erforderlich,
die das Qualifikationsprofil der Stadtund Raumplanung ergänzen4.

!فار

Dساختما
تراكم
 با حجم ساختمان احداثDساختما
تراكم
شده در هكتار منطقه قابل ساخت و ساز
 نسبت مساحت، درجه انبساط.مطابقت دارد
كف ساخته شده به طبقات مجاز در مناطق
. ساخته را توصيف مى كندUغ. ساخته شده و

حريم ساختمان سازی
- محدوده كاربری
ارا محدود برای
 ابعاد، در سوئيس.ساخت و ساز
منطقه ساختمان براساس تقاضای
. ساله برآورد مى شود١٥ هر دوره

خوشه
خوشه ها در اينجا به عنوان يک خوشه
-Dكت ها و مؤسسات پشتيباj Dمكا
- بندی
از همان بخش ها يا حوزه های مرتبط
.يا حوزه فناوری تعريف مى شوند
ذ
.

Dتعاو
برنامه ريزی
 درک دولتUتغي
برنامه ريزی
.  نتيجهDتعاو
 را باRاست و عملكرد اداری سلسله مر ات
 مشخصه. تكميل مى كندDتعاو
عنا

 ازp هماهن،Dاسا برنامه ريزی تعاو
Q طريق
 اين. منافع و سازش استRآش
امر نياز به مهارت های اعتدال و مديريت
فرآيند دارد كه مشخصات كيفى برنامه
- ريزی شهری و
. را تكميل مى كنندDمكا

1
Kanton Zürich, Baudirektion, Amt für Raumentwicklung: Glossar zum Begriff Dichte. Abruf von: https://are.
zh.ch/internet/baudirektion/are/de/raumplanung/raumbeobachtung/_jcr_content/contentPar/morethemes/morethemesitems/175_1428394721028.spooler.download.1428395149995.pdf/Glossar_zum_Begriff_Dichte_2015.pdf;
2 &3
ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
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English
Corridor Consilium
Corridor consilium is a
complimentary planning
advisory team that forms in
response to a need for transboundary planning amongst
different regions. A corridor
consilium reflects on the
complex planning problems of
different stakeholders and is
targeted to a consensus and
clarification of responsibilities
and task.
Cross-Border Cooperation

Cross-border cooperation
includes cooperation between
regional and local authorities
and other partners in border
regions. To overcome border
barriers, this cooperation
will be promoted within the
framework of European
regional policy in all European
border regions.

Densification

Deutsch
Korridor Konsilium
Korridor Konsilium ist ein eine
unterstützende Planungsberatung, das
sich als Reaktion auf die Notwendigkeit
einer grenzüberschreitenden
Planung zwischen verschiedenen
Regionen zusammensetzt. Ein
Korridorkonsilium reflektiert die
komplexen Planungsprobleme
verschiedener Stakeholder und zielt auf
einen Konsens und eine Klärung von
Verantwortlichkeiten und Aufgaben ab.
Grenzüberschreitende
Zusammenarbeit
Grenzüberschreitende Kooperation
umfasst die Zusammenarbeit
zwischen regionalen und
kommunalen Gebietskörperschaften
sowie weiteren Partnern in
grenznahen Regionen. Zur
Überwindung von Grenzbarrieren
wird diese Zusammenarbeit
im Rahmen der europäischen
Regionalpolitik in allen europäischen
Grenzregionen gefördert1.
Verdichtung

Increase in built-up floor areas Zunahme der bebauten
while the plot area remains
Grundfläche bei gleichbleibender
2
Grundstücksfläche.
constant .
Development Degree

The ratio of the actually
implemented use of the
theoretically permissible use,
usually expressed in percent
of implemented gross floor
area to the largely permissible
gross floor area.

1
2
3
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Ausbaugrad

Das Verhältnis der tatsächlich
realisierten Nutzung zur theoretisch
zulässigen Nutzung, üblicherweise
ausgedrückt in Prozent der
realisierten Bruttogeschossfläche,
zur weitgehend zulässigen
Bruttogeschossfläche3.

ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
Grams, A., 2018;
ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Glossary;

!فار
كوريدور كنسوليوم
كريدور كنسليوم يک تيم برنامه ريزی در پاسخ
مرزی در مناطق-به نياز به برنامه ريزی فرا
 كريدور كنسليوم در مورد برنامه.مختلف است
ها و مشك^ت پيچيده ذينفعان مختلف تأمل مى
كند و در نهايت اجماع و شفاف سازی مسئوليت
.دUگ. ها و وظايف مورد هدف قرار مى

مرزی-مشاركت فرا

مرزی شامل همكاری-مشاركت های فرا
-.
 مقامات منطقه ای و مح و ساير/ب
 برای رفع.مرزی است-كای مناطق فراj
 اين همكاری در چارچوب،مرزی-موانع فرا
Dاروپا
. سياست های منطقه ای كشورهای
.در كليه مناطق مرزی اروپا ترويج مى شود

اكم سازیUمQ
افزايش زيربنای ساخته شده در حا كه
- . مساحت
. قابل ساخت ثابت است/زم

درجه توسعه ساختمان
- . نسبت فضای ساخته شده از
ان زيربنایUم
 كه معمو باتقسيم درصد زيربنای ساخته،مجاز
.شده بر كل زيربنای مجاز به دست مى آيد

Appendices
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Deutsch

Floor Area

Geschossfläche

Die Geschossfläche ist die allseitig
umschlossene und überdeckte
Ground plan area, enclosed and
Grundrissfläche der zugänglichen
covered on all sides, of accessible Geschosse einschliesslich der
floors, including constructional
Konstruktionsflächen. Nicht als
areas. Surfaces of cavities below
Geschossflächen gerechnet werden
the lowest accessible floor are not Flächen von Hohlräumen unter dem
counted as floor areas.
untersten zugänglichen Geschoss.
The floor area is divided into 'net
Die Geschossfläche gliedert sich
floor area' and 'construction area'. in 'Nettogeschossfläche' und
'Konstruktionsfläche'1.
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Ratio between the sum of
gross floor areas and the
assignable plot area.
Functional Region

Ausnützungsziffer (AZ)
Verhältnis zwischen der Summe
der Bruttogeschossflächen und der
anrechenbaren Landfläche2.
Funktionale Region

Spatial unit, in which
the social and economic
interdependencies
and, in particular, the
interdependencies between a
center and its surroundings
are decisive for demarcation.

Raumeinheit, bei der die
sozialen und wirtschaftlichen
Beziehungsverflechtungen und
insbesondere die wechselseitigen
Abhängigkeiten zwischen einem
Zentrum und seinem Umland für die
Abgrenzung bestimmend sind3.

Functional regions
might extend beyond the
administrative boundaries.

Funktionsbereiche können sich über
die Verwaltungsgrenzen hinaus
erstrecken.

Governance
The set of forms with which the
collective and interdependent
action of actors and organizations
can be coordinated. The concept
of governance draws attention to a
twofold fact: Collective action to fulfill
public tasks is today embedded in
complex structures and is achieved
through the combination of different
control modes. Regions are social
constructs in the sense that they are
constituted only through the social
action of actors.
1
2&3
4

Governance
Die Gesamtheit der Formen, mit denen das
kollektive und interdependente Handeln von
Akteuren und Organisationen koordiniert
werden kann. Der Governance-Begriff
macht auf ein Doppeltes aufmerksam:
Kollektives Handeln zur Erfüllung
öffentlicher Aufgaben ist heutzutage
in komplexe Strukturen eingebettet
und erfolgt über die Kombination
unterschiedlicher Steuerungsmodi.
Regionen sind soziale Konstrukte in dem
Sinne, als dass sie erst über das soziale
Handeln von Akteuren konstituiert werden4.

!فار
زيربنا
 سطوح محصور و پوشيده،زيربنای ساختمان
Q  شامل طبقات قابل،از همه طرف
 ازUدس
Q
 سطوح.Dساختما
Rزيرساخ
جمله قسمتهای
Q
Q
 بهU از زيربنای قابل دسUكوچك
خا
 زيربنای.عنوان زيربنا طبقه حساب نمى شود
طبقه به "زيربنای مفيد)خالص(" و "زيربنای
Q
." تقسيم مى شودDساختما
Rزيرساخ

نسبت زيربنا
- . نسبت
 كل زيربنای ناخالص/ب
-./زم
. و سطح قابل ساخت

مناطق عملكردی

 های اجتماعى وp كه در آن وابست،Dفضا
. واحد

- .  های متقابلpوابست
/ب
اقتصادی و به ويژه
- . يک مركز و محيط اطراف آن
. كننده است/تعي
ر
Q
 ممكن است فراترDمناطق عمليا
Q از مرزهای اداری
.ش يابدUگس

 اداره كردن/ حاكميت
مجموعه اشكا كه با آنها مى توان فعاليت جمعى
و وابسته متقابل بازيگران و سازمان ها را هماهنگ
 مفهوم حاكميت توجه به يک واقعيت دوگانه.كرد
 كنش جمعى برای تحقق:را به خود جلب مى كند
وظايف عمومى امروزه در ساختارهای پيچيده
 از حالتRتركي
 جاسازی شده است و از طريق
Q های مختلف
 مناطق ساختار.ل حاصل مى شودUكن
اجتماعى هستند به اين معنا كه آنها فقط از طريق
.ندUگ. اقدام اجتماعى بازيگران و ذينفعان شكل مى

Schweizerischer Ingenieur- und Architektenverein, Norm SIA, 416;
ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Glossary;
ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
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Implementation Instrument
Planers refer to an “instrument”
as “a device, a tool of technical
work” and as the means to
Implementation of a normative
purpose delimited from this.
Informal Planning
Informal planning encompasses
procedures and instruments
of spatial planners that are not
legally formalized, standardized
and directly legally binding, and
at the same time characterized
by high flexibility, adaptability
and openness. This includes
information bases, models and
concepts, communicative and
cooperative approaches as well
as formats for the planning
control of spatial development.
Infrastructure
The term infrastructure refers
to facilities and facilities that
have not only individual, but
also collective benefits, and that
have an impact on economic
development, social coexistence
and the ecologically sustainable
development of a space.
Infrastructure Provision
The term “development”
refers to the preparation of
the basic infrastructures
necessary for land use (roads,
public transport, water,
sewage, gas, electricity,
telecommunications). The
sufficient development is
a basic prerequisite of the
buildability (construction).
1&2
3
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Deutsch
Umsetzungsinstrument
Planer bezeichnen ein “Instrument”
als “Gerät, Werkzeug der technischen
Arbeit” und als Mittel zur Umsetzung
eines hiervon abgegrenzten
normativen Zwecks.
Informelle Planung
Die informelle Planung umfasst
Verfahren und Instrumente
räumlichen Planers, die nicht
rechtlich formalisiert, standardisiert
und direkt rechtverbindlichund
zugleich durch hohe Flexibilität,
anpassugnsfähigkeit und Offenheit
gekennzeichnet sind. Hierzu gehören
Informationsgrundlagen, Leitbilder
und Konzepte, kommunikative
und kooperative Ansätze sowie
Formate zur planerischen Steuerung
räumlicher Entwicklung1.
Infrastruktur
Der begriff Infrastruktur bezeichnet
Einrichtungen und Anlagen, die nicht
nur individuelle, sondern auch kollektive
Nutzeneffekte aufweisen, und die Einfluss
auf die wirtschaftliche Entwicklung,
das soziale Zusammenleben sowie die
ökologisch-nachhaltige Entwicklung eines
Raums haben2.
Erschliessung
Unter Erschliessung versteht
man die Erstellung der für
eine Grundstücksnutzung
nötigen Grundinfrastrukturen
(Strassen, öffentlicher Verkehr,
Wasser, Abwasser, Gas, Strom,
Telekommunikation). Die ausreichende
Erschliessung ist Grundvoraussetzung
der Überbaubarkeit (Baureife)3.

ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Glossary;

!فار

Q
Dعمليا
ابزارهای
،برنامه ريزان از »ابزار« به عنوان »وسيله يا
« و به عنوان ابزاری برایRف- ابزاری برای كار
. ياد مى كنند،اجرای يک هدف خاص هنجاری

رسمىUغ. برنامه ريزی
رسمى شامل رويه ها وUغ. برنامه ريزی
 است كهDفضا
. ابزارهای برنامه ريزان
ً استاندارد و مستقيما،بصورت رسمى
- .  و در، نيستندDقانو
 حال/ع
الزام آور
 سازگاری و باز بودن،با انعطاف پذيری
 اين شامل پايگاه های.مشخص مى شوند
Q
 رويكردهای، مدل ها و مفاهيم، Dاط^عا
-.
Dها
 وDتعاو
ارتباطى و
.  قالب/همچن
Q برای
. استDل برنامه ريزی توسعه مكاUكن

زيرساخت
Q
 اط^قDامكانا
اصط^ح زيرساخت به
 بلكه،مى شود كه نه تنها از مزايای فردی
- . جمعى
 برخوردار است و بر توسعهUن
Q
 اجتماعى و از نظرR همزيس،اقتصادی
. داردUتأث
. زيست محيطى پايدار يک فضا

- . آماده سازی
/زم
اصط^ح توسعه به معنای تهيه زيرساختهای
- . اسا زم برای استفاده از
 )جاده/زم
، فاض^ب، آب، حمل و نقل عمومى،ها
. ارتباطات از راه دور( است، برق،گاز
- . آماده سازی مكفى
ط اساj  يک/زم
.ساخت و ساز )ساخت و ساز( است
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English
Integrated City Development
Concepts for integrated urban
development bring together the
various actors and specialist
planning for goal-oriented and
sustainable exchange under
changing socio-economic,
ecological and technological
conditions.
Intercommunal and Regional
Cooperation
Intercommunal and regional
cooperation is a common
and versatile mean of joint
performance of local and
regional authorities.
Inward Development
Raising the number of units
for working and living within
a largely built-up area, with
the simultaneous extension
of the required infrastructure
to keep and / or increase the
settlement quality3
Land Management
Land management means
active demand-oriented
management of land
development in settlement
areas with the aim of resourcesaving and high-quality land
use. The combination of
sovereign and consensual
instruments with the
involvement of different actors
can be used to optimize
space provision and to offset
competing usage claims.

Deutsch
Integrierte Stadtentwicklung
Konzepte zur integrierten
Stadtentwicklung führen unter
veränderten soziel-ökonomischen,
ökologischen und technologischen
Rahmenbedingungen die
verschiedenen Akteure und
Fachplanungen zur zielorientierten und
nachhaltigen Umsatzung zusammen1.
Interkommunale und regionale
Zusammenarbeit
Interkommunale und regionale
Kooperation ist ein verbreitetes und
vielseitig einsetzbares Mittel der
gemeinsamen leistungserbringung
von Gebietskörperschaften2.
Innenentwicklung
Erhöhung der Anzahl der Einheiten
zum Arbeiten und Wohnen in einem
weitgehend bebauten Gebiet bei
gleichzeitiger Erweiterung der
erforderlichen Infrastruktur zur
Erhaltung und / oder Steigerung der
Siedlungsqualität
Flächenmanagement
Flächenmanagement bedeutet
eine aktive bedarfsorientierte
Steuerung der Flächenentwicklung
im Siedlungsraum mit dem Ziel
einer ressourcenschonenden und
qualitätsvollen Bodennutzung.
Durch die Kombination von
hoheitlichen und konsensualen
Instrumenten unter Einbeziehung
unterschiedlicher Akteure können
Flächenbereitstellungen optimiert und
konkurrierende Nutzungsansprüche
ausgeglichen werden4.

!فار
توسعه يكپارچه شهری
،مفاهيم مربوط به توسعه يكپارچه شهری
¬بازيگران مختلف و برنامه ريزی های تخص
Uتغي
. ای را برای تعامل هدف گرا و پايدار تحت
 زيست محيطى و،ايط اجتماعى و اقتصادیj
د
.فناوری گرد مى كند

Q
كت های فراشهری و منطقه ایUمش
مشاركت های فرا شهری و منطقه ای يک
Q ابزار
ک و همه جانبه برای عملكردUمش
Q
. مح و منطقه ای است/مسئول
کUمش
.

توسعه درون محور
 برایDساختما
افزايش ظرفيت واحدهای

كار و زند« در يک منطقه عمدتاً ساخته
Q  با،شده
ش همزمان زيرساختهای زمUگس
. يا افزايش كيفيت اسكان/ برای نگهداری و

- . مديريت
/زم
ا به معنای مديريت فعال- مديريت ار
- . تقاضا محور برای توسعه
 در مناطق/زم
 در منابع وDجو
. اسكان و با هدف فه
- . استفاده از
Rتركي
 . با كيفيت با است/زم
رسمى و حصول اجماع-از ابزارهای اداری
و توافق با مشاركت بازيگران مختلف مى
- . تواند برای بهينه سازی
انUج
  فضا و/تأم
Q
.دUگ.  مورد استفاده قرارRرقاب
كاركردهای

1 & 2 & 4 ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
3
Grams, A., 2018;
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English
Land Reserve

The land resources that
are secured for further
construction by the law, but not
yet constructed/activated.

Land Use Conversion /
Rezoning
It represents the change
in usage assignment for a
particular property. The term
includes the commonly used
“rezoning to the building
zone” and “rezoning” for the
conversion of an RPG compliant
construction zone into the
landscape protection zone
Land Use Plan

Plot-level land use framework
plan, binding on landowners,
for the separation of building
areas and non-building areas2

Largely Built-up Area
Cohesive settlement area,
including gap sites (Art. 15
lit. a RPG). Area in which
existing buildings represent
a cohesive built-form and
which, due to building spacing,
infrastructure, and the type
and utilisation of buildings,
have the character of a
settlement3.
1
2&3
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Deutsch
Land Reserve

Die Landressourcen, die für den
weiteren Bau durch das Gesetz
gesichert, aber noch nicht gebaut /
realisiert sind.

Umzonung
Umzonung stellt die Änderung
der Nutzungszuweisung für ein
bestimmtes Grundstück dar.
Der Ausdruck umfasst die in der
Umgangssprache häufig verwendeten
«Einzonung» und «Auszonung» für die
Umzonung von einer RPG-konformen
Bauzone in die Landschaftsschutzz1.

Zonenplan

Rahmenplan für die Flächennutzung
auf Grundstücksebene, der für die
Grundbesitzer verbindlich ist und die
Trennung von Gebäudebereichen und
Nicht-Gebäudebereichen vorsieht

überbautes Gebiet
Kohäsives Siedlungsgebiet,
einschliesslich Lückengebiete
(Art. 15 lit. a RPG). Bereich, in
dem bestehende Gebäude eine
zusammenhängende Bauform
darstellen und der aufgrund
der Gebäudeabstände, der
Infrastruktur sowie der Art
und Nutzung der Gebäude den
Charakter einer Siedlung hat.

ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Glossary;
Grams, A., 2018;

!فار

- . منابع توسعه نيافته
/زم
- منابع
 كه توسط قانون برای ساختRزمي
Q و سازهای
- . Uبيش
، شده اند/تضم
.اما هنوز ساخته و فعال نشده اند
د

- . تبديل كاربری
/زم
- . تبديل كاربری
 در تكاليفUتغي
.  نمايانگر/زم

 اين. است/زم
. استفاده برای يک ويژ« خاص
-Q
 به حريم ساختمان/»پيوس
اصط^ح شامل
سازی« و »تنظيم مجدد« برای تبديل منطقه
 سازگار با به منطقه حفاظت از منظرDساختما
د
.است

ا- نقشه كاربری ار
،ا در سطح طرح- طرح چارچوب كاربری ار
- . الزام آور برای مالكان
 برای تفكيک،/زم
 قابلUغ. مناطق قابل ساخت و ساز و مناطق
ذ
ساخت و ساز

منطقه منسجم شهری
 شامل فضاهای خا،منطقه منسجم شهری
-.
 فضاهای ساخته شده؛ ساختمانهای موجود/ماب
نمايانگر يک شكل منسجم هستند و به دليل
 زيرساخت ها و نوع و بهره،فاصله ساختمان

. ويژ« شهری را دارند، برداری از ساختمانها
د

Appendices

English

Deutsch

Metropolis

Metropole

Cities of a certain size
and meaning are called
metropolises or global cities.
They have attributed to a
surplus within the country or
on a global level. However,
differentiation from other
terms is not always clear,
especially as it is often
accompanied by normative
attribution.
Metropolitan Region
Metropolitan regions have been
taking a prominent position in
spatial planning strategies since
the mid-1990s. The concept of
metropolitan regions is used
to delineate agglomerations
of high-quality functions and
to initiate regional cooperation
to strengthen development
engines.
Militia system of Governance
Delegation of public
offices to private persons
(volunteers), who carry them
out on a part-time basis 3.

Städte einer bestimmten
Grössenordnung und bedeutung
werden als Metropolen oder Global
Cities bezeichnet. Ihnen wird ein
Bedeuttungsüberschuss innerhalb
des Landes bzw. auf globaler Ebene
zugeschrieben. Die Abgrenzung zu
anderen Termini ist jedoch nicht
immer eindeutig, zumal damit
häufig normative zuschreibung
einhergehen1.
Metropolregion
Metropolitanregionen nehmen
seit Mitte der 1990er Jahre
eine promonente Position in
raumordnerischen Strategien ein.
Das Konzept der Metropolregionen
wird genutzt, um Agglomerationen
hochwertiger Funktionen abzugrenzen
und regionale Kooperationen zur
Stärkung von Entwicklungsmotoren
anzustossen2.
Milizsystem
Übertragung öffentlicher Ämter an
Privatpersonen (Freiwillige), die
diese in Teilzeit ausüben.

Non-motorised Transportation

Langsamverkehr

Non-motorised Transportation
(also known as active
transportation and humanpowered transportation)
includes walking and bicycling,
and variants such as smallwheeled transport (cycle
rickshaws, skates, skateboards,
push scooters and hand carts)
and wheelchair travel

Der Langsamverkehr (auch als aktiver
Transport) umfasst Fussverkehr
und Wandern, Velo fahren auch mit
Mountainbikes, Renn- und Liegevelos
sowie Varianten wie den Transport
mit kleinen Rädern (Fahrradrikschas,
Schlittschuhe, Skateboards, Roller und
Handkarren) und Rollstuhlfahrten

1&2
3

!فار
ك^ن شهر
 ك^ن شهرها، با اندازه و معنای خاصDشهرها
.
- يا شهرهای
به آنها مازاد. خوانده مى شوندDجها
- اضا® در داخل كشور يا در سطح
 نسبتDجها
 تمايز از اصط^حات، با اين حال.داده مى شود
 به خصوص كه،ديگر هميشه آسان نيست
.اغلب با ويژگيهای هنجاری خاص همراه است
د

منطقه ك^ن شهری
 موقعيت١٩٩٠ مناطق ك^نشهری از اواسط دهه
Q های برجسته ای را در
اتژی های برنامهUاس
 مفهوم ك^ن. اتخاذ كرده اندDفضا
. ريزی
شهرها برای مشخص كردن تراكم كاركردهای با
كيفيت با و آغاز همكاری های منطقه ای برای
.تقويت موتورهای توسعه استفاده مى شود
د

Q
 بر اساس خدمتRمديري
سيستم
داوطلبانه
تفويض مسئوليت ها در سازمان ها و ادارات
Q
 به اشخاص خصو )داوطلبان( كهRدول
.آنها را بصورت پاره وقت انجام مى دهند
ذ

 موتوریUغ. ترافيک
-.
 به عنوان حمل و/)همچن
 موتوریUغ. ترافيک
 شناختهDوی انساUن. نقل فعال و حمل و نقل با
مى شود( شامل پياده روی و دوچرخه سواری
و انواع مختلفى از جمله وسايل حمل و نقل با
 اسكيت، چرخ های كوچک )چرخ های ريشه دار
Q  اسكوترهای فشار و چرخ،  اسكيت بورد،
(Rدس
و سفر به صند چرخدار

ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
Grams, A., 2018;
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English
Outward Development
The utilisation of new
settlement areas outside a
largely built-up area
Polycentricity
Polycentricity describes spatial
structures on different scales
with a plurality of spatially
separated centers between
which they interact.

Regional Coherence

1

210

Deutsch
Aussenentwicklung
Die Erschliessung neuer
Siedlungsflächen ausserhalb eines
grossteils bebauten Gebietes
Polyzentrizität
Polyzentralität beschreibt
Raumstrukturen auf verschiedenen
Massstabsebenen mit einer
Mehrzahl von räumlich separierten
Zentren, zwischen denen
Austauschbeziehungen bestehen1.
Regionale Kohärenz

!فار
توسعه برون محور
بهره برداری از مناطق جديد اسكان در
.خارج از منطقه عمدتا ساخته شده است

Q
Rچندمركزي
- ساختارهای
 را در مقياسهای مختلف باDمكا
- ت مراكز تفكيکUكj
- .  كهDمكا
 آنها روابط/ب
. توصيف مى كند،تباد و تعام وجود دارد

انسجام منطقه ای

A space can be polarised
and at the same time,
geographically speciallised,
all under the name of regional
coherency, if only all the
interests are integrated in form
of strategic planning.

Ein Raum kann unter dem Namen der
regionalen Kohärenz polarisiert und
gleichzeitig geografisch spezifiziert
werden, wenn nur alle Interessen in
Form einer strategischen Planung
einbezogen werden.

 تحت عنوان انسجام،يک فضا را مى توان
- .  و درRقط
 از لحاظ، حال/ع
 ،منطقه ای
Q
 كه تنها تمامD متمايز كرد در صورDافيا
. جغر
Q
اتژيک ادغامUمنافع در قالب برنامه ريزی اس
ذ
.شوند

Rezoning to Building Zone /
Higher Density / Lower Density
/ Non-building Zone

Einzonung / Aufzonung / Abzonung /
Auszonung

 پهنه بندی به حريم ساختمانUتغي
.
 به نواحىUتغ
. /  به تراكم باتر/ سازی
خارج از حريم ساختمان سازی

A change in zoning assignment
is a rezone. Depending on
the context a rezone occurs
when the legal prerequisites
are created to change the
zone a from a non-building
to a building zone; to assign
higher density; to assign lower
density; to change the zoning
assignment of a land parcel
from a building zone to a nonbuilding one.

Eine Änderung der Zonenzuweisung
ist eine Neuzone. Abhängig vom
Kontext tritt eine Neuzone auf, wenn
die rechtlichen Voraussetzungen
geschaffen werden, um die Zone a
von einer nicht gebäudetechnischen
in eine gebäudetechnische Zone zu
ändern (Einzonung); höhere Dichte
zuweisen (Aufzonung); niedrigere
Dichte zuweisen (Abzonung); die
Zoneneinteilung eines Grundstücks
von einer Bauzone in eine
Nichtbauzone (Auszonung) zu ändern.

ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;

-  در تكاليفUتغي
 پهنه بندی يکDقانو
. هرگونه
 هنگامى،ايطj  بسته به. پهنه بندی استUتغي
.
- ط هایj كه پيش
 از پهنه، ايجاد شودDقانو
خارج حريم ساختمان سازی به داخل حريم
 يا در صورت اختصاص تراكم باتر؛، كندUتغي
.
 تر؛ و يا/پاي
. يا در صورت اختصاص تراكم
- .  انتساب پهنه بندی يک قطعهUتغي
 از يک/زم
.
منطقه داخل حريم ساختمان سازی به خارج از
د
.حريم

Appendices

English
Structural Guiding Plan
A planning instrument
which describes the
activities required for the
implementation of the
envisaged spatial order, and
which defines the framework
for their mutual coordination
in a manner that is binding on
authorities.
Urban Sprawl
Urban sprawl refers to the
unrestricted growth in urban
areas. Different scholars
define and measure urban
sprawl differently: some
measure it only with the
average quantity of residential
density per acre in a given
area; others might associate
it with scattered development,
discontinuity (e.g. leapfrog
development), segregation of
uses, and so forth.
Urbanisation
Urbanization is understood
to mean the complex and
irreversible processes of social
change, which is reflected in
the growth of urban settlement
and economic systems and
in large agglomerations.
Urbanization is regarded
as the engine of economic
development, but at the same
time, it is often accompanied
by polarisation of income.
Zoning Plan
Plan that regulates the use of
land with regard to purpose,
location and extent, and that is
binding on every landowner.

1&3
2

Deutsch
Richtplan
Ein Planungsinstrument, das die
für die Umsetzung der geplanten
Raumordnung erforderlichen
Aktivitäten beschreibt und den
Rahmen für deren behördliche
Koordination festlegt1.
Zersiedelung
Zersiedelung bezieht sich auf das
uneingeschränkte Wachstum in
städtischen Gebieten. Verschiedene
Wissenschaftler definieren und
messen die Zersiedelung in der Stadt
unterschiedlich: Einige messen sie
nur anhand der durchschnittlichen
Dichte der Wohnungen pro Hektar
in einem bestimmten Gebiet.
andere können dies mit verstreuter
Entwicklung, Diskontinuität (z. B.
Sprungentwicklung), Trennung von
Verwendungen usw. in Verbindung
bringen.
Urbanisierung
Unter Urbanisierung werden
Komplexe und irreversible
Prozesse des gesellschaftlichen
Wandels verstanden, die im
Wachstum städtischer Siedlungund Wirtschaftsformen und in
grossen Agglomerationen ihren
Ausdruck finden. Urbanisierung
gilt als Motor der wirtschaftlichen
Entwicklung, gleichzeitig wird sie
oft von einer Polarisierung der
Einkommensverhältnisse begleitet2.
Nutzungsplan
Plan, der die zulässige Nutzung
des Bodens bezüglich Zweck, Ort
und Mass parzellenscharf und
grundeigentümerverbindlich festlegt3.

!فار
طرح ساختاری راهنما
يک ابزار برنامه ريزی كه فعاليت های مورد
Dفضا
. نياز برای اجرای دستورالعمل های
- پيش
 شده را توصيف مى كند و چارچوبRبي

j  متقابل آنها را بهpهماهن
رو كه برای
. تعريف مى كند،مسئون زم باشد
د

 شهریDرو
ِ . پراكنده
 شهری به رشد نامحدود درDرو
. پراكنده
 محققان مختلف.مناطق شهری اشاره دارد
Q
 تعريفDمتفاو
 شهری را به طورDرو
. پراكنده
 برخى آن را فقط:ی مى كنندUگ. و اندازه
-.
 در هكتارDمسكو
 مقدار تراكم/ميانگ
با
.ی مى كنندUگ.  اندازه/مع
منطقه
يک
در
.
،ديگران ممكن است آن را با توسعه پراكنده

j  )به عنوان مثال توسعهpناپيوست
،( ¶جه
تفكيک كاربردهای تک عملكردی و موارد ديگر
د
.مرتبط سازند

شهری سازی
شهری سازی به معنای فرآيندهای پيچيده
و برگشت ناپذير تحوت اجتماعى است
كه در رشد و توسعه ساختار شهری و
سيستم های اقتصادی و در تراكم های
 شهری.منطقه ای بزرگ منعكس مى شود
سازی به عنوان موتور توسعه اقتصادی
- .  اما در،در نظر گرفته مى شود
، حال/ع
. شدن درآمد همراه استRقط
 اغلب با

طرح پهنه بندی
- .  كه استفاده مجاز از،برنامه ريزی
 را از نظر/زم
ی بسته ها و مالكانUگ.  مكان و اندازه،هدف
-.
د
. مى كند/تعي

ARE, Bundesamt für Raumentwicklung: Glossary;
ARL, Handwörterbuch der Stadt- und Raumpentwicklung, 2018;
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RÉSUMÉ

Développement spatial axé sur les chemins de fer
Comme une stratégie principale pour le développement spatial et ferroviaire
intégré des petites et moyennes communes des agglomérations suisses

La taille des agglomérations urbaines augmente dans la

communautés, où plus de 60 % des réserves foncières

plupart des pays en raison du renforcement de l’intégration

sont disponibles. Ainsi, compte tenu des potentiels de

des économies régionales et du développement spatial

développement compact dans le bassin versant des

cohérent entre zones urbaines et rurales. Toutefois,

gares ferroviaires, ce travail aborde l’élaboration d’une

en raison de la rentabilité, une croissance incontrôlée

politique coordonnée de l’espace et des transports en tant

pourrait déclencher un développement à faible densité

qu’exigences essentielles pour une stratégie principale

au détriment des terres rurales et naturelles en cas

de “développement intérieur avant le développement

de gestion non coordonnée de l’utilisation des terres.

extérieur”, ainsi que la préparation d’une nouvelle

Il y a des outils d’aménagement du territoire tels que

stratégie de «développement spatial orienté vers le rail»

“le développement axé sur le transport en commun”

ou ROSD (Railway-Oriented Spatial Development).

pour justifier la densification par un aménagement du
territoire de haute qualité et une bonne accessibilité aux

La mise en œuvre du ROSD se heurte à divers obstacles

transports publics.

opérationnels: gouvernance fragmentée, obligations
générales des gouvernements nationaux et régionaux et

Toutefois, les perspectives holistiques à l’échelle

faible compétence en matière de planification des petites

régionale ainsi que les concepts spatiaux et de

et moyennes communautés, entre autres. Identifiant

transport intégrés font souvent défaut pour stimuler le

les tâches de planification complexes que ROSD devrait

développement d’agglomérations compactes. En outre,

potentiellement entreprendre, ce travail évalue les

aborder le concept d’”agglomération”, qui se réfère à une

instruments de planification existants et propose un

région fonctionnelle plutôt qu’à une unité administrative,

nouvel instrument collaboratif appelé «corridor de

est une tâche complexe de planification qui nécessite

corridors», qui identifie les corridors de transit en tant

des instruments de soutien. Aujourd’hui, 54% de la

que régions fonctionnelles et clarifie les causes de la

population et 65% des employés (80% des employés du

planification des problèmes susmentionnés. Le manque

secteur tertiaire) en Suisse vivent ou travaillent à moins

de compréhension collective du problème, la planification

d’un kilomètre d’une gare. Ce chiffre démontre la grande

sectorielle et les intérêts divergents, le manque de

pertinence du réseau ferroviaire dans la répartition

coopération en matière de planification au-delà des

de la population et des lieux de travail. L’hypothèse

frontières administratives et la planification d’espaces

principale de cette thèse est que les réserves foncières

fonctionnels, parmi de nombreux autres aspects,

sous-développées et vides dans le bassin versant des

peuvent être au centre d’une conférence de corridor. Par

gares ferroviaires peuvent potentiellement contribuer

conséquent, une conférence sur le corridor facilite les

à des formes de développement plus compactes

processus de prise de décision en vue de la réalisation

dans les agglomérations. Cela est particulièrement

de la stratégie minimale de ROSD, en particulier pour les

important pour la densification des petites et moyennes

petites et moyennes collectivités.
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Sviluppo territoriale orientato sulle ferrovie
Come strategia principale per lo sviluppo territoriale e ferroviario integrati, nelle
comunità di piccole e medie dimensioni di agglomerati svizzeri

La dimensione degli agglomerati urbani è in

piccole e medie dimensioni, dove sono disponibili oltre

aumento nella maggior parte dei paesi a seguito

il 60% delle riserve territoriali. Considerando quindi le

del rafforzamento dell’integrazione delle economie

potenzialità di sviluppo compatto nel bacino di utenza

regionali e di un conseguente sviluppo territoriale

delle stazioni ferroviarie, questo lavoro definisce il

urbanistico-rurale. Tuttavia, a causa dell’efficienza in

coordinamento delle politiche territoriali e dei trasporti

termini di costi, una crescita incontrollata potrebbe

come requisiti essenziali per una strategia principale di

innescare uno sviluppo a bassa densità a scapito del

«sviluppo interno prima dello sviluppo esterno», nonché

territorio rurale e naturale in caso di gestione non

la preparazione di una nuova strategia di «sviluppo

coordinata dell’uso del suolo. Esistono strumenti di

territoriale orientato sulle ferrovie» o ROSD (Railway-

utilizzo del territorio, come lo «sviluppo orientato al

Oriented Spatial Development).

transito», che giustificano la densificazione con uno
sviluppo associato all’uso del territorio di alta qualità e

La realizzazione del ROSD si trova a dover fronteggiare

una buona accessibilità al trasporto pubblico. Tuttavia,

diversi ostacoli operativi, tra i quali: frammentazione

spesso mancano prospettive olistiche su scala regionale

della politica di governo locale, obblighi generali dei

e concetti integrati di spazio e trasporto per stimolare

governi nazionali e regionali e scarsa competenza

lo sviluppo di insediamenti di dimensioni compatte.

di pianificazione delle piccole e medie comunità.

Inoltre, un approccio al concetto di «agglomerato», nel

Individuando i complessi compiti di pianificazione che

senso di un’area funzionale piuttosto che di un’unità

il ROSD dovrebbe potenzialmente affrontare, questo

amministrativa, è un compito complesso, in termini di

lavoro valuta gli strumenti di pianificazione esistenti e

pianificazione, che richiede strumenti di supporto.

propone un nuovo strumento collaborativo il «corridor
consilium», che identifica i corridoi di transito come

Attualmente, in Svizzera, il 54% della popolazione e

aree funzionali e chiarisce le cause di pianificazione

il 65% dei lavoratori (80% dei lavoratori del settore

dei suddetti problemi. La mancata comprensione

economico terziario) vive o lavora nel raggio di un

collettiva del problema, la pianificazione settoriale e

chilometro da una stazione ferroviaria. Questi numeri

gli interessi divergenti, la mancanza di cooperazione

dimostrano la grande importanza della rete ferroviaria

nella pianificazione al di là dei confini amministrativi

nella distribuzione della popolazione e dei posti di lavoro.

e la pianificazione delle aree funzionali, insieme a

L’ipotesi principale di questa tesi è che le superfici

molteplici altri aspetti possono essere l’obbiettivo di

sottosviluppate e vuote nel bacino di utenza delle

una conferenza sui corridoi. Pertanto, una conferenza

stazioni ferroviarie possono potenzialmente contribuire

sui corridoi facilita i processi decisionali per il

come fattore determinante nel creare forme di sviluppo

raggiungimento della strategia minima individuata

più compatte negli agglomerati. Ciò è di fondamentale

dal ROSD, specialmente per le comunità di piccole e

importanza per la densificazione delle comunità di

medie dimensioni.
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